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Introduction
Responsibility for one’s actions can be found as far back as the ancients.
In his works, Aristotle stresses the significance of ethical action. He emphasizes the appropriate use of material goods and he calls justice an ethical virtue. In modern times, the importance of personal choice and values has been
pointed out by J. P. Sartre1. Elements of responsibility for acting in accordance
with the precept of the norms which stem from human nature can, among
others, be found in K. Wojtyła’s “Ethical Primer”2. It is difficult to assume
the existence of one universal code of ethics for the whole world. However,
all humankind relies on certain assumptions of certain ethical systems3. This
view is shared by R. C. Salomon, who says that “there exists many sets of values
and rules depending on context, society or subculture”4. Other authors, such
as A. Lewicka-Strzałecka, stress that “responsibility is a category with a cognitive and practical quality for the analysis of economic life”5. The business and
society theory presented by S. L. Wartick and P. L. Cochran presents a critical
attitude towards the neoclassical tradition of an economy based on growth,
which assumes that business actions which ensure gaining a maximal profit,
within legal regulations, are the only responsibility business bears before society6. Multidimensional actions undertaken in accordance with Wartick and
Cochran’s model of social action not only increase competitive advantage but
also create an added value for society.
The genesis of social responsibility, according to J. J. McMillan, has its
source in people’s lack of interest in taking care of others. Nowadays, organisations deal with that sort of thing. The increasing universality of this pheJ.P. Sartre, Byt i nicość. Zarys ontologii fenomenologicznej, Zielona Sowa, Kraków 2007.
K. Wojtyła, Elementarz etyczny, Towarzystwo Naukowe Katolickiego Uniwersytetu Lubelskiego,
Lublin 1999, pp. 38–39.
3
A.T. Lawrence, J. Weber, Business and Society. Stakeholders, Ethics, Public Policy, McGraw-Hill
Irwin, New York 2008, p. 90.
4
R.C. Solomon, On Ethics and Living Well, Thomson Wadsworth, Belmont 2006, p. 6.
5
A. Lewicka-Strzałecka, Odpowiedzialność moralna w życiu gospodarczym, IFiS PAN, Warszawa
2006, the introduction.
6
S.L. Wartick, P.L. Cochran, The Evolution of the Corporate Social Performance Model, Academy of
Management Review” 1985, vol. 10, no. 4, pp. 758–769.
1
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Introduction

nomenon results from the powerful development of economies, companies,
institutions, etc7. The idea of social responsibility has been evolving alongside
civilizational and economic development. Since the 1960s the issue of social
responsibility has become “an important problem, not only for the business
sector, but also for theories of law, politics and economics”8. In E. Peyro’s opinion, the greatest interest in social responsibility, recorded in the 1970s, was
a consequence of a coincidence of many ecological disasters and of an economic crisis9.
The idea of social responsibility, then, stems from many historical breakthroughs and is connected to the development of societies but, above all, with
the progressing civilization development. Dynamic economic development
has only enhanced and emphasised these phenomena. The process of society
realising an awareness of its own needs has been slow and multidimensional.
It seems, however, that both organisations and their stakeholders are currently aware of their aims and needs to a degree that allows us to expect a further
development of this idea in the future.
The vision of full, and indeed comprehensive, responsibility of organisations for their actions seems to be increasingly prevalent. Beside their economic results, the social effects of organisations’ actions will also be subject
to assessment. The most important thing, however, is how such actions influence the improvement in the quality of life for the whole society10.
Universities play a substantial part in disseminating the idea of the social
responsibility of enterprises. By incorporating those issues in their curricula, universities influence the awareness of future social and economic leaders.
The constantly growing number of consultants, legal regulations and international actions promoting socially responsible business and the practice of social reporting are of no less importance11.
Along with economic development, the increased intensity of globalisation
has increased the expectations and requirements that society has towards or7
J.J. McMillan, Why Corporate Social Responsibility? Why Now? How?, in: The Debate over Corporate Social Responsibility, red. S. May, G. Cheney, J. Roper, Oxford University Press, Oxford 2007,
pp. 15–29.
8
J.W. McKie, Social Responsibility and the Business Predicament, Brookings Institution, Washington 1974.
9
E. Peyro, Informacion social y ambiental en Espana: un estudio empirico, IX Congreso AECA, Asociacion Espanola de Cantabilidad y Administracion de Empresas, September 1997, pp. 681–703.
10
R.M. Kanter, Czas na pełną odpowiedzialność, „Harvard Business Review Polska”, December 2010
– January 2011, pp. 48–49.
11
P. Utting, CSR and Development: Is a New Agenda Needed?, in: Corporate Social Responsibility
and Development: Towards a New Agenda?, United Nations Research Institute for Social Development
(UNRISD), Geneva 2003, pp. 6–9.
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ganisations, businesses and other public or social and economic institutions.
In these circumstances, higher education institutions, due to the role they play
in social and economic development, have to face particularly high requirements. They form future elites, they participate in the process of the development of a knowledge-oriented society and they examine the surrounding
environment. It seems then that the implementation of such important tasks
requires socially responsible actions from universities.
The term “corporate social responsibility” (CSR) is determined by
the meanings of three words: society, responsibility, business; and it describes
the relations between enterprises, or other organisations, and societies. It also
describes the scope of responsibilities at both ends of this relation. Society
must be understood in its broadest sense so that it encompasses all potential
stakeholders of an organisation, i.e. those who may hold any interest in its
current or future activity12.
One may say then that the term “social responsibility” identifies a subject,
i.e. an organisation, and gives us knowledge on this subject by presenting it as
a party in a social contract with society13.
The issue of stakeholders was first dealt with when it was discovered to what
degree any activity influences society. Such an interaction may be beneficial
but it may also cause expenses. The stakeholders theory undermines the commonly accepted and privileged position of shareholders. Now it is not only
shareholders who can influence management and expect ethical actions from
it. Organisations influence all stakeholders and they have the right to submit
their expectations towards those organisations14.
Although the stakeholders theory emerged quite a long time ago, its most
dynamic development took place in the 1960s. It was discussed in the works
of E. Rhenman, I. Ansoff and R. Ackoff and their disciples. It is associated with
the very old tradition which sees economic activity as an integral part of society, not a separate enterprise of an economic character independent of society.
In the 1980s a new management theory appeared – stakeholder management
– which systematically takes into account those groups which influence organisations or are influenced by them, in other words, stakeholder groups.
Back in the 1980s and at the beginning of the 1990s the numerous transformations resulting from ecological disasters, financial scandals and the evoW.B. Werther, D. Chandler, Strategic Corporate Social Responsibility, Sage Publications, Thousand
Oaks 2006, p. 6.
13
H. Bergsteiner, G.C. Avery, A theoretical responsibility and accountability framework for CSR and
global responsibility, „Journal of Global Responsibility” 2010, vol. 1, no. 1, pp. 8–33.
14
J. DesJardins, An Introduction to Business Ethics, McGraw-Hill, New York 2006, p. 66.
12
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lution of the notion of business ethics led to doubts concerning the issue of
whom organisations should serve – their shareholders or their stakeholders15.
The issue was also researched by A. Stark. In his opinion the stakeholder theory appears to be one of the most influential ones among the theories
which emerged within the idea of corporate social responsibility16. Similarly,
K. Gibson claims that the stakeholder theory is at the core of business ethics17.
R. F. Gago and M. N. Antolin, in turn, say that it is a foundation for further
studies and the development of the practical side of social responsibility18.
The presumptions of the stakeholder theory reject the privileged position
of stockholders/shareholders in favour of stakeholders. The introduction of
the notion of stakeholders and the development of that concept allowed for
an explanation of the complex relations between organisations and their environments. Mature organisations appreciate the need for social sensitivity
and their stakeholders’ expectations are at least as important as those of their
founders or owners.
Because they deal with the transfer of knowledge and research, universities are important social and economic institutions. Playing the part of centres of knowledge and skills requires them to form and maintain appropriate
relations with their stakeholders. It seems important then to examine whether
the issue of social responsibility may be referred to universities and how this
issue is perceived by stakeholders. At the same time it is important to know if
universities develop their own development strategies guided by the rules of
social responsibility and stakeholders’ identified needs.
The key issue for university mangers is to determine precisely the final
recipient of educational services – students, parents, potential employers.
It is still a current question then whom a university really serves and in what
environment it functions. Universities must pay constant attention to the balance between expectations and needs of students, authorities and society in its
broad sense, i.e. all university stakeholders19. It is not uncommon that an educational service does not meet the expectations of potential students or even
R.E. Freeman, Mastering Management: Understanding Stakeholder Capitalism, „Financial Times”,
19.07.1996.
16
A. Stark, What’s the matter with business ethics, „Harvard Business Review” 1994, May–June,
pp. 38–48.
17
K. Gibson, The moral basis of stakeholder theory, „Journal of Business Ethics” 2000, vol. 26, pp. 245–
257.
18
R.F. Gago, M.N. Antolin, Stakeholder salience in corporate environmental strategy, „Corporate Governance” 2004, vol. 4, no. 3, pp. 65–76.
19
E. Hazelkorn, Art Schools for Tomorrow: Challenges and Opportunities, „Higher Education Management and Policy. Journal of The Programme on Institutional Management in Higher Education”
2004, vol. 16, no. 3, OECD Publications, p. 136.
15
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totally misses them. It is also possible to imagine a situation where the service
goes far beyond the students’ future needs20.
A long term strategy based on previously delineated objectives is at the core
of any university activity. It seems to be important then to examine to what
extent the strategy includes actions which meet stakeholders’ expectations.
It is also important to determine the rules of the development and implementation of a strategy based on the concept of social responsibility. The question must also be answered as to whether the manner in which universities
are managed meets stakeholders’ expectations and whether universities themselves are willing to respond to suggestions from their social environments.
To that purpose, a detailed research project was designed and a comparative
analysis of the aims and strategies of selected universities was conducted. They
were used to assess the level of social involvement of the universities.
At the basis of the multi-level study, which encompassed all university
stakeholders, was the assumption that university managers undertake pro-social actions more and more actively, thus significantly modifying their strategic
plans. This first stage of the survey made it possible to arrive at the expected
results of the research project21.
The project “Social Responsibility of the University as Perceived by its
Stakeholders” was conducted in the years 2007-2010. Its initial stages were
devoted to developing its assumptions, formulate its aims and select research
techniques and methods. In its final stage, the collected data were interpreted
and a publication in the form of a research report was prepared. The author
of the current work was the supervisor of the project and the whole enterprise
was financed by the Gdańsk Management College.
The aim of this project was to examine the position and role of social responsibility in the process of higher education management. The key issue of
the research process was the characteristics of social responsibility in the sector of higher education and an attempt to evaluate the influence of activities
in this area on improvement of management in a short-term as well as longterm perspective. It was just as important to enquire as to whether the management methods in higher education institutions meet the expectations of

P. Caesar, T. Baker, Fundamentals of implementation, in: Generating and Sustaining Nonprofit Earned Income, red. S.M. Oster, C.W. Massarsky, S.L. Beinhacke, Yale School of Management – The Goldman Sachs Foundation Partnership on Nonprofit Ventures, Jossey-Bass, A Wiley Imprint, San Francisco
2004, p. 213.
21
M. Szreder, Metody i techniki sondażowych badań opinii, PWE, Warszawa 2004, p. 31.
20
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their stakeholders and also to what extent schools, both state and private, see
it as necessary to analyse their opinions22.
The results of the research led to the formulation of the following research
thesis:
Socially responsible actions of universities are expected by all stakeholders. They also benefit both society and schools. Therefore such actions
should find their implementation in the strategies and missions of educational institutions.
A theoretical introduction to the issue of social responsibility was presented
in the first chapter of the report. It described the issue of responsibility in social and economic life which derived from western philosophy. The historical take is based on the Nicomachean Ethics by Aristotle, where responsibility
is closely connected with justice. The development of the idea was presented through a discussion of the changes in the Victorian period in England
and the social relations in the 19th-century America. However, a rapid development of the idea of social responsibility dates back as early as the “reform
era”, i.e. the years 1900-1920, and the next impulse for its development was
in the 1950s. A social debate was begun then on social issues, which was later extended in the 1970s alongside the increased interest in the problems of
privatization, deregulation, the scope of social benefits or trade limitations.
The second chapter of the report was dedicated to the pro-social issues
in university management. The increased need for social values in societies
has resulted in the development of organisations based on universal values.
The dynamics of this development and the mobility of academic circles induce structural changes in universities all over the world. Being social institutions they follow certain values which are common to the higher education
environment. An identification of social needs and a significant change of
strategic assumptions is a way to increase the quality and accessibility of educational services. It should lead to the effective implementation of the assumptions of social responsibility in missions, visions and strategies of universities.
It is a task of universities, in broad terms, to popularise the rules of social development by raising the intellectual levels of individuals. At the same
time, thanks to the possibility to form their graduates’ attitudes, they influence
the dissemination of civic ideas and attitudes. The key to develop the right
relations with their environments is the sensitivity of educational instituM. Geryk, Społeczna odpowiedzialność uczelni w percepcji jej interesariuszy. Raport z badań, SGH,
Warszawa 2010, pp. 5–6. In the rest of the work this publication will be referred to as the Report for
short.
22
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tions to their needs. The aim of university activity was described as supporting the development of society through emphasising the role of universities
in their local environments. Pursuant to the assumptions of the education
policy and consistent with the requirements of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), the World Bank and the European Union, education is supposed to build human and social capital while
preparing individuals to function in an information society and in a knowledge-based economy.
Appropriate education was presented as a way to prepare graduates who,
thanks to the skills and ethical norms they have acquired, will be conscious
and committed employees, thus benefiting the whole society. An accumulation
of such actions should lead to the release of social capital, which is the foundation of democracy.
In this chapter, areas are presented in which academics should demonstrate
greater creativity while propagating new ideas. It ought to be assumed that
the facilitation of innovativeness and competitiveness processes by universities constitutes a long term factor in the development of society. The tendency
for the facilitation processes to grow was described as an effect of the development of a knowledge-based economy23.
Guidelines for scientific research and for staff education were also formulated for those universities whose strategies are socially responsible24.
At the same time, pursuant to P.F. Drucker’s statement, suggestions were presented as to how universities should be run in order to become organisations
which learn, seek new innovative ideas and finally ones which may be considered truly 21st-century organisations25.
In chapter three, an analysis of the process of management strategy formulation under the influence of stakeholders is made. While attempting to identify those expectations it was discovered that the biggest problem universities
face is the constant search for the balance between the expectations and needs
of students, authorities, and society in its broad sense, i.e. all university stakeholders26. It must be borne in mind that educational services do not always
meet the needs of potential students. They sometimes even miss them comJ. Boguski, Rola uniwersytetu w regionalnym systemie innowacji, „Nauka i Szkolnictwo Wyższe”
2008, nr 1 (31), pp. 55–64.
24
M. Geryk, Wpływ przystąpienia Polski do strefy euro na strategie zarządzania uczelniami, in: Polska w strefie euro. Szanse i zagrożenia, ed. J. Ostaszewski, SGH, Warszawa 2008, p. 381.
25
P.F. Drucker, Zarządzanie w czasach burzliwych. Nowe wyzwania – nowe horyzonty, Akademia
Ekonomiczna, Kraków 1995, p. 15.
26
E. Hazelkorn, Art Schools for Tomorrow: Challenges and Opportunities, op.cit., p. 136.
23
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pletely. It is also likely that the services will go far beyond the students’ current and even future needs27.
At the same time, stakeholders are seriously interested in universities’
achievements in implementing their strategic objectives. As A. Guskin and
M. Marcy write, “this century higher education experiences a paradoxical situation in which it is much more critical in relation to the future of society
while at the same time being under a strong pressure to prove their usefulness
in educating students and to convince society as to the legitimacy and effectiveness of the resources spent to that purpose”28.
In response to stakeholders’ expectations universities ought to develop their
own corporate codes of ethics, which are a specific set of explicitly expressed
values essential to the universities, their employees and also other stakeholders. The significance of codes of ethics and the huge need for development of
this issue was shown by W. Gasparski. In his Polish research he noted that,
in a country with a population of 38 million people, as few as 6 thousand organisations have codes of ethics. He pointed to their fundamental significance
for the appropriate functioning of ethical programmes29.
For a strategy to be successful decision making is a key issue. So the quality
of thinking of managers of organisations is of crucial importance30. The leader
must impose a high discipline of thought on their subordinates. It is essential
for the ability of the whole organisation to undertake effective actions concerned with the choice of the directions of changes taking place in the whole
sector. A strategy describes both the changes which the organisation intends
to introduce as well as those which it has decided to avoid31.
In chapter three, the main tasks of the leader of an educational institution
are also described – team development and the effective motivation of teams
to achieve an organisation’s aims32. The disparity between the strategic aims
P. Caesar, T. Baker, Fundamentals of implementation, in: Generating and Sustaining Nonprofit Earned Income, op.cit., p. 213.
28
A. Guskin, M. Marcy, Pressures for Fundamental Reform: Creating a Viable Academic Future, in:
Field Guide to Academic Leadership, ed. R. Diamond, John Wiley and Sons, San Francisco 2002.
29
W. Gasparski, Codes of ethics, their design, introduction and implementation: a Polish case, in: Moral
Leadership in Action: Building and Sustaining Moral Competence in European Organizations, ed. H. von
Weltzien Hoivik, Edward Elgar, Cheltenham 2002, pp. 142–150.
30
G. Gavetti, J.W. Rivkin, Jak naprawdę myślą stratedzy. Korzystanie z siły analogii, „Harvard Business Review Polska” 2005, July-August, pp. 86–98.
31
M.E. Porter, Czym jest strategia?, „Harvard Business Review Polska” 2005, July-August, pp. 161–
185.
32
A.C. Homan, J.R. Hollenbeck, S.E. Humphrey, D. van Knippenberg, D.R. Ilgen, G.A. van Kleef,
Facing Differences with an Open Mind: Openness to Experience, Salience of Intragroup Differences, and
Performance of Diverse Work Groups, „Academy of Management Review” 2008, vol. 52, no. 6, pp. 1204–
1222.
27
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of universities and the aims of enterprises was pointed out. The differences
in operation within financial regimes and the relations which influence them
were emphasised33. Besides, the relatively small changes in university management were pointed out. For a better presentation of the problem examples
from the British market were used.
Chapter four presents the results of the research conducted on the rules
which Polish universities follow while implementing the concept of social responsibility. The universities’ activity in this respect was pointed out. Also,
synthetic conclusions concerning the right solutions for an effective implementation of the key postulates were formulated. It was pointed how respondents defined the notion of social responsibility of the university. It was also
highlighted that actions of universities should be directed at their broad environment, they should not be narrowed down to their students only, who
are sometimes identified as the only stakeholders. Original postulates concerning the directions of socially desired actions which should be undertaken
by universities constitute an important part of the work. Broadly understood
promotional benefits for universities implementing the rules of social responsibility were also noted.
The issue of social responsibility of the university is practically non-existent in Polish scientific publications. This topic is written about more frequently in foreign publications. Most frequently, however, one encounters studies
concerning social responsibility of companies and entrepreneurs. However, comprehensive analyses of the role of the university and its influence on
the development of its local environment are missing. The development of
appropriate relations between the university and its environment ought to be
included in its mission and the unique role of higher education organisations
predetermines them to play a particular role in the development of the desired social attitudes.
The importance of the issue of the social responsibility of universities is also
shown by the fact that Google returns nearly 15 million results for social responsibility of university. It shows how pertinent it is to refer the notion of social responsibility to educational institutions but it also demonstrates how
serious the interest in this problem is34.
The present monograph is based on a theoretical analysis of scientific
literature sources from all over the world and on the research results preA. Cowling, Developing a strategy for human resources, in: Managing Human Resources, ed. A. Cowling, Ch. Mailer, Arnold, London 1998, p. 5.
34
www.google.pl, 17.10.2010.
33
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sented in M. Geryk’s book Social Responsibility of the University as Perceived
by its Stakeholders. Research report. The author attempted to assess the extent
to which the implementation of the rules of social responsibility may influence the improvement of management effectiveness.
This is the first elaboration presenting the notion of the social responsibility of the university comprehensively. The author would like to express his
hope that the nature and significance of the issue will arouse keen interest and
attract the attention of university managers and will contribute to the rise of
the social sensitivity of educational institutions.
In order to avoid numerous repetitions the author uses many synonymous
terms to refer to the university. Interchangeably used terms are: higher school,
academy, university, school, educational institution or higher education institution. They always refer to an institution providing university level education or conducting scientific research.

Chapter 1

The nature of social responsibility
1.1. The idea of social responsibility, an historic and contemporary view
The functioning of all socio-economic bodies has a significant influence on
the surrounding environment. Each activity interacts with its surroundings
and the quality of those interactions has a significant influence on the quality of social life.
Organisations play two main social roles – they provide products and services, deliver them to the market, thus receiving a return on their investments
and promote civic responsibility, which usually manifests itself in various
forms. They do not always have to lead to the growth of the economic power of the enterprise. Also, organisations do not articulate directly their desire
to achieve profits from such undertakings – the aim is to improve the condition of life of both the organisations and society in its broad sense1.
Organisations in the market environment have to introduce changes continually. They are necessary due to the ever changing market conditions, including those concerning skills and knowledge. Changes lead to tensions
within society, yet the culture of organisations must dominate society. It is due
to their culture that organisations always dominate their surroundings.
It is commonly known that managers are responsible for their actions.
However, that cannot be limited to being responsible before owners. The issue is far more complex. For organisations have to bear responsibility within
the limits of their powers. In other words, they must be “socially responsible”.
Organisations ought to undertake such actions within their competences and
their structures should be based to on internal responsibility rather than on
1
O.F. Williams, Responsible Corporate Citizenship and the Ideals of the Global Compact, in:
Peace through Commerce: Responsible Corporate Citizenship and the Ideals of the United Nations
Global Compact, ed. O.F. Williams, University of Notre Dame Press, Notre Dame, Indiana 2008,
pp. 431–452.
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power. This means that by exceeding their capacities organisations may even
bring harm to society.
The first responsibility of a business is understood as the effective use of
capital. An enterprise which does not yield a profit is not socially responsible.
It only means a waste of social capital. Naturally, social responsibility cannot
only be referred to business. For example, the social responsibility of the university relies on the unique privilege of educating future generations.
As P. F. Drucker claims, “an organisation bears full responsibility for its influence on the community and society”2. Besides, as says J.M. Bocheński, each
enterprise is closely related to some local environment. Mutual interactions
based on reciprocal provisions are at the basis of the functioning of an organisation within its community. The enterprise is a dynamic system whose aim
is to achieve its purposes. Striving to achieve those purposes is considered as
an important social aim, and the functioning of the enterprise designates its
social sense. J. M. Bocheński also points out that ethical managers of organisations, serving their organisations as a whole, undertake actions that are desired from the social point of view3.
Educational institutions did not integrate with society for a long time, they
kept their distance. However nowadays in the modern knowledge-based society, schools become responsible for the effects of their didactic process. This
also means openness and equal access to the educational system, which is considered a social necessity.
In the face of the serious social transformations and the dynamics of technological breakthroughs, universities will also have to adapt to the changing recipient. The social position of the university will also change. However,
the biggest change, as P. F. Drucker stresses, will be the one requiring educational institutions to determine the point at which both profitability is assured and responsibility is guaranteed. This most difficult task entails involving
schools in achieving the results of the educational process. It means responsibility for their actions – a social responsibility.
The dependencies resulting from the choices made while conducting economic activity are multidimensional: they encompass economic, psychological and social conditioning4. Literature on the responsibility for one’s actions
2

p. 86.

P.F. Drucker, Społeczeństwo pokapitalistyczne, Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN, Warszawa 1999,

3
J.M. Bocheński, Przyczynek do filozofii przedsiębiorstwa przemysłowego, in: J.M. Bocheński, Logika i filozofia. Wybor pism, Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN, Warszawa 1993, pp. 162–186
4
E. Grzegorzewska-Ramocka, Koncepcja społecznej odpowiedzialności przedsiębiorstwa w marketingu strategicznym, Politechnika Świętokrzyska, Kielce 2005, p. 37.
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in accordance with norms resulting from human nature may be found in,
among others, K. Wojtyła’s Ethical Primer5.
Whether one makes an ethical or non-ethical decision depends on a complicated process of personal analysis of which values are of greater importance
for the individual. The significance of personal choice and specific values for
an individual was stressed by J.P. Sartre6. Thus, ethics will be understood differently by individuals from different societies and religions, but also by different organisations. It is a result of ethical relativism. For it is difficult to assume
the existence of one universal ethics for the whole world. However, all mankind
relies on certain assumptions of certain ethical systems7. This view is shared
by R.C. Salomon, who says that “there exist many sets of values and rules depending on context, society or subculture”8.
In philosophical terms, responsibility is intrinsically connected with the notions of punishment and sanction. Responsibility is then part of conscious human activity. And since such activity is conscious, there are no actions whose
results one cannot be held accountable for. It is also assumed that certain actions have certain results and the author of those actions is always responsible for the results9. The individual taking certain actions remains responsible
for them regardless of their will. As R. Ingarden put it, “responsibility lies
with the doer”10.
Other authors, like A. Lewicka-Strzałecka, point out that “responsibility
is a category with a cognitive and practical value for the analysis of economic life”11.
The issue of responsibility for one’s actions was also dealt with by P. Koestenbaum and P. Block. In their opinion holding oneself responsible for one’s actions is not only a desired mood but above all it is the recognition of human
existence, of the fact that stems directly from our understanding of free will or
freedom. The existence of responsibility confirms our spiritual nature, of our
general experience of human existence. We are responsible for the condition
of the world regardless of whether we are satisfied with it or not. Such responK. Wojtyła, Elementarz etyczny, Towarzystwo Naukowe Katolickiego Uniwersytetu Lubelskiego,
Lublin 1999, pp. 38–39.
6
J.P. Sartre, Byt i nicość. Zarys ontologii fenomenologicznej, Zielona Sowa, Kraków 2007.
7
A.T. Lawrence, J. Weber, Business and Society. Stakeholders, Ethics, Public Policy, McGraw-Hill
Irwin, New York 2008, p. 90.
8
R.C. Solomon, On Ethics and Living Well, Thomson Wadsworth, Belmont 2006, p. 6.
9
J. Hudzik, Rozum – wolność – odpowiedzialność. Studium z historii idei w nowożytnej i współczesnej myśli filozoficznej, Uniwersytet Marii Curie-Skłodowskiej, Lublin 2001, p. 265.
10
R. Ingarden, Książeczka o człowieku, Wydawnictwo Literackie, Krakow 2003, p. 75.
11
A. Lewicka-Strzałecka, Odpowiedzialność moralna w życiu gospodarczym, IFiS PAN, Warszawa
2006, wstęp.
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sibility is a fact, not an opinion, and it is important in the face of the current
dominant position of ethical relativism. Such words as “obligation” and “value” should not be subject to assessment as feelings but as important states
of consciousness, states which define our existence12. Responsibility in this
understanding may be transferred to whole human communities as well as
to entities or organisations. Both values and obligations take a significant position in the hierarchy of needs of individuals who make up an organisation.
They find their expression in appropriate entries in their mission statements
or strategies.
The genesis of social responsibility, according to J. J. McMillan, has its
source in the lack of interest in taking care of others. Nowadays, organisations
deal with that. The increasing universality of this phenomenon results from
the powerful development of economy, companies, institutions, etc. The traditional understanding of human relations should be adapted for the needs
of the current time and capabilities of organisations13.
Most people perceive social responsibility as a relatively new issue. However, moral dilemmas accompanying economic activity have been throughout the centuries the subject of research of many philosophers, writers and
religious leaders14.
Modern economic thought, particularly in its ethical dimension, makes
references to the theses put forward by Aristotle in his Nicomachean Ethics15.
In the thinker’s opinion good should be the aim of every human action16. In his
reflections Aristotle presents different ways of understanding good. On more
than one occasion it is understood as wealth, on other occasions as happiness.
The philosopher also assumes that happiness is available to everyone and it depends on education, habits, effort, divine intervention or, finally, fortune17.
Ethical action, according to Aristotle, is “a permanent disposition of certain kinds of resolutions which allow us to keep an appropriate average assessment determined by reason and in a manner prescribed by a reasonable
individual. It is about the assessment between two errors, i.e. between surplus
P. Koestenbaum, P. Block, Freedom and Accountability at Work: Applying Philosophic Insight
to the Real World, Jossey-Bass/Pfeiffer, San Francisco 2001, pp. 40–41.
13
J.J. McMillan, Why Corporate Social Responsibility? Why Now? How?, in: The Debate over Corporate Social Responsibility, ed. S. May, G. Cheney, J. Roper, Oxford University Press, Oxford 2007, pp. 15–
29.
14
J. Hood, The Heroic Enterprise: Business and the Common Good, Free Press, New York 1996.
15
W. Piątkowski, Ekonomia a etyka myśli Arystotelesa, „Annales. Etyka w życiu gospodarczym”
1998, v. I, pp. 14–15.
16
Arystoteles, Etyka nikomachejska, Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN, Warszawa 1996, v. 1, 1094 a,
p. 77.
17
Ibidem, v. 1, 1099 b, p. 93.
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and shortage”18. One may observe here the strife for a certain type of balance,
moderation, which is an expression of ethics in one’s actions.
In his reflections Aristotle pays attention to ethical actions, dividing them
into dependent and independent of the will of man. He also applies a hierarchy of their significance suggesting that “praise and rebuke refer to what
is dependent on will, or unrestricted, while what is independent of will, or involuntary, is met with indulgence and on occasions even with compassion”19.
Having possessions is not evil, it is how they are used that matters. Wealth
may be managed effectively, shared with others. However, one may also act
recklessly and prodigally, squandering, as a result, one’s life’s achievements or
even that of previous generations’. Aristotle brings it to an accurate statement:
“things that can be used may be used badly or well”20. As for human actions
he points out that using wealth relies mainly on sharing it with “those who are
entitled to be aided”21 and it ought to be supported by appropriate and morally acceptable behaviour.
Such a “generous” attitude towards one’s assets is socially desired. The point
is not, however, to give away one’s wealth but to manage it reasonably, which
is a sign of knowledge and the ability to rationally assess expenditure. Another point is to use one’s wealth to affect the improvement of living conditions of those in need. Aristotle also stresses the circumstances in which aid
ought to be provided as well as assesses the forms and purposes which motivate such actions. He considers only those actions as morally ethical and desired which are performed by individuals “who do not spare their assets”, who
act appropriately to the needs so as the expenditure “was worth the effort or
even exceed it”22.
Justice, in Aristotle’s understanding, is one of ethical virtues, which is contrasted with the ethical vice of injustice. Those qualities are divided according
to their conformity with or lack thereof with the law. In an analysis of the issues of the distribution of material goods the philosopher assumes a narrower understanding of the word “justice” claiming that “one of its types
refers to the distribution of privileges or money, or other things which may
be the subject of distribution among the participants of the national community”23.
18
19
20
21
22
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Ibidem.
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Distribution of goods ought to be fair and based on a specific value, though
understood in a very broad sense, starting from wealth, through noble birth,
and ending with ethical courage. Or to put it in simple words, one may say
proportionate distribution is just and disproportionate distribution is unjust.
Aristotle also talks about equalising justice. It occurs when there appear interpersonal obligations, either dependent or independent of human will. The issues of money and its exchange were subordinated to that24.
Aristotle made an interesting remark in his Book X – gaining knowledge on
ethical action is not an aim in itself. What is important is to gain that knowledge and use it for ethical perfection. If a man is to act ethically in the future,
they need to be thoroughly educated and brought up to respect the rules of
ethical behaviour25. One may find here an analogy to the role modern educational institutions play in forming ethical attitudes in society through appropriate ethical emphasis in the education process.
Moral order in its interpersonal and social dimensions, according to Aristotle, relies on the relationship of efficacy and responsibility of an individual.
The social responsibility of an individual can determine certain norms of social
life. Responsible action of an individual finds its expression in their pursuance
of a subject, not because of its value, but because of personal responsibility
for this value. The essence of the problem is the transfer of responsibility for
the subject of intentional action and its close connection with the self-fulfilment of the individual performing a particular activity26.
It is worth pointing out that ethics is one of the main issues in the teachings
of all religions. They take the form of precepts or recommendations which enforce specific norms of social life. Table 1.1 presents a comparison of the main
modern religions’ attitudes to moral issues.

Ibidem, v. 5, 1131 b – 1132 b, pp. 174–176.
Ibidem, v. 10, 1179 b – 1181 b, pp. 295–300.
26
K. Wojtyła, Osoba i czyn oraz inne studia antropologiczne, Towarzystwo Naukowe Katolickiego
Uniwersytetu Lubelskiego, Lublin 2000, pp. 211–216.
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Table 1.1. The moral context of the main team action categories as perceived by Christianity, Judaism, Buddhism, and Islam
Category

Religion
Christianity
It should serve the development of man and his
environment. Through
man’s work God carries out
His work of creation.

Judaism
It is a continuation of
the work of creation.
Success is a sign of God’s
blessing.

Idleness

Wasting God-given talents
is a sin.

Non-participation
in the building of God’s
Kingdom is a sin.

Days off work

The Sabbath, or Saturday,
is good given by Yahweh
to commemorate the seventh day of creation.

Usury

They are good given
by God. They are an opportunity to multiply talents as
well as to waste them. They
are a significant manifestation of human will.
It is man’s natural right.
Managing one’s wealth
should be subject to moral
rigors, caring for those
in need and for the surroundings, i.e. the natural
environment.
Forbidden.

Concept of man

Created in God’s image.

Helping the poor

Helping the poor and those According to the Old
in need is a requirement for Testament, one who does
salvation.
not share with the poor
steals from them.

Work

Private property

The rule of social
responsibility
Avarice

Poverty

Unemployment

Buddhism
It is a means to achieve
welfare of humankind.
It is a way to free oneself
from egoism, i.e. it is a way
to nirvana.

Islam
Each behaviour, if not
forbidden by the Sharia
law, is service to Allah,
and as such it is subject
to reward or punishment,
both for an actual deed and
for an intention.
It is neither good nor evil. It is not good service
It is good when it helps
to Allah. It defies the preto free oneself from forbid- rogative to achieve a high
den desires, it is evil when position through hard
it fosters their appearance. work. It is a sin.
They are evil. They are
Every time off is evil, an opan opportunity to seek
portunity to neglect God’s
entertainment and this
creation. The noon prayer
leads to suffering.
break is an exception.

It is a valuable asset which
should serve everybody.
Destruction and wasting of
goods is forbidden.

One should free oneself
from it as it is a desire
which brings suffering.
Destruction and wasting of
goods is forbidden.

Having possessions is fair
as they are gifts from Allah.
Their wasting and misuse
are forbidden.

Permitted only with
strangers.
Created in God’s image.

Forbidden.

Forbidden.

There is no self or soul.
Everything is in the state of
constant change. Therefore
soul, as an entity, cannot
exist.
It is a way of ridding
oneself of egoism.

Man was created as Allah’s
deputy and should be completely subjected to Him.

Zakat, or an almsgiving
obligation of a fortieth
part of one’s wealth, is in
force. By giving one’s assets
to the poor one may earn
their salvation.
It is a condition for peace
The law requires everyone It is implemented in the so- It is implemented by “not
in the world.
to pay tax for society and
called sound attitudes, e.g. doing anybody any harm”.
to help the poor.
“right actions” or “the right
way of living”.
Unrestricted desire to gain It is the main source of
It is an evil desire which
It is condemned
goods and honours beyond other sins – jealousy, lying, inevitably brings suffering by the Koran as it distracts
one’s needs is condemned. violence, and theft.
onto man.
people from God, prayer
The consumer attitude
and the practice of Islam.
is a manifestation of greed.
Like wealth, it is neither
The Old Testament says that It is recommended as a way Poverty does not ensure
good nor evil in itself.
it is deserved punishment of freeing oneself from
salvation. It is not required.
for sins.
desires and of bringing
oneself closer to nirvana.
It is a source of poverty.
It is recommended to be
reduced.
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Category

Christianity
Entrepreneurship Recommended. It is imand profit
portant to follow moral
rules in the area of resource
acquisition and allocation
of effects.
Employer and
According to the New Tessalary
tament and the tradition of
the Church, the employer
is obliged to a thorough
fulfilment of their duty
towards the employee.
Economy
Based on private property
oriented towards common
good.

“The golden rule” “Thus do to others all that
you would like to be done
to you”

Religion
Judaism
Buddhism
Recommended. According Recommended. However,
to the Talmud, Yahweh likes it should bring profit
entrepreneurial people
by serving society.
more than poor ones.

Islam
Recommended. Profit
should serve the individual
and society.

The law of the Old
Testament requires that
the principles of justice
in relation employer –
employee are observed.

The employer co-operates Prohibition of workers’
with employees in the spirit exploitation.
of true charity.

Offences in managing
the economy of a purposeful character are a sign of
lack of faith in Yahweh.

It is recommended to look
for a balance between production and consumption.
Production of luxury goods
is considered inappropriate.

“Do to others what
you would like them
to do to you”

“Do not do to others
what you would consider
harmful to yourself”

A Muslim is responsible
before Allah for managing
his resources. It is forbidden
to employ children and
force women to work too
hard.
“None of us is a follower if
he does not wish the same
for his brother as for
himself”

Source: S. Galata, Biznes w przestrzeni etycznej, Difin, Warszawa 2007, pp. 82–84.

If we accept A. Kinicki and B.K. Williams’ statement that ethical responsibility refers to doing good by an individual, then, by analogy, social responsibility refers to organisations as good “citizens”. In a more formal approach,
they treat social responsibility as a manager’s obligation to take actions which
will benefit both their organisations and the communities around them27.
In the Victorian era, social responsibility found its manifestation in the philanthropic actions of such families as: the Quakers, the Cadburys, the Rowntrees, or the Hersheys. Those actions had the improvement of living conditions
of their employees and the environment they lived in as their aim28. Initially,
despite the industrial revolution in 18th-century England, this was not an issue to which any attention was paid.
In the 19th-century American society, which was being influenced
by the achievements of the Enlightenment as well as by the Christian religion, the development of social thought concerning organisations’ obligations
towards society was begun. The intense industrial development and the social
changes that went with it, caused by the human migration from the countryside to the cities on a scale previously unheard-of, influenced the development
of social awareness. The market situation caused by the rapid economic devel27
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28
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opment led to appropriate treatment of employees, which was due to the strong
supply. It led to the growth in prevalence of health care29.
However, from around 1930, and in the 1960s in particular, the issue of social responsibility became “an important issue not only for the business sphere,
but also for the theory of law, politics and economics”30.
During the “reform era”, i.e. in the years 1900-1920, large American companies and their growing role in the economy were attacked by both large area
farmers and small business. On the other hand, trade union representatives were
afraid of the relationships of their organisations with economically strong companies. Similarly, other occupational groups, such as journalists, social workers,
intellectuals and church representatives, feared for the survival of interpersonal
relationships in industrialising cities. Farsighted entrepreneurs with began manifesting greater sensitivity towards society and their efforts were aimed at alleviating problems, which may be grouped into three categories31:
• unrest and problems accompanying urbanisation,
• threat to small businesses from large companies with great economic
power,
• growing social expectations in the areas of freedom, equality and
responsibility which appeared after 1914.
• It is worth pointing out that American society actually favoured big
business. Universities, the press and the Church additionally reinforced that sense of support for them32.
The U.S. military involvement in the First World War had a stimulating
influence on business organisations in terms of their interest in social issues.
Patriotism drove donations from businesses, which enjoyed incomes larger
than ever, grew rapidly. In 1917 alone, the Red Cross received USD18 million,
while the YMCA33 got around USD20 million34.
29
M. Heald, The Social Responsibilities of Business, Transaction Publisher, New Brunswick–London
2005, pp. 1–2.
30
Social Responsibility and the Business Predicament, Brookings Institution, ed. J.W. Mc-Kie, Washington 1974.
31
M. Heald, op.cit., pp. 20–21.
32
W.J. Ghent, Our Benevolent Feudalism, „American Journal of Sociology” 1903, vol. 8, no. 4,
pp. 568–569.
33
YMCA (Youth Men’s Christian Association) is the name of an international organization which
operates in more than 150 countries, uniting above 30 million people from all the continents. Its worldwide history dates back to the middle of the 19th century and has its beginning in England. In 2003
YMCA Poland celebrated its 80th anniversary. It is not commonly known that it was at the YMCA that
the rules for basketball and volleyball were created. Scouting also has its source in the YMCA movement. Source: www.ymca.pl and www.ymca.net
34
M. Heald, op.cit., pp. 49–51.
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As a result of the changes in the social and economic areas, entrepreneurs
and representatives of other social groups recognised new needs and interests. The interdependence of companies and society increased and developed
in subsequent years. Business changed, starting with 19th-century competition
wars, through take-overs and the development of great corporations in the reform and regulation years, to the end of the war35.
In Great Britain the corporate sector went through big transformations
in the years 1870-1940. From the initially numerous small organisations managed by a founder/owner, due to the processes of concentration, mergers and
acquisitions, strong public companies with substantial capital emerged. Those
transformations took place in two waves – the first one came at the end of
the 19th century and the second one in the 1920s36.
The development of a new medium – the radio – largely contributed
to the expansion of communication channels between society and the business sector. It influenced the development of the idea of social responsibility, mainly because of the growing role of public relations and corporate social
responsibility in the formation of the image of the business environment.
Another important factor was the assessment of the potential for economic growth which lay in mass production. Supplying the market with cheaper
products, which made them more accessible for a wide range of customers,
created an appropriate image of producers while respecting modest household budgets. Those seemingly different causes affected each other, adjusting
the production range, its size and the prices to the needs of the market as well
as combining them with entrepreneurs’ capabilities37.
It is assumed, therefore, that the idea of corporate social responsibility
is mainly an American idea. It is there that the first terminology was introduced as well as the first solutions and examples of practical applications.
Moreover, most of the scientific literature was written in the United States.
The free market character of the economy as well as lower norms and requirements for employees’ rights or for companies’ obligations could be the source
of that situation38.
Leaders’ co-operation, but also that of the new institutions, like relief
funds, concerning social work, fundraising, and common enterprises develC. McCormick, Century of the Reaper, Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston 1931, p. 277.
R. Sparkes, From Mortmain to Corporate Social Responsibility: The Historical Background, in: Corporate Social Responsibility, vol. 1: Concepts, Accountability and Reporting, ed. J. Allouche, Palgrave Macmillan, New York 2006, pp. 55.
37
M. Heald, op.cit., pp. 83–85.
38
Corporate Social Responsibility. Readings and cases in a global context, red. A. Crane, D. Matten,
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oped in the 1920s. The idea of trusteeship found its expressions in the growth
of aid provided by companies for social care facilities39.
The 1930s are a period of doubt and misunderstanding concerning the role
and position of the management, the business-stakeholders relationship as
well as the scope of philanthropic actions. The Great Depression halted the development of the idea of social responsibility and its finish called for transformations. In the face of war, politics and patriotic ideas bind society with
companies closer and faster than during peacetime40.
The origin of the modern thought about corporate social responsibility
dates back to the end of the first half of the 20th century. In 1948 F. W. Abrams
said “long-term interests of shareholders cannot interfere with long-term interests of American people”41. R. M. Blough, in turn, claimed that philanthropy was a manifestation of a broader phenomenon, which he described as
“a voluntary way of the development of a company”. He considered that factor
as necessary for the development of a free society42. However, the first single
statements about corporate social responsibility had appeared much earlier;
as early as, for example, in 1926 J. M. Keynes remarked that big companies
tended to socialize their activity43.
The 1950s brought further development to the idea of social responsibility,
directing it to new areas of interest. A debate was begun on social problems
and on how company managements cope with them. Along with the end of
the Second World War, the pressure on philanthropic activity only for patriotic reasons subsided.
The relative increase of taxes led to the establishment of many foundations.
In the years 1950-1953, the income tax rate on the highest incomes of American companies reached 82% which had an inspiring effect on the largest and
richest corporations and becoming sufficient incentive for them to start foundations44.
The development of philanthropic ideas led to the creation of extremely
close contacts between representatives of business and social care, education
or cultural institutions. Choices of directions or preferences differed depending
M. Heald, op.cit., p. 116.
F.W. Abrams, College Aid, „Business Week”, 19.02.1949, p. 36. quoted from M. Heald, op.cit.,
p. 270.
41
F.W. Abrams, College Aid, „Business Week”, 19.02.1949, p. 36.. quoted from M. Heald, op.cit.,
p. 270.
42
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43
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315.
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February, p. 15.
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on corporate managers but also on regional conditions or particular company’s circumstances. The support granted had a huge influence on the development of many organisations, including cultural, educational and civic ones.
Due to these good relations, the sharp divisions into public and private organisations, paid work and social work as well as between governments, universities and corporations were disappearing. As a result of those actions both
the economic system and the social one developed in new dimensions45.
The idea of social responsibility developed alongside civilizational and economic development46. However, the most intensive period of development began in the 1930s. Table 1.2 presents graphically periods of the development
of the idea in question.
Table 1.2. The period of dynamic development of the idea of social responsibility
Stages of development
First mentions of social
responsibility

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

“New Deal”
Nationalisation in Europe,
emancipation of former
colonies, creation of
the Eastern Bloc, post-war
consensus
Entrepreneurs and society’s
return to discussion
Change of leaders’ responsibility in favour of companies’ responsibility
Debate on the nature of
responsibility
Introduction of the stakeholders theory
Company’s responsibility
as management practice
(e.g. corporation’s social
sensitivity)
Environment protection
management
Information on the scope
of CSR
Shareholders’ partnership
Business and fight with
poverty
Sustainable development
Source: M. Blowfield, A. Murray, Corporate Responsibility. A Critical Introduction, Oxford University Press, New York 2008, p. 57.
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The debate on corporate social responsibility gained momentum
in the 1970s. It was brought about by the increased interest in privatisation, deregulation, reduction of social benefits or removal of trade restrictions. Besides, the economic transformation in the countries of Eastern and
Central Europe led to a large-scale transfer of assets from states to private
hands. The dynamic development of South-East Asian countries was possible precisely because of the decisions on industry and financial markets
deregulation. In turn, the development of China opened great opportunities to produce goods and provide services to the whole world. Additionally, it was accompanied by the freeing of many markets by the United States,
such as gas distribution, freight transport, airlines, the media, power grids,
etc. This dynamic development also brought negative phenomena, among
others, increased corruption, the emergence of a narrow group of owners
instead of the middle class in Russia, the degradation of the natural environment in China or the whole series of economic and financial scandals
in the United States47.
According to E. Peyró, the biggest interest in corporate social responsibility, recorded in the 1970s, was a consequence of a combination of many
ecologic disasters and the economic crisis48.
Thus the idea of social responsibility has its roots in many historical
breakthroughs. It is connected with the development of societies, but first
of all with civilizational progress. The dynamic industrial development only
enhanced those events and accentuated their significance. The maturation
of the awareness of social needs was slow and it developed on many different levels. It seems, however, that these days organisations and stakeholders
are aware of their objectives and needs to such an extent that further intense
development of this idea may easily be assumed.
The awareness of both society and corporation management has currently reached such a level that the problem whether to implement the issues of social responsibility does not exist. The debate has been dominated
by the question of how to do that49. At the same time a growing number of
business, social, government and multilateral organisations as well as companies show a great interest in the ideas of social responsibility. Institution47
S. Lydenberg, Corporations and the Public Interest. Guiding the Invisible Hand, Berrett-Koehler
Publishers, San Francisco 2005, pp. 10–11.
48
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49
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alisation of this process by setting up departments dealing with CSR or with
codes of conduct has increased this interest. Universities play an important
part in the popularisation of CSR ideas. They have introduced those issues
to their curricula thus raising the awareness of the future social and economic leaders. The constantly growing number of consultants, legal regulations and international actions promoting socially responsible business and
the practice of social reporting also play a significant role50.
It testifies to organisations’ understanding of the needs put forward by society. Naturally the problem of the implementation of those rules as well
as the effectiveness of actions and the achieved social effects will be different. However, the mere fact that such actions are consciously undertaken
shows that both organisations and their stakeholders are maturing alongside each other.

1.2. The stakeholders theory and models of social responsibility
1.2.1. Stakeholders in the concept of social responsibility

Social responsibility and ethics apply to all relations. With the on-going
economic expansion and intensification of ties between partners, competitors
and stakeholders, a situation easily arises in which the interests of one party
interfere with the interests of other members of the environment51.
Enterprises constitute a great, dominant, worldly institution. Entrepreneurial activity includes all activities associated with the offering of products and
services. In turn, people create complex social structures. Between collectives
of enterprises and people, interactions take place which have been presented
in graphical form in Figure 1.1.

50
P. Utting, CSR and Development: Is a New Agenda Needed?, in: Corporate Social Responsibility
and Development: Towards a New Agenda?, United Nations Research Institute for Social Development
(UNRISD), Geneva 2003, pp. 6–9.
51
J.A.F. Stoner, R.E. Freeman, D.R. Gilbert, Kierowanie, PWE, Warszawa 1999, p. 110.
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Society

Enterprises

Figure 1.1. Enterprises and society. The interactive system.
Source: A.T. Lawrence, J. Weber, Business and Society: Stakeholders, Ethics, Public Policy, McGraw-Hill/Irwin, New York 2008,
p. 5.

The idea of social responsibility plays an important role in society. An increase in its significance occurred along with the spread of separation of ownership and managerial functions. In turn, the decisions made and the effects
resulting from them strongly influence individuals, other organisations and
society. The growing strength of the developing organisations should then
be limited or compensated for by undertaking socially responsible actions52.
It led to the creation of the term stakeholder, and to its appropriate Polish
translation – interesariusz. The word “interesariusz” itself, professor Stefan
Kwiatkowski being its author, is the equivalent of the English stakeholder introduced by Stanford Research Institute53 in 1963 as a pun on the term stockholder. It was supposed to be a counterweight to the “shareowner”, i.e. one who
benefits financially from the company’s operation. “Risk takers in the market game are those who have legitimate rights and expectations of the company’s operation and who are affected by these issues. Thus they are employees,
consumers, suppliers and the community in which they work, even the whole
society. The advantage of this term is that it greatly enhances the scope of
the company’s responsibility while preserving its unique qualities and character. Such an understanding of social responsibility is not an additional burden
for businesses yet an integral part of its primary responsibility to truly serve
the needs not only of their shareholder/owners, but also of those who work for
them, buy from them, sell to them, live next door or who in any other way are
affected by the operations desired and rewarded in the free market system”54.
52
L.J. Mullins, Management and Organisational Behaviour, wyd. 7, Prentice Hall, Harlow 2005,
p. 161.
53
http://www.sri.com/, 13.02.2009.
54
R.C. Solomon, Etyka biznesu, in: Przewodnik po etyce, Książka i Wiedza, Warszawa 1998, p. 408.
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Each economic, political or administrative decision concerns a change
in the conglomerate of practical situations of more or fewer people. Each of
them is interested in the advantage, benefit or profit that may be achieved
or lost as a result of the decision. They have a stake involved in the decision
game. Stake expresses the degree of interest in a case, enterprise, company,
etc. which is subject to a decision. While making a decision it is necessary to:
• map the stakeholders,
• determine the stakes of the various stakeholders related to the case,
• determine the opportunities and risks posed by particular groups
of stakeholders,
• determine what shall be accountable to stakeholders,
• determine the best way to proceed.
In doing so, one must remember that the stakeholder is a person or group
of people having oneor more stakes in the organization, legal solution, enterprise, corporation, politics, etc55.
The issue of stakeholders started to be addressed when the extent to which
each activity affects society was found. The degree of this interaction can bring
benefits as well as lead to costs that are incurred by the other party. The stakeholders theory undermines the commonly accepted and privileged position
of shareholders. Now it is not only shareholders who can influence management and expect ethical actions from them. The thing is that organisations influence all stakeholders and they have the right to submit their expectations
towards those organisations56.
Human rights in the literature are divided in to three generations, according
to the nature of the rights themselves. The first generation includes the individual’s rights to protection against state power, mainly the rights to protection from the negative effects of government influence over the individual,
e.g. ban on torture or freedom of thought and beliefs.
The second generation rights developed in the 19th century as a result of
the dynamic development of industrial enterprises, accompanied by the rapid
development of cities, by growing social problems and by demands for more
humane living and working conditions. This generation brought expectations
of state intervention in such matters as: fair wages, the right for paid leave or
the daily limit on working hours.
W. Gasparski, Decyzje i etyka w lobbingu i biznesie, WSPiZ im. L. Koźmińskiego, Warszawa 2003,
pp. 43–46.
56
J. DesJardins, An Introduction to Business Ethics, McGraw-Hill, New York 2006, p. 66.
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The third generation includes the rights focused around the notion of
“mankind”, among others the right to live in peace, in a clean natural environment or the right to health. The main ideas were included in the Preamble of the United Nations Charter57 and also in article 28 of the Declaration
of Human Rights58: “Every man is entitled to such a social and international order in which the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be
fully realized”59.
The evolution of the generations of human rights led to an increasing need
for action in the field of corporate social responsibility. There was a change
in the orientation of individual rights in favour of the rights of society and
a shift from negative rights towards positive ones or an expansion of the role
of organisations in society60.
On the basis of the debate on human rights a third generation of CSR came
into being as pertaining to its global orientation while at the same time being
attentive to the needs of the local environment. The most significant changes introduced by this generation resulted from the process of globalisation61:
1) lack of distinction between external and internal actions – it is about
being oriented towards rights and obligations for the community, but
first of all a very broad understanding of stakeholders, going well beyond
the borders of one country, as well as the awareness of the fact that effects may only be achieved only as a result of a global joint participation,
cooperation and agreements;
2) glocalisation through the media – both the traditional and the modern
media, in their local and global dimension, exert a strong influence on
the development of the idea of social responsibility, the Internet abolished the monopoly to disseminate information and greatly increased
the transparency of the activities of organizations;
3) focus on comprehensive relationships with representatives of organizations in all sectors – it includes the provision of social and organizational
ties that connect people working locally, but also globally, bypassing
United Nations Charter, 1945. From: www.un.org/aboutun/charter/, 25.01.2009.
United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights, approved by General Assembly resolution 217 A (III), on 10th December 1948 r. Source: www.un.org/Overview/rights.html, 25.01.2009.
59
http://www.ms.gov.pl/prawa_czl_onz/prawa_czlow_12.doc, 17.06.2009.
60
M. Stohl, C. Stohl, N.C. Townsley, A New Generation of Global Corporate Social Responsibility,
in: The Debate over Corporate Social Responsibility, ed. S. May, G. Cheney, J. Roper, Oxford University
Press, Oxford 2007, pp. 30–44.
61
C. Stohl, Globalization theory, in: Engaging organizational communication theory and research:
Multiple perspectives, ed. S. May, D. Mumby, Sage, Thousand Oaks 2005, pp. 223–261.
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the traditionally understood limitations and barriers resulting from
national traditions and institutional limitations;
4) practical elimination of barriers between the objectives of private and
public organizations – by listening to social expectations, non-governmental organisations (NGOs) undertake more actions in the areas
traditionally occupied by governmental or corporate agencies; people,
often with different views, can take up common challenges and work
together for the good of their environment.
The issue was also researched by A. Stark. In his opinion, the stakeholder theory appears to be one of the most influential ones among the theories
which emerged within the idea of corporate social responsibility62. Similarly, K. Gibson claims that stakeholder theory is at the core of business ethics63.
R. F. Gago and M. N. Antolin, in turn, say that it is a foundation for further
studies and the development of the practical side of social responsibility64.
The presumptions of the stakeholder theory reject the privileged position
of stockholders in favour of stakeholders. Stock holders expect ethical behaviour in making managerial decisions. This expectation imposes an obligation on managers. Like other factors that have an impact on managerial
decision-making, ethical expectations of shareholders must be equivalent
to the comparable ethical expectations of each person affected by the organization. According to the logic of many theories, management decisions should
be limited by stakeholders’ ethical expectations. The stakeholder theory accepts this on logical grounds, yet it rejects the statement that only shareholders have the right to raise the expectations of managers. Logic would require
that managers act in accordance with the expectations of individuals other
than shareholders if the ethical expectations of both sides are comparable.
The stakeholder theory assumes that there are many such ethical expectations65.
It is worth noting the differences in the relationship between the organization and primary and secondary stakeholders. The former group are shareholders, employees, customers and suppliers; the latter includes other stakeholders.
These groups have different objectives and, therefore, their expectations of
A. Stark, What’s the matter with business ethics, „Harvard Business Review” 1994, May–June,
pp. 38–48.
63
K. Gibson, The moral basis of stakeholder theory, „Journal of Business Ethics” 2000, vol. 26, pp. 245–
257.
64
R.F. Gago, M.N. Antolin, Stakeholder salience in corporate environmental strategy, „Corporate Governance” 2004, vol. 4, no. 3, pp. 65–76.
65
J. DesJardins, An Introduction to Business Ethics, op.cit., pp. 66–67.
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the behaviour of organizations differ. Primary stakeholders are more interested in economic performance, whereas secondary ones focus more on the context and quality of the business and market processes. In addition, the first
group focuses on the ability to control resources, i.e. rewarding or punishing
for certain decisions, while the other group legitimises processes, e.g. experts
enhancing the potential of the organisation66.
Not only does the theory turn out to be influential, but also the term “impact” appears to be crucial for the understanding of this issue. The impact
an organisation has on its environment manifests itself in the delivery of a service or product, which satisfies a certain demand. In this way, the organisation may have an influence on a better fulfilment of needs and improvement
of living conditions. Thus, all social changes brought about by a company’s
activity are impacts. What is important is that the company itself be responsible for the quality of those changes67.
It must be remembered, however, that the right of ownership and oversight of shareholders/stockholders are also somewhat limited. They retain
the right to receive dividends in proportion to the size of their contribution
yet their actual impact, such as the change in the company’s activities or liability for debts, is limited68.
This theory was announced by R. E. Freeman, who defined stakeholders
more broadly than before. It assumed that appropriate management of relationships is very important for the development and survival of the organization. Managers should care about the highest possible degree of integration
of business strategy with the expectations of stakeholders69. The idea behind
the concept of stakeholders is the assumption that if shareholders have a right
to expect the organisation management to take specific actions, then stakeholders are all the more entitled to submit claims. Figure 1.2 presents a graphic illustration of the stakeholder model.

T. Gao, M.J. Sirgy, Revisiting Sirgy’s Corporate Performance Measurment Model: Towards a Management Audit that Captures Corporate Social Responsibility and Beyond, in: Corporate Social Responsibility, vol. 2: Performances and Stakeholders, ed. J. Allouche, Palgrave Macmillan, New York 2006,
pp. 151–171.
67
R.C. Solomon, It’s Good Business: Ethics and Free Enterprise for the New Millennium, Rowman &
Littlefield Publishers, Lanham 1997, p. 209.
68
J.R. Boatright, What’s So Special about Shareholders?, „Business Ethics Quarterly” 1994, vol. 4,
no. 4, pp. 93–407.
69
R.E. Freeman, Strategic Management: A Stakeholder Approach, Pitman, Boston 1984.
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Figure 1.2. The structure of company stakeholders
Source: Źrodło: J.B. Ciulla, C. Martin, R.C. Solomon, Honest work: a business ethics reader, Oxford University Press, New York
2005, p. 259.

The relationships presented above demonstrate the connections between
various groups of stakeholders and the organization. Shareholders (i.e. investors) expect a certain level of return on their investment. On the other hand,
employees, in return for the work done, expect payment, social security and,
often, some additional benefits, as well as recognition at work. Suppliers are
quite another group. Supply of essential components or services, in return for
payment, is only part of their relationship with the company. It is important
to note that suppliers have an impact on the quality of the final product or
service and that it is on their reliability that the market position of the entrepreneur may depend. And clients exchange their money for a certain service
or product. Providing income, they affect the development of the company
and promote innovation. The company, by being attentive to its customers’
needs, satisfies them. In turn, local authorities collect taxes from the companies located in their area. By paying these provisions, the organization becomes an aware “citizen”, a member of the local community70.
70
R.E. Freeman, A Stakeholder Theory of the Modern Corporation, in: Ethical Theory and Business,
ed. N.E. Bowie, T.L. Beauchamp, Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs 1994, pp. 66–74.
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N. Gillespie and G. Dietz stress the significance of correct relationships with
stakeholders by claiming that organisational failures lead to the breach of relations with stakeholders. In turn, the repair of these errors requires restoration of good relations not only with this group of stakeholders but also with
the remaining ones. It is difficult to overestimate the impact of the external
environment on the organization. However, wrong choices are often caused
by the decisions of the organisation, e.g. due to budgetary constraints or attempts to implement unattainable goals. The most important point, however,
is the fact that it is only the signals sent by citizens, customers, investors and
employees that determine whether the organisation’s actions are met with social reward or punishment71.
The introduction of the notion of stakeholders and creating an appropriate theoretical concept helped to clarify the complex relations between the organization and its wider surroundings. In line with this concept, each person
contributing to the organization affects the results of its operations, and the operations affect the surrounding environment. Due to social pressure, which
stakeholders may exert, organizations increasingly engage in socially desirable activities. In the case of higher education, stakeholders’ pressure, to some
extent the current or future recipients of university services, has an impact
on changes in strategy. They may bring tangible economic gains, and certainly they may significantly strengthen the university image and its ties with
the local environment through the improved perception of its needs. Therefore, it seems that the strategy of social responsibility becomes a permanent
and important part of strategic management72.
The stakeholder theory describes a stronger focus of the organization on
pro-social activities. In line with its assumptions, the notion of the shareholder loses its importance while the significance of another term, “stakeholder”,
increases. It is a result of the increase in responsibility for their consequences in its broad sense. Besides, responsibility before shareholders gives way
to a much wider responsibility before the whole of stakeholders. This increases awareness of the role of each organization and strengthens its relationship
with the environment73.
71
N. Gillespie, G. Dietz, Trust Repair after an Organization-Level Failure, „Academy of Management Review” 2009, vol. 34, no. 1, pp. 127–145.
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309.
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Expanding the notion of stakeholders, the management and employees of
the organisation take first position, suppliers of goods and services are second, the owners, or stockholders and shareholders are third, trade unions
come fourth, legal institutions and those responsible for the development of
other regulations and rules that the organisation is obliged to follow are fifth.
The natural environment, i.e. the flora and fauna, as well as all the renewable
and non-renewable natural resources, was placed in sixth position. The future was placed as last.
The natural environment, as the so-called silent stakeholder, also demands
serious treatment. It is not a member of the community, an employee or a customer of the organisation. Also, it does not have the right to vote. Nevertheless,
it constitutes an area of all human activity, including the entrepreneurial one74.
In turn, the concept of stakeholders in the narrow sense refers to the criteria
and values, attitudes and norms actually governing the relations of the company with its stakeholders. These relationships, however, do not indicate a position of power of the organisation in relation to its environment. Instead,
it may be compared to relationships within one network or the subcontractor-employer relationship.
What is important, however, is the fact that the model of stakeholder theory has a global dimension. Due to the dense networks of relationships, also
those created on-line, the concepts of “subcontractors” or “relationship networks” determine explicit and implicit relations of the authorities and many
other hidden values75.
The literature on the subject presents many different takes on the stakeholder theory. They may be grouped into three main periods. They are presented in Table 1.3.
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R.C. Solomon, C. Martin, Above the Bottom Line. An Introduction to Business Ethics, Thomson
Wadsworth, Toronto 2004, p. 301.
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2000, p. 58.
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Table 1.3. Three development periods of the stakeholder theory.
Period
First

Second

Third

a

Definition

Description

Authors writing about the stakeholder theory
“Stakeholders are those groups
The main idea was to oppose
Ansoff (1965), Abrams (1954),
without whose support the orthe primacy of shareholders and
Cyert and March (1963), Taylor
ganisation might cease to exist.
increasing their wealth as the main (1971, 1977), Ackoff and Churchman
Those groups include: shareholders, aim of profit maximisation with
(1947, 1968, 1970,1974), Davis and
employees, customers, suppliers,
the idea of stakeholders.
Freeman (1978), Dill (1975), Carroll
lenders, society.”
(1979), Davis (1973), Preston and
Post (1975), Frederick (1978), Sethi
(1979), Rhenman (1968), Evan
(1966), Emery and Trist (1965),
Thompson (1967), Lawrence and
Lorsch (1967), Pfeffer and Salancik
(1978)a
“An organisation’s stakeholder
It concerns the idea of socially reFreeman (1984),
is, by definition, each group or
sponsible investment and operation Thompson (1967),
individual that can exert influence in many areas for the development Alkhafaji (1989)c
or is under the influence due
of a coherent set of ideas for practo the achievement of the organisa- titioners. Stakeholders are entities
b
tion’s aims” .
that can provoke changes.
Within the stakeholder theory there
Donaldson i Preston (1995)d
are three major currents:
descriptive, instrumental and
normative.
Descriptive theory research presents a) the nature of the company,
Brenner i Cochran (1991)
the current position of business as: b) what managers think about
Brenner i Molander (1977)
managing,
Wang i Dewhirst (1992)
c) what members of the management or the board think about those
who elect them,
Clarkson (1991),
d) the way organisations are
Halal (1990),
currently managed.
Kreiner i Bambri (1991)e
Instrumental studies rely on
According to Jones, the stakeholder Jones (1995)f
the analysis of connections (or lack theory is a synthesis of economic
thereof) between stakeholders,
theories and philosophical ethics,
management and the traditional
it can create a competitive advanobjectives of the organization
tage for those organizations which
(profit, growth).
better fulfil its goals.
Normative research consists
Donaldson and Preston emphaDonaldson i Preston (1995)
in analysing the ways organisations size that the normative aspect of
behave considering their stakethe stakeholder theory is actually
holders.
in the centre of all its types and thus
its importance is fundamental.

I. Ansoff, Corporate Strategy, McGraw Hill, New York 1965; F. Abrams, Management Responsibilities in a Complex World, w:
Business Education for Competence and Responsibility, red. T. Carroll, University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill 1954;
R. Cyert, J. March, A Behavioral Theory of the Firm, Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs 1963; B. Taylor, The Future Development
of Corporate Strategy, „The Journal of Business Policy” 1971, vol. 2, no. 2, pp. 22–38; B. Taylor, Managing the Process of
CorporateDevelopment, in: Corporate Strategy and Planning, red. B. Taylor, J. Sparkes, John Wiley and Sons, New York 1977;
R. Ackoff, C. Churchman, An Experimental Definition of Personality, „Philosophy of Science” 1947, vol. 14, pp. 304–332;
C. Churchman, The System Approach, Dell Books, New York 1968; R. Ackoff, A Concept of Corporate Planning, John Wiley
and Sons, New York 1970; idem, Redesigning the Future, John Wiley and Sons, New York 1974; P. Davis, R.E. Freeman, Technology Assessment and Idealized Design, in: Evaluating New Telecommunications Services, ed. M. Elton, W. Lucas, D. Conrath, Plenum Press, New York 1978, pp. 325–344; W. Dill, Public Participation in Corporate Planning: Strategic Management
in a Kibitzer’s World, „Long Range Planning” 1975, vol. 8, no. 1, pp. 57–63; A.B. Carroll, A Three Dimensional Conceptual
Model of Corporate Social Performance, „Academy of Management Review” 1979, vol. 4, pp. 497–505; K. Davis, The Case for
and against Business Assumption of Social Responsibilities, „Academy of Management Journal” 1973, vol. 16, pp. 312–322;
L.E. Preston, J.E. Post, Private Management and Public Policy: The Principle of Public Responsibility, Prentice Hall, Englewood
Cliffs 1975; W.C. Frederick, From CSR1 to CSR2: The maturing of Business and Society Thought, working paper, University of
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Pittsburgh, Graduale School of Business, 1978, przedruk w „Business and Society” 1994, vol. 33, no. 2, August, pp. 150–164;
S.P. Sethi, A Conceptual Framework for Environmental Analysis of Social Issues and Evaluation of Business Response Patterns,
„Academy of Management Review” 1979, vol. 4, s. 63–74; E. Rhenman, Industrial Democracy and Industrial Management,
Tavistock Publications, London 1968; W.M. Evan, The Organization Set: Toward a Theory of Inter-Organizational Relations,
w: Approaches to Organisational Design, red. J. Thompson University of Pittsburgh Press, Pittsburgh 1966, pp. 175–190
and W. Evan, Organization Theory: Structures, Systems, and Environments, John Wiley and Sons, New York 1976; F. Emery,
E. Trist, The Causal Texture of Organizational Environments, „Human Relations” 1965, vol. 18, pp. 21–31; J. Thompson,
Organizations in Action, McGraw Hill, New York 1967; P. Lawrence, J. Lorsch, Organization and Environment, R.D. Irwin,
Homewood 1967; J. Pfeffer, G. Salancik, The External Control of Organizations, Harper and Row, New York 1978.
R.E. Freeman, Strategic Management: A Stakeholder Approach, Pitman, Boston 1984, based on: J. Thompson, Organizations
in Action, McGraw Hill, New York 1967.
J. Thompson, Organizations in Action, McGraw Hill, New York 1967; A.F. Alkhafaji, A Stakeholder Approach to Corporate
Governance: Managing in a Dynamic Environment, Quorum Books, New York 1989.
T. Donaldson, L.E. Preston, The Stakeholder Theory of the Corporation: Concepts, Evidence and Implications, „Academy of
Management Review” 1995, vol. 20, no. 1, January, pp. 65–91.
S.N. Brenner, P. Cochran, The Stakeholder Theory of the Firm: Implications for Business and Society Research, paper presented
at the annual meeting of the International Association for Business and Society, Sundance 1991; S.N. Brenner, E.A. Molander, Is the Ethics of Business Changing?, „Harvard Business Review” 1977, vol. 58, no. 1, pp. 54–65; J. Wang, H.D. Dewhirst,
Boards of Directors and Stakeholder Orientation, „Journal of Business Ethics” 1992, vol. 11, pp. 115–123; M.B.E. Clarkson,
A Stakeholder Framework for Analyzing and Evaluating Corporate Social Performance, „Academy of Management Review”
1995, vol. 20, no. 1, pp. 92–117; W.E. Halal, The New Management: Business and Social Institutions in the Information Age,
„Business in the Contemporary World” 1990, vol. 2, no. 2, pp. 41–54; P. Kreiner, A. Bambri, Influence and Information
in Organization-Stakeholder Relationships, in: Research in Corporate Social Performance and Policy, ed. J.E. Post, JAI Press,
Greenwich 1991, pp. 3–36.
T.M. Jones, Instrumental Stakeholder Theory: A Synthesis of Ethics and Economics „Academy of Management Review” 1995,
vol. 20, no. 2, pp. 404–437.

Source: author’s own work on the basis of: R.E. Freeman, R.A. Philips, Efficiency, Effectiveness, and Ethics: A Stakeholder View,
in: Human Action in Business. Praxiological and Ethical Dimensions, ed. W. Gasparski, L.V. Ryan, Transaction Publishers, New
Brunswick, New Jersey 1996, pp. 72–76.

In his works E.M. Burke introduced a classification of stakeholders, whom
he understood as the “community”. He divided them into two main categories: special and functional76. Among special communities he distinguished
five types:
1) site and facility community – defined primarily by geography, i.e. the city,
region, country where the organisation is located, but also by legal and
fiscal regulation, etc.; the community provides the organisation with safety, fire brigade, public transport, etc.
2) employee community – or actually the place where employees live; they
can expect some benefits for their communities in the form of support
for foundations or non-governmental organizations;
3) fence-line community – local residents are likely to experience some
negative effects of the organization’s location in their neighbourhood,
76
E.M. Burke, Managing a Company in an Activist World: The Leadership Challenge of Corporate
Citizenship, Praeger Publishers, Westport 2005, pp. 79–82.
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such as noise, increased traffic, emission of odours, inappropriate behaviour of employees or customers;
4) impact community – negative impacts of the organization, like pollution
emission may reach away from its premises;
5) cyber community – this is the newest community, not recognizing any
boundaries and communicating via the Internet.
Within the functional category, which was defined the earliest by social organisations planners, only one community was marked out and described as the common interest community. In principle it concerns: health,
education, business, social care, environment protection, animal rights and
the rights of ethnic and religious minorities. Many common interest communities are grouped within organizations such as Greenpeace or in other
forms of non-governmental activity. Sometimes this activity is spontaneous
and is caused by activation around a single, common goal, such as a protest
against the location of a hypermarket.
R.E. Freeman suggested another division, indicating the four principles on
which the stakeholder theory is based77:
1) cooperation with stakeholders – creating values satisfies their desires,
it must be borne in mind, however, that certain stakeholders are more
important than others;
2) comprehensiveness – action must be multi-dimensional, as is apparent
from the complexity of human nature;
3) constant creation – through collaboration with stakeholders, companies
become sources of new values, and are motivated by them;
4) arising competition – obliges to take care of relationships with stakeholders and assume that the human being is always at the focus of
the organization.
In fact, stakeholders are able to impose certain restrictions on the independence of organisations. Researchers of corporate governance often claim
that it is meeting the expectations of shareholders that has the strongest influence on the decisions of the board78. Naturally, this does not mean the negation
of the validity of the stakeholders’ voice, however, the impact of shareholders
may complicate the decision-making process by providing alternative ways
77
R.E. Freeman, Mastering Management: Understanding Stakeholder Capitalism, „Financial Times”,
19.07.1996.
78
D.G. Smith, The shareholder primacy norm, „Journal of Corporate Law” 1998, vol. 23, pp. 277–
323.
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of solving things, with which the management of the organization will overcome in a way that best meets the needs of investors79.
In addition to the stakeholder theory and agency theory, as indicated by S. Cludts, the theory of social contract is important and often present in the literature on this subject. It includes the statement that if there
is a relationship between two organizations or individuals, and this interaction has any effect on a third person or institution, then it also becomes a party
to the contract and its provisions should be renegotiated to reflect the interests of the third party80. A descriptive formula to determine the relationship
within the stakeholder theory of stakeholders was suggested by T. Cannon,
who distributed tasks between both parties. Action expected from the representatives of business are: the creation of wealth, supplying markets, creation
of jobs, innovation activities and also – and perhaps primarily – the creation
of added value, sustainable development of their own organization and support for the development of the communities in which they operate. Society, in turn, has to deal with creating an environment in which entrepreneurs
can develop their business. Furthermore, it should create conditions to make
a profit. The new conditions should, however, provide the opportunity to use
added value to all stakeholders. This highlights the extreme importance of
the interaction of an organization with its environment81.
1.2.2. Social responsibility and its diversity

Corporate social responsibility is, according to K. Davis and R. Blomstrom, “the commitment of managers to take actions that protect and enhance the wealth of both society as a whole and the organization. According
to this theory, the manager is obliged to strive to achieve the goals of the organization along with its social objectives”82.
K. Davis developed the quoted statement, creating a model of corporate
social responsibility. This model consists of five proposals suggesting how organizations should behave to realize the idea of corporate social responsibilB.G. King, A Political Mediation Model of Corporate Response to Social Movement Activism, „Administrative Science Quarterly” 2008, vol. 53, no. 3, September, Special Issue: Social Movements in Organizations and Markets, pp. 395–421.
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ity by effectively taking actions that benefit both organizations and society.
They are presented in Table 1.4.
Table 1.4. Model of corporate social responsibility by K. Davis.
Suggestion
1. Social responsibility has its source in the power of social impact.

Explanation
Enterprises have a strong impact on pollution, the structure of
employment, social conditions.
2. Companies should act as a two-way, open system.
Organizations should be attentive to the expectations of society and
fulfil their role in raising the level of society’s welfare. The public
should be interested in business activities in the field of CSR. The aim
is an open, honest discussion between business and society.
3. Benefits and social costs should be taken into account when
Technical considerations of feasibility and profitability of a project
deciding whether to start production or create a service.
should not be the only factors influencing decision-making.
4. Costs associated with pro-social activities should be borne
Costs of social activities should, at least partially, be borne by consuby consumers.
mers. This may be reflected in higher prices of products or services.
5. Responsible organizations should be involved in activities that are Businesses should be involved in solving social problems and helping
outside their main business scope.
society. This is due to the expected benefits that may be related
to a company operating in more developed environments.
Source: K. Davis, Five Propositions for Social Responsibility, „Business Horizons” 1975, June, pp. 9–24.

Adoption of the rules of corporate social responsibility by companies is not,
in the assessment of practitioners and researchers of the problem, clear. Controversy is arisen by the question whether such involvement is necessary or
merely appropriate. It must be borne in mind that companies, like other organisations, are supposed to achieve certain strategic objectives contained
in the body of their missions, and these rarely contain social issues83.
One of the basic arguments for organisations to undertake socially responsible actions is the fact that those entities constitute a subset of society, and one
that has a significant impact on the functioning of the environment. This effect
is related to the power of the impact of an organization which should strive
to improve the overall good of society. Some argue that companies should be
guided by social responsibility mainly because profitability and development
are closely linked to the appropriate treatment of their employees, customers, and relationships with the environment84. One can even say that relevant
stakeholder relationships can lead to a higher efficiency of the organization’s
key strategic objectives.
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In 1970 M. Friedman published an article concerning the role of social
responsibility in the company85. Both its content and the controversial title
(The Social Responsibility of Business Is to Increase Its Profits) are still a source
of inspiration for opponents of the phenomenon. The author based his assumptions on three principles:
• only human beings have a moral responsibility for their actions,
• managers are accountable to shareholders,
• dealing with social problems should be the responsibility of local
authorities.
According to M. Friedman, the company cannot be “moral”, less so can
it spend the money that is owned by shareholders on socially responsible objectives. Morality is the domain of intelligent beings, and not legal entities.
However, such action is permitted for small business owners, who make independent decisions about the disposal of their own means.
However, it is difficult to expect that in the face of global combined markets organisations will operate and develop in isolation. In addition, public
expectations necessitate increasing activity associated with the acceptance of
social standards. Recognition of these objectives by companies requires a systemic approach, identified by S. M. Natale, which includes86:
• clearly defined objectives,
• specific methods describing how to achieve goals,
• incentives to promote sustainable development while making a profit.
The right for companies to make a profit is also defended by A. Flaw, who
claims, however that profit cannot be the guiding principle for action. He
makes the argument that an organization can be guided by the need to achieve
a specific, predetermined rate of growth (interest motive) or simply by the need
to develop managers’ remuneration (wage motive)87.
Corporations are not obliged to work for society. If, however, such efforts are undertaken, they may influence the reduction of potential conflicts.
Moreover, they may stimulate obtaining higher revenues. So if companies act
in such a way as if they had a duty to the public or to the environment, they
can make a profit, allowing society to benefit too. The benefit to society will
be more efficient allocation of resources, and the organization will benefit because the environment in which it operates, will be less conflicted. In turn,
85
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actions conflicting both sides may also generate losses for both sides: economic activity will decline but in the long run it is society that will suffer heavier
losses. Therefore, partnership oriented cooperation, based on the assumption of social responsibility, may be beneficial to both business and society88.
A different view on this issue than M. Friedman was announced
by H. Mintzberg, who said that companies do not operate only in the purely
economic area. They are also important actors on the political or social stage.
Their decisions, especially decisions of the largest corporations, have a profound impact on the functioning of society, often on a global scale. In contrast to M. Friedman, H. Mintzberg believes that companies do not operate
in a “non-moral zone” and legal rules should also encourage ethical behaviour in business and promote socially responsible actions89.
N. Bowie reported an interesting view on the matter. In his opinion,
the company should be focused on achieving certain strategic objectives, understood more broadly than profits. And to the contrary, excessive focus on
achieving only gains may in fact lead to much weaker results in this area. This
phenomenon is called the profit-seeking paradox90.
Further developing the topic of whether and how the company can be
the subject of corporate social responsibility, it is worth considering how
it should manifest this activity. Expenses incurred in order to emphasize
the specific “non-profitability” of the actions, should produce lower returns
on investment than funds directed at alternative projects of a profitable character, and should be expenditure incurred by the company, rather than a manifestation of individual generosity91.
The role of managers, as those who are in charge of the organization, is special. They representatives of the owner or owners but the effects of their activities have an impact not only on them, but on broad groups of stakeholders.
This raises the question of who managers work for, whose interests they represent. This phenomenon has become particularly important since the moment when A. Berle and G. Means announced the separation of ownership and
control over the organization in 1930. The control of management by many
88
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scattered shareholders seems impossible, the question arises then, who really monitors the manager’s work92.
The theses announced are included within the agency theory, which claims
that corporate executives are seen as agents of the owners, who are required
to act in order to achieve the highest possible rate of return93. The agency theory assumes that corporations are fictional entities. From this point of view,
the corporation is simply a convenient place for meetings, where agents carry out the tasks entrusted to it by the owners. Managers and shareholders
make a contract by hiding or explicitly specifying the objective of maximizing the rate of return in exchange for the benefits to be obtained by being employed94. The theory assumes the creation of a potential conflict of interest
between the owner and the manager in charge of the organization. It is the latter, serving its function, who will exercise control over the assets95.
Such researchers as A. Sharplin and L. D. Phelps understand the agency theory differently. In their opinion, it shows clearly that managers need
to serve as representatives of this group of stakeholders who are not shareholders of the company96.
The rise of the agency theory stems from situations in which the founder of
the company, for various reasons, such as age or lack of knowledge or experience, is not able to act on their own behalf. Another reason may be the owner’s conviction of their own low efficiency in independent action or a situation
in which the appearance of the “agent” or representative of the owner, can improve the effectiveness of teamwork97. In complex organizational structures
the phenomenon of multiple conflicts often occurs, which the theory of multiple agencies speaks about. It occurs when in the organization there is more
than one agent, and not all of them are subject to one owner. Instead of bi-
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lateral relations there is a multilateral relationship98. This phenomenon, referred to as the “stakeholder’s paradox”, was described by E. K. Goodpaster,
who claimed that the theory of multiple agencies carries some risk. It’s about
making important decisions for the organization, resulting from multiple trusteeship. Although those decisions appear to be necessary, they may be illegal
in some ways, because these decisions are based on ethical values, often going
beyond the strategic expectations of individual stakeholders99.
R. F. Hartley even considers whether we can talk about the social responsibility of managers at all if taking measures to protect assets is their duty.
It should be managers’ responsibility to act in accordance with shareholders’
expectations, i.e. avoiding unnecessary risk or getting involved in activities that
may expose employees to a loss. Hartley also makes a judgement that potential punishment of those who break the rules by stripping them of their positions seems to be insufficient100. One should also keep in mind the statement
by J. Roberts, that “the corporation is an idea, an imaginary creation, devoid
of sensitivity, and therefore incapable of such a thing as responsibility. The responsibility of a company will always be dependent on people”101.
According to M. Friedman, socially responsible management by organisation managers may be an expression of unethical actions. The main object
of criticism here was unauthorized spending of financial assets on purposes which are not closely related to what investors would like them to be spent
on102. Criticizing this type of enterprises, Friedman negatively assesses those
pro-social operations of managers which expose the company to a conflict
of interest. When choosing between social activity and the activity for profit,
in line with the expectations of investors, they fail to comply with the original objectives of the organization103.
The analysis of a number of arguments in favour of social responsibility,
and those opposing it, allowed S. Certo to formulate three major sets of those
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arguments, which may serve as inspiration for organisation managers. They
should104:
• undertake socially responsible actions required by law,
• undertake voluntary actions in this area,
• inform stakeholders about the scope of the actions taken.
S. Holmes undertook a research attempt to determine how corporate social responsibility activities are assessed by analyzing more than five hundred
American companies105. Table 1.5 presents the results of that research.
Table 1.5. Expectations of management staff in terms of corporate social responsibility.
Expected action
Positive results
Improvement of company’s reputation and value
Strengthening the social system in which the company operates
Strengthening the economic system in which the company operates
All employees’ greater satisfaction
Avoidance of law breaking
Higher job satisfaction of managers
Increased company’s chances of survival
The ability to employ better management staff
Increased long-term profitability
Strengthening the pluralistic nature of American society
Maintaining or acquiring new customers
Investors’ preferences for socially responsible companies
Increased short-term profitability
Negative results
Lowered short-term profitability
Conflict of economic, financial, and social objectives
Higher prices for customers
Difficulty in determining the criteria for assessing management’s performance
Expected shareholder discontent
Lowered productivity
Lowered long-term profitability
Increased legal requirements for social responsibility
Weakening of the economic environment in which the company operates
Weakening of the social environment in which the company operates

The proportion of respondents who expected
the activity
97.4
89.0
74.3
72.3
63.7
62.8
60.7
55.5
52.9
40.3
38.2
36.6
15.2
59.7
53.9
41.4
27.2
24.1
18.8
13.1
11.0
7.9
3.7

Source: S.L. Holmes, Executive Perceptions of Corporate Social Responsibility, „Business Horizons” 1976, June, pp. 34–40. Quoted from: S. Certo, Modern Management, ed. 9, Pearson Education International, Upper Saddle River 2003, p. 53.

It is assumed that the first attempt to identify stakeholders was made
by General Motors, which indicated four main groups: shareholders, employ104
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ees, customers and the whole of society106. R. W. Griffin expands the number
to five, indicating that most of the companies which intend to be responsible in relation to its stakeholders, focus their efforts on five main groups: customers, employees, investors, suppliers and the local communities where they
do their business107. M. Clarkson understands stakeholders more generally,
claiming that these are the groups that recognize that they have an interest
in the activities of the organization (or actually hold that interest), and these
relations occur in the past, present and future. Clarkson also suggests a distribution of those groups. Stakeholders of the first degree are those without
which the organization cannot exist, i.e. shareholders, investors, employees,
customers, suppliers and the public stakeholder, understood as the government, local authorities responsible for the condition of the infrastructure or
legal regulations and influencing other regulations governing the functioning
of the market. Secondary degree stakeholders have an influence on the organization but with no impact on its operations or survival on the market. These
are the media and the wider interest groups108.
It is worth remembering that the organization is often seen by its staff
as a community. Employees often evaluate their professional skills through
the prism of resolving even minor social conflicts, mostly related to the relationships that arise in the workplace among colleagues. This issue also applies
to the self-employed. The success of the projects undertaken by them may depend largely on the ability to build relationships with customers or to satisfy their needs109.
Every organization is subject to the influence of stakeholders identified as
a wide range of interests. Situated in the middle of the process, the organization must submit its actions to their assessment. Assuming that internal stakeholders are more closely associated with the management and operations of
their institutions, it is a good idea to analyse external stakeholders carefully
as strict reviewers of the organisation’s achievements. Figure 1.3 shows the location of the organization in its environment.
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Figure 1.3. The distribution of external stakeholder of an organisation.
Source: B. Andersen, Bringing Business Ethics to Life, ASQ Quality Press, Milwaukee 2004, p. 170.

The location of the organization in the centre of intertwining expectations
and interests of its environment means a high and growing influence of stakeholders. Thanks to that managers’ interest in taking actions for their environment becomes increased. This fact leads to a growing conviction that creating
value for shareholders/stockholders can only be achieved by meeting the expectations of stakeholders. It also means a kind of evolution of the organization
from a submissive attitude towards the environment to that of commitment
and involvement110. These links are clearly shown in Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4. Integration of relevant values of stakeholders.
Source: D.E. Hawkins, Corporate Social Responsibility. Balancing Tomorrow’s Sustainability and Today’s Profitability, Palgrave
Macmillan, New York 2006, p. 143.
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The theory of philanthropy and responsibility for the company was published by R. Eells. According to the theory, the role of the state in this matter should be limited as companies through tax affect the development of
social structures. A strong private sector, protected by its autonomy, operating in a particular environment, at the same time guarantees the existence of
a competitive market111.
It is worth noting that the origins of the idea of corporate social responsibility have their sources in the perceptions of the role of business in shaping
society. There have been numerous attempts at assessing how organizations
can strengthen social structures at local and national levels112.
Practitioners felt that corporate responsibility cannot be considered
in terms of charity. Addressing social needs should be taken as a kind of overhead production cost. C. J. Randall argued that business representatives should
create “a new tradition of public service, a new way of thinking, so that businessmen actively participate in public affairs at all levels”113. Other authors,
such as A. T. Collier, indicate the public nature of private enterprises, calling
it a new ideology of business114.
The development of corporate social responsibility and the adoption by organizations of its ideas are represented in the works of O. W. Knauth. Presenting the multidimensional processes of operation in an enterprise, he concludes
that profit is a goal, however, it is not the main objective. The author introduces the concept of “wise management” as a means of maintaining a specific balance in the organization115.
Representatives of a number of companies, seeking possibilities of the introduction of the idea of s ocial responsibility, are often guided by the principle
of philanthropy. They analyse internal processes, they make efforts to improve
employment conditions, the relationships among employees and the interactions among other stakeholders. When it comes to external actions, the organisation is perceived to be responsible even for the control of the growth of
prices as an inflation preventing factor116.
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Playing a leadership role requires not only the adoption of appropriate attitudes and actions in the interest of the organization, but also to act responsibly
in the interest of the community. This in turn requires the redesign of managers’ thinking in such a way that their goal is to strive to improve the quality of living environment in the widest possible sense.
Opposing views criticizing the positive approach to the phenomenon of
social responsibility can be analysed from the point of view of H. Ford. He
argued that in countries where the pursuit of “social profit” is stronger than
the desire for the development of private ownership and entrepreneurship,
there are obstacles in the on-going development of the economy117. This means
that playing the role of a socially responsible company limits its opportunities
for growth and reduces the potential of competitive advantage, which translates into an identical phenomenon at the macroeconomic level.
The phenomenon of corporate social responsibility has been experiencing a rapid development over the past 20 years. Initially, the implementation
of the idea had a form of a kind of recommendation for company managers, now it has become practically mandatory. This has led to the dissemination of corporate social responsibility as part of a management strategy that
helps to cope with the effects of globalization, reduce environmental costs,
increase productivity, improve the employee recruitment process and reduce
staff turnover rates118.
The business and society theory presented by S. L. Wartick and P. L. Cochran
presents a critical attitude towards the neoclassical tradition of an economy
based on growth, which assumes that business actions which ensure gaining
a maximal profit, within legal regulations, are the only responsibility business
bears before society119.
Other authors, like M. C. Jensen, prioritise the long-term growth of
the company, opposing it to the managers’ main objective, i.e. gaining profit
in a short time120. J. Kay presented an interesting view putting forward the idea
that the pursuit of profit maximization can destroy the long-term values of
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the organization, i.e. focus on return on investment rather than on the creation of value understood as deferred income is faulty121.
In the light of the business and society theory enterprises usually have
a negative impact on social development and the environment. Left to their
own devices, managers are determined to use resources intensively, maximising profits, in short, they are driven by narrowly understood self-interest.
Their activities must therefore be limited by relevant legislation, codes of ethics, or by other means122.
The increasing role of social responsibility stems from the growing awareness of stakeholders and from adopting CSR principles by organisations’ managers. Other reasons put forward by P. Raynard, M. Forstatera are123:
• globalisation and growing consumption,
• growing size, range and as a result of that the growing influence of
companies,
• change of the position and role of legislature,
• fight for talents and power,
• increase in the activity of civil society on a global scale,
• change of the consumer’s character towards a critical recipient, interested and involved in the production process,
• the growing importance of intangible assets,
• changing attitudes of investors seeking also performance other than
financial.
The organization always operates in a specific environment. Because
it draws its resources, it is obliged to return the benefits. Managers are usually willing to accept this responsibility, however, they do not consider it to be
within the scope of philanthropy. According to many, jobs creation and paying
taxes is sufficient fulfilment of social responsibilities. A situation is possible,
however, that an organisation uses the social resources to a much greater extent than would result from the fees and taxes incurred by it, whether directly
or indirectly. Another attitude is possible where the organization’s obligation
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to provide any philanthropic activities is denied and the view is taken that this
kind of activity is assigned to individuals and foundations created by them124.
The practice and theory of social responsibility are a bit different
when it comes to their understanding in the United States and in Europe.
In the U.S. there is greater emphasis on philanthropy in both personal and
corporate dimensions. American managers seem to accept this situation. They
believe that managers can manage their organizations in such a way as to fulfil
both the expectations of shareholders and the obligations to stakeholders125.
Moreover, according to Ch. Arena, “Europeans have high standards and
tend to be very demanding and critical”126. Significant differences in terms of
the reporting of actions are also evident. The European media are more severe
in assessing organizations and less likely to embellish actions in combination
with stronger resistance to public relations actions than the American media. Interestingly, the organizations which come from Europe identify themselves with the ideas of the global world more easily than their counterparts
in the United States. As research suggests, the activity of the ever-growing corporate sector is a positive sign as it takes action beyond legal or ethical obligations. This activity is focused on protecting the environment and caring for
the social space through the implementation of various instruments in the field
of corporate social responsibility127.
In Europe, the concept of corporate social responsibility is linked with
the idea of sustainable development. The document titled Green Paper, adopted by the European Union in July 2001, deals with the issue of social responsibility. The primary objective of its publication is to initiate a wide debate on
how the European Union could help to spread the idea of corporate social responsibility.
According to this document128, there are many factors that cause interest
in corporate social responsibility:
• there are new problems and expectations of residents, customers,
public authorities and investors in the context of globalization and
changes in the industry on a large scale;
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• increasingly social criteria affect the investment decisions of individuals and institutions acting both as consumers and investors;
• more and more frequently damage done to the environment is taken
into account;
• the transparency of business is increasing, owing to the contribution
of the media and information and communication technologies.
Most definitions of corporate social responsibility describe it as a concept
according to which companies voluntarily take into account social and environmental concerns in their operation and in dealing with its stakeholders.
Being socially responsible does not only mean fulfilling legal expectations
but also going beyond it and investing more in human resources, the environment and the relations with stakeholders. Experience in investing in environmentally responsible technologies and business practices indicates that
transcending what is required by law, can make a company more competitive.
Going beyond the basic legal obligations in the social sphere, such as training, working conditions, relations between management and employees, may
also directly affect performance. It paves the way for change management and
for the reconciliation of human development and improved competitiveness.
Corporate social responsibility cannot, however, be seen as a substitute for
regulations or laws concerning social rights or environmental standards, including the introduction of new relevant regulations. In countries that do not
have legislation in this area, focus is needed on the creation of an appropriate legislative framework, which could be used to develop socially responsible practices.
It is difficult to evaluate precisely what determines the financial return of
a socially responsible company. Research carried out by “Industry Week”129
showed that nearly half of the above-average results of socially responsible
companies can be attributed to social responsibility, whereas the other half
is owed to the ratings of their sectors. It is expected that socially responsible
companies should bring financial gain above the average as the companies’
ability to effectively deal with environmental and social issues can be a reliable indicator of the quality of management.
Socially responsible practices in their internal dimension in the company
include mainly employees and deal with such issues as investment in human
resources, health and safety and change management, whereas environmentally responsible practices are mainly related to the management of natural
129
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resources in the production process. Those practices pave the way for change
and reconciling social development with improved competitiveness.
Corporate social responsibility in its external dimension goes beyond
the boundaries of the company and addresses the local community; beside
employees and shareholders it includes many other stakeholders: partners and
suppliers, customers, public authorities and NGOs representing local communities, and finally the environment. In the world of international investment
and global supply chains, corporate social responsibility must also go beyond the borders of Europe. Rapid globalization has encouraged discussion on
the role and development of global governance: the development of voluntary
practices of corporate social responsibility may contribute to that. At the same
time the negative effects of globalization necessitate action in the field of standardization and evaluation of the social impact of organizations130.
Globalisation influences changes in social relations131. It promotes intensification of social relations at larger distances. This process, initiated by various
related political decisions, such as the liberalization of trade rules, the freedom of movement of capital, goods and services, is then continued thanks
to the development of the media, telecommunications and intercultural processes, like migration. In such conditions supranational organizations complement, and sometimes take over, the role of the state in social responsibility
by engaging in the provision of public goods, such as health care or education,
and, at the same time through self-regulation, they fill in legal loopholes132.
The approach of companies to corporate commitments to stakeholders
and to the relationship with them varies depending on the sector and organisational culture. Initially, companies usually take a mission, code of conduct
or creed, which defines their purpose, core values and commitment to stakeholders. These values must be translated into action across the organization,
from strategy through to everyday decisions. This includes practices such as
taking into account the social and environmental dimension in plans and
budgets, evaluating the organisation’s performance in these areas, creating advisory committees, carrying out social or environmental audits and continuous development of educational curricula. Since the issues of corporate social
responsibility become an integral part of strategic business management and
J. Adamczyk, Społeczna odpowiedzialność przedsiębiorstw, PWE, Warszawa 2009, p. 15.
M. Geryk, Social Responsibility of Universities in Globalized World, „Acta Systemica. International Journal of The International Institute for Advances Studies in Systems Research and Cybernetics”
2009, vol. IX, no. 1, pp. 55–60.
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routine activities, managers and employees are required to make business decisions based on additional criteria, beside those which they have been obliged
to observe so far. The traditional models of the conduct of organizations, strategic management and even business ethics do not always sufficiently prepare
the company to be introduced to this new environment.
In response to the need to integrate CSR into existing training of managers and employees and to anticipate the skills that will required from future
managers and employees, business schools increasingly teach business ethics. However, these lectures typically cover only a small part of what is meant
by corporate social responsibility.
Nowadays, many multinational companies publish reports related to social responsibility. While environmental reports and those concerning safety
at work are common, reports on issues such as human rights and child labour are not as popular. Moreover, the approach of companies to social reports is as diverse as their approach to corporate social responsibility. In order
for the reports to be useful, a global consensus must be reached as to the nature of the information disclosed, the form of the report and the credibility
of the evaluation procedure and audit.
In September 2000, a coalition of Global Partners for Corporate Responsibility Research announced ten requirements for disclosure standards in the 21st
century, combining a voluntary, regulatory and market approach to facilitate
access to information on companies and to improve the consistency of information, thus enabling appropriate auditing and benchmarking data.
The audit in question is the audit of social responsibility. As B. Rok writes,
it is conducted in an organisation from the standpoint of “ethics, economy
and effectiveness”133. All the three factors must be considered together and
the goal is a comprehensive look at the functions of the organization – giving
social responsibility a genuinely strategic dimension, and not limited to one
or a few areas of the institution’s operation.
The European Union Green Paper document invites everyone, including
international organizations, businesses – from small through medium to international ones, social partners, NGOs and all interested individuals, to express their views on how to create a partnership for the development of new
structures for the promotion of corporate social responsibility, taking into
account the interests of both companies and stakeholders. Companies need
B. Rok, Etyczność, ekonomiczność i efektywność w koncepcji społecznej odpowiedzialności biznesu,
in: Wspołczesne wyzwania nauk praktycznych, red. A. Lewicka-Strzałecka, WSPiZ im. L. Koźmińskiego,
Warszawa 2007, pp. 239–253.
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to work with various partners to find innovative ways to develop corporate
social responsibility. Such partnerships can make an important contribution
to achieving the objective of promoting the model of corporate social responsibility based on European values.
Not all authors, however, are so enthusiastic about the issue of cooperation. In his article, D. Baraka raises the question of corporations’ and organizations’ cooperation – the representatives of the third sector. The main warning
for both sides of such relationships lies in drawing their attention to the fact
that both sides may have (and most probably they do) very different motivations for actions. Good communication turns out to be an invaluable means
to avoid potentially compromising situations134.
Emphasis on the promotion of sustainable development is consistent with
the concept outlined in a United Nations report. It includes a definition of
sustainable development which says that it is “the ability to meet the current
needs without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their
own needs”135. This development must be based on three main pillars: a stable
financial position, avoiding damage to the environment and meeting stakeholder expectations.
Every organization influences the environment by fulfilling expectations,
participating in changes, and bearing the consequences of those changes. These
issues are at the heart of social responsibility. For as R. C. Solomon claims,
“there is no such thing as an impact without social responsibility and the company that has no impact is an organization that has gone out of business”136.

1.3. The notion and theories of social responsibility
Most organizations feel responsible for five main groups of stakeholders: customers, employees, investors, suppliers and the local communities
in the vicinity of which they operate. The issue of corporate social responsibility is related to the relationships that occur between different groups of
stakeholders and the social environment of their activities137.
As early as in 1972, D. Votaw wrote that “social responsibility of the company means something, but not always the same for everyone”138. In turn,
D. Baraka, Corporations and the third sector: responsible marriages at last?, „Journal of Global Responsibility” 2010, vol. 1, no. 1, pp. 34–54.
135
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Mr Wong said that “CSR is a perverse idea, a grey area between what is private and what is public, compulsory and voluntary”139.
The term “social responsibility of business” is determined by the meaning of the three words: community, responsibility and enterprise. It means
the relationships between enterprises or other organisations and communities. It also describes the responsibilities arising on both sides of the relationship. Community should be understood in the widest possible sense so
as to include all potential stakeholders of the organization, i.e. those who
may have any interest in its present or future activities140.
Creating and maintaining a proper relationship with the environment
requires an on-going dialogue with stakeholders. It allows for an attempt
to define problems and for a joint search of optimal solutions. Initiating interactive relationships with stakeholders helps organizations meet public
expectations, find ways to satisfy them, but also get support for their implementation. It also allows for an effective neutralisation of the negative
impact of critical voices. The environment of the organization undergoes
dynamic changes that affect the shape of the relationships of the business
circles and the social environment141.
The quality of dialogue with the environment seriously affects the shape
of the organization through impact on its value. It also becomes a powerful risk management tool. However, the main task is to define the organization’s stakeholders correctly142. Implementation of the ISO 26000 norm
may appear to be helpful in identifying dialogue topics. The norm highlights
the following key areas143:
1) corporate governance,
2) human rights,
3) workplace practices,
4) the environment,
5) market practices,
6) consumer issues,
7) social involvement and community development.
139
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The quoted norm concerns all institutions and its purpose is to standardize the knowledge and activities related to corporate social responsibility. This
standard introduces a precise definition of CSR as an organization’s responsibility for the impact of its decisions and actions (products, services, processes) on society and the environment144.
The need for good relationships and partnerships with stakeholders is best
described by W. Isaacs – as the “art of thinking together”145.
Corporate social responsibility is defined by the Institute for Corporate Culture Affairs146 as the organisation’s lifelong commitment to ethical behaviour
and financial support for economic development while enhancing the quality of life of its employees and the community within which it operates as well
as the general public147.
An important objective of any organization is to influence society and fulfil
a social function. The sense of the existence organisations lies in the fact that
they are needed in society. Fulfilling this function requires creating a specific social environment – employees and ideas, in this case the strategic objectives of the organization. In addition, the organization should feel responsible
for the way in which it fulfils its social function148.
Figure 1.5 presents the external forces that affect the organization and its
stakeholders.

http://www.csrinfo.org/pl/wiadomosci/artykuly/2590-iso-26000-nareszcie-precyzyjna-definicja-csr, 20.06.2011.
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Figure 1.5. Forces shaping the relationships between business and society.
Source: A.T. Lawrence, J. Weber, Business and Society: Stakeholders, Ethics, Public Policy, McGraw-Hill/Irwin, New York 2008,
p. 18.

Social responsibility can be understood as a distinction between positive
and negative responsibility: the former is a commitment to take certain actions, while the latter focuses on avoiding certain actions149.
The issue of corporate social responsibility can be seen as a long-term approach adopted, both by academics and the business community for over 50
years. The language and the wording proposed by A. B. Carroll have been approved by organizations from virtually all continents and allow the term “social responsibility” to embrace many social or even ethical activities150.
Responsibility of the company, according to W. Gasparski, should be defined by combining the following elements151:
• the company should strive to achieve strategic objectives, such as
the growth of the organization’s value and delivery of products and
services of high quality;
• actions must be long-term in nature and lead to harmonious development;
149
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150
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• efforts should be undertaken on the basis of suitable relationships
with key stakeholders, understood as shareholders, employees,
managers, customers, suppliers, the local community and the environment, and the overall objectives of the organization should
be achieved under conditions of full compliance with the law and
socially accepted ethical standards.
The worldwide organization, the World Business Council for Sustainable
Development, defines corporate social responsibility as “the commitment from
the business to actively participate in sustainable economic development in cooperation with employees, their families, the local community and the wider
society, to improve their quality of life”152.
Another organization – Business for Social Responsibility (BSR153) – defines
social responsibility as “the achievement of business success in ways that honour
ethical values, are guided by respect for people, society and the environment”.
This definition emphasizes the idea of responding to a wider range of interests
of stakeholders, which include the interests of shareholders but are not limited
by them. The continuing and unfinished debate focuses on whether the actions
of corporate social responsibility are profitable. The most frequent reply is “it
depends”. The nature of business, the type of business, the market, the components of costs and many other factors have an impact on whether the initiative
152
The World Business Council for Sustainable Development is a leading association bringing together around 200 companies doing business exclusively with enterprises and supporting sustainable
development. The Council provides programmes to companies wishing to explore sustainable development and the knowledge of their actions, to gain experience and optimize operations, to support
the position presented by the business community on a variety of forums while working with governments, non-governmental organizations and intergovernmental organizations. Members represent
more than 35 countries and 20 major industrial sectors. The Council also benefits from a global network of about 55 national and regional business councils and regional partners. The main objectives
of the Council are: to play the role of an advocate of sustainable development, to actively participate in the development of policies to create good conditions for economic activity and to participate
in progress not affecting the ecological balance, and also to develop and analyse the costs and benefits
of sustainable development, to present companies’ participation in sustainable development, to develop solutions and share good experiences in this field, to participate in supporting a sustainable future
in developing countries and those in the process of economic transformation. To achieve this, the Council focuses on four key areas: energy and climate, development, the role of business, and ecosystems.
Based on: www.wbdsd.org
153
The mission of the organization Business for Social Responsibility is to work with business to create a just world without violating environmental sustainability. Since 1992 the BSR organization has
been working with a global network of more than 250 member companies and it has been providing
sustainable business strategies and solutions primarily through consultation, research and cross-sector cooperation. It has six offices in Asia, Europe and North America. The BSR effectively increases
its competences in the field of environmental protection, human rights, economic development and
transparency of activities and responsibilities leading global companies toward creating a just world.
Based on: www.bsr.org
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gives net benefits in terms of typical rates of return on investment. It must be
borne in mind, however, that the benefits of socially responsible activities can
rarely be measured using quantitative methods. It should be emphasized that
the quality of the interaction between the organization and its stakeholders is essential to the success of the undertaken projects. The organization establishes
this dialogue through its faculties and departments. Each of them is responsible for a specific issue. Figure 1.6 presents the relationships of stakeholders and
the organization. They are binding on both parties.
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Figure 1.6. Departments in the organisation responsible for establishing appropriate
relationships with stakeholders
Source: Ibidem, p. 27
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A more extensive vision of social responsibility is called entrepreneurial.
It should be associated with the genesis of the creation of the organization.
The project is initiated by finding a niche market for socially necessary product or service. Such action does not always have to be of a long-term nature.
By creating added value, and in the interest of the community or the environment, socially responsible companies do more in their own interests and indirectly for profit than for the realisation of social messages154.
A responsible attitude, from the point of view of an organisation, means
creating a community. It is also the belief that long-term development depends
on the quality of the satisfaction of social needs in ways that balance stakeholder expectations155. Deprived of a uniform definition, the issue of corporate social responsibility is sometimes described by means of components,
applications or presentations of specific actions. Pursuant to the BSR vision,
many programmes describe how the actions of corporate social responsibility are implemented in such areas as human rights, accountability, management, society, the environment and the supply chain156.
D. Vogel defines the phenomenon as “the activities of companies that go
beyond the legal framework for their operation, in response to public expectations”157. The main focus, therefore, is on the voluntary activities of organizations, whose motives are general social considerations rather than the narrow
expectations of shareholders and stakeholders. According to R. W. Griffin and
R. J. Ebert, corporate social responsibility requires organizations to “maintain
a balance in actions for groups in their environment, including customers, other organizations, employees, investors and local communities”158. By focusing on the responsibility of the manager, claim A. Kinicki and B. K. Williams,
corporate social responsibility is a commitment of the management to take
actions that benefit both society and the organization159.
Corporate social responsibility focuses on those issues related to the functioning of modern economy which go beyond the narrowly conceived eco154
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nomic efficiency. They are caused by market imperfections, by the state’s failure
to fulfil its role, but also by social expectations160.
According to P. Kotler and N. Lee, corporate social responsibility is best defined as “the commitment to improve social welfare thanks to the way in which
the company is run and the way in which its resources are involved”161. The authors put the emphasis here on the voluntary character of social activity rather
than activity required or enforced by law or custom, and “social good” refers
to both the living conditions of people and environmental protection.
At the same time J. Jonkers considers the responsibility of a company as
“a sensitizing concept: a term which draws attention to the complex range of
issues and elements which are associated with the importance and function
of a business enterprise in modern society”162.
A definition encompassing a broad range of issues related to the management of organizations, including corporate governance, the established business practices or the impact of business ethics, was presented by J. A. Zerk:
“any organization, as a member of the community, has a duty to act ethically and in accordance with the law, being careful at the same time to minimize
any adverse effects of its operations on the environment, society and human
health”163.
In 1979 A. B. Carroll announced a frequently cited taxonomy of various aspects of social responsibility. He divided these activities into four main areas164:
• economic responsibility – refers to the central message of any company’s activities, which is the production of goods and services, according to market needs understood as the needs of the local community,
and their sale with reasonable profit;
• legal responsibility – it means a commitment of each organization
to comply with the law, but above all to fulfil the mission rules adopted under that law;
• ethical responsibility – refers to that part of the organization’s activities which exceed the legal requirements, and are associated with
broadly defined ethical actions, not enforced by institutions or rules;
160
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• philanthropic responsibility – it concerns activity based voluntariness, undertaken by the organization also when it is not required
to act for social welfare.
This division, for clarity, is presented in graphical form in Figure 1.7.

Philanthropy

Desired by society

Ethical responsibility

Legal responsibility

Economic responsibility

Expected by society

Required by society

Desired by society

Figure 1.7. The four-part model of corporate social responsibility by A.B. Carroll.
Source: A.B. Carroll, The pyramid of CSR: Toward the moral management of organizational stakeholders, „Business Horizons”
1991, vol. 34, no. 4, pp. 39–48.

Economic responsibility is associated with economic results. It is essential since, without profits, a company simply cannot exist. Legal responsibility, in turn, is the basis for the existence and development of free enterprise.
It is assumed that it only sets a minimum level of norms which must be met.
Ethical responsibility, undefined by law, can be described as the avoidance of
causing damage. In turn, philanthropic responsibility means organisations’ involvement in actions aimed at supporting the needy. It boils down to voluntary
donations of time and money. Sometimes seen as a voluntary and indefinite
aspect of corporate social responsibility, it is not perceived as unethical behaviour when this kind of responsibility is not taken165. In turn, W. B. Werther
and D. Chandler explain the cultural and contextual background of corporate
social responsibility. They assume the following arguments in support of corporate social responsibility166:
• moral – it describes the dilemma of how the company could develop
independently without the presence of the public; and thus a unique
165
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166
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debt of organizations to their environments is created for the fact
that they can develop, sell their products, services and ultimately
make a profit;
• rational – implementation of the principles of corporate social responsibility ensures compliance with the law, which leads to avoiding penalties, fees, or negative social evaluation of the company’s
activities;
• economic – implementation of CSR principles allows for gaining
a competitive advantage and it constitutes an important differentiator
of the organization in the situation of avoidance of potential penalties for lack of application of ethical principles in the functioning of
the organization.
R. C. Salomon and C. Martin divide social responsibility into two categories. The first of these relates to the impact of the organization on the local
community, the environment, the political situation and its own customers.
Whereas, the second includes those types of activities that the organization
could take in order to benefit local communities167.
Most frequently, social responsibility is referred to as the obligations of
the corporation in relation to society or the environment or to both environments simultaneously. The adoption of these principles requires the achievement of positive results in three dimensions – the so-called triple bottom
line168. This concept, introduced by J. Elkington169, extends the commitment of
the organization with activities for the local community, government, customers, employees, the environment, religions, ethnic communities and branch

R.C. Solomon, C. Martin, Above the Bottom Line. An Introduction to Business Ethics, op.cit.,
s. 286–287.
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organizations170. An extension of the meaning of these three dimensions was
introduced by D. Matten, who explained them as follows171:
• environmental perspective – its main message is the efficient use
of natural resources due to the fact that they are limited; the goal
is to provide future generations with the resources necessary to pursue economic development and provide them with opportunities
to live at a level not lower than nowadays172;
• economic perspective – in its narrowest form it includes activities
of the organisation expressed in the responsibilities of the board for
the development of such products and services which provide long
term sales; in a broader sense, it concerns the company’s positive
contribution to the development of global events which will contribute to the implementation of the idea of sustainable development
and the expansion of corporate social responsibility173;
• social perspective – as a relatively new phenomenon it functions
somewhat in the background of the other two perspectives and concerns public expectations raised in relation to the organization and
its response to those needs174.
W. Gasparski in turn presented the concept of business analysis from
the perspective of efficiency, economy and ethics. In this concept, effectiveness relates to the implementation of the company’s aim, economy relates
to the sound management of available resources, while ethical behaviour
means legal conduct and acting in accordance with socially accepted norms175.
B. Rok suggests a practical application of the principles of this concept
to evaluate the various levels the involvement of companies in the implemenCanadian Business for Social Responsibility – a Canadian non-profit organization established
in 1995 with a global reach, with offices in Vancouver and Toronto, bringing together Canadian companies and motivating them to taking more active measures to improve the quality of life in the world.
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tation of the rules of corporate social responsibility. There are three levels of
CSR implementation176:
• reactive, which includes actions taken as a result of perceived pressure from stakeholders,
• proactive – companies look for solutions which pursue the aims,
important from the point of view of the companies, in an innovative
way,
• strategic, which covers all relevant stakeholder groups and all areas of the organization’s activity which are considered crucial from
the point of view of social, environmental or economic effects.
The purpose of a properly constructed social responsibility audit is to assess the involvement of organizations from the point of view of ethics, economics and efficiency. This assessment will be effective and objective when
it includes the organization’s strategy and the degree of its consolidation with
the objectives of social responsibility. The Committee for Economic Development has identified three main issues upon which corporate social responsibility should focus. These include177:
• creating products, jobs, economic growth,
• sensitivity to changing social values,
• spreading responsibility for the fight against poverty and urban landscape degradation.
In turn, in the UK, the social and environmental issues of enterprise behaviour have been sanctioned in the form of binding legislation called the Corporate Responsibilities Bill, passed by the House of Commons178. It introduced
four major changes to the existing legislation:
• it ordered mandatory submission of reports on activities in the field
of corporate social responsibility and environmental protection179,
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• it imposed an obligation on companies’ boards to evaluate their impact on the environment and society, while introducing penalties
for evasion of this duty,
• it created the Corporate Responsibility Board to conduct investigations and random checks,
• it introduced a variety of penalties for non-compliance, such as fines,
the suspension of operations, the suspension of trading in the stock
market or even imprisonment.
According to E. Sternberg, corporate social responsibility must be considered in two aspects:
• as a responsibility towards society – most actions have consequences far beyond the scope of individual responsibility, in turn, these
consequences have an impact on other members of the community,
• those actions should not be the domain of social institutions, the aim
being to achieve social objectives by the companies themselves, and
not by other agencies180.
At the same time organizations, especially the transnational ones and those
operating on a larger scale and on many continents, should, without waiting
for any relevant legislation, independently set their own measures of corporate social responsibility in line with the vision and strategy of the business.
According to J. Cramer, they should maintain a “responsible” balance between
people, the planet and profit. This balance should be understood as follows181:
1. Responsibility for people refers to all internal and external relationships,
and not only those directly related to the activities of the organization,
but also those in which it should behave responsibly. Internal relationships concern mainly labour relations, training, healthcare, diversity and
opportunities for development. External relations refers to a concern for
human rights, pro-social activities, such as the fight against corruption,
support for political parties and associations, and the responsibility for
the quality of products and services.
2. Responsibility for the planet focuses on issues related to environmental
protection, especially in the areas related to the scope of the organization’s operation.
180
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E. Sternberg, Just Business. Business Ethics in Action, Oxford University Press, Oxford 2000, pp. 257–
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J. Cramer, Corporate Social Responsibility and Globalisation. An Action Plan for Business, Greenleaf Publishing, Sheffield 2006, pp. 14–15.
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3. Responsible profit (positive financial result) should be understood as responsible contribution of the company to the development of economy
in its broad sense. A distinction is made between a direct and indirect
impact. The former concerns mainly financial flows between the organization and its stakeholders, while the direct impact relates primarily
to initiated projects of the spin-off type, the organisation’s contribution
to the development of competitiveness or the creation of the GDP.
These three “equilibrium points” are key elements of sustainable wealth creation. Social justice requires that economic growth bring benefits to all people,
so we have a duty to eliminate the differences between the rich and the poor.
More and more organizations understand the importance of this approach
in line with the three points balance. Many of them develop programmes of
responsible and sustainable value chains182.
In turn, according to G. P. Lantos, there are three types of social responsibility: ethical, altruistic and strategic. He assumes that ethical action is obligatory. In turn, altruistic action, i.e. social actions undertaken even within
the expenditure accepted by shareholders, is unfounded. The last type – strategic – is the optimal dimension of philanthropic activities, provided that these
activities bring benefits also for the organization183. W. Gasparski’s research on
the degree of society’s understanding of corporate social responsibility issues
lead to the conclusion that, in Poland, “value systems are different for different
people and different companies”184. This diversity and “otherness” is highlighted by the different starting points of business ethics and social responsibility
in Poland. At every level of business operations, manifestations of this activity were different. At the micro level, they concerned mostly trade exchange
between individuals, for whom the exchange itself is the goal. This exchange
could relate to services, buying and selling of goods, employment, counselling, etc. The macro level is an area of activity in line with the recommenda-

182
H. Mulder, Global economic „architecture” is no longer fit for purpose, „Europe’s World” 2008, no. 9,
pp. 157–161.
183
G.P. Lantos, The Boundaries if Strategic Corporate Social Responsibility, Stonehill College, North
Easton 2001, http://faculty.stonehill.edu/glantos/Lantos1/PDF_Folder/Pub_arts_pdf/Strategic%20CSR.
pdf, 7.01.2009.
184
W. Gasparski, Business Ethics in Poland, in: Wirtschaftstechnik in Mittel- und Osteuropa, ed. R. Lang,
Reiner Hampp Verlag, Munchen–Mering 2001, pp. 59–68; European Standards of Business Ethics and
Social Responsibility (in Polish), ed. W.W. Gasparski et al., L. Kozminski Academy of Entrepreneurship
and Management Press, Warsaw 2003.
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tions of the UN Global Compact agenda185, launched in Europe in 2001186.
Now, after ten years of the Global Compact agenda’s operation, it has taken
a truly global scale. Bringing together, according to data from January 2010,
more than 7,300 participants from 130 countries, it is the largest initiative related to corporate social responsibility. The distinctive features of the Global Compact are187:
• It disseminates the initiative of basing the strategic actions of every
organisation on ten basic principles of social responsibility.
• It is a truly global initiative. Half of the participants come from developing countries or emerging markets.
• It brings together both small and medium-sized enterprises as well
as larger companies, and most importantly – the two groups of organizations are represented more or less equally.
• The Global Compact is supported by many governments, the UN
General Assembly and the G8. In addition, the mandate of the UN
Global Compact Office has been renewed and expanded in the UN
General Assembly “Towards Global Partnerships” resolution.
The issue of relations with employees, referenced in multiple definitions,
indicates the necessity of considering employees in the category of a subject rather than an object of management. As a subject, they have the right
to freely express themselves, which meets the need for social dialogue. Besides,
the company should invest in human resource development, improving their
competences, in short – be responsible for the conditions and effects of work.
Another issue, also staff related, is the reliability of management. Like other
employees, staff should constantly upgrade their skills, and relationships with
subordinates should be based on the principles of partnership188. Responsibility
of management refers primarily to the quality of decision making and, in fact,
to avoiding decisions that may be inappropriate for any of the stakeholders,
including the natural environment. In 1999, the United Nations announced
ten principles relating to social responsibility. They are presented in Table 1.6.
http://www.unglobalcompact.org, 21.06.2009.
W. Gasparski, Business Expectations beyond Profit, in: Corporate Social Responsibility Cross Europe, ed. A. Habisch, J. Jonker, M. Wegner, E. Schmidpeter, Springer, Berlin–Heidelberg 2005, p. 175.
187
A. Rasche, G. Kell, Introduction: the United Nations Global Compact – retrospect and prospect, in:
The United Nations Global Compact. Achievements, Trends and Challenges, ed. A. Rasche, G. Kell, Cambridge University Press, New York 2010, pp. 1–19.
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V. Martinez Reyes, Etyka biznesu – wybrane kwestie, in: Etyka w biznesie i zarządzaniu, ed. K. Kietliński, V. Martinez Reyes, T. Oleksyn, Oficyna Ekonomiczna, Krakow 2005, pp. 134–135.
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Table 1.6. Ten principles of social responsibility.
In terms of human rights business community should
1. Respect and promote the protection of human rights adopted in many countries.
2. Make sure that it does not engage in projects that do not respect human rights.
In terms of workers’ rights entrepreneurs should support:
3. Workers’ rights to organise themselves and the right to negotiate working conditions.
4. Elimination of all forms of forced or compulsory labour.
5. Prohibition of employment of children.
6. The fight against discrimination in employment and access to a profession.
For environmental protection entrepreneurs should:
7. Promote measures to prevent environmental changes.
8. Undertake initiatives to promote greater responsibility for the protection of the environment.
9. Promote the development and dissemination of environment-friendly technologies.
10. Combat all forms of corruption, including extortion and bribery.
Source: United Nations Global Compact, www.unglobalcompact.org.

The essence of the problem and the difficulty in choosing an appropriate
definition of social responsibility is highlighted by the fact that in the popular
search engine Google, one may find nearly 15 million entries relating to this
topic189. One of them is the definition adopted by the World Bank, which
reads: “Corporate social responsibility is the commitment of business to contribute to economic development without violating environmental sustainability, through joint actions with employees, their families, local communities
and society as a whole, in order to improve their quality of life in a way that
is good for both the business conducted and for international development”190.
In turn, the European Commission emphasizes in its definition of the principle of voluntariness: “CSR is a concept which covers activities through which
companies, on a voluntary basis, integrate social and environmental determinants of their operations, including interactions with stakeholders”191. This
definition is extended to include activities beyond legal requirements. The idea
is that organizations take active measures to promote the development of human resources and the environment, but also the relationships with stakeholders192. At the same time the European Commission encourages companies
to assess their performance not only on the basis of their profits, but also from
the perspective of employee well-being and care for the environment193.
www.google.pl, 17.10.2010.
www.worldbank.org/privatesector, 24.03.2004.
191
European Commission, Directorate General for Employment and Social Affairs.
192
European Commission, Communication from the Commission concerning CorporateSocial Responsibility: a Business Contribution to Sustainable Development, COM 2002, 347, final,Brussels 2 July
2002, p. 6.
193
J. Harris, EU Acts to Promote More Socially Responsible Companies, Social Agenda, October 2002,
pp. 3–4.
189
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Sir G. Chandler presented a different vision of social responsibility, arguing that “in the best-case scenario, CSR is defined as the responsibility of
the company for the implementation of social values in its basic operations,
as well as for the treatment of social and mental environments. Responsibility covers a wide spectrum – from conducting profitable business, through
the health and safety of staff, to the impact on the local communities among
which the company conducts its business”194.
The Confederation of British Industry assumes that “social responsibility of business is a recognition by the company that it should be responsible
not only for the achievement of financial performance but also for the impact it has on its community and/or the environment. The concept of corporate social responsibility is still under discussion but the main points have
for a long time been elements of company strategies. Different directions of
organizations’ operation are subject to CSR assumptions, which cover, like
an umbrella, human resources and environmental issues, sustainable development, waste disposal, health and safety, through a range of existing national, EU and global guidelines. But we should distinguish between measures
imposed by these standards from activities in the field of CSR, which in principle are voluntary, they are the result of business operations and often go beyond what is imposed by legislation”195.
Due to the extraordinary multiplicity of social responsibility descriptions,
a set of theories of social responsibility is presented in Table 1.7, which is a kind
of cross-section through the many descriptions of the phenomenon produced
by researchers on the subject.
Large companies focus their attention on their core activity of producing
goods and delivering services, as well as the marketing actions in support of
these activities. Social issues are ignored. Corporate social responsibility may
significantly contribute to a greater respect for social needs. The word “responsibility” should imply a change in behaviour of large corporations and
avoidance of becoming involved in situations which are morally questionable or politically risky196.

G. Chandler, Introduction: Defining corporate social responsibility, „Ethical Performance Best Practices” 2001, Autumn. Based on: www. ethicalperformance.com
195
Confederation of British Industry’s, www.cbi.org.uk. 20.06.2009.
196
D. Litvin, Empires of Profit. Commerce, Conquest, and Corporate Responsibility, Thomson, Mason
2004, p. 301.
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Table 1.7. Theories of social responsibility
Approaches

Increase in importance of
shareholders
Strategy for competitive
advantage

Description
Literature
INSTRUMENTAL THEORIES
(focusing on achieving economic goals through pro-social activities)
long-term increase in imporM. Friedman, The Social Responsibility of Business Is
tance
to Increase Its Profits, „New York Times Magazine”,
13.09.1970, pp. 32–33, 122, 126.
social investment in the context M. Porter, M. Kramer, The Competitive Advantage of
of competitiveness
Corporate Philanthropy, „Harvard Business Review” 2002,vol. 80, no.
12, pp. 56–69.
company image and strategies S. Hart, A Natural-Resource-Based View of the Firm,
based on its natural resources
„Academy of Management Review” 1995, vol. 20, no. 4,
and the dynamic potential
pp. 986–1012.

strategies for (or with participation of) the lowest level of
the economic pyramid

R. Litz, A Resource-Based View of the Socially Responsible Firm: Stakeholder Interdependence, Ethical Awareness, and Issue Responsiveness
as Strategic Assets, „Journal of Business Ethics” 1996, vol. 15, pp.
1355–1363.
C. Prahalad, A. Hammond, Serving the World’s Poor,
Profitably, „Harvard Business Review” 2002, vol. 80,
no. 9, pp. 48–58.
S. Hart, C. Christensen, The Great Leap: Driving Innovation from the Base
of the Pyramid, „MIT Sloan Management Review” 2002, vol. 44, no. 1,
pp. 51–57.

Pro-social marketing

Corporate constitutionalism

C. Prahalad, Strategies for the Bottom of the Economic
Pyramid: India as a Source of Innovation, „Reflections:
The SOL Journal”2002, vol. 3, no. 4, pp. 6–18.
generally accepted philanthrop- P. Varadarajan, A. Menon, Cause-Related Marketing:
ic activities as a marketing tool A Coalignment of Marketing Strategy and Corporate
Philanthropy, „Journal of Marketing” 1988, vol. 52,
no. 3, pp. 58–74.
POLITICAL THEORIES
(responsible use of the power of business in politics)
corporate social responsibility
K. Davis, Can Business Afford to Ignore Corporate Social
stems from the social power
Responsibilities?, „California Management Review” 1960, vol. 2, pp.
it has
70–76.
K. Davis, Understanding the Social Responsibility Puzzle,
„Business Horizons” 1967, vol. 10, no. 4, pp. 45–51.

Theory of integrative social
contract

assumes the existence of
a social consensus between
business and society

T. Donaldson, T. Dufnee, Towards a Unified Conception
of Business Ethics: Integrative Social Contracts Theory,
„Academy of Management Review” 1994, vol. 19,
pp. 252–284.
T. Donaldson, T. Dufnee, Ties that bind: A Social Contracts Approach
to Business Ethics, Harvard Business School, Boston 1999.

Civic corporation (business)

company understood as a citizen of their own contribution
to society

D. Wood, J. Logsdon, Business Citizenship: From
Individuals to Organizations, „Business Ethics Quarterly”, Ruffin Series
2002, no. 3, pp. 59–94.
Perspectives on Corporate Citizenship, red. J. Andriof,
M. McIntosh, Greenleaf, Sheffield 2001.
D. Matten, A. Crane, Corporate Citizeship: Toward an
Extended Theoretical Conceptualization, „Academy of
Management Review” 2005, vol. 30, no. 1, pp. 166–179.
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Approaches

Problem management

Description

Literature
INTEGRATIVE THEORIES
(integration of social needs)
responsibility for the social
S. Sethi, Dimensions of Corporate Social Performance: An Analytical
and political factors that may
Framework, „California Management Review” 1975, vol. 17, no. 3, pp.
have a significant impact on
58–65.
the business
R. Ackerman, How Companies Respond to Social Demands, „Harvard
University Review” 1973, vol. 51, no. 4, pp. 88–98.
T. Jones, Corporate Social Responsibility Revisited,
Redefined, „California Management Review” 1980,
vol. 22, no. 2, pp. 59–67.
D. Vogel, The Study of Social Issues in Management:
A Critical Appraisal, „California Management Review”
1986, vol. 28, no. 2, pp. 142–152.

Public responsibility

Stakeholder management

S. Wartick, J. Mahon, Towards a Substantive Definition
of the Corporate Issue Construct: a Review and Synthesis of Literature,
„Business and Society” 1994, vol. 33, no. 3,
pp. 293–311.
applicable law and public policy L. Preston, J. Post, Private Management and Public Policy: The Principle
as a reference for the social
of Public Responsibility, Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs 1975.
activities of the business

balancing the interests of
stakeholders

R. Mitchell, B. Agle, D. Wood, Toward a Theory of
Stakeholder Identification and Salience: Defining the
Principle of Who and What Really Counts, „Academy
of Management Review” 1997, vol. 22, no. 4, pp. 853–886.
B. Agle, R. Mitchell, Who Matters to CEOs? An Investigation of Stakeholder Attributes and Salience, Corporate Performance and CEO Values,
„Academy of Management Journal” 1999, vol. 42, no. 5, pp. 507–526.
T. Rowley, Moving beyond Dyadic Ties: A Network Theory of Stakeholder
Influences, „Academy of
Management Review”1997, vol. 22, no. 4, pp. 887–911.

Social image of the business

search for social legitimacy,
responding to current social
problems

A. Carroll, A Three-Dimensional Conceptual Model of
Corporate Performance, „Academy of Management
Review” 1979, vol. 4, no. 4, pp. 497–505.
S. Wartick, P. Cochran, The Evolution of Corporate Social Performance
Model, „Academy of Management Review” 1985, vol. 10, no. 4, pp.
758–769.
D. Wood, Corporate Social Performance Revisited,
„Academy of Management Review” 1991, vol. 16, no. 4,
pp. 691–718.
D. Swanson, Addressing a Theoretical Problem by
Reorienting the Corporate Social Performance
Model, „Academy of Management Review” 1995, vol. 20, no. 1, pp.
43–64.
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Normative stakeholder theory

Description

Literature
ETHICAL THEORIES
(action in order to achieve good society)
consideration of the company’s R. Freeman, Strategic Management: A Stakeholder Approach, Pitman,
stakeholders as its trustees,
Boston 1984.
its implementation requires
reference to some theories of
R. Freeman, The Politics of Stakeholder Theory: Some
morality (Kant, utilitarianism,
Future Directions, „Business Ethics Quarterly” 1994,
theories of justice, etc.)
vol. 4, no. 4, pp. 409–429.
W. Evan, R. Freeman, A Stakeholder Theory of the Modern Corporation:
Kantian Capitalism, w: Ethical Theory and Business, red. T. Beauchamp,
N. Bowie, Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs 1988, pp. 75–93.
T. Donaldson, L. Preston, The Stakeholder Theory of
the Corporation: Concepts, Evidence, and Implications,
„Academy of Management Review” 1995, vol. 20, no. 1,
pp. 65–91.
R. Freeman, R. Phillips, Stakeholder Theory: A Libertarian Defence,
„Business Ethics Quarterly” 2002, vol. 12, no. 3, pp. 331–349.

Universal laws

On-going, sustainable development

General welfare

R. Phillips, E. Freeman, A. Wicks, What Stakeholder Theory Is Not?,
„Business Ethics Quarterly” 2003, vol. 13, no. 1, pp. 479–502.
basic assumptions based on hu- The Global Sullivan Principles 1999, http://globalsullivanprinciples.org
man rights, worker rights, and (September 2003).
concern for the environment
Global Compact, United Nations 1999, www.unglobalcompact.org.
focus on the personal and
Our Common Future, World Commission on Environment and Developprofessional development of
ment, Oxford University Press, Oxford 1987.
man, including both current and
future generations
T. Gladwin, J. Kennelly, Shifting Paradigms for Sustainable Development: Implications for Management Theory and Research, „Academy of
Management Review” 1995, vol. 20, no. 4, pp. 874–904.
orientation towards general
H. Alford, M. Naughton, Beyond the Shareholder Model of the Firm:
welfare
Working toward the Common Good of a Business, in: Rethinking
the Purpose of Business: Interdisciplinary Essays from the Catholic Social
Tradition, ed. S.A. Cortright, M. Naughton, Notre Dame 2002, pp.
27–47.
D. Mele, Not only Stakeholders Interest: The Firm Oriented toward
the Common Good, University of Notre Dame Press, Notre Dame 2002.
R. Kaku, The Path of Kyosei, „Harvard Business Review”
1997, vol. 75, no. 4, pp. 55–62.

Source: author’s own work on the basis of: Corporate Social Responsibility. Readings and cases in a global context, ed. A. Crane,
D. Matten, L.J. Spence, Routledge, New York 2008, pp. 96–106.

An interesting voice in the debate over the interpretation of the concept
of corporate social responsibility is the so-called six myths of social responsibility by Ch. Arena197.
1. Myth one: social responsibility concerns doing good – the adoption of
such an understanding requires a precise explanation of what is meant
by good.
2. Myth two: the highest priority of responsibility is to make the world
a better place – organizations should primarily focus on eliminating
197
Ch. Arena, The High Purpose Company: The Truly Responsible (and Highly Profitable)Firms That
Are Changing Business Now, HarperCollins Publishers, New York 2007, pp. 12–15.
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3.

4.
5.

6.

the effects of their operations which have a negative impact on the environment, rather than undertake a new, separate action for the environment.
Myth three: highlighting the brand is the primary benefit of corporate social responsibility activities – innovation is a significant benefit
of undertaken actions; there are many examples where actions raised
the effectiveness of operation in terms of the quality of products and services, improved business models, quality management and operational
improvements through which the development of the organization was
much faster.
Myth four: corporate responsibility is important only for niche projects
– it is important for all projects and it is up to the organization to decide
whether to ignore or strategically use the achieved results.
Myth five: responsibility of the organisation does not always pay – actions are often superficial while the benefits of responsible action can be
noticed only in the long term, and only if they are strongly correlated
with the strategic objectives of the organization.
Myth six: the growing number of reports on socially responsible activities indicates an increase in these activities – an increase in the number
of reports means only greater transparency in the activities of the organization; actions, apart from their measurement and publicity, should be
optimized so as to bring the greatest benefit to society.

Naturally, in accordance with E. Freeman and R. Velamuri’s view, commitments to corporate social responsibility cannot be related only to large
enterprises. Regardless of size or sector of economic activity, principles of corporate social responsibility are just as important and may have just as significant an impact on the local community198.
According to P. F. Drucker’s statement, corporate social responsibility can
be characterized by activity in two main areas. The first one includes the impact the organization has on society and the second, society itself, that is,
what the organization can do for society. Social influences result not only
from the products on offer or services in support of the environment but
also from the facts of providing employment or having an indirect influence
on the environment, e.g. its pollution. An important task of the organizaR.E. Freeman, S.R. Velamuri, A New Approach to CSR: Company Stakeholder Responsibility, in:
Reconciling Governance Philosophies: 21st Century Challenges, ed. A. Kakabadse, M. Morsing, Palgrave,
Houndmills 2005.
198
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tion is to reduce the negative or adverse effects on the environment. The impact of the organization on society and the economy should be restricted as
far as possible by the mission and purpose of the institution. Service to society is limited by the need to meet the basic conditions of a market economy,
i.e. the profitability of enterprises. It must be borne in mind that the proper functioning of the institution is in the public interest, and each organization is primarily responsible for ensuring its proper functioning. This results
in a limitation for the authorities of an organization to such social activities
that have a positive impact on its operation. Organization managers should
therefore certainly avoid actions that may induce a fall in efficiency or exceed
the authority they have199.
Assessment of CSR actions undertaken by organizations requires the adoption of methods of measurement. Enterprises strategically engaging in socially
responsible tasks will seek to measure the impact on the surrounding environment and will endeavour to publish the results in a report, for both external and internal stakeholders. For one can perceive the growing conviction
of public opinion as to the significant correlation between the influence on
the environment and the financial results of the organisation200.
There is no evidence to support the thesis of the negative impact of social
activity on the organization’s ability to create wealth, which should weaken
shareholders’ concerns about reducing their capital. In every case, corporate
rationality maintains CSR activities at a level which, in practice, creates a specific compromise between business activity and the achievement of social
objectives. A mutually beneficial situation is always created (a win-win situation), which indicates that responsible business conduct raises the value of
the shares201.
Corporate social responsibility is a complex combination of values and
principles that describe how an organization should conduct its business.
Some entrepreneurs, however, assume that this idea has its roots in supporting the local environment and is sometimes seen as a branch of corporate governance. In reality, organizations’ contribution to the development of their
environments is often much higher than the value of taxes paid. As a result
P.F. Drucker, Myśli przewodnie Druckera, op.cit., pp. 85–103.
D. Crowther, Corporate Social Reporting: Genuine Action or Window Dressing?, in: Perspectives
on Corporate Social Responsibility, ed. D. Crowther, L. Rayman-Bacchus, Ashgate Publishing Company, Aldershot 2004, p. 140.
201
S.B. Banerjee, The ethics of corporate social responsibility, in: Management Ethics. Contemporary
contexts, ed. S.R. Clegg, C. Rhodes, Routledge, London–New York 2006, p. 65.
199
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it is social responsibility that is a strong driver supporting the development
of the idea of corporate governance202.
CSR activities usually concern the area of business and other organisations whose aim is profit. Partners’ co-operation in undertaking enterprises
leads to mutual development thus influencing a particular industry. Companies’ co-operation can create a specific system of values conducive to their
development203. It regards organisations which are sensitive to the needs of
their environments or which actually serve their environments due to the value systems they apply204. Appropriate and transparent relationships with its
stakeholders may turn out to be an important factor in the development of
the company. Social responsibility is, after all “a philosophy of doing business
[...] and business seen as responsible [...] leads to an increase in the competitiveness of a company”205.
This does not mean, however, that the concepts and issues of social responsibility cannot be applied to representatives of the non-profit sector, which are
universities. In the discussion on the issues of corporate social responsibility
researchers usually focus their interest on the corporate sector. It is, therefore,
assumed that out of the three main sectors of socio-economic activity in developed countries two – public administration and the social sector – are likely
to act in accordance with the principles of social responsibility. In the author’s
opinion this simplification seems to be far-fetched.
It must be borne in mind, however, that, regardless of the assumptions,
the success of non-profit organisations is highly dependent on balanced strategic relations between the balance of benefits and the limitations resulting
from the brand or the type of operation. An item of extreme importance in relation to the brand deserves to be stressed at this point206. Its possession, understood as a recognizable attribute, is the strength of the organization, bringing
a chance to win and maintain a competitive advantage, and, as a result, financial benefits, even if they are not the leading goal of the organization.
G. Llewellyn, Corporate governance, best practice, in: Investing in corporate social responsibility:
a guide to best practice, business planning & the UK’s leading companies, ed. J. Hancock, Kogan Page,
London–Sterling 2004, p. 123.
203
A. Olczak, CRM – moda czy konieczność?, in: Wspołczesne problemy zarządzania organizacjami
gospodarczymi, ed. J. Lewandowski, Politechnika Łodzka, Łodź 2004, p. 546.
204
Report: Odpowiedzialny biznes w Polsce 2002, Forum Odpowiedzialnego Biznesu, Warszawa, February 2003, p. 5.
205
T. Wołowiec, Społeczna odpowiedzialność przedsiębiorstwa nową formułą zarządzania, „Ekonomika i Organizacja Przedsiębiorstwa” 2004, no. 3, p. 3.
206
P. Madan, Evaluation of Market Readiness of Medium and Small-Scale Nonprofit Organizations
in Northern India: An Empirical Study, „Journal of Centrum Cathedra” 2009, vol. 2, no. 1, pp. 46–61.
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Observation of public life shows that the public administration sector, otherwise referred to as the state sector, does not quite meet society’s expectations
in terms of the administration of the state and its agencies. The institutions of
this sector take a lot of actions, often simulated ones, whose actual aim is to improve the image of the sector, not to benefit the public.
Few publications refer to that issue in the context of the university. The third
sector is a general term that is referred to social non-governmental non-profit organizations in general. These organizations often focus their activities
in the field of health care, social care and education207. The university as an outstanding representative of the third; the social sector is a particularly interesting object of study. In so far as the term “social responsibility” is used mainly
for businesses with a clear target (accumulation of profit), then in the case of
universities as institutions which operate in different economic conditions, and
also having some “missionary” nature, there is a lack of unequivocal standards in this respect.
The origin of the study was the thesis that there are certain expectations of
an active social role of the university. The essence of social responsibility and
the importance of relations with stakeholders were studied in the research.
It turned out that universities were building a model of social interaction
through a set of appropriate actions. The reasons that affect the undertaking
of such actions seem to be interesting from a cognitive point of view. Are they
an expression of the need to establish social relations, or rather – following
the model of the enterprise sector – a development of the university’s competitive position?
The results showed that the social responsibility of universities is usually associated with the conduct of educational activities in line with the rules
of law and morality. Besides, it is focused on the education and formation of
young people. Most importantly, the study showed that social responsibility
also applies to the university, is an expression of the expectations of stakeholders and contributes significantly to the development of strategies208.
The unique nature of the role of universities in the development of socially
desirable attitudes was fully stressed by Z. Morawski, who believes that “higher education can be seen as a social system designed to fulfil a specific role
within other social systems. Its mission is to acquire new knowledge and disseminate it in society”209.
Developed on the basis of the Non-governmental Organisations Portal, www.ngo.pl., 10.06.2010
M. Geryk, Społeczna odpowiedzialność uczelni w percepcji jej interesariuszy. Raport z badań, op.cit.
209
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It is therefore legitimate to ask the question as to whether universities function as expected. For in social evaluation of the institutional structure of higher education the following activities are recommended:
• promoting public-private co-operation for the development of higher
education,
• initiating co-operation between universities and local and regional
self-government authorities.
• In turn, in terms of university management the following actions
are postulated:
• inclusion of representatives of business, politics and civil society
organizations in university strategic management,
• separation of the management of research, education and infrastructure210.
Only some of the recommendations made by external stakeholders have
been mentioned. However, if the university intends to properly establish and
maintain relationships with the environment, the actions in line with the expectations seem to be more than desirable. The scientific and research potential creates favourable conditions for a full range of such activities.
Due to the management of the transfer of knowledge and the research
they conduct, universities play a special role in the economy211, and, therefore, the expectations of them, in terms of social activities, are higher. Universities should observe changes in the market and to educate staff and carry
out research in the directions expected and desired from the point of view of
the economic development of the country. This role is recognized in the form
of a privileged position in the tax systems of many countries, including Poland. Due to the way they use profit, universities are included in the non-profit organisations sector212.
Research practice is subject to ethical limitations and regulations. Similarly to other human activities, science should also be governed by moral
principles. Scientific activity is, in fact, governed by accepted standards. They
should lead to the harmonization of the values arising from responsibility,
210
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G. Maj, M. Czapka, P. Makowski, Ruch Młodego Pokolenia, Warszawa 2006, pp. 10–11.
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understood as social responsibility of science before other values accepted
in society, but also the responsibility of non-scientific social institutions before the rights of science.
It is worth remembering that any ethical stance should also refer to responsibility, which means both freedom and obligation213.
Application of science causes an increasing need of responsibility among
the community using scientific achievements. At the same time the responsibility of scientists must be much higher but in reality it is each individual’s
concern214. In the cases of researchers there is a particular responsibility for
the quality of scientific information215.
In the systemic approach, the researcher must endeavour to obtain
the greatest possible support from the environment. According to one approach, the researcher reacts objectively to the expectations of the environment by increasing reliability and credibility. We find here enthusiasm and
positivism. Another approach assumes targeting only one’s own goals. In this
approach, one can see opportunism and the desire to provide a means for
the continuation of operations, with no regard for society. The fact is that
the system of education must meet the requirements of the environment and
it is a true characteristic of the concept of responsible science. Responsibility implies freedom, and at the same time also accepts the limitations of this
freedom by a specific obligation. It should be noted that we are all responsible for science and the use of its achievements216.
Tax exemptions, which the legislature has given universities, significantly improve their financial performance. From the point of view of the public interest, it seems to be reasonable that these exemptions should encourage
the promotion of social responsibility217. One gets the impression that the special treatment of universities in tax regulations actually assumes their involvement in activities as consistent with the public interest as a given. Since
the subject of corporate social responsibility, according to Griffin is “a set
of obligations of the organization to protect and to strengthen the society
in which it operates218”, it can be assumed that this definition can easily find
a place in the mission of each university. Fulfilling the needs of potential cusE. Agazzi, Dobro, zło i nauka, Oficyna Akademicka, Warszawa 1997, pp. 5–6.
Ibidem, pp. 43–44.
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tomers in a socially responsible manner can clearly identify the main message
of the existence of educational institutions of higher education.
One can specify a number of positive examples of effective involvement of
non-profit organizations in promoting the idea of social responsibility. Many
managers of these organizations take serious efforts to increase the scope of
their social impact. After a thorough analysis of the costs and possible outcomes, after an evaluation of potential outcomes or changes and organizational efforts, it is worth engaging in dialogue with stakeholders so as to measure
the obtained results in concrete terms. For it is difficult, in the face of the multitude of aims of non-profit organisations, to apply the same measure, using
either quantitative or qualitative methods, to the achievements of organisations219.
Either way, as P. Frumkin and M.T. Kim confirm, non-profit sector organizations play an increasingly important role in society. This is related mainly
to the health care, social aid and education services220.
In the changing environment, as well as in the face of the complex socio-economic processes, one can notice a tendency to blur the differences
between commercial and non-profit organizations. For hybrid organizations
arise whose purpose is to create economic and social values221.
The essence of the problem is to coordinate the activities of the university to the greatest possible extent with the needs of the regional economy
and the expectations of the local community. It is also important that universities adapt their educational profiles to the latest trends and demands of
the global economy. It is impossible to omit the cultural differences, and thus,
in the educational process it must be remembered to equip future graduates
with the skills and knowledge that will enable them to move smoothly into
organizations employing people with different educations, coming from different cultural backgrounds or with different work experience222. The extent
of such actions is best explained by the term glocal (global + local), or “think
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globally, act locally”, which can be related to the expected educational profile
and the range of the university’s influences223.
Universities must, therefore, be guided by global thinking. It is an additional factor reinforcing the actions of corporate social responsibility. The basis for such action must be putting the public interest above self-interest of
the organization. Only long-term planning of purposes and systemic operations may condition the reinforcement the effects of socially desirable activities. Besides, they may also be necessary for the survival of the organization
in the market224. The research conducted by A. Gaweł between 2006 and 2009,
albeit in the corporate sector, point to the environment as a determinant of
survival. Three groups of factors determining the survival of the organization
are identified there. These are: the personality of the entrepreneur, the structure, and the environment in which the organization itself operates225.
As indicated by the results of the author’s research, universities, recognizing the importance of the relationships with the environment, are willing
to take action which shapes their image by creating the appropriate social relationships. Moreover, the vast majority of respondents perceive a large or very
large impact of socially responsible activities on university management226.
The evaluation of profit-oriented actions which are in line with the principles of ethics and social responsibility is formulated on the basis of the organization’s achievements in this matter. A number of tests and trials have
been done to evaluate social and ethical activity. L. Zsolnai proposed to define ethical performance as the adoption by the company of ethical norms,
while social performance was defined as the impact of the organisation on its
stakeholders227.
Nowadays, the very nature of society imposes on responsibility management. It is related to the fact that each company is an organ of society and fulfils some social function. It requires the manager to subordinate their actions
to ethical standards, which may quickly be achieved through self-restraint of
their authority. Such activity is also important for the social position of the or223
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ganization, but first of all it should be perceived in a much wider context. Responsibility is the highest duty to the company, society and lifestyle228.
Along with the social changes in the articulation of social needs in correlation with the rate of economic growth, one may expect that the concept of corporate social responsibility will also undergo a gradual evolution. For the cultural
context in which the organization and its stakeholders exist is significant. And
it is on the needs and capabilities of both partners, as well as developments
in this field, that the future form of corporate social responsibility depends229.

1.4. The strategies of social responsibility
The assumption of philosophy is the assertion that we are able to, with
the capability to create, shape the world in which we live. The archetype of entrepreneurship and instinct are the most important contributions made by organisations, mainly those conducting economic activity. The great strength
of capitalism is that it creates opportunities for the development of new organizations from literally nothing. This is clearest form of social freedom that
one can imagine. Every organisation first came into being as somebody’s idea,
but not just as a thought, also as a will, a sense and an expression of freedom
to its creation. The paradox is that an organisation once brought to life tends
to lose the “will to freedom”. There are many stereotypes about the maturation
of business – there is talk of displaying the entrepreneur-founder and replacing them with professional managers. They take over the control over the organization, which makes it more predictable. As a result, the organizations
that began their operation as a product of freedom are transformed into oases of economic restraint and caution230.
Accepting the need and desirability of applying the principles of social responsibility, it is worth remembering that the problem of success in this field
does not depend only on the desired intent. In the words of T. M. Jones, “as
soon as the concept of corporate social responsibility is accepted, the problem, as before, remains its implementation”231.
It is important that among the new methods of organisation management,
there appears a new form of cooperation leading from shareholders to stakeholders. This includes changes to the production process and services. Their
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recipients are not just passive consumers, but the final form of the product or
service is created in response to the jointly identified needs of stakeholders232.
At the same time organizations in a natural way should meet the demands
for social responsibility. Corporations are, after all, organs of society and as
such are required to actively participate in social life by participating in local
community activities and by supporting cultural or humanitarian activities.
For example, through participation in the activities of public organizations
they take the responsibility of a “good corporate citizen”. Incidentally, these
actions may be a source of the development of the organization’s value and
increase public confidence in the organization233.
The role of organizations in society is also emphasised by Nien-hê Hsieh,
who indicates that transnational corporations are responsible for promoting
well-organised and well-functioning organisations in the societies in which
they operate themselves and which do not operate in a perfect way234.
Each organization is also established to play certain social roles. Responsibility for it translates into jobs for managers. They must take responsibility for the welfare of society. Their activities should therefore be subordinated
to ethical standards. Naturally, this also applies to the efficient management
of resources in such a way as to provide the opportunity to achieve the established goals of the organization in the future. The most important, however,
is the awareness of the need to take action in the interest of society235.
In the opinion of A. Lewicka-Strzałecki, the task of modern enterprises
is not only making money. The essence of their actions is to seek to achieve
certain social objectives. The organization operates, after all, in a specific social environment and because of the close relationship it has important obligations to that environment236. However, the advantage of corporate social
responsibility is the demonstrated positive relationship between pro-social activities and the achieved financial results. An organization which is better perceived by stakeholders, especially customers, achieves better performance237.
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S. Lyndenberg, on the basis of many years of experience, identified three
main strategies to influence the business community to take action in the wider public interest238:
1. Positive examples of socially responsible activities help to show how
the increase in productivity and thus the benefits derived by the company may coincide with the creation of social benefits.
2. Models based on values may

affect managers’ convictions about the benefits resulting from ethical behaviour in accordance with social norms
rather than from the simple desire to multiply profits by any means, as
long as it is allowed by law.
3. Measurement and reward systems allow for assessment of the progress
of the business environment in developing the social values understood
as creating long-term wealth and rewarding those who, by doing so,
achieve the objective.
The analysis of the results achieved in the course of business activity and
to the assessment of the extent of its compliance with the principles of corporate social responsibility poses a considerable difficulty for researchers. Currently, numerous reports related to these activities are published. There are
serious difficulties in making comparing and evaluations.
For this purpose the Global Reporting Initiative239 (GRI) was created,
among its many goals, one is to try to implement a systemic standardisation
of social activities and formalise stakeholder information regarding these activities. Its assumptions divide reports into three main groups of indicators240:
1. Economic indicators – describe the direct and indirect impact of
the company on the economic resources of stakeholders as well as on
the economic system at the local, national and global levels;
2. Environmental indicators – they concern the natural environment, i.e.
land, air and water; they contain products and services that impact on
the environment through the consumption of energy, water, gas and
other emissions, waste generation, the impact on the degradation of
S. Lydenberg, Corporations and the Public Interest. Guiding the Invisible Hand, Berrett-Koehler
Publishers, San Francisco 2005, p. 39.
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the environment, consumption of harmful materials, recycling, pollution, waste reduction and other environmental programs, expenditure
on this protection and penalties and fines imposed for non-compliance
with the environmental and harmful substances emissions regulations.
3. Social indicators – they illustrate the impact of the organization on
the social system in which it operates; they are divided into three groups:
a. employment practices, i.e. health care for employees and health and
safety at work,
b. human rights – employment of minors, etc.
c. broad social issues affecting customers, local communities and other
stakeholders (e.g. corruption, relations with the local community).
Presumably, however, there are many types of corporate social activities
that are not made public. Such a situation is possible especially in small organizations or in those which for some reason do not pay proper attention
to the important part of CSR, that is, reporting to stakeholders241.
M. MacDonald and K. Peters announced a set of motives by which organisations are guided when publishing reports of their performance in terms of
social activities in 2001. They described them as242:
• the need to publicise the achievements among shareholders, employees, the public and other stakeholders,
• commitment to environmental protection and corporate social responsibility,
• a marketing impact tool,
• the need to control the process of the integration of sustainable development principles to the organisation’s management strategy,
• the need to act in a more social manner than before,
• showing commitment to the fight with competition and striving
to become a leader of sustainable development.
The Euromed Management report, from a French business school established in 1872 educating nearly five thousand students within 14 programmes,
may serve as an example of a report covering socially responsible activities.
The report begins with a map of stakes, or the school’s commitments, set
R. Abreu, F. David, Corporate Social Responsibility: Exploration Inside Experience and Practice
at the European Level, in: Perspectives on Corporate Social Responsibility, ed. D. Crowther, L. Rayman-Bacchus, Ashgate Publishing Company, Aldershot 2004, p. 129.
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out on two levels of responsibility243. Another element is to present the mission and vision of the university, developed by a CSR director, and to develop this aim as an attempt to educate a “socially responsible manager”, which
explains the comparison with a conventional manager. It is complemented
with a statement from the president of a student organisation who emphasizes the role of universities in driving evolutionary changes in society, whose
authors should be students. A description of how the university is managed
along with a presentation of its financial performance provide an introduction to the presentation of a set of socially responsible activities undertaken
by individual university departments. Stakeholders’ expectations, both relating to the functioning of the university and to the undertaken research and
didactic activities, were presented in graphical form244. The university strategy
was shown as five circles merging into a single strategy. These actions are245:
4. Think our research. The “stake” of undertaken actions and their alignment with principles 2 and 4 of PRME were presented246. Undertaken research projects were described and a list of involved professors, indicating the field, publications and other academic activities, was presented.
5. Train our Pedagogical Approach. The “rate” of teaching activities was
described by showing the extent to which university curricula, both first
degree, second degree, MBA and other courses, as well as co-operation
with other universities, comply with the principles set out by the Global
Compact.
6. Inform – Communication and Events. The “stake” is compatibility with
the first PRME principle. Measures are taken, such as Sustainable Campus or Equity, whose aim is to organise workshops to popularise wider
social responsibility, also in business relations. An important element of
this part of the report is a list of organised conferences and participation
of university representatives in events organized by other universities
or institutions.
7. Co-create our networks. Understood as learning from others but also with
others. The aim is to give back to the environment as much as is received
from it. It is assisted by the active participation of universities in such
organizations as REFEDD (a French network bringing together students
Sustainable Development, The Euromed Management Report 2009–2010, Euromed Management,
Marseille 2010, p. 5.
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involved in sustainable development), the Confederation of the Grandes
Ecoles, Responsible Campuses Initiative, the PRME/Global Compact, etc.
8. Act – a school with civic responsibility. The main “stake” is the sixth
PRME principle related to the initiation of dialogue with stakeholders.
Striving for the coherence of actions aims to bring out the strengths of
the university. It is facilitated by reducing the negative effects of their
operation. This allows for the adoption of best social practices and for
being guided by intentions accepted by stakeholders.
At the end of the report the projects carried out by students and best practices, as examples of the academic environment actions, were presented.
A noteworthy accent ending the report is the request to audit it and fill
in a questionnaire together with an assessment of one’s satisfaction with its
content on a scale of 1 to 5. Criticism, praise and pointing to good ideas are
expected. The form of the report, as well as the actions described therein,
is subject to assessment.
As befits a report in the field of sustainable development, the publication was
printed on recycled ecological paper, it also includes a guarantee that it is 100%
natural and written without the GMI – Genetically Modified Intelligence.
Researchers on the subject, however, raise many questions related to the assessment of socially responsible actions from the perspective of the need
to make them public. There are concerns that they accidentally serve the purpose of creating a positive image of the organization instead of fulfilling the actual goal of the undertaken activity. Some companies do not take the desired
action for fear that, in general, it only serves to improve their public relations. They often accept the vocabulary used or the appropriate techniques,
yet the actual action remains unchanged247.
A study by KPMG showed that only 40% of large companies lead a formalized dialogue with stakeholders248. At the same time 32% of companies
use the opinions of community members concerning the published reports,
and only 8% provides public responses to the observations reported in this
way. This shows that it is easier to take action to move stakeholders away from
the mainstream of the organization’s operation rather than fully engage and
inform them. Taking innovation-related actions in the field of the regulation
of socially responsible activities or reporting, as well as in the area of partici247
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pation in the organization’s operations and in its decentralization, is defined
as the new governance. These assumptions, for example, social reporting as
a form of democratisation of the relations with the environment, if implemented properly, may help to popularise the idea of sustainable development249.
The legal dimension of corporate responsibility leads to the fact that
in the global economy society’s expectations towards the organization are
becoming higher. They concern human rights and go far beyond the legal
requirements. Organisations often make promises of proper treatment for
employees, regardless of the country in which they operate. Breach of these
promises may cause loss of public confidence and, in many cases, lead to legal sanctions. Each stakeholder should be aware of certain activities of the organisation and of their compliance with the relevant provisions of law, also
in other countries250.
How important is the concept of compliance with the strategy’s methods,
as well as with the expectations of stakeholders, may be proved by the fact that
Siemens has entered such wording in its code of conduct: “Compliance is not
a programme – it’s a way of doing business”251.
One example of action on the edge of law is lobbying. Many companies often undertake lobbying activities whose sole purpose is to effectively circumvent the inconvenient rules or regulations. Organisations go to great lengths
to build the image of a responsible member of the community. However, they
fail to promote good social policy. It is important that lobbying becomes an essential component of CSR strategy. Without the cooperation and involvement
of society, even programs beneficial in their assumptions will have a very limited range252.
The principle of double effect (PDE) consists in the fact that the leader is not only responsible for the results of planned and taken measures but
also for the planned or unplanned results of these actions. O. Wiggen and
L. Bomann-Larsen have developed a few tips to help with the implementation
of the principle of double effect in the decision making process. One should253:
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• ensure that all activities of the organization are legal, i.e. they are
conducted in such a way as to generate sustainable growth in value
for stakeholders, and the actions themselves must be based on legal
regulations and moral principles,
• take steps to anticipate the effects of the actions in the future, i.e.
to identify potential stakeholders properly, to explore the culture,
economic and social conditions of the country in which it operates,
to identify threats in the form of the risk of double effect, to evaluate
the risks associated with involving stakeholders in the development,
• consider who the organisation is linked to – it is an assessment of
who is supported financially, politically and morally with the involvement of the organization,
• minimize the phenomenon of adverse side effects, i.e. if it is known
that there are cases of violation of the law in a particular environment, it must be ascertained that the organization derives no benefit
from this situation,
• use “moral imagination”, i.e. look for alternative solutions in terms
of both the location and type of action.
Analysis of the issue of the sustainable development of organisations must
lead to the development of a strategy which can both bring value to stakeholders and support social and environmental programmes. It is also important
that society is properly informed about such actions. The problem is, however,
that it is not enough to publish information on the social activities of the organisation. A true leader must take action to make a profit from each stage
of activity, including the socially responsible one. Including CSR in the main
strategy of the organisation should be a good way to achieve it254.
Creating an integrated strategy is presented in Figure 1.8.
At the same time, taking integrated action can lead to the achievement
of tangible benefits to the organisation. Their influence is shown in graphic
form in Figure 1.9.
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Figure 1.8. Integrated strategy
Source: D.E. Hawkins, Corporate Social Responsibility. Balancing Tomorrow’s Sustainability and Today’s Profitability, Palgrave
Macmillan, New York 2006, p. 28.
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Figure 1.9. Potential benefits of socially responsible actions for the organization.
Source: Ibidem p. 191.

The strategic model of corporate social responsibility (Figure 1.10) presents in graphic form the relationships between the issue of CSR and strategy. The effectiveness of an organisation requires active policy measures so as
to be able to achieve the strategic objectives and targets for social responsibility.
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The degree of integration of CSR principles with the organisation’s strategy
leads to an increasing range of opportunities to build new relationships and
to influence the institutions that affect its development. The most important
thing, however, is that activities in the field of social responsibility focus on
creating added value, for without profit the organisation will not be able to survive in the conditions of a market economy. Activities in the field of brand
building and developing the image may only constitute additional value255.
Identification of values
(vision)

Establishment of strategic intentions
(mission)

Environmental
factors
and stakeholders

Strategy

Skills

Organisation’s operations: finance, accountancy, human resources, marketing, operations

Strategic imperatives (CSR)
(strategic objectives)

Strategic initiatives
(action-oriented projects)

Figure 1.10. Strategic model of social responsibility.
Source: W.B. Werther jr., D. Chandler, Strategic Corporate Social Responsibility: Stakeholders in a Global Environment, Sage
Publications, Thousand Oaks 2006, p. 60.
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An important issue in the design of a particular business model is the use
of its content, the existing structure or the specific internal and external transactions, to create a base for the development and efficient use of the available
opportunities. The design of a business model may simultaneously become
a source of innovation, and, in a highly dynamic environment, it is a source
of protection from competitive pressure. Unfortunately, along with the ageing of the organisation, its willingness to take risks decreases and the pressure
for innovativeness wavers256.
It should be noted that in the conditions of a turbulent environment,
competitive advantage depends on the degree of co-operation with other
organizations, and adopted social and environmental policies are essential
tools for strategic management. These actions, however, must be supported
by the strength of social capital, and it is only the ability to create a network
of social relations and to manage them, can a competitive advantage to the organization be provided257.
Many organizations undertake integrated actions in this field. Instead of
taking multiple individual actions in the areas of social responsibility, environment protection, philanthropy or ethics, they combine these activities
including them in the overall business strategy. This significantly increases
the efficiency of performance in each of the areas. The most commonly reported long-term effects are258:
• the improvement of the condition of the organisation,
• increased employees’ morale, their efficiency and productivity,
• significant competitive advantage,
• increased customer loyalty,
• improved relations with suppliers,
• opportunities for medium- and long-term growth of the organization.
Corporate social responsibility activity may mean taking action whose results may have a different dimension. Figure 1.11 presents in graphic form
the range of potential socio-economic benefits arising from the adoption of
256
M. Bratnicki, Zarys kontekstualnej teorii przedsiębiorczości organizacyjnej, „Organizacja i Kierowanie” 2008, no. 2 (132), p. 7–20.
257
P. Kordel, Analiza przyczyn i form kształtowania strategicznych sieci międzyorganizacyjnych: wyniki badań empirycznych przedsiębiorstw w Polsce, „Ekonomika i Organizacja Przedsiębiorstw” 2010,
no. 9 (727), September, pp. 29–36.
258
Ch. Arena, Cause for Success, New World Library, Novato 2004, pp. XVIII–XXIII.
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an appropriate proportion of activities carried out to make a profit and philanthropic activities.
The social commitment of an enterprise and its ethical operation have
a positive impact on the environment in which the company conducts its business activities. The economic effects of such actions are obvious: an increased
level of customer loyalty, market stabilisation and the ability to reduce labour
costs through a substantial increase in the level of employee motivation259.
Sheer philanthropy

Benefits
to society

Combined socio-economic
benefits

Economic benefits

Sheer
business

Figure 1.11. Convergence of interests.
Source: M.E. Porter, R. Kramer, The Competitive Advantage of Corporate Philanthropy, in: Harvard Business Review on Corporate Responsibility, Harvard Business School Publishing, Boston 2002, p. 34.

Achieving an optimal size in the newly created socio-economic value, however, requires a selective choice of action. In the case of philanthropic activities
it will be the choice of such a beneficiary who will most effectively use the resources entrusted. Developing the knowledge and supporting the achievement
of the best results of supported people and institutions are also important instruments for achieving the objective. This action is shown in Figure 1.12.

J. Tabor, Praktyki społecznej odpowiedzialności (CSR) w małych i średnich firmach, in: Zarządzanie organizacjami gospodarczymi w zmieniającym się otoczeniu, ed. J. Lewandowski, Politechnika Łodzka, Łodź 2004, pp. 334–343.
259
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Sheer philanthropy

Creation of socio-economic values

Benefits
to society

Advancement of knowledge
Improvement of grantees’ action
Search for new donours
Choosing the best grantees

Economic benefits

Sheer
business

Figure 1.12. Ways to maximize philanthropic activities
Source: Ibidem, p.35.

Manager activity in corporate social responsibility may lead to the adoption of one of the four attitudes identified by A. Kinicki and B. K. Williams260:
1) obstructionist manager – not only avoids socially responsible activities
but even acts unethically, sometimes going as far as illegal activities;
this attitude presupposes the primacy of financial gain and resistance
to pro-social activities as remaining outside the strategic interest of
the organization;
2) defensive manager – a defensive posture, it involves undertaking minimum CSR activities, only in the dimension enforced by legal regulations
and others; this attitude presents the greatest similarity to the views of
M. Friedman on the objectives of the organization;
3) accommodative manager – takes action to a greater extent than required
by law, demonstrating mild social responsibility;
4) proactive manager – actively leads the socially responsible actions directed at stakeholders by using the resources available to the organization to correctly identify and respond to the formulated social objectives.
A similar scheme of the decision-making process expressed in the form of
adopted attitudes was presented by J. A. F. Stoner, R. E. Freeman and D. R. Gilbert. They distinguished the following attitudes: reactive, defensive and pro260

A. Kinicki, B.K. Williams, Management. A Practical Introduction, New York 2008, pp. 89–90.
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active261. Both visions of the description of the social efficiency of business
operation, although with some modifications, were based on the idea of
the integrated model of socially responsible business operation by Wartick and
Cochran262.
The organisation should understand what the real reasons for its success in the marketplace are. It is a close relationship between the achieved
market position and natural advantages, such as geographic location, access
to customers or skilled workers. It is therefore important to determine how
the functioning of the organization is dependent on environmental influences.
This must lead to an attempt to determine the social and economic contract,
which should be based on trust and credibility on both sides and contribute
to the creation of the social capital of respect. It is facilitated by high organizational competence, i.e. the ability to establish socio-economic contracts based
on partner relations. Another important clue are the practices of organizational learning inspired by the company in order to use the experience gained from
the practice of its operation for the further development of the team of employees so as to increase competitive advantage263. This aspect is highlighted
by J. Adamczyk, who claims, however, that market economy is a place for both
organizations which are socially active and those less sensitive to the needs of
their environments. He puts all hope for the development of corporate social
responsibility in the growing awareness of the public, in a strong articulation
of needs and their more effective enforcement264.
Developing a strategy requires a proper understanding of the social vision
of the organization. It describes the environmental, ethical and social responsibility of the company before the community and society265. It is supposed to be
a sort of guidance and help in the orientation of the company to achieve its
own objectives in line with social objectives. It is also a commitment to stakeholders that the organization will:
• influence the community in which it operates,
• respond to social needs,
• initiate and develop measures to protect the environment,
• treat their employees with dignity and respect,
J.A.F. Stoner, R.E. Freeman, D.R. Gilbert, Kierowanie, PWE, Warszawa 1999, p. 117.
S.L. Wartick, P.L. Cochran, The Evolution of the Corporate Social Performance Model, „Academy
of Management Review” 1985, vol. 10, no. 4, pp. 447–448.
263
Y. Allaire, M.E. Firsirotu, Myślenie strategiczne, Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN, Warszawa 2000,
pp. 280–282.
264
J. Adamczyk, Społeczna odpowiedzialność przedsiębiorstw, PWE, Warszawa 2009, p. 122.
265
E.M. Burke, Managing a Company in an Activist World. The Leadership Challenge of Corporate
Citizenship, Praeger, Westport 2005, p. 47.
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• promote human rights,
• initiate ethical and open conduct towards shareholders, employees,
customers, local authorities,
• collaborate with external stakeholders in solving local community
problems.
According to E. M. Burke, there are three main premises of social vision266:
1. The organisation takes action to ensure stakeholders that it introduces
new rules of conduct, especially in the following areas: care for the environment, promoting human rights, adopting codes of ethics, showing
openness and transparency in its dealings with customers, employees and
local community groups, promoting diversity at work, helping to solve
social problems, supporting charities and finally paying taxes lawfully.
2. As studies show267, shareholders, employees and customers pay attention to the attitude of enterprises, their sensitivity to the quality of life
in communities and societies; along with the increasing conviction of
the public about the growing importance of social vision and with the
increased commitment of business actions in accordance with its provisions, the favourable attitude increases; this attitude also improves
relations with the authorities and thus the organisation becomes more
trustworthy268.
3. The third factor is the effect that an implementation of social vision has
on the perception of the company and its brand; social vision should
cover a much wider range than the vision of the economic development
of the organisation; it results from the fact that the products and services
of world-class companies are often associated with widely recognized
pro-social activities – a positive response to the ethical, social and environmental expectations of the environment.
The highest form of organisational development is the full integration of
the company’s mission and social vision. This leads to perceiving it as an integral part of the vision of the organisation’s development. The company becomes
then a truly responsible citizen, and the principles of social responsibility are
fully integrated with strategic objectives.
Ibidem, p. 46–48.
Making the Business Case: Determining the Value of Corporate Community Involvement, Boston
College, Center for Corporate Community Relations, Chestnut Hill 2000.
268
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The issue of corporate social responsibility is important in shaping leadership attitudes. It is so because the problem of responsibility becomes, beside the aim or values, the leading idea, no matter whether we consider it in
a global context or only within a single organization269. The significance of
the problem is highlighted by research findings published in 2002 by PricewaterhouseCoopers. They prove that social reputation is a feature most valued by managers of multinational corporations (CEOs worldwide). The results
point to various components of the social reputation of the organisation. Interestingly, European executives ranked efforts to protect the environment
higher than actions for other stakeholders or shareholders270.
On the basis of an analysis of the experiences of 20 companies operating
on a global scale J. Cramer formulated ten practical steps271:
1. The jungle of many different guidelines and standards organizations
must proceed as planned in order to effectively navigate in this maze
of suggestions and proposals.
• Action one, measure and evaluate the current state of corporate social responsibility, e.g. on the basis of OECD guidelines.
• Action two: create a priorities policy and act in accordance with
international standards in this area.
2. The creation of codes of ethics is necessary for the proper implementation
of the principles of social responsibility. This is due to the fact that internal
communication is a tool to effectively promote these principles among all
employees. Codes of ethics are necessary to establish proper communication between the organisation and its stakeholders so as to ensure that
the management’s intentions were understood correctly.
3. Moral and cultural considerations are important to local communities.
This means that local managers should, with greater involvement, take into
account the cultural aspects of the environment in which they operate.
4. Internal factors of the organization have a significant impact on whether
the main principles of its policy on social responsibility will be implemented with positive results in local branch offices.
5. Activities related to the implementation of CSR strategies should be
carried out in a planned manner.
269
M. Plompen, Innovative Corporate Learning. Excellent Management Development Practice in Europe, Palgrave Macmillan, New York 2005, p. 15.
270
5th Annual Global CEO Survey 2002, PricewaterhouseCoopers. Based on: M. Plompen, op.cit.,
p. 16.
271
J. Cramer, Corporate Social Responsibility and Globalisation. An Action Plan for Business, Greenleaf Publishing, Sheffield 2006, pp. 137–144.
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6. Strategy assumptions of operations in a given country should be tailored
to the needs of that society and their customs.
7. Organisation of the chain of responsibility in the international context
requires a structural approach to the issue.
8. A complete transparency of activities is required so that compliance of
the adopted code of ethics with the assumptions of CSR can be verified.
9. Supranational organisations may have a positive impact on the economy
of the countries in which they operate, through the main directions
of their activity. It is mainly about providing products or services that
may significantly affect the technological progress or be effectively used
in another way.
10. The future of social responsibility at the international level may take
many forms. Actions must always take into account local needs. Nevertheless, CSR should be seen as an opportunity rather than a threat
in the global economy.
Communication is an effective tool to influence the people who make up
the organization. As an essential component of organisational culture, it serves
the purpose of reporting successes and failures as well as of indicating the way
to achieve success in the implementation of social responsibility. One way
is to try to transform the organisational culture into action and the challenges
ahead, and most importantly – with no change in the mainstream of the organisation’s operation. Communication also helps to extend the scope of individuals who are subject to the codes of ethics to suppliers, who partially affect
the public perception of the organisation and its products272.
Effective communication can be a great bond linking projects in the field
of corporate social responsibility within the organisation. It makes communication a key and essential skill needed for every member of the management
team. This open formula of exchanging ideas, based on mutual respect, will
turn out to be a great support for the implemented strategy; provided, naturally, that managers will be actively involved in its implementation273.
In order to build permanent public trust, it is worth focusing not only on
the well-being of the organisation and achieving its targets – in the case of
universities related to their participation in the education market or to increasing the number of students. Civic and social obligations incumbent on
272
M. Pohl, Corporate Culture and CSR – How They Interrelate and Consequences for Successful Implementation, in: The ICCA Handbook on Corporate Social Responsibility, op.cit., pp. 52–56.
273
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managers, often functioning as an unwritten code of conduct, must be treated
seriously. The professors of management at Harvard Business School in Boston, R. Khurana and N. Noria, went so far as to develop their own proposal
for a code for managers. Other professional codes, such as the medical code,
served as their inspiration. Its purpose would include, among others, efforts
to restore a lasting social trust, mainly by taking into account public opinion
and the practical use of the best knowledge available274. The code is presented in Table 1.8.
Table 1.8. “Hippocratic Oath” for managers
As a manager I am a trustee of the society responsible for one of its most important institutions: the company, which through a combination
of people and resources produces valuable products and services, which no man would produce alone. My goal is to serve the public interest
by raising the value that the company assigned to me creates for society. Durable and sustainable value arises when, in economic social and
environmental terms, the company provides results that are measurably higher than the alternative costs of all resources used. In fulfilling my role:
• I am aware that any company is a place where the interests of many different groups intersect and that they may be mutually contradictory. In order to balance and reconcile them I will choose the path that will lead to an increase in the value produced by the company for
society in the long-term. The implementation of this objective can sometimes be at the expense of the growth or survival of the company
and may require me to take such tough measures as restructuring, business interruption or its sale, if that is what will preserve or increase
the created value.
• I promise I will never put personal gain before the interests of the company whose management has been entrusted to me. Following
ones of self-interest is an important stimulus of the capitalist economy but unbridled greed may be an incentive for an equally large, yet
destructive, force. Therefore I will avoid decisions and behaviours conducive to realizing my personal ambitions, and harming the interests
of the company I manage, and the society which it serves.
• I vow to present the results of my company in way that will be fair and transparent to all interested parties, so as to allow investors,
consumers and public opinion to make decisions based on reliable and comprehensive information. I will make every effort to help people
understand how the decisions that affect them are made. My choices will not look accidental or dictated by prejudice.
• While running the company and making choices, I will use the best available knowledge honestly, conscientiously and consciously. When
making decisions I will seek advice from my colleagues and others who may have valuable information. I will also continually invest in upgrading my skills following the progress of the management science, while remaining open to innovation. I will do everything in my power
to educate both myself and the following generations of managers, and to contribute to the systematic development of the profession as
well as to the improvement of the well-being of society.
• I promise that I will comply with the regulations and contracts governing my behaviour, my business and the environment in which
it operates both in their content and spirit. With my behaviour I will serve as a model of honesty and act in accordance with the values that
I profess publicly. I will also require this honesty from others and reveal any action in contradiction with this common professional code.
• I will not let the decisions I make be influenced by race, gender, sexual orientation, religion, nationality, political preferences or social status. I will make every effort to protect the interests of people who do not exercise power, and whose well-being depends on my decisions.
• I realize that my position and privileges arise out of the respect and confidence enjoyed by the profession of manager.
Source: R. Khurana, N. Nohria, Czas podnieść zarządzanie do rangi profesji, „Harvard Business Review Polska” 2009, February,
pp. 84–93.

As a result of ten years of research and analyses, D. Birch identified ten
rules of civic governance275:
1) action should be taken in the field of corporate responsibility which
goes beyond the main business objectives;
274
R. Khurana, N. Nohria, Czas podnieść zarządzanie do rangi profesji, „Harvard Business Review
Polska” 2009, luty, pp. 84–93.
275
D. Birch, Ten principles of corporate citizenship, „Social Responsibility Journal” 2008, vol. 4, no. 1–2,
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2) communication with the environment should be interactive, not transactional;
3) knowledge of the diversity of the local community is important for
the conduct of business;
4) action should be taken to reduce the differences between the private
and public sectors;
5) action should be taken in the field of social responsibility which goes
beyond the bare minimum legal or customary requirements, etc.;
6) the development of employees should be supported by expanding their
knowledge beyond that required at their workplace, also in terms of social responsibility, promotion of diversity, avoiding discrimination, etc.;
7) long-term changes must be based on education in all areas related
to the activities of the organization;
8) all activities must be inspired by ethics, not only in actions but also
in thinking about the planned future activities;
9) the values by which the organization is guided should be well known
to all employees to the extent that it will make them strongly identify
with them;
10) creating new value for the management, employees, customers, local
communities, with the full involvement in the process of all employees,
should be the primary rule of business.
Considering the strategies of social responsibility, it is difficult to ignore
the role of a responsible leader. It is worth referring to the works of J. MacGregor Burns, who introduced the distinction between transactional and transformational leadership. The former is spoken of when the manager sees
an opportunity to exchange one thing. The exchange may have an economic,
political or psychological dimension, while the leader is a manager of a mutually beneficial transaction. On the other hand, transformational leadership
occurs when both the leader and their follower have the ability to change for
the better. At the same time, the person supporting the leader may become
one also276.
In the author’s understanding, the leader’s role is to effectively motivate
subordinates to move to higher levels of morality, i.e. to enhance their personal moral qualifications and to take into account social needs on a much
wider scale. The development of appropriate relationships and employees’
276
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participation in management may be the key to ethical leadership and moral management.
Ethical leadership in management must go beyond process action. Ideas
submitted by independent individuals should also be taken into account and
used to enhance the technique of ethical leadership. The ideal of ethical leadership supports basic ethical values at the level of the organisation. Certainly,
however, ethical management requires a change in thinking about management styles. First, managers need to understand that their primary objective
is not only to act as an effective agent of shareholders/stockholders. They also
have obligations to the other stakeholders, and their primary role is related
to expectations and obligations. The key to ethical management is respect for
people and for their autonomy as voluntary participants in an enterprise. An
ethical manager should share information and sometimes the decision-making process, rather than promote their own person as the only strong leader277.
Creating a business environment for economic organisations is the prerogative of the state as a legislator. In turn, companies have the possibility to decide
whether and to what extent they intend to engage in a process of responsibility. The adoption of a specific strategy and the scope of social responsibility are
the domain of social action management at the level of each organisation278.
It is obvious that any action that an organisation takes will have an impact
not only on itself but also on the environment in which it operates. In an attempt to assess the effects of the impact of the organisation on the external
environment, one must make sure that the environment includes both the local environment and the more extensive, global environment. The effect of
the organisation’s impact may take many forms, such as279:
• use of natural resources as part of the production process,
• intensification of competition between organisations operating
in the same market,
• enrichment of the local community by creating jobs,
• change of landscape due to the extraction of raw materials,
• distribution of the profits of a company among its shareholders
in the form of dividends or wages paid to employees that affect
the improvement of their living conditions.
N.E. Bowie, P.H. Werhane, Management Ethics, Blackwell Publishing, Oxford 2005, pp. 142–152.
M. Rybak, Społeczna odpowiedzialność przedsiębiorstw, in: Etyka w biznesie, ed. M. Borkowska,
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Many world famous corporations describe their activities as socially responsible, judging them, however, according to two criteria: the financial performance and the social performance. This means that organisations must
successfully combine the traditionally understood tasks related to their business and the forward-looking vision of social goals. By doing so, they alter
the meaning of corporate social responsibility and enhance interest in playing
an increased role in the development of appropriate social attitudes. Naturally, taking such action requires an awareness of their need, and most importantly – constant attempts to clarify the organisation’s practices in terms of
social responsibility280.
Planning a responsible management strategy requires taking the interests
of the environment into account. High requirements related to the fact of deep
corporate interaction with the environment impose, among others281:
• avoiding environmentally harmful activities,
• taking responsibility for the damage,
• integration of quality, ergonomics, safety, environmental protection
and efficient use of resources to a set of key objectives, missions and
strategies of the organisation.
The results of the empirical studies conducted by P. Berrón and
L. R. Gomez-Mejia on a group of 469 U.S. companies based on long-term data
showed that the behaviour conducive to protecting the environment is important for the achievement of social trust. One way to support the environment
protection strategy may be to adopt criteria and use them to evaluate manager performance. Such activities may contribute to a more sustainable use of
natural resources for the benefit of all stakeholders282.
D. Grayson and A. Hodges developed an interesting strategy to adapt
the idea of corporate social responsibility in such a way as to bring measurable benefits. They described an analytical process consisting of seven stages
which shows what decisions should be taken and in what order. This process
D. Flannery, Understanding Different Interpretations of Corporate Social Responsibility in the United States, in: Business Students Focus on Ethics. Praxiology: The International Annual of Practical Philosophy and Methodology, vol. 8, ed. L.V. Ryan, W.W. Gasparski, G. Enderle, Transaction Publishers, New
Brunswick–London 2000, pp. 47–59.
281
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involves making final decisions on the basis of the information obtained successively during the transition between successive steps. Table 1.9 presents descriptions of each of these steps.
Table 1.9. Seven steps of the implementation of the CSR strategy
No.
1

Name
Identifying the triggers

Actions
• identification of the potential effect of social responsibility factors on
the external environment
• identification of the potential impact of stakeholders
• overall, total assessment of the likely impact on the business
• identification of potential business strategies
• review of the hitherto strategy in terms of the impact of stakeholders’ needs
• further improvement of the strategy in terms of current market needs and
on-going management
• preparation of the ranking of strategies in accordance to their importance
to the business
• a comprehensive analysis of the impact of the proposed policies on the structure of revenues and expenses, with the support of the marketing mix and
other activities of the organisation
• analysis of the consistency of the implemented policies, analysis of key
objectives and the market advantage
• assessment of the relevance of the strategy to organisational culture
• preparing a ranking of the most attractive strategy

2

Scoping what matters

3

Making the business case

4

Committing to action

• evaluation of the joint impact of the proposed action on the values of the organisation and the quality of leadership and the return impact
• assessment of the impact on the adopted principles of management and
corporate governance
• identification of the actions for society which will be undertaken, and proper
methods of their communication

5

Integration and gathering resources

6

Engaging stakeholders

7

Measuring and reporting

• assessment of the resources to be involved to make an effective implementation of the adopted strategy and the relevant operational changes
• identification of the missing resources, and identification of their potential
sources
• assessment of the impact of the proposed strategy on stakeholders and
assessment of the return impact
• identification of the role the organisation should play to fulfil the expectations
of stakeholders in the implementation of the strategy
• identification of the necessary actions needed to play the role expected
by stakeholders
• identification of what data is necessary for the measurement and report
preparation
• preparation of a summary of the actions taken
• ways of assessing the progress of actions

Source: author’s own work on the basis of: D. Grayson, A. Hodges, Corporate Social Opportunity!: Seven Steps to Make Corporate Social Responsibility Work for Your Business, Greenleaf Publishing, Sheffield 2004.

The implementation of the principles of social responsibility affects
the structure of the organisation, requires a greater control of processes, may
entail the purchase of more environmentally friendly equipment or other modifications. Thus being socially responsible entails additional operational expenses. It is assumed that such a strategic orientation of the organisation must
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produce profits in order to satisfy the first condition of CSR, which is to bring
benefits to the organization, in other words – sustainable business practice. For
it is hard to imagine a continuation of socially responsible activities in the face
of increasing losses for the organisation. The benefits of implementing CSR
may be greater brand recognition and the ease in finding partners because
of the high social reputation, and that, as a result, adds value to the organisation. Moreover, the effective adoption of CSR principles makes the organization more transparent and less vulnerable to corruption risks. An important
value is the smaller risk of negative social events, which may affect the image
and reduce the value of the brand283.
It is worth noting, however, that relations are of a more durable value than
the brand. It is their quality that determines the market power of the organisation. It is due to the two-way communication with stakeholders that long-term
relationships may be created. After all, the point is to consolidate the strategic
orientation of the organisation towards the customer284.
A higher form of brand building is to focus on the values that the brand
brings. It must produce an emotional and functional value. An incessant
analysis of the expectations of the stakeholders will lead to the adoption of
the appropriate management strategy, the most appropriate one, that is, from
the point of view of the expectations of the environment285.
Effective systems for measuring the social value created by organisations
have also been created. One such tool is the GoodBrand Social Equity Index
developed by GoodBrand Sociovation286.
Proactive environmental management is integrated with the management
system. It is related to complex actions involving the formation of services
and bringing them to the market, which is accompanied by activities related
to meeting the expectations of stakeholders in the field of environmental protection. Measuring the level of proactivity can be made in four dimensions
of environmental management: planning and organization of environmental management, environmental logistic processes, ecological design and development services, and ecological production management287. In the light of
M. Tsoutsoura, Corporate Social Responsibility and Financial Performance, Haas School of Business, University of California, Berkeley 2004.
284
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empirical research, it appears that only adaptation to the specific internal and
external conditions of companies can significantly affect the quality of performance and the environmental effects which occur alongside the expected
economic achievements288.
Making efforts to implement health and safety management systems may
prove to be useful in such activities. More often, however, the need for integration of quality, environment and safety management systems as well as for
creating in their place a single, comprehensive and coherent management system is discussed. One must remember to adopt ergonomic solutions, which
provide the necessary results and continuous quality improvement in all aspects related to the functioning of the company.
Each organisation must decide for itself whether and how it intends to implement the idea of social responsibility. B. Rok formulated 20 recommendations useful in this action. They are presented in Table 1.10.
Table 1.10. Twenty steps to building a social responsibility management system
1.

Identification of key internal and external stakeholders.

2.

Identification (or modification) of the long-term vision for the company’s development and its operational mission, including
the values essential to the operation of the company.

3.

Initial formulation of social policy priorities.

4.

Designation of individuals responsible for the implementation of the social policy taking into account the representation of managers and employees.

5.

A specific “inventory” of the voluntary (not required by law) programmes and commitments made by the company in recent years
to various stakeholder groups.

6.

Overview and detailed analysis of the CSR strategies in other comparable universities (benchmarking).

7.

Arranging meetings with key stakeholder groups to better understand mutual expectations and the results of previously conducted
programmes.

8.

Formulation of the rules of the social policy, taking into account the existing expectations and opportunities, the on-going objectives, planned procedures.

9.

Identification of detailed procedures on the basis of existing conditions (legal regulations, voluntary commitments, operational
objectives, financial outlays).

10.

Creating and implementing the strategy of responsibility towards particular stakeholder groups (in particular: employees, the local
community and customers).

11.

Integration of the social policy with the internal communication system (intranet, factory newsletter).

12.

Providing employees with training and interactive workshops on social policy.

13.

Identification result assessment methods (KPIs – key performance indicators).

14.

Documenting the principles, methods and results (internal reporting).

15.

Periodic review by university authorities or an external auditor.

288
A. Ryszko, Zarządzanie środowiskowe w przedsiębiorstwach, „Ekonomika i Organizacja Przedsiębiorstw” 2008, no. 10 (705), pp. 38–45.
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16.

Inclusion of the requirements concerning certain elements of the responsibility system in the criteria for the selection of key suppliers.

17.

Improving the human resources management system using the principles of social policy, taking into account the customs regarding
the treatment of employees.

18.

Gradual dissemination of the same values among all the suppliers and other business partners.

19.

Incorporating the social policy in the process of external communication, with an adaptation of the language and form to meet
the expectations of different stakeholder groups (a website, social reports, other publications, public speeches).

20.

Continuous improvement of the rules of the social policy and the communication system – taking into account the received ratings,
comments, opinions from various groups of internal and external stakeholders.

Source: B. Rok, Odpowiedzialny biznes w nieodpowiedzialnym świecie, Akademia Rozwoju Filantropii w Polsce, Forum Odpowiedzialnego Biznesu, Warszawa 2004, pp. 32–33.

During the implementation of the principles of social responsibility
the standards adopted in this regard may turn out to be useful. The Social
Accountability 8000 (SA8000) could be an example289. It is a norm that can be
subjected to the auditing and certification process. It is based on international standards of the protection of human rights, as recommended by the International Labour Organisation (ILO), the UN Convention on the Rights of
the Child and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The main assumptions of the norm concern:
• prevention of child labour under 15 years of age,
• fight against forced labour,
• health and safety,
• freedom of association,
• preventing discrimination,
• fight against the death penalty, but also with physical and verbal
abuse,
• length of the workweek (not exceeding 48 hours),
• equitable remuneration,
• assumptions of the management systems in place.
The process of certification, according to SA8000, involves checking the compliance of the procedures adopted by the organisation with the provisions of
the norm. The audit is conducted by an external certification unit, which must
be affiliated and accredited by the Social Accountability Accreditation Service

The mission of the Social Accountability organisation is fighting for the rights of employees around the world by promoting the standardization system, particularly the use of SA8000; http://www.
sa-intl.org/, 12.01.2009.
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(SAAS)290. The purpose of the thus devised standardization process is the development of the management process of the issues which are affected by the norm.
Actions towards the adoption of a strategy based on the concept of corporate social responsibility taken by some organisations result from the search
for additional sources of income. These actions may have a defensive character. In this case, the company is trying to protect its business from the potential risk of stakeholders turning against it. An example of stakeholders’ protest
may be, for example, boycotting its products or services, or non-market activities such as exerting pressure for regulatory change. Customer preferences may also have a positive impact on changing the profile of the market offer
through its enrichment with things expected by stakeholders, such as production from recycled materials, or offering services at a high level, in line with
the needs of the local market.
Establishing good relationships with stakeholders may bear fruit in the form
of effective lobbying for the solutions expected by the organisation. However,
this is only possible when a company listens to the needs of the environment
and demonstrates an understanding of the needs of customers, employees
and local communities291.
Taking comprehensive measures related to the implementation of the broader concept of social responsibility in organisational management strategies can
lead to certain tangible benefits. For it is difficult to expect that the only motive for these efforts will be the pressure of stakeholders. The results of these
efforts may bring the most benefits to organisations which will make social
responsibility an integral part of their image. If, however, as claims J. AdamThe Social Accountability Accreditation Service is structured and operates as an accreditation
institution. It manages and directs the conduct of accreditation, including fulfilling, maintaining,
extending, reducing, suspending and withdrawing accreditation for appropriate social standards and
verification codes, such as SA8000 and InterAction. The main directions of SAAS activity focus on: accrediting and monitoring organisations attempting to act as ones which issue certificates of compliance with social standards, including the Social Accountability 8000, as the standard for ethical working
conditions, InterAction PVO Standards and other related standards and norms; providing accreditation services to certification bodies; establishing a requirement for certification bodies how to meet
the requirements for audit standards and principles in terms of social standards; providing certainty
to all stakeholders that SAAS accreditation decisions and those of certification bodies which are empowered to issue certificates meet the requirements of the norm; constant improvement of the process of
accreditation and certification in accordance with the requirements of the ISO/IEC Guide 17011 and
the procedure 201 Accreditation of Certification Bodies of Social Accountability Systems. The SAAS
staff is responsible for the daily operations whose aim is: expansion of the international recognition of
the accreditation programme and its social values, rapid resolution of complaints and problems, annual improvement of the quality and reliability of accreditation services, so as to better fulfil the mission of social standards. On the basis of: http://www.saasaccreditation.org/about.htm, 12.01.2009.
291
D.P. Baron, Business and Its Environment, 5th edition , Pearson Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River 2006, pp. 668–669.
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czyk, in some measure accidentally, a single organisation, while benefiting
from those actions, creates added value in the form of some good for a particular social group, then it is social contribution of the enterprise292. According to many managers’ and advertising agencies’ evaluation, it is the reputation
of the organisation that will in the future play a major role in competition,
along with the quality of products or services and the strength of the brand
as a criterion for the choice made by potential customers293.
In the future, different channels of communication will probably be relevant.
Currently, social networking is such a novelty. In this situation the strength of
the brand is more important than ever. The use of new technologies to communicate with customers does not imply any change in the rules of conduct.
It is worth taking advantage of the social media to gather information and
customer insights294.
The dynamic development of new technologies has changed the existing ways
of communication and information flow. As a result, customers are much more
actively involved in organisations’ decision-making thanks to the publicly available information, on the Internet. It turns out that this leads to a growing need
for greater responsibility of organisations for their actions. Currently, stakeholders form a network of interconnected individuals and organisations. Such tools
as Web 2.0 facilitate multi-communication and enable dialogue on an unseen
scale. The enormous potential of the combined forces of stakeholders fosters
innovation, and consequently – the adoption of solutions which are friendly
to the surrounding environment and implement stakeholders’ expectations295.
Naturally, the phrase uttered by the first Polish professor at Harvard University, Mikołaj Jan Piskorski must be kept in mind. He noted that “the relationship between two people is not the same as the relationship between
the company and man”296. This is particularly true when planning promotional campaigns using social networks.
Due to the diverse views of researchers it is difficult to measure precisely
the benefits of a socially responsible commitment of the organisation. Research
conducted by M. Tsoutsoura, based on an analysis of companies included
J. Adamczyk, Społeczna odpowiedzialność przedsiębiorstw, PWE, Warszawa 2009, p. 210.
J. Makower, Beyond the Bottom Line: Putting Social Responsibility to Work for Your Business and
the World, Simon & Schuster, New York 1994, pp. 103–105.
294
P. Barwise, S. Meehan, Kluczowa rzecz, o ktorej trzeba pamiętać, budując wartość marki, „Harvard
Business Review Polska”, December 2010 – January 2011, pp. 110–117.
295
S. Straube, J. Szumniak-Samolej, CSR nowej generacji, „Harvard Business Review Polska” 2011,
May, pp. S1–S4.
296
M.J. Piskorski podczas debaty redakcyjnej pt. „Skuteczny marketing na platformach społecznościowych”, „Harvard Business Review Polska” 2010, October, pp. 90–101.
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in the S&P 500297 index using data from 1996-2000, showed that corporate
social responsibility is positively correlated with better financial performance,
and this relationship is statistically significant. Of course, it also confirmed
that companies with better financial foundations have greater resources and
are thus able to invest more actively in the creation of social relations298.
Another attempt to determine measurement trends was to analyse 58 institutions involved in evaluation and auditing in terms of compliance with
the principles of social responsibility. This specific and international companies
rating institutions market is based on the stakeholder model, while European
institutions place a greater importance on the ideas of sustainable development and environmental protection. Most of the surveyed institutions were
established in order to provide economic information to potential investors.
As a result, they are a valuable source of information and inspiration, stimulating demand for specific forms of business conduct of companies among
their stakeholders299.
The effectiveness of strategic action according to the principles of social
responsibility is confirmed by the results of the research conducted in 1988
by the University of Massachusetts among 8,000 managers. It proved that socially responsible commitment leads to a higher return on investment and
higher asset values. In turn, a survey conducted in 1994 by the Florida International University shows an intrinsic correlation between social responsibility and high liquidity, as well as good debt indicators in relation to the value
of assets in the long term300.

Summary
Researchers of social responsibility define it in many different ways. According to the author, the essence of the interaction between the organisation and its
stakeholders should be particularly emphasized. For the issue of social responsibility is closely related to the significance of the interaction between the organisation and all of its stakeholders. The key is to create an effective platform for
dialogue between the three leading groups: society, entrepreneurs and the au297
S&P 500 is an index managed by Standard & Poor’s, which includes 500 companies with the largest market capitalization among the ones listed on the New York Stock Exchange (New York Stock Exchange)
298
M. Tsoutsoura, Corporate Social Responsibility and Financial Performance, Haas School of Business, University of California, Berkeley 2004.
299
H. Schafer, J. Beer, J. Zenker, P. Fernandes, Who is Who in Corporate Social Responsibility Rating?,
Bertelsmann Stiftung, Stuttgart 2006, pp. 165–166.
300
J. Makower, Beyond the Bottom Line…, op.cit., pp. 72–73.
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thorities responsible for the regulation of the market environment301. Each group
has different goals. However, it is only their common understanding and integrated action can lead to real cooperation and to increase the market position of
the organisation as well as to improve the living conditions of people in the environment in accordance with the legal and customary order. The problem was
summed up by D. E. Hawkins, who stated that “in the end, we will all have
to adopt a balanced vision of today and tomorrow”302.
Reasons for adopting the strategy of social responsibility are different. On
the basis of their research, K. Møller and T. Erdal confirm that the adopted
strategy is dependent on various models of the social environment. Many activities, however, are of a truly transnational nature and despite the many differences they may appear with a similar intensity in countries such as Sweden,
the Netherlands or Spain. Many organizations are actively involved in supporting the development of local communities. In addition, K. Møller and T. Erdal formulate the following recommendations303:
• promoting the organisation’s involvement in social responsibility
should be based on supporting and facilitating the adaptation of
the ideas of CSR,
• joint initiatives to tackle issues important to the local community
should be supported, so it will be possible to create a common platform for dialogue within the community,
• seeking ways to promote CSR ideas combined with engaging the widest possible range of stakeholders is a task that must be continued
in the future.
Nevertheless, it is worth remembering that the growing interest of organisations in implementing the concept of social responsibility is often inspired
by the fact that they may pay a high price for the evident lack of this kind of
responsibility. In addition, involvement in a socially responsible venture raises
broad consent and social acceptance for many activities undertaken by the organisations. Without social acceptance it is more difficult to achieve the targeted strategic market position and guarantee the development and growth
of the company304.
D.E. Hawkins, Corporate Social Responsibility…, op.cit., pp. 273.
Ibidem, pp. 274.
303
K. Moller, T. Erdal, Corporate responsibility towards society: A local perspective, European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions, Dublin 2003, pp. 78–80.
304
D. Cogman, J.M. Oppenheim, Kontrowersyjny biznes dla społecznie odpowiedzialnych, „Trzeci
Sektor” 2008, no. 13, pp. 76–82.
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Chapter 2

Pro-social activity in university management
2.1. The university as a pro-social enterprise
Universities implementing their social function deal with, according
to T. Kotarbiński, “co-production of science”; they are also a place where research results are stored. This task does not only consist in collecting volumes
of science, but above all in their dissemination by making them available
to new disciples of science1.
Making an effort to create an organization based on universal values
is a contemporary challenge. They must be transnational so they can be shared
by people on all continents. These values will provide an excellent foundation
on which an open society is able to develop. As a result of this process, people
will feel the increasing need of social values2, to which educational activities
for the integration of people of different cultures and religions, in the narrower sense people of different regions, will be the answer.
The functioning of the university, and therefore the action of its circles,
should be based on a set of values and norms of behaviour. Primarily, the truth
along with the exploration, discovery and description which are associated
with it, are constitutive values for science and scientists, and scientific life
is above all the autonomy of researchers3.
The internationalization of the process of higher education forces a structural change in universities around the world. With the growing number of
students participating in international exchanges, the search for new models
of education increases, the pressure to make changes or to implement tried
T. Kotarbinski, Prakseologia, cz. II, Zakład Narodowy im. Ossolińskich, Wrocław 2003, p. 467.
G. Soros, The Crisis of Global Capitalism: Open Society Endangered, Public Affairs, New York 1998,
pp. 84–97.
3
P. Kisiel, Ethos uczonych we współczesnym życiu naukowym, in: Patologia i terapia życia naukowego, ed. J. Goćkowski, P. Kisiel, Universitas, Krakow 1994, pp. 173–180.
1
2
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models grows. This also confirms historical reports that higher education has
always been more open to international relations than other sectors4.
The state-building role of universities and their transregional impact testify to the important role that higher education institutions play in the economy. In a number of studies, stakeholders indicate the need for a greater social
commitment of higher education than just the correct organization of the educational process and advancing research or publishing activities. Changes
in universities’ strategies, in response to the expectations of stakeholders, enhance the social role of these institutions.
I. Białecki considers how to perceive academic freedom. Whether and how
far should it exceed the freedom of research and teaching, and does it also
mean freedom of political involvement? Can extreme views be authorised
by the whole university, or are they only the views of individual researchers?
Along with the decreasing control of the scientific environment, evaluation
based on indicators increases and principles such as altruism and ethical behaviour are losing importance5.
The institution of higher education is one of many within the social structure. It is distinguished by a specific set of recognized values. The main task of
the university is the “servicing of knowledge”, i.e. its gathering, increasing and
dissemination6. The ancillary role of the university is important in the face
of the duration and the development of science in the cultural environment
which shapes its identity7.
Central administration offices are important stakeholders of universities.
They are likely to have a significant impact on higher education, and even
make changes in the way they are managed as well as in their operation using a full range of legal, financial or political means. In turn, the quality of
the relationships with the environment has a strong influence on structural
and management methods8.
B. Siwińska, Education goes global! Strategie internacjonalizacji szkolnictwa wyższego, Fundacja
Edukacyjna „Perspektywy”, Warszawa 2007, pp. 13–24.
5
I. Białecki, Mertona los nauki a zmiany sytuacji szkół wyższych, in: Współczesne wyzwania nauk praktycznych, ed. A. Lewicka-Strzałecka, WSPiZ im. L. Koźmińskiego, Warszawa 2007,
pp. 117–136.
6
M. Wojcicka, Wartości akademickie a konkurencyjność działania, in: Konkurencja na rynku usług
edukacji wyższej, ed. J. Dietl, Z. Sapijaszka, Fundacja Edukacyjna Przedsiębiorczości, Łodź 2006, pp. 35–
43.
7
J. Goćkowski, Uniwersytet i tradycja w nauce, Wydawnictwo i Drukarnia Secesja, Krakow 1999,
p. 80.
8
J. Jabłecka, Ćwierć wieku reform: o przyczynach i kontekście przemian w zarządzaniu uniwersytetami europejskimi, in: Współczesne wyzwania nauk praktycznych, red. A. Lewicka--Strzałecka, WSPiZ
im. L. Koźmińskiego, Warszawa 2007, p. 85.
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The university as a system operates in a relatively isolated form. Nevertheless, numerous interactions occur between the university and its system
environment. It is an integral part of such complex systems as the international community, the state or society9. It seems that internal relationships,
if only because of the number and complexity of internal stakeholders, may
be stronger than external relationships. However, the rising tide of social expectations towards academic institutions should affect the on-going expansion of the scope of the relationships with the environment.
These changes will occur because universities are dynamic organisms
which are constantly evolving, thanks to the inspiration from researchers,
but also through interactions with the environment in which they operate.
Thus, the university can be an example of “integral action” and the environment it is composed of people who receive and conduct a critical analysis of
the world through the use of tools and resources available to science10.
In the eyes of public opinion the university is a broadly understood centre of knowledge, whose potential should be widely used in the interest of its
environment. Inspiring and showing directions of regional development, formation and not just training of young people, better dissemination of social
activities are just some of the postulates raised by university stakeholders.
Even in ancient times one can find traces of combining knowledge with
cognition. According to J. Goćkowski, the university of today cultivates a form
of Aristotle’s work. In other words, it is an example of an institution that embodies “culture based on science”. Thus, the shape of the current forms of
educational institutions has been overwhelmingly influenced by Aristotle’s
teachings included in the Nicomachean Ethics, which imposes a certain order of knowledge and cognition. A university which is shaped in this way becomes an area of the integration of new ideas, formulas, programmes. It is also
a place of communication between researchers and scholars11.
The environment of the university, as a place which provides educational services, includes many participants. These are: candidates and students,
their relatives (family, friends), academics, higher education administration,
graduates’ employers and graduates themselves, politicians and government

9
R. Tadeusiewicz, J. Woźnicki, Związki uczelni z partnerami zewnętrznymi, in: Model zarządzania
publiczną instytucją akademicką, ed. J. Woźnicki, ISP, Warszawa 1999.
10
J. Goćkowski, Uniwersytet i tradycja w nauce, op.cit., pp. 47–48.
11
Ibidem, p. 77.
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officials. The effect of each of these groups depends on the strength of its influence, social status, goals and needs12.
In turn, the university as a place of action for the academic community emphasises the unique and exceptional nature of the ties between its employees. Nowadays, however, these values are becoming weaker due to both
the growing egalitarian character of studying, and the resulting scale of many
modern universities, and the selfishness and excessive competition of part of
the environment.
J. Goćkowski says, “the university is a koinonia – a community of values
and goals [...], which is made up of people participating in the game of scientific truth.” The author conditions the perception of the university as a centre
of scientific endeavour of men “who by choice and conviction are participants
in the world of science and the circles of substantive competence in the social
space which extends beyond the boundaries of the university and the state”
on the extent the university is a koinonia13.
The academic community has important obligations to society. Its highly influential impact, which includes fostering a sense of responsibility for
the common good, responsibly facing the challenges of modern society, is of
particular importance for promoting ethical action and truly social attitudes,
both for the environment and for the university itself14.
M. Yunus identifies three main principles of responsibility15:
1. One should act in such a way as not to jeopardize anyone’s life.
2. Actions should be carried out in such a way that the condition of the environment is improved in relation to the situation where the company
would not exist. It is about working actively for the natural environment,
the surrounding area, and not only refraining from destructive activities.
3. The organization should operate in line with the social and political
norms. The company should abide by the law and the principles of
co-existence, on both the global and local level.
However, academic circles are often dominated by the belief that university autonomy, understood as the freedom of research and teaching, is an autotelic value. Research serves the purpose of seeking the truth, solving research
J. Beksiak, Przydatność konkurencji dla szkolnictwa wyższego, in: Konkurencja na rynku usług edukacji wyższej, ed. J. Dietl, Z. Sapijaszka, Fundacja Edukacyjna Przedsiębiorczości, Łodź 2006, pp. 11–
20.
13
J. Goćkowski, Uniwersytet i tradycja w nauce, op.cit., pp. 51–53.
14
M. Seweryński, Uwagi o problemach etycznych środowiska akademickiego, „Annales. Etyka
w życiu gospodarczym. Problemy etyczne w procesie edukacji” 2004, v. 7, no. 2, pp. 11–21.
15
M. Yunus, Przedsiębiorstwo społeczne. Kapitalizm dla ludzi, ConCordia, Warszawa 2011, p. 45.
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dilemmas. Understanding the theory, therefore, does not lead to the creation
of applied knowledge in a form that could be useful to society. And this contradicts the third constituent component (besides research and education) of
the mission of each university, which is public service16.
In view of climate change, universities have also the important task of promoting environmentally sound practices and attitudes, which would be a manifestation of responsibility towards the silent stakeholder – the environment.
Modifying the strategic objectives of each institution under the influence of well-identified social expectations may be a significant contribution
of these institutions in the qualitative development of social services. Due
to the commitment of universities, the rank of these services will increase and
their quality will be constantly raised thanks to the resources of knowledge
and the analysis of social needs carried out by the universities.
According to A. Sulejewicz, the university can be perceived in three dimensions. In the market dimension the university is a quasi-enterprise, a business
organization which “produces” educational services. In the world of authority an academic institution is an active participant in a functioning state, ensuring the development of a civil society. In turn, the world of knowledge
is a space where university “implements the values and methodological demands within the framework of sociologically defined conditions of the existence of the paradigm”17. Also M. Shattock described four characteristics
of a university operating similarly to an enterprise18:
• sensitivity to the natural environment and the social context,
• strong internal coherence, close to the concept of community,
• willingness to undertake specific projects and innovations,
• conservatism in financial management related to institutional autonomy.
In countries with mature market economies and developed mechanisms
of social control, strategies of the organization have already been substantially modified. The environment requiring specific actions for society has
turned out to be a good regulator and promoter of positive changes in the area
of the operation of enterprises and other organizations. In Poland and oth16
I. Białecki, Międzynarodowe badania, debata i polityka edukacyjna, „Nauka i Szkolnictwo Wyższe” 2008, no. 1 (31), pp. 22–33.
17
A. Sulejewicz, Pług, miecz i Księga: otoczenie szkoły wyższej, in: Uczelnie i ich otoczenie. Możliwości i formy współdziałania, ed. B. Minkiewicz, SGH, Warszawa 2003, pp. 19–20.
18
M. Shattock, Managing Successful Universities, SRHE and Open University Press, Buckingham
2003.
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er countries that have undergone a systemic transformation of the economy,
the pressure on socially responsible actions seems to be insufficient, and even
weak. The reason for that may be a lack of public confidence in the institutions or the legal environment. At the same time, the difficult rhetoric of CSR
terminology does not facilitate the process of social acceptance of the idea.
A good predictor of future changes is the increasing tendency to raise ethical
standards and to take action to protect the environment19. All over the globe
projects related to environmental protection are among the most popular activities undertaken by universities. In the international study of social responsibility of universities conducted by the author, these projects received 73%
of responses20.
According to A. Lewicka-Strzałecka, the concept of corporate social responsibility was developed in countries with established market economies.
Thus, the implementation of this idea in relation to the Polish economy and
other countries which underwent a system transformation relatively recently
may require a separate strategy. Importantly, its assumption cannot be uncritically accepted or even copied. Instead, it should be a subject of research and
attempts should be made to adapt to the specifics of a growing economy21.
On-going changes in the system of values are related to the changes
in the economic system, including a favourable attitude active participation
in economic life created by the media, which in turn may lead to success
in the individual, group or even national dimension22.
The process of system transformation in the Polish economy required
the adoption of an entirely new system of values. The set turns out to be an element integrating the system of market economy and provides a set of key objectives and values for the individual components23.
The system of market economy is complex, and it consists of general and
specific values24. The former are religious, economic, political, ideological,
aesthetic, and moral values, i.e. ones which include such attributes as personal autonomy, intellectual autonomy, etc. In turn, specific values include proA. Lewicka-Strzałecka, Społeczna odpowiedzialność biznesu w Polsce: ograniczenia i perspektywy,
„Annales. Etyka w życiu gospodarczym” 2006, v. 9, no. 1, pp. 293–294.
20
M. Geryk, Społeczna odpowiedzialność uczelni w percepcji jej interesariuszy. Raport z badań, SGH,
Warszawa 2010.
21
A. Lewicka-Strzałecka, Odpowiedzialność moralna w życiu gospodarczym, IFiS PAN, Warszawa
2006, pp. 53–54.
22
J. Miluska, Moralność i sprawność: współczesny spór o wartości, „Edukacja Humanistyczna” 2006,
no. 2, p. 32.
23
F. Bylok, B. Sztumska, J. Sikora, Przemiany w gospodarce rynkowej, in: Przekształcenia społeczne
w gospodarce polskiej, red. A. Suwalski, Wydawnictwo Akademii Ekonomicznej, Poznań 2001, p. 105.
24
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cesses, actions, and all activities enabling and reaching final objectives, i.e.
general values. They include ambition, hard work, responsibility, courage, independence, self-control, honesty and talent25.
The adoption of a new system of values is an important task for the Polish intelligentsia. Many years of eking out an existence in a socialist economy, devoid of the free market, requires a special effort to demand from society
to think in terms of the state and base it on the activity and enterprise of its
citizens26. Inspiration for this kind of activity may be found in the construction by the state of a friendly regulatory environment, as well as in the social
activities of the institution of higher education, acting as pillars of the knowledge-based economy.
The dynamic growth of the importance of educational services and their
role in the creation of the gross domestic product is a reflection of one of
the strongest trends in the economy in Poland in recent years, i.e. the huge
increase in the role of services in general27. This trend is in line with global tendencies and points to a progressive adaptation of the Polish economy
to the economy of developed countries with established market mechanisms.
Educational services play a special role in the national economy28. Universities are involved in education at a higher level, they are centres of knowledge
and they conduct scientific research. They are permanent elements of public
life and constitute important institutions of the modern state.
In the centrally planned economy, the market goal of education was often overlooked. For decades, the market of educational services did not exist
in Poland. Its origins date back to the year 1990 – the year of the enactment of
the higher education bill. Accepting market attitudes which take into account
the obviousness of competitive rivalry in the service sector leads to changes in terms of the offer and the quality of education, as well as in the access
to the labour market. Under these conditions, the essential aim of university education should be in line with current market needs. Only such an approach ensures a steady supply of candidates whose goal is to reach the labour
market. One may assume that from this point of view, a period of higher education is only a transitional stage on the way to the expected employment.
J. Sztumski, Społeczeństwo i wartości, Uniwersytet Śląski, Katowice 1992, p. 29.
W. Wilczyński, Ekonomia i gospodarka a etyka – koszty nieporozumień i ignorancji, in: Etyka a rozwój gospodarczy, Armil, Warszawa 2006, p. 157.
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According to T. Shapiro, the education market is a place of specific transaction, whose subject is an educational service. The result of the implementation of this service is increased knowledge, acquisition of new skills and
forming attitudes. Universities manufacture and offer educational services,
whereas the candidates, or the students themselves, are the consumers. There
is also an additional type of consumer – the companies interested in acquiring educated graduates29.
Universities adopting the market orientation must take into account
the need for staff training in the perspective of many decades. Thus, the education of students in accordance with the needs of the market means preparing them to know how to anticipate and respond to changes in the economy
in the future. The scope of teaching should take into account the aspect of
the global reach of many transnational companies. At the same time the university should actively engage in promoting civic attitudes in the economy,
creating conditions for the development of free competition and the formation and development of good relations with stakeholders.
Can one then talk about the university as a social enterprise? According
to M. Yunus, it is an enterprise based on the selfless side of human nature.
The investor’s goal is to help others without any financial gain for themselves.
However, it is an enterprise as it needs to be self-sufficient, i.e. generate revenue to cover its own costs. Part of the economic surplus that a social enterprise generates, is invested in its development, and another part is kept
as a reserve in case of unforeseen events. Such an enterprise may be defined
as “a no loss nor dividend company”, committing itself exclusively achieving a social purpose. One can therefore talk about a selfless endeavour aimed
at solving a social problem. The company generates a profit, but it does not
keep it. How big the market is for such services can be demonstrated by the fact
that in the United States the total income of non-profit organizations has
reached USD1.1 trillion. Thus, there are two types of enterprises: traditional
ones, profit-seeking, and social enterprises30.
Corporate social responsibility, which has nothing to do with a social enterprise, deals with a saving a certain pool of funds, by a profit oriented company,
for charity, so as to do something good for the local community. The main difference being that a social enterprise dedicates 100% of its resources to achieve
social objectives31.
29
T. Szapiro, Ryzyko i szansa konkurencji edukacyjnej, in: Konkurencja na rynku usług edukacji wyższej, ed. J. Dietl, Z. Sapijaszka, Fundacja Edukacyjna Przedsiębiorczości, Łodź 2006, pp. 21–30.
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The social responsibility of the university requires the development of a genuine academic environment, bringing together researchers devoted to study.
The academic teachers employed by universities are called upon to carry out
important roles in society. J. Goćkowski emphasises these two roles32:
1. The role of the researcher – as one who conducts scientific inquiry,
a debater and pedagogue.
2. The role of the teacher – associated with the complex process of transferring knowledge onto students and younger researchers.
These roles are strictly related to the functions of the university. Understood
as the creation of knowledge and education of scientists, they lead to the development of the university as an institution and a centre of concentration of
knowledge and the practice of science.
Another important function is the creation of intelligence, which is related
to the effects of the transfer of knowledge to students by universities. One important element of this task is to instil responsibility for the word in students,
as well as specific “disobedience in thinking”, which may serve as an inspiration to scientific inquiry and development. Analysing the functions of a university or other higher education institutions, one can see that they focus on
the education of specialists. This reflects the central function of higher education institutions. However, this function should not be extended to the task of
student formation, since, according to T. Kotarbinski, the university already
has too many responsibilities to bear. Besides, universities serve the state with
advice and it also reflects their social function33.
The state takes a number of steps to promote higher education. In return,
it expects the involvement of academic circles in the development of society.
These activities do not conflict with the growing marketization of these services, resulting also from the process of globalization. One way or the other,
they lead to an increase in the involvement of universities in social affairs, often on a global scale34.
Respect for the world around requires special care for the environment
from the university. It should care for both the promotion of environmental
awareness and the dissemination of good practices in this area. It is mainly
about the so-called deep ecology, which goes beyond the random and superficial approach to environmental problems. The essence of the problem
32
33
34

J. Goćkowski, Uniwersytet i tradycja w nauce, op.cit., pp. 50–64.
T. Kotarbiński, Prakseologia, part II, op.cit., pp. 466–472.
A Compact for Higher Education, ed. K.M. Gokulsing, C. Da Costa, Ashgate, Aldershot 2000.
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is to ask questions about the meaning of human life, society and nature. And
the main action consists in doing good for plants and animals, regardless of
the importance of these activities for man35. Along with the undertaken actions the sense of public awareness of environmental protection is increasing, which cannot be implemented effectively without consciously imposed
restrictions on the use of its goods36.
Beside the natural environment, the main stakeholder groups, according
to D. Grayson and A. Hodges, are as follows:
• employees,
• investors,
• customers,
• suppliers and business partners,
• non-governmental organizations and the mass media,
• governmental authority institutions and market regulators,
• the environment and the local community37.
Social responsibility of the university is not limited to just managing it under the codes of best practice38, it is also the development of socially desirable
attitudes among stakeholders, especially students. A. B. Carroll and A. K. Buchholtz even believe that social responsibility includes economic, legal, ethical
and philanthropic expectations towards organizations39. A transparent management system based on good internal communication between employees
and stakeholders may promote it40. In turn, I. Rosam and R. Peddle define
the issue of corporate social responsibility in the following way: “Social responsibility and corporate governance are concepts that allow organizations
to operate profitably in the conditions of social and environmental respon-

35
A. Naess, Musimy słuchać swoich uczuć, in: O przyrodzie i człowieku: rozmowy Dzikiego Życia, ed.
A.J. Korbela, Pracownia na rzecz Wszystkich Istot, Bielsko-Biała 2001, p. 12.
36
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37
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sibility in order to achieve a state of sustainable development and stakeholder satisfaction”41.
The inclusion of the assumptions of social responsibility in the mission, vision and strategy of the university requires a whole range of activities, starting
from full involvement of the authorities and university employees and making them aware of the purpose of these changes. The role of relations with employees draws the attention of many researchers interested in the problem,
who even claim that the responsibility relating to human resources is one of
the earliest ones undertaken by organizations active in the field of social responsibility42. Such proceedings, beside transparency, also reduce the potential resistance of the employees of the organization against changes43.
The role of university management is to create added value not in the interest of the founder or the founding body but its primary focus should be on
improving the quality of life for the community. In this matter, the university has a big role to play by promoting education as the main engine of change
in the development of modern society44.
Examples from some countries show that universities’ interest in the issue
of social responsibility is not at a sufficiently high level everywhere. This concerns not as much the implementation of CRS principles in the university itself as their promotion in the corporate sector45.
Many organizations face great difficulties in the implementation of these
ideas. The ethical foundations must be translated into a set of operational activities in order to create a description of current activities as to how to introduce
the adopted assumptions into college life. Many organizations introducing
the principles of social responsibility into their business report difficulty implementing the design of the changes. It is therefore a major task, hence its
strong legitimacy and the necessity to involve all employees46.
41
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The profile of the activities carried out by universities covers many areas of
social and economic life. It is not about the scope of conducted research and
the proposed didactic offer. Universities, being centres of knowledge and skills,
are becoming specific sources of information for the other institutions in public life, which is the result of years of research and experience. In the global economy, where the processes and operation of entities are rarely directed
at a single market, the range is virtually unlimited.
As J. Wilkin put it, “in the modern economy there is room for both the market economy [...] and the social economy”47.
The university’s relations with the local community have important implications for the development of the region and they emphasize the responsibility of educational institutions in this regard. Violation of good relationships as
a result of socially undesirable actions may have serious adverse consequences, as stakeholders’ confidence is undermined. Moreover, as research shows,
socially undesirable actions remain long in the memory and negatively affect
the image of the organization48. However, this leads to the dilemma: to what
extent should the university be open and to what extent elitist? The problem of
availability of universities and tuition fees may be closely related to the quality
of education and the selection of academic personnel or administrative staff.
The issue of quality is worth a precise definition. To this end it is worth using D. Gavin’s classification, who examines it from different perspectives49:
• transcendental – quality is synonymous with excellence,
• in terms of the characteristics of the product or service – quality defined as the fact that the product or service possesses some distinctive
features, attributes – it is an objective assessment,
• based on a subjective assessment of the customer – the buyer evaluates the quality of the service or product,
• based on an assessment of the process of creating the product or
service – it relates to the compliance with established procedures
and standards,
• including an assessment of the value –quality is defined in this approach in terms of pricing.
Adoption by the university of open, social attitudes may lead to many dilemmas. If the university has sufficient resources, should it only use them for
J. Wilkin, Jaka ekonomia społeczna w Polsce?, „Trzeci Sektor” 2005, no. 2, pp. 83.
K.T. Dirks, R.Y. Lewicki, A. Zaheer, Repairing Relationships within and between Organizations:
Building a Conceptual Foundation, „Academy of Management Review” 2009, vol. 34, no. 1, pp. 68–84.
49
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its own needs, or perhaps also for the needs of its environment? In the Report there were voices claiming that the highest form of social responsibility
of universities is to ensure equal access to education, understood as a manifestation of action against social exclusion. Orientation to stimulate economic
development through education is more expected than creating added value
in the form of profits from educational activities. This corresponds directly
with the voices emphasizing that the university is not a commercial organization. Moreover, as respondents pointed out, a reduction of tuition accompanied by scholarships for the best students is one of the most anticipated actions
positively affecting the image of the university. Nearly 100% of the respondents
considered this argument as very important or rather important50. It is worth
noting that these actions are judged as favourably affecting the functioning of
the university, as well as its perception by its stakeholders.
It is difficult to assess to what extent the social commitments included
in the mission of the university are implemented in practice. But the most important issue is whether and to what extent the academic staff and the entire
collegiate community bear responsibility before a broad spectrum of stakeholders. Or expanding this topic, it ought to be determined how much action
in this field is correlated with the traditional notions of academicism51. Universities often take the view that the mission they perform is an expression
of their social responsibility52. They should earnestly perform their legal and
statutory duties. This view is at odds with the expectations of the respondents
that the social activities will be targeted at college students, but also at the entire society. The main expected activities are: the promotion of moral principles, teaching creativity, education according to the needs of the market and
society, in line with the legal and ethical standards. It is also important to shape
views in society. The mission of the university consists of scientific research
and education to meet the needs of and for society as well as raising its intellectual level. Education is important but so is formation53.
It is easy to see critical opinions. S. Krimsky claims that it is wrong to speak
of the university mission. It points to its multitude, similarly to the multitude
of departments and institutes. He sees the future of the university, however,
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in the social involvement of scientists, supported by community leaders in order to study the threats of the modern world54.
The strategic objectives of the university are often included in its statutory
objectives. The most common actions seem to be the ones concerning development, research, didactics and formation by exerting influence on students.
They must be at least in line with the will of the legislator55. They are often
reflected in the content of the mission or vision of the university. The mission
should express values for internal and external stakeholders and the role that
school plays in meeting the needs of society, in this case in terms of higher
education56.
In the respondents’ opinion, universities should widely inform the public
about their activities in the field of social responsibility on its own initiative
(through the media, the Internet, press conferences)57. Some people think
that just talking about it on the forum for students and faculty is enough. Others, however, believe that such information could be an example for society,
a role model. Universities should provide information about socially responsible actions as well as about other important issues. A transparently managed institution should inform the public about its activities. It is met with
a clear expectation of stakeholders who feel uninformed and lacking formal
media coverage presenting the actions taken by the university. Stakeholders also rate lowly universities’ preparation to transfer information efficiently. 90% of respondents in the national survey and 82% in the international
survey emphasized that universities should talk about their activities of so54
S. Krimsky, Nauka skorumpowana? O niejasnych związkach nauki i biznesu, Państwowy Instytut
Wydawniczy, Warszawa 2006, pp. 264–294.
55
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cial responsibility. This coincides with the expectation of greater openness
in the information policy58.
Most large organizations have institutionalized departments involved
in the construction of professional public relations. Their role is to explain
to stakeholders how the functioning and development of the organization can
affect their lives. However, one should be aware of the risk of the potential one
sidedness of the relationship. The image prepared and distributed by the public relations department staff will not necessarily reflect how the university
is perceived by the environment. It ought to be remembered that public relations are so important for the development of the organization that they must
be closely linked to strategic thinking. The effectiveness of the measures in this
area is a real challenge for the managers of universities59.
The literature on the subject points to several levels of social responsibility – from philanthropic activities, through social marketing, social responsibility, corporate citizenship, to “social business”, namely one which on its own
initiative is able to solve social problems in a business-like manner60. The research on the perception of the company and the idea of social

responsibility conducted by the French researchers from the Audiencia Nantes School of
Management among French students and young managers indicates the importance of higher education and its impact on the process. The results demonstrate the need to incorporate CSR principles into the organizational culture
of the university61.
Comprehensive relations between universities and the economy, the environment, and cultural institutions offer a unique opportunity to change
the image of the university towards the so-called civic university. The university may inspire the creation of new communities, and the main objective
will be the promotion of civic attitudes in the modern world. This is yet another area for the development of the university and the expansion of its role
in the shaping of future society62.
Maintaining these relationships should resemble a continuous dialogue
between the university and its environment. This major activity requires in58
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volvement in shaping long-term relationships. One of the ways of conducting the dialogue and communicating with the environment are activities
in the field of community relations. Very often they are part of integrated actions in the field of public relations. When carried out effectively, they allow
the acquisition of public support for new ventures. How huge a task universities face is illustrated by the results of a survey conducted in 2007 in Poland
by SMG/KRC, according to which 88% of respondents said that the organizations do not take into account the opinion of local communities when undertaking their actions63.
The impact of the university should be subordinated to the long-term goal
of the liberation of social capital, i.e. interactions based on the idea of co-operation taking place in the social space between individuals64. Human resources
– knowledge, skills and capabilities of employees – play a very important role
in the operation of universities. Their efficient and confident use may prominently affect the increase of the competitiveness of universities65. This can be
achieved by gathering university employees around the objective of educating
the future intellectual elites. The synergy effect, caused by a common commitment, trust and the emerging informal networks, allows social capital to be
considered on a par with financial, physical and human capital66. It is treated
as a key factor influencing the understanding of the essence of value creation67.
Social entrepreneurship refers to an individual and implies acceptance of
the initiative with social consequences undertaken by the entrepreneur who
is guided by a social vision. This can be both a charity and business initiative.
A social enterprise can pursue objectives similar to those that some people
engaged in social entrepreneurship strive to achieve68.
Universities give a lot of effort to the development of social entrepreneurship. An example would be the form of classes taught at The Wharton School
whose aim was the formation of groups with the task of establishing an en63
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terprise oriented at solving a burning problem, for example in countries such
as Botswana or Zambia69.
The results show that over 80% of all students, regardless of their field
of study, aim to become entrepreneurs70. At the same time, the number of
those who intend to create a socially sensitive organization, directed toward
achieving social objectives while attaining a profit is growing. Rutgers Business School uses the existing potential of entrepreneurship to help create and
develop local projects which lead to the creation of new jobs. Local entrepreneurs, acquired through the local media, are invited to classes on urban entrepreneurship and economic development. Thus, the resources and talents
owned by the university are used to create wealth, stimulate economic growth,
and also to solve social problems71.
Social capital is closely related to the construction of flexible structures
based on the flow of information and knowledge. The ability to use social contacts significantly affects the efficiency of these structures. The use of social
capital to raise awareness among university stakeholders creates significant
economic utility. That is why the organization’s and its members’ decisions
are taken with greater awareness and responsibility72.
Decision-making, not by an individual but by a team, is of crucial importance for effectiveness. A team of people usually has access to richer sources of information, so it is a good idea to entrust making important decisions
to a larger group of people73. The diversity of this group brings a potential
added value due to the greater diversification of information and knowledge.
The effectiveness of such conduct has been proven by research, which has indicated that74:
1) through diversification better results are achieved,
2) teams use variety in different ways,
69
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3) the paradigm of similarity and attractiveness plays an important role,
which is to say that people will be more interesting for people who are
similar to each other than the other way around,
4) detailed analysis of information is an important process by which teams
can improve their performance and achieve better results,
5) openness to experimentation and innovation is positively correlated
with achievements,
6) focus on openness to experimentation is the most important factor
influencing the effectiveness of teamwork.
In the complex organization the university is, we deal with the possibility of
applying the principles of the human relations school of management. The social system in universities is the result of human action and unwritten agreements between the organization and its employees. In addition to the formal
organizational structure, there is also an informal system of hierarchy. A diagnosis of potential problems in the area of co-operation can be performed
by means of case studies concerning the breach of the informal social structure by the formal organizational system. These actions are necessary because
of the strong dependence of the quality of educational services on interpersonal relationships, due to the leading role of the human factor in the sphere
of services75.
Assumptions about the relationship of academic institutions with the local
community and their involvement in local and regional development activities
may be an example of a global transfer of ideas. It is obvious to an entrepreneurial university that it analyses the problems of local or regional communities and takes action to resolve them. In this way, universities become part
of the local self-government sector. It is therefore assumed that their activities will be a more locally centred than nationwide. However there are cases
where the development of the university’s local activity is incompatible with
the developmental assumptions of the region. A risk arises then of a conflict
situation, and its eventual outcome depends on the pressure of politicians,
both local and regional, as well as national ones76.
The results of the research conducted by A. Boehm show that co-operation between the organization and the community should be based on the rule
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of reciprocity rather than on philanthropy, and that the resulting benefits
should be mutual. In order to reinforce the adopted strategy of co-operation,
it must undergo changes, taking into account the needs of the environment
and the potential of the organization. Besides, the parties shall give priority to local needs over actions on a larger scale. If the parties show reluctance
to engage the media to publicise information on their activities, then it is worth
considering them in accordance with the information strategy of the organization. Strategic planning of future activities in the field of social responsibility
is necessary and should always have a long-term nature. At the same time, any
action is to be evaluated in terms of its effectiveness; what is most important –
the activity undertaken should bring additional benefits, not only to complement the operation or to form pressure to obtain the support of specific social
groups77. In a study conducted by the author of this monograph, respondents easily indicated the many benefits that society may reap from the operation of a socially responsible university. Among others, inspiration for other
institutions was emphasized, or even brining civilizational values to society.
Universities receive branding benefits, prestige and a higher degree of integration with the environment, which may lead to an increase in their revenues.
In their statements the respondents emphasize the benefits for the whole society, not just for the university. The foreign survey results indicate the perception of external benefits in the long term. They refer to the net of social
relationships and good conditions for development rather than material benefits. At the same time, the impact on the region is an important determinant
for the university to be considered socially responsible. Unfortunately, the scale
of these activities is still too low, and it should be noted that universities constitute a specific showcase of their regions78.
The history and development of European culture have shaped the environment conducive for the search of a social consensus. There is, therefore,
a need for the development and education of young people in this field. However, the issues of business ethics are not present in the curricula of all business schools. It must be borne in mind that knowledge is inexhaustible and can
serve the general public. The more intense is its use, the greater is its growth79.
It seems that also in this regard, institutions of higher education are facing
A. Boehm, Community and Corporate Leaders’ Perspectives on CSR, in: Corporate Social Responsibility, vol. 2: Performances and Stakeholders, red. J. Allouche, Palgrave Macmillan, New York 2006,
pp. 222–240.
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a major task to perform80. Results of research show that the issue of business
ethics and social responsibility must be included in the research and didactic activities of universities, which emphasizes their primary responsibility81.

2.2. Social goals in university activities
The university as a social organization plays an important role in shaping
the attitudes not only of graduates. Its objectives cannot be narrowed down
only to the education of future intellectual elites. After all, among the important tasks of educational institutions there are: the promotion of civic attitudes
and anticipation of their changes in the future. These ideas must be carried
out by suitably prepared people who can become leaders of future changes.
In broad terms, the most important task of the university is to promote
the principles of social development by raising the level of intellectual potential. These actions should be conducive to the increasing public awareness and
identification with the surrounding reality. It can be assumed that these responsible tasks relate primarily to the vision of the future of societies and are
thus particularly important. The fate and shape future interpersonal relationships may in fact depend on their successful implementation.
The traditional university structures, university governance applied so far,
the quality and efficiency of education, age and environmental diversity of students, the Internet, the expectations of the economy in need of skilled workers
– all that requires discussion in an international forum82. Universities need
to respond to the new needs of societies and actively participate in their development.
Extreme caution is recommended for universities, however, when undertaking actions specific to the business sector. Note the article in the magazine
“The Lancet”: “Today’s universities are constantly encouraging their academics to be more enterprising and try to commercialize their intellectual property. Meanwhile, the co-operation between industry and scientific institutions as
well as mixing the public interest with private interests may end very badly”83.
80
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An important problem is to maintain an adequate level of identification
with the university environment, with its stakeholders. The openness of the organization to all fields of the current and planned operations may even turn
out to be a hindrance, too much dispersal of areas of activity may in fact lead
to a dilution of the strategic objectives. In today’s world, all educational institutions of higher education, regardless of their latitude, are oriented to international co-operation in many aspects. It may take a physical or virtual form,
and be carried out as an international exchange of scientists and students, but
also as a co-operation over the Internet and its tools84.
Inspired by the Global Compact agenda85 the university environment has
created “Principles of Responsible Management Education”, presented in Table 2.1. This set of voluntary standards, adopted by both institutions educating
at the first-degree level (undergraduate) and MBA, is related to the education
of future leaders and should be closely integrated with the educational process. In line with its statement: “The mission of the PRME initiative is to inspire and defend the idea of responsible managerial education, research and
leaders’ global thinking.”
At present (2009) 475 educational institutions, most of them from Europe,
are affiliated with the PRME or the United Nations Global Compact86.
Table 2.1. Principles for Responsible Management Education – PRME
As an institution of higher education committed to the education of current and future managers we are voluntarily committed to the continuous improvement process of the adopted Principles, reporting on progress to our stakeholders and the sharing of best practices with other
universities.
Principle 1. Aim: We will develop students’ capabilities so they can create future generations of sustainable values for business and society
and work for the sustainable development of world economy.
Principle 2. Values: We will include the values of global social responsibility, as it is presented in the United Nations Global Compact
agenda, in our academic activities and curricula.
Principle 3. Method: We will create and develop educational base materials, processes and environments that will enable effective
gaining of experience in the teaching of responsible leadership.
Principle 4. Research: We will encourage research and concept work that will deepen our knowledge in creating sustainable value
in the social, environmental and economic dimensions.
Principle 5. Partnership: We will make contacts with the managers of enterprises to expand their knowledge about the challenges of
social and environmental responsibility and to do research on effective approaches to meeting these requirements.
Principle 6. Dialogue: We will facilitate and support dialogue and debate among educators, business people, the government, consumers,
the media, civil society organizations and other interested groups and among stakeholders on important issues related to global social
responsibility and sustainable development.
Source: The Principles for Responsible Management Education, United Nations Global Compact Office, New York 2007.
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The experiences of the implementation of the PRME principles at Cranfield School of Management point to the intention of preparing the students
to have a kind of “moral compass”. The school adopted the recommended
codes of ethics, which may facilitate contacts with stakeholders, understanding that students are deeply interested in sustainable development and improving the practice of social responsibility, the aim being to embed these ideas
deeply in the strategy. A new generation of business leaders must be familiar
with the principles of social responsibility and ethics to the extent which allows for the conduct of free dialogue with employees, managers, unions and
society. The challenge of business schools and entrepreneurs is in the effective implementation of the new maxim, paraphrasing the words of M. Friedman, “the main task of business is sustainable business”87.
The European Foundation for Management Development (EFMD) has also
had an impact on the formulation of the PRME principles. Thanks to the partnership agreement between the UN Global Compact and the EFMD an innovative community called Globally Responsible Leadership Initiative (GRLI)
was established, which consists of more than 60 companies and business
schools on five continents. Its range covers more than 300 thousand students
and one million employees. The GRLI mission is “to be a catalyst influencing
the development of the generation of globally responsible leaders”. Formation
of globally responsible behaviours should be the foundation of the proposed
graduate profile of each institution. The perception of the world economy,
but also of the knowledge and skills, in the broad context are the attributes of
a globally responsible leader88.
W. Gasparski claims that “business ethics should be [...] taught compulsorily”89. He argues that it is not just the degree of their business and career
professionalism but above all their composure and the applied moral principles that testify to the manager’s professionalism. And yet they cannot be used
without a thorough knowledge of what higher education should particularly be promoting.
In M. Wójcicka’s opinion, the effect of openness to the needs of the university environment is the introduction of market values to its operation. An institution oriented in such a way will focus its attention on the market and its
F. Horwitz, D. Grayson, Putting PRME into practice in a business school, „Global Focus” 2010,
vol. 4, no. 2, pp. 26–29.
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needs90. Greater sensitivity to the results of the evaluation of market capacity in terms of the suitability of graduates and their employment will be an expression of this, as well as taking into account the regional or environmental
aspects that occur in the local labour market. Educated students should be sensitive to social problems and take responsibility for their actions. They should
be prepared in line with the assumptions of “technological citizenship” in a way
allowing them to comfortably exist in the era of information exchange and
functioning in the existing networks of social relationships on a global scale.
Besides, “cultural citizenship” is about the ability to create and adapt cultural
resources to the new needs instead of sheer reproduction of these resources91.
B. Kleymann, P. Tapie and E. Cornuel draw attention to the growing role
that universities play in shaping the future adult citizens who will be stakeholders of educational institutions as well as play an active role in the construction
of a modern society. Universities need to pay more attention to the education
of students in the contextual understanding of the mechanisms that underlie the dynamics of social and industrial development. In addition, concern
of the common good is necessary, understood as a recognition of the interdependence which occurs between each organization and the environment,
both the natural and social one. To achieve such ambitious goals appropriate
staff is needed. Its quality will be determined by the value of responsibility
for their actions. The extensive range of professional responsibility of scholars
includes following certain standards and rules in force in a given socio-cultural circle. At the same time it is necessary to care for the cognitive actions,
the content of the knowledge passed on to others, the decisions and projects
in progress, or even the content, style of projects and elaborations prepared
by an expert in a given field of science92.
Creating economic and social development in a sustainable way is a new
challenge facing educational institutions. The challenge is well above the statutory education of students. It requires that universities operate in proximity to the market and society, taking into account the wider public interest.
Reality is undergoing dynamic changes, and it is only the universities willing
to respond to the changes, including the political ones, who will increase their
capacity for action and credibility. For today’s leaders must possess knowl90
M. Wojcicka, Nauczyciele akademiccy wobec zmian systemowych i strukturalnych w szkolnictwie
wyższym, „Nauka i Szkolnictwo Wyższe” 2008, no. 1 (31), pp. 65–84.
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edge of economy and society, be adept at modern technology but also know
the current trends in politics93.
The main objective of the university is to promote the development of
the community so as the skills of graduates would meet the needs of the future. This can be achieved through educating students until they gain high
qualifications, as well as through research, leading to technological and socio-economic developments which will solve problems but also respond to future opportunities94.
Nowadays, in the face of the fast changes in the functioning of society,
it seems that everything is subordinated to the dynamic transfer of information. This rate is most easily accepted by young people, who adapt to it adopting the modern forms of communication as right and proper, and most
importantly – sufficient.
No country will be able to face global competition without a constant supply
of young scientists, specialists in new technologies or engineers. The process
of education must equip students with the knowledge to cope with complex
problems of the present as well as to find answers and create a new reality.
Therefore, effective educational leaders are needed, who will be able to learn
from each other, constantly strive to reach their objectives and push forward
authoritatively despite the many obstacles. The point is that the university
should help people to become leaders of their generation, mainly in the field
of science and technology95.
The university plays an important role in the local community. This is because of the potential for academic institutions to stimulate the complex
economic, social, cultural and technical processes. However, the main goal
of a socially responsible institution, i.e. the education of young people for
the needs of the local business environment, plays a leading role. The diffusion
of knowledge, occurring as a result of scientific exchange and the education
of students, provides “knowledge power” for companies. Another important
function of the university is active research and development. The ongoing
feedback between the university and the environment in the form of borrowing the practical knowledge and implementing it in training programs is –
besides its creation and diffusion – the innovative function of the university.
93
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Support for local entrepreneurship must also be included in the set of significant roles of universities. This is reflected in the development of technological
infrastructure, such as innovation centres, business incubators or technology parks96.
1. Production of knowledge
• experimental
• conceptual
• synthetical
• routine
– public
– practical

2. Storage of knowledge
• in students’ minds
• in scientists’ minds
– in technical documentation
– in scientists’ publications
– on electronic media

UNIVERSITY
3. Conversion of knowledge
• small and medium
companies sector
• farms and gardens

4. Diffusion of knowledge
• scientific exchange
• staff training
– on-line education
– graduates and scientists

Figure 2.1. Stages of development and transfer of knowledge from university to business
Source: J. Boguski, Rola uniwersytetu w regionalnym systemie innowacji, „Nauka i Szkolnictwo
Wyższe” 2008, no. 1 (31), p. 60.

The idea of academic enterprise was established in the United States, and
from there it moved to Europe and Asia. It concerns scientific research funding, whose direction is sometimes hampered by the interests of many different
groups97. Academic entrepreneurship opens a space for a potential cooperation between universities and the business community. On the one hand, this
leads to the creation of mechanisms for the funding of science, on the other –
the research community in return are ready to present the results of research
which can be implemented for the benefit of research sponsors and indirectly to the environment.
S. Krimsky claims98:
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• it is possible to maintain fidelity to the truth in scientific environments, but it is worth noting that science funded by private business
is exposed to bias,
• science funded by private business develops only in those directions
behind which lie commercial benefits,
• loss of disinterestedness is equal to the loss of sense of public mission
among scientists,
• science cannot be held hostage to authorities, in other words,
it is worth reminding that science considers scepticism as a virtue.
Government, local government institutions and business representatives
recognize the need for collaboration with academic circles. Scientific work
and conducted studies allow for carrying out analyses and choosing a methodology, streamlining the planning and the policy in force as well as the decision-making tools in technological processes or those related to environmental
protection99.
S. Krimsky believes, however, that even in the market-oriented universities,
major decisions will continue to be made under the influence of true knowledge, not the system of supply and demand100. In his understanding, academic
staff will be guided by the public good (pro publico bono). At the same time,
he defines the academic study as representing “an independent critical position on public issues that require specialized knowledge”101.
The changes in the world of higher education after 1990 have significantly altered the public perception of the role of educational institutions – public expectations towards universities have increased and they are perceived as
the only institutions capable of promoting social ideas. Under these conditions, educational institutions have been forced to make an effort to familiarize young people with the ideas of civil society in order to properly shape and
socially sensitize future managers. For there is a danger that managers will
derive the knowledge about the processes taking place in the economy only
from case studies and theory. Such training is undertaken in three ways102:
1) introduction of subjects which include knowledge about corporate social responsibility, business ethics and the transfer of the more general
99
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knowledge of the role and social expectations in the current state of
economic development,
2) familiarizing students with the real socio-economic problems of
the world,
3) functioning of universities as micro-societies, i.e. treat them not only
as places of learning, but as places to live and work in for the collective
academic community.
According to the education policy shaped under the influence of the OECD,
the World Bank and the European Union, education is to create human and social capital, prepare for life in the information society and the knowledge-based
economy. In addition, it is to create competences facilitating self-fulfilment
and good coexistence with others. At the same time the process of education
should be verifiable and measurable by means of a set of adopted indicators103.
However, S. Krimsky states critically, sometimes the relationships between
universities and business can be an obstacle in performing the tasks of a public
university104. In his opinion, “grants, donations and contracts are not offered
to universities selflessly”, and definitely the clients are not interested in pure
science105. This also applies to the conflict of interest in a situation when scientists hold shares in companies which commission universities to do research
for them106. This is due to the emphasis on getting the desired results, and this
phenomenon is most common in the pharmaceutical industry107.
The problem of quality in relation to the higher education system should be
considered in a multidimensional manner. J. Kochanowski indicates the need
to analyse the phenomenon in terms of the following aspects108:
1. organizational quality – which means a high quality of the organizational culture, procedures subordinated to the basic purpose of the university but also the efficiency of the decision-making process, the quality
of communication with the environment,
2. academic quality – understood as the attention to the teaching process
and a careful selection of academic staff but also appropriate and effec103
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tive methods of measuring the didactic process along with the evaluation of staff and training curricula,
3. entrepreneurial quality – in this aspect the university is evaluated as
an active participant of the market, one which starts relationships with
partners in the business environment, shapes the profile of the educational offer according to the needs of the market and applies marketing
techniques in order to gain customers,
4. quality understood as market effectiveness – which is essentially a measure of market efficiency of education, expressed, for example, as a ratio of individuals employed after the educational process has ended or
the pace of graduates’ professional careers.
A responsible task of universities is to meet the expectations of society,
especially of young people, in terms of the proper design of the educational process. Higher education should facilitate professional networking after
graduation, it may also significantly strengthen the human capacity for creative work as well as for autonomous, entrepreneurial work and create added
value for society. That is the sign of a responsible treatment of the education
process – to inspire students to acquire knowledge and skills not only to take
up work, but also so that they are able, as entrepreneurs, create jobs109.
It is important to remember, however, the appropriate protection of intellectual property rights. For there are many examples of scientists losing
the benefits of or rights to the results of one’s own research110.
Comprehensive measures for the dissemination of knowledge and its continuous enrichment are the basic tasks of the university. Having accumulated
scientific potential, it organizes the process of knowledge transfer. However, the ever changing environment requires a constant readiness to undergo
changes in this process. This in turn entails changes in education profiles or
modification of curricula. The efficiency of actions is facilitated by the commonness of young people’s ambition, expressed in the need to have a university
degree. This is accompanied by a high determination – 82% of people believe
they will get higher education and intend to take the effort to study immediately after secondary school. At the same time, only 7% of secondary school
graduates are going to work immediately after graduation. It follows clearly
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that young people relate their professional future to obtaining an appropriate education at a higher level and only then do they plan to take up jobs111.
These data open up new possibilities for universities of influencing
the youth. The effectiveness of such an influence may be significant because
of the role of universities in society. From here there is only one step to enrich the curricula with relevant content, which, however, must be supported
by the implementation of these principles by the university itself. An example, both institutional and personal, may be a valuable asset in the didactic
process. Its multidimensional character and coherence will carry a clear message on what role the university plays in society and what function its graduates must perform.
While taking the trouble of changes in training plans, it is worth making
a reference to the results of research on personal values understood as a set of
constitutive elements of personality. Treated as intellectual and emotional orientation, it plays an important role in the educational process and in the seeking of the meaning of life by the individual. Research conducted by J. Krupa
shows that a high place in the hierarchy of personal values is taken by activity
expressed through participation in various areas of life and through the declared readiness to respond to its manifestations, mainly of an external character. Students who identify themselves with these adopted values and live
according to them, are also able to create them through an active and creative approach to life. In their efforts, they create their vision of the future112.
The education process can also be seen as a form of investment. Initially,
it requires a considerable financial expenditure, but the intellectual assets acquired through the expenses will definitely yield a high return, and the effects
of their use will be seen for many years. And most importantly – the expected
future results justify the current expenditure113. In addition, it can be assumed
that this investment is sustainable, because it increases the ability of students
to express opinions, to develop the ability to analyse the information that they
receive, and consequently it increases their ability to assess, value and valuation and prioritise their own personal preferences114.
Education, also that of future leaders of social and economic life, is a major task of the university. According to M. C. Gentile, universities are now
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at a crossroads. The way in which they educate future leaders is subject to severe criticism from academic circles and their local environments. Education
based on narrowly understood achievement of short-term effects in the form of
a rapid return on investment dominates. In turn, research is inspired by the demands posed by the ranking list in prestigious academic journals115, and not
by the actual needs of the economy and its representatives. Improperly educated managers have serious difficulties in the smooth handling of the multicultural business environment. In turn, universities use mainly academic
language, and only partly apply the language of economic practice. Therefore
they rarely communicate the knowledge of operational management or of human resource management effectively116.
The main function of education is to prepare partial members, i.e. candidates for membership of social groups, to participate fully in the social life of
these groups. The role of the member in the group is determined by the social
relation between them and the group. The social relationship consists of social
contact, i.e. the relationship between two parties, and the social responsibilities of each party towards the other. In turn, the social contact is the principle
whereby between some individuals or groups there are some relationships and
these groups have certain obligations to each other. For each member, the social content of the group should be a vital psychological complex, and that content is an area of co-experience, empathy and cooperation of all who share it117.
Proper preparation should begin as early as secondary school. A serious
task awaits teachers working in such institutions. They will have to create
a suitable background for further training run at universities. The problem
is that teachers need to learn the assumptions of business ethics, social responsibility and corporate governance, at least in a way detailed enough to enable
a discussion with youth on these issues. In view of the considerable curricula
overload at the secondary school level, their enrichment with the principles
of social responsibility may be a difficult task.
Education in colleges and universities at teacher training faculties requires
a specific approach. As regards the relevant substantive and methodological
preparation of graduates, the primary responsibility rests with the university118.
Although this responsibility concerns not only teacher training faculties, but
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basically all the fields of study, it mainly pertains to those related to the management of groups of people, directing them, or those which in the future will
require close relations with the representatives of business and social life. One
way or the other, the process of forming an appropriate profile of a graduate
should begin much earlier, even at the level of preparing appropriate lecturers.
It is hard to escape the issue of responsibility then, also in terms of the role
of the researcher employed by the university. Being, what J. Goćkowski called,
“an actor, a creator of the role” the researcher should119:
• take responsibility for themselves and their actions (quality of research, research honesty, accuracy of expression, etc.),
• take responsibility for their students,
• take responsibility for the pursuit of the truth as far as the available
powers and means allow it and keep the action in accordance with
the standards and ethos of the “scientific outlook of the world”.
Having completed their studies at the tertiary level, graduates are prepared
to work in any sector of the economy. Therefore, universities play a unique role
in the education process, which imposes special obligations on them in terms
of the responsibility for the quality of the skills acquired by the graduates.
This role of universities is also emphasised by representatives of business
circles. During the EFMD conference in June 2011 in Brussels, Josef Winter,
Chief Compliance Officer of Siemens AG, said that universities play an overwhelming role in creating change in social attitudes, which underscores the importance of the social role they play in the environment.
The transfer of knowledge is not merely about implementing the adopted
curriculum, which includes the content required by the standards, in compliance with the usual practices and university procedures. The purpose of this
process is such formation of the profile of a graduate that they are able to use
their knowledge and skills in the best interests of society, but also of their own.
The role and purpose of university education should be to prepare graduates for society in such a way that they, thanks to their skills and also the established moral norms, will be able to be conscious knowledge workers. Such
graduates will be innovative and stimulate the growth of the company.
In the modern world, sensitive to the social needs, future managers will be
able to successfully manage organizations in accordance with the principles
of social responsibility120.
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This means that the university can and should actively participate in the formation of attitudes of social responsibility. Important methods of action should
be: creating conditions and encouraging the formation of student organizations, partner treatment of students or the emanation of good models of academic circles. Thus, one of the tasks of the university is not only to ensure
a sufficiently high standard of education but also to create moral and cultural
attitudes, styles of behaviour or systems of values. Only then will the university be a key factor contributing to the development of the region121.
It must be kept in mind that the education sector is a priority area of activity in modern societies. If education is to shape actively the information society based on knowledge, then its task is to provide theoretical knowledge,
shape certain practical skills and appropriate attitudes122. These attitudes are
a system of values which we accept, the process of their transfer can be varied
– from humanistic education, through imitation or encouragement, to educationally desired activities123.
In the literature on the subject one can find many voices talking about a different role of the university. K. Olbrycht believes that the university, in the face
of certain socio-economic conditions, does not have any specific commitments
to stakeholders. The fact that it operates in “unfavourable conditions” is a factor that relieves it of the sense of moral or social obligation. According to that
author, it is difficult to speak about a programme formation of social bonds
in relation to higher education, unless it would be concerned with preparation for professional understanding, supporting bond creating processes,
diagnosing or using social cultural resources. The operation of today’s universities – on the border of a mission and a trade in educational services – is not
conducive to thinking in terms of the solidarity of members of the academic
community for the common pursuit of the truth, scientific discoveries, mutual inspiration and collaboration in research, improvement of ways of thinking
and acting, offering each other the time needed to achieve these objectives124.
On the other hand, H. Samsonowicz believes that “universities are responsible to society for the initiation of thinking processes, for highlighting a wide
A. Smyczyńska, Jaką rolę może pełnić uczelnia wyższa w kreowaniu postaw odpowiedzialności?,
in: Problemy kształtowania się społeczeństwa obywatelskiego, ed. W. Urbanik, OR TWP w Szczecinie,
Szczecin 2007, pp. 97–104.
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range of topics to ponder on, to reflect, in other words, to raise the intellectual level, i.e. the creation of a thinking community”125.
The role of universities in the development of socially responsible attitudes
is invaluable, and several years of interaction in the learning process gives great
opportunities to exert a positive influence on young people. Including content
referring to business ethics or corporate governance rules in study plans and
curricula will at least raise the graduate’s awareness, notwithstanding, changing their attitudes126.
University teachers have a much better position in the academic community than students. This kind of power should be followed by responsibility.
Opening new horizons of knowledge before the student, which is a specific
call to explore new experiences, must be underpinned by the support of experienced individuals, so that they are able to meet the challenge. The key
to the problem is accepting the assumption that the education process is not
a simple intellectual event. Education is a holistic matter127.
The issue of respect for the main value of the university, its intellectual capital, is related to that128. It is worth remembering that it is not only in the higher education sector but elsewhere that the survival of the competitive market
is heavily dependent on the constant increase of the role of intellectual capital and its cyclical measurement. It is a factor stimulating innovativeness and
it builds the competitive advantage of organizations129.
This dependency has already been indicated by B. Jałowiecki, who said that
“in proto-scientific societies there exists an institutionalized way of transferring knowledge, and the university becomes the most important institution
in this area”. Under the influence of the environment and the development
of organizations, universities transform into very efficient institutions whose
purpose is to train highly qualified personnel for society130.
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An interesting aspect of the issue is the question of ethical control. Its role
would be to determine whether the university includes strategic objectives, internal and external goals of stakeholders at all levels of management. The role
of such a body could be described as an ongoing assessment of whether
the university meets its social responsibilities in the expected extent. It seems
that the possession of such an evaluative body by each university would facilitate the impartiality of the evaluation of these actions131.
According to A. C. Bawa, there are four important premises related to education while addressing the needs of the community. The first is the involvement of students, a combination of studying and meeting the demands of
the environment, which will help them to build their “social consciousness”.
The university’s reaction is partly inspired by the internal institutional
needs for improving the quality of education and promoting institutional social awareness, in other words by the second premise. This is also a response
to the strong criticism of the higher education system as being a kind of ivory tower, able only to draw support from government grants and the forces of
social activity. The third premise of social learning is inspired by the actions of
active representatives of lecturers and students. Those groups of the academic
community use various forms of involvement, which may stem from the ideological precepts of commitment or the need to extend the base of the university’s operation, in order to harness the university authorities to act to better
meet the needs of the local community. This form of involvement is to build
the credibility of the community-based social commitments, as a legitimate
and necessary form of science and research.
The fourth category includes those projects which are created with inspiration and with the support of authorities and local communities. Their
mission is to mobilize the university to take a position on specific issues concerning the development of the local community. These projects are often a response to particular crisis situations which arise in communities. A group of
researchers starting a project of an important social significance could be another form of inspiration132.
In the research on social responsibility of the university conducted
by the author of this monograph in 2007, the respondents asked about the understanding of the term indicated “not only education but also formation”
131
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as their first thought133. This is an important voice in the ongoing debate on
whether the role of the university is only education or is it also formation.
Students often build inter-university structures operating for the student
community or even for local residents. The existence and operation of civil society organizations is still one of the most important conditions for the functioning of civil society. The university may thus participate in the shaping of
attitudes of responsibility, mainly by enabling and encouraging the formation
of student organizations, partner treatment of students as university stakeholders and presenting good models of action. Students should make sure
that their voice is heard and that they are important representatives of the academic community. The task of the university is to provide the conviction that
dialogue, meeting and working for others as well as active participation in social life have real value134.
In a study on the impact of economic studies on the moral of level students
conducted in 1981 at the University of Wisconsin the truth of the assumption that people interested in their own benefits make a rational calculation
of the costs and benefits resulting from the kind of cooperation whose effect
is the public good was verified. In the absence of coercion or of other stimuli, rational egoists should refrain from this form of cooperation, expecting
to benefit from the public good at zero private cost135. The results of the research showed that the reason for the students’ lower interest in working for
the public good may be not so much greed as the fear of losing their private
resources136.
Social capital, which gives a sense of social responsibility, is the foundation
of the democratic political system. At the same time, despite the development
of technology, cooperation of all communities and common sharing of the responsibility for others is necessary. In order to examine the social perception
of the primacy of finance over ethics research has been conducted among
students of management. According to the survey, 63% of students said they
tried to avoid profitable transactions when lack of ethics came in to play, and
64% prefer to remain not wealthy rather than to profit from corrupt activities. Over 80% of respondents did not support buying illegal music. HowevM. Geryk, Społeczna odpowiedzialność uczelni, „Współczesne Zarządzanie” 2007, no. 4, p. 139.
A. Smyczyńska, Jaką rolę może pełnić uczelnia wyższa w kreowaniu postaw odpowiedzialności?,
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er, 57% would not feel guilty if they cheated the tax office, and only 31% are
opposed to cheating at exams. The research revealed dangerous gaps in ethical education, resulting from negligence in earlier forms of education. This
implies the need to involve ethical and philosophical elements of knowledge
in the process of education137.
The issue of unethical behaviour is certainly not a Polish specialty. At American universities commissioned writing of scientific works is a known phenomenon. As it was described in “The Chronicle of Higher Education”, an author
working under the pseudonym of Ed Dante only in the year preceding the publication, i.e. in 2009, had written, mainly on behalf of students, more than 5,000
pages of scientific papers. He had written theses (master degree) in psychology, a Ph.D. in sociology, a lot of papers in the field of international diplomacy,
bachelor degree works on tourism, business administration and accounting.
He wrote various works on such subjects as history, cinema, labour relations,
pharmacology, sports management, safety of navigation, aviation services, sustainable development, local government budgeting, marketing, anthropology,
literature or public administration, and even theology. He adds that he studied at three dozen universities where distance education was conducted138.
Thus, as illustrated by the example cited above, there is a problem of ethics
in higher education, and indeed it is difficult to ignore. The future will show
how perfect are the methods and tools which have been created to address
such pathological situations.
The vision of the university as a kind of ivory tower is currently undergoing a change in the direction of a social, civic university. The tasks related
to the creation, transfer and dissemination of knowledge and its achievements
are very incredibly important and they decide on the pace of the economic development of each country. The problem lies in the way in which this transformation and “return” of universities to society take place139.
The idea of the civic university also applies to the discussion of the programs on the development of public administration or the reasonableness
of the idea of civil society, both in the wider community as well as between
the academic environment and society. Currently, the university is more often seen through the prism of money, position, and an institutional but also
137
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personal profit. It seems that the public authorities supervising universities
cannot cope adequately with the issues of entrepreneurship and individualisation of activities. The implementation of the idea of creating a civic university may pose many difficulties not only because of the excessive distance
between educational institutions of higher education and society, but also because they were excessively linked with society in the periods when it was opposed to that idea140.
Thus the university was confronted with the serious task of anticipating
the future needs of the country’s economy, which, in the situation of rapidly progressing changes in the world, is not an easy task. In addition, universities should make an effort to predict the trends of society’s development and
evaluate what professionals it will need in the future. This applies not only
to the needs of the labour market, but also some suitably shaped attitudes, like,
for example, the awareness of environmental protection or care for the sustainable development of urban areas.
Responsibility of the university thus extends from the transfer of reliable
knowledge to the development of the ability to recognize needs in terms of
socially responsible attitudes. The percentage of educated people is increasing due to growing schooling, which is why one may assume that the role of
the university and its effect on the propagation of expected attitudes will grow
in the future.
The university also faces the responsibility of proper selection of its teaching staff. They must comply with the requirements imposed in this regard
by the university itself for they are supposed to create its scientific potential
and intellectual strength. It is the university, and therefore also the lecturers, that are responsible not only for the last stage of education but also for
the elimination of any deficiencies of lower stages of education.
The globalization of the world economy calls for changes in the education of future leaders. They will be subject to much greater challenges than
the current leaders. Running a business will require the development of new
skills: firstly, professional shrewdness forced by the highly competitive environment, secondly, a broad expertise and knowledge of the relationships prevailing in the world, thirdly, having a kind of “ethical compass” so actions are
guided by business ethics and knowledge of what is socially permissible and
what is not, and finally, future leaders must be capable of “civil commitment”
140
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to the community. And most importantly – these four imperatives must be
interconnected141.
Management and entrepreneurship in conjunction with the acceptance
of social responsibility in the global economy are possible through continuing education. This increasingly common system of education will continue
to grow along with economic development. It causes a constant need for new
types of professionals in narrow specialisations. The most important challenge in the education of future managers is such development of programmes
that they include knowledge, skills, and most importantly – ethical issues,
provided in an integrated form142. The mere transfer of information, without
developing social awareness, may lead the introduction to the market of people who in their actions will often be guided by objectives conflicting with
the objectives of stakeholders. Their work could lead to the damage not only
to the environment but also to the organization they manage, even if by lowering the prestige of the brand.
Positive participation of the university in the life of the local community
should be understood as an example of activity known as stewardship. The issues of leadership, method of management, expressed in terms of care for
the assets or adoption of strategies, will only be a background to the activities
undertaken by universities143.
Education of socially responsible students requires not only the introduction of an additional subject to the plan of study but also making the issue a key
aspect of the educational process. CSR integration in education at the tertiary
level also means treating the issue of social responsibility as the main way of
acquiring knowledge, developing new, socially desired skills or organizational
abilities. Each educational organization must make efforts towards sustained
implementation of social responsibility in its strategy. Both the idea of CSR
and the organization itself may benefit from this, not only by attracting attention to social needs but also because it allows for identification of new ways
of achieving strategic objectives. G. Cisneros described the main benefits of
socially responsible education144:
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• increase of public awareness,
• greater recognition and evaluation of CSR efforts,
• the creation of new ways to involve employees in socially responsible
actions,
• increased sense of pride in belonging,
• the creation of new and more motivating ways to educate,
• better understanding of the needs of the market,
• the education of future leaders.
How important the role of the university is and how great the challenges and opportunities for development it faces is indicated by researchers
in the field – L. Gardiner and P. Lacy. They emphasized three trends, albeit
relating to education at the MBA level, but at least in part they may turn out
to be representative of Polish universities145:
1. There is a need, as reported by both the business community and
the students themselves, for research, education and training in the field
of corporate social responsibility.
2. The European diversity of approaches to CSR allows for an assumption
that there will be an increase in differences and a difficulty may appear
to focus on the main purpose of the action.
3. European business schools still have a long way to go in integrating
the issue of the role of business in society in their training programs.
Analysing the role of universities in relation to future managers, one may
find it useful to use the example of China. As it turns out, most of the business leaders responsible for the high rate of economic growth were not trained
in any business school. This is illustrated by the number of MBA graduates
in 2010: – in China – 40 thousand, while in India – 100 thousand, in the European Union – 150 thousand, and in the United States – 160 thousand. And
this despite the launch of nearly 240 MBA programs in 2010 (for comparison,
in 1991 there were only 9)146.
The potential of an economy is expressed in opportunities to develop future-oriented branches of production and services based on intellectual cap-
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ital147. They can be created by investing in knowledge and skills. Studies
conducted in the United States indicate that the rate of return on capital investment is twice lower than the rate of return on investment in skills148.
One factor that may have a decisive influence on the effective education
of socially responsible graduates is the appropriate preparation of staff, both
secondary school teachers and university teachers. The process of education
should be subject to a set of agreed goals and skills that a university graduate should possess.
One may take the view that universities or business schools provide entrepreneurs with graduates and from the point of view of the issue of social responsibility play a role of specific “providers”. It is about providing society with
graduates well-prepared to cope with the changing requirements of the labour
market. Besides, they should be aware of their civic attitude, socially committed and open to face new challenges in the public space. It is likely that soon
the saturation of curricula with CSR issues will constitute an important basis
for evaluation and comparison of universities’ educational offer. In addition,
it is worth mentioning the suggestions concerning the desired activities offered by educational institutions149.
• the subject “corporate social responsibility” should be mandatory,
• these issues should also be present in the curricula of other subjects,
• there should be classes in the analysis of social phenomena and needs
as well as their changes,
• in the educational process analysed case studies must always be presented with an explanation of their social context,
• there must be focus on the relationships that universities intend
to create with corporations.
Only an operation which is carried out in a comprehensive and integrated
manner may contribute to the achievement of the desired social effect – education of a graduate responsive to social needs and feelings.
In the author’s opinion, it is the university as an educational institution preparing the future intellectual elite of the country that has a special task to perform in this respect. The competitiveness of our economy, but also the future
147
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level of living conditions, and most importantly, the quality of life in Poland,
may depend on the effectiveness of its implementation.

2.3. University marketing and social responsibility
2.3.1. The need for marketing

The rise and impressive growth of private universities in Poland were the result of a strong, unmet demand for higher education services. Now, 20 years
after the establishment of the first private university (after 1989), this market displays the characteristics of maturity150. The existing private universities
in some respects rival public institutions, and the outstanding ones become
their equivalent partners in terms of the scale of education, their competences, as well as ongoing research.
Adverse events, such as the deepening demographic low or the growing number of universities, lead to the weakening of the growth potential of
the market. Private universities, which do not benefit from the support for
their statutory activities from the country’s budget, are particularly vulnerable to the impact of these events, hence the sector of the higher education
market is interested in any marketing activities aimed at increasing opportunities for development and further market expansion.
Every year there are fewer and fewer people entering the age appropriate
for studying, whereas the schooling rate increases, supported by the tangible
social pressure on being able to legitimise oneself with a higher education diploma. However, it seems that the number of students admitted to universities will decrease over time. It will not be significantly affected by the activities
promoting Polish universities among the potential candidates from abroad.
On the other hand, one does not see indications of the threat of competition
from branches of foreign universities in Poland. The current legislation, which
requires that the vast majority of academic teachers, representing a minimum
of staff, be Polish citizens, causes that such activities will not bring a quality other than that offered by the universities already existing on the market.
One may therefore say that the market has reached a state of relative stability. However, the prospect of the potential risks for the development of
150
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the market requires its participants to make mature decisions of a strategic
nature. They include the search for new areas of development of the university through the creation of new fields of study whose scopes are different from
those offered previously, applying for EU funds to enable the extension of university education or investment in the sustained improvement of the quality of studies151.
The environment in which the university operates, is an open system, which
means that its business is dependent on many external stimuli. In turn, it is also
influencing the environment. The micro-environment consists of those components of the environment that determine its functioning and which are
reciprocally influenced by the university. That group includes both the competing universities, potential candidates, but also other institutions, such as
banks, suppliers, graduates, the media, etc. The remaining forces which affect
the universities and on which it has no impact are collectively referred to as
the macro-environment, which is a set of economic, demographic, legal, cultural or political factors. Finding out about the state of the environment is possible due to successfully conducted market analysis, which is a set of activities
such as market research, marketing intelligence, macro-environment monitoring and forecasting152.
Introduction of the new currency in Poland, the euro, may turn out to be
a challenge. In the field of education services an additional development pressure may appear. An increased transparency and competitiveness of universities’ offers may be an important factor. The amount of tuition fees in euro
may be an important evaluative factor. The fact that Poland is not only a full
member of the European Union, but also operates the common currency,
would be an important factor influencing the decision to take up education
at a Polish university153.
It is not easy to assess accurately the extent to which the value of the offer
of Polish universities may rise due to the strength of the brand of the single
currency. Especially for people from non-European countries, the legitimacy
of Poland as a place where one can study will improve. In view of the efforts
made by an increasing number of universities to launch education in English
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and other languages, the easy comparability of educational costs and costs of
living may have a significant impact on the decisions of customers.
Increased competition is likely to be a negative effect of the convergence.
It can be assumed that marketing pressure at foreign universities encouraging to studying at their head offices will increase. In addition, branches of
foreign universities will appear in Poland. Due to their know-how, especially
in the field of educational services marketing or management efficiency, they
might significantly jeopardize the viability of Polish universities.
It can be concluded that further development of the sector of educational
services at the higher level is beneficial to the development of the whole economy. Not only because of what the process of preparing human resources may
bring an extra growth impulse for the sector, and thus the whole economy,
but also because of the intense scientific exchange with universities in other
countries or student exchange.
Watching the changes in the higher education market, one can see a growing long-term span of activities undertaken by university management. More
and more frequently they take the form of strategic management. In the literature it is defined in many ways, but according to one definition, it is a stream
of decisions and actions that lead to building an effective strategy or effective strategies to serving the purpose of meeting the objectives of the company154. The functioning of private universities is similar to the operation of
enterprises, so the quoted definition can be fully applied also to higher level educative entities.
Universities make conscious efforts to ensure keeping and even increasing their market share. Before taking appropriate action the university should
properly identify the needs in terms of process management, improvement of
didactic and research work, as well as the factors affecting the participation of
students in the education process.
Following G. S. Becker’s assumption that “the economic approach provides
mental constructs useful for understanding all human behaviour”155, as a certain explanation of the way of thinking about the possible similarity of behaviours of universities to that of other organizations, one may assume that
universities will also pursue to take a properly exposed position on the market of educational services. If we measure this position with scientific strength
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and position in the academic world, then it is hard to imagine it without an appropriately strong community of students. And that certainly requires taking
more decisive actions of a marketing nature.
University marketing activities do not differ from similar measures taken
by the business sector and other participants of the market. Educational institutions should, however, put more emphasis on building ethical procedures
when promoting and recruiting candidates. The solution may be to harmonize the marketing message with the real content and quality of the proposed
educational service. When building a proper marketing strategy and properly identifying the target audience, one can succeed on the market regardless
of the evaluation of the university’s brand. For in the market there is room
for both outstanding universities and for weaker ones, which recruit less demanding candidates156.
Researchers on the subject, such as I. Maignan and O. C. Ferrell, suggest
to boldly use the ideas of social responsibility as a marketing impact tool associated with the creation of value for the organization157. Market research results highlight the strength and intensity with which the implementation of
these ideas has an impact on the attitudes of customers and their behaviour.
They also illustrate how identification with the objectives of the organization
may influence customer attitudes158.
Many organizations use their image in order to increase market share
by creating the impression of being a good socially responsible organization159. The development of the university corresponding to the requirements
of the changing environment can only be achieved by relying on factors which
affect the formation of the demand. For the point is to provide educational
services in the expected form and quality. Its proper preparation is largely dependent on the organization’s capabilities or its ability to develop them. And
it is these unique and characteristic capabilities of the organization that should
be especially nurtured as constituting its competitive advantage160.
The growing interest in the issue of social responsibility and the opportunities of its application for the development of the image lead to promoting
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the instrument approach. However, a threat often appears of reducing the serious idea of CSR to being a tool for maximizing market effects. In this approach, the main objective may be to achieve a socially responsible image of
the organization and not to become a university actually constructing social
well-being161.
A strategy which ensures the university’s operation on the market is essential to its survival. Therefore, it is also the strategy that should be aimed
at the needs of the market. It should be dominated by those elements of a marketing strategy that provide for possible changes and market trends as well
as identify the potential of future needs. The aim of the strategy is not only
to meet the needs of the market, but also create entirely new markets162. And
this is just the field of the right activity of the university – creating a unique
marketing strategy for educational services in higher education. It should first
of all project needs in terms of education for the next several decades. These
forecasts should, of course, be closely correlated with the analysis of changes in the labour market resulting from the socio-economic development or
technological progress.
It is worth taking advantage of the thought by R. Simon, “only active participation in the incessant discussion with one’s own environment leads to success”. In fact, the most important thing is to identify the target groups correctly
and to streamline the offer in accordance with customer expectations163.
Research shows that business strategies must be supported by deliberate
marketing. The essential thing is that university managers not only be aware
of the need and purpose of these activities, but that the areas of marketing and
management of student relationships management be an important part of
their interest. The need to delegate powers and responsibilities to lower-level employees, even if only resulting from the size of the university, should not
limit the level of authorities’ interest in the actions in this area. Only full determination of managers will convince all employees about the importance
of these activities. Besides, prompted by the university, indicators for measuring the effectiveness of marketing activities should be established and agreed
upon. In fact, regardless of the industry, a well-formed set of indicators al-
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lows for the disclosure of the basic relationships between the main factors influencing the development of the organization164.
Cost-effectiveness of CSR inspired marketing activities is neither greater
nor lesser than that of the development programme of a new service or of another investment made by
 the university. One may even find that the economic added value will become a function of the excellence of the strategy and its
implementation. Adoption of a strategic and creative approach in terms of social responsibility may significantly contribute to the increase of the value of
the entire organization165.
In the market economy, at the present stage of its development, strategic decision making requires full access to information. Such access is one of
the basic factors of development. The information, however, must be carefully selected, up to date and of a high quality166.
A good example of obtaining information could be the implementation
of a marketing information system. It is a set of procedures and methods of
planned analysis as well as appropriate presentation of the results for their
application in marketing decisions167. Executive directors often emphasize
the strategic role of marketing supported by an information system. It is confirmed by the results of a study conducted on a group of 30 companies, including 20 large and 10 medium ones. This system can be used at different levels
of the construction of the marketing strategy, from the designation of market trends, through sales forecasts, to a demand and competition analysis168.
It must be kept in mind that the basis of true marketing is the adoption
by the university of the “from the outside to the inside” orientation whose
main premise is the direction of the process beginning at the starting point,
i.e. at the point of emergence of the needs expressed by customers, a preparation of a services offer being the response to these needs, in this case, higher
education services. A. Pabian even formulated a definition, which assumes that
“university marketing is about discovering the needs and desires of the market
in terms of higher education and addressing them effectively through study
and other forms of education”169.
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The main objective of strategic management is to define and identify
the target group of the recipients of services. Planned projects must take into
account a range of possible changes in the environment and in the organization itself. Regardless of the degree of development of the organization it must
be assumed that there is always a need to innovate and implement changes.
They may include such activities as:
• constant updating and expanding of the educational offer by introducing new fields of study and modifying the ones already existing
in the offer of the university – these changes should take into account
the projected transformations in the labour market or legal and socio-economic changes,
• constant support of scientific development and improving the level
of teaching – these actions should help to facilitate the integration
of the environment and improvement of qualifications,
• conducting continuous market analysis – which should lead to corrective action and inspire innovation.
The theoretical contribution to the development of management systems
based on the principles of social responsibility stems from a new research perspective, combining business ethics with modern economic theory of the organization. It emphasizes the importance of organizational culture, trust and
reputation as factors which increase organizational efficiency and ultimately profitability170. This contribution can be represented as three important influence factors171:
1. adoption of general rules for managing the relationships with stakeholders construed as an acceptance of a “social contract” which is a proposal
for stakeholders, and an expression of commitment to the environment,
2. definition of preventive policies, which allow for the determination
that the interactions between the company and its stakeholders carry
a potential risk,
3. communication and reporting thanks to the involvement of stakeholders, who evaluate achievements on the basis of the principles and
objectives announced in advance, and compare them with the actual
accomplishments of the organization.
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All organizations define their business goals, and most define their sets of
core values. But few of them have implemented business models which are fully consistent with these values. Delivering exceptional performance in many
aspects of operation is possible only if the core values are the foundation of
the strategy. Every action must arise directly from them172.
2.3.2. The effectiveness of university marketing strategy

A university strategy is best developed on systemic terms and designed i n
the form a model. The model of a strategic system should consist of the image
and mission, objectives of the system, execution strategies and the strategic offer.
The image of the university has a marketing dimension and – just as the strategic mission – a timeless character. The image is understood as the logo together with the visual identification system, the traditions, the experience, and other
unique differentiators of the services on offer. A well designed logo of the company should primarily reflect the profile of its activity, be tailored to the target audience, present the mission and highlight its competitive advantage. Taking into
consideration the local conditions in which the university operates is of no less
significance173.
The key to success on the market of educational services is to distinguish
the university’s services from the offer of its competition. Good communication with the environment is also important. Therefore, efforts should be
made to modify the offer in such a way that a new and unique value or characteristic is proposed, which only our organization has or – which is probably closer to the truth – which only our organization mentions or does faster
than the other market participants174.
In the face of the changes in the market and the loss of importance of price
competition, competition based on the image of the university is gaining in importance. Such components of the university’s brand as the environment’s
opinion, accreditations held, position in the rankings or graduates’ professional careers, will be the main motivation for the choice of a given university
as a place of study. In view of the changes in the educational services market,
the competitive position of the university is changing rapidly. The type of con-
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ducted research and the interaction with the environment, including the foreign one, are important preconditions for long-term success175.
The strategic mission has the nature of an offer and it is a kind of promise for stakeholders. It should contain the philosophy of the organization and
the factors describing its otherness from other universities operating in this
sector of the market. The strategic objectives of the university are the most
important group of objectives derived from its mission, which apply to a specific time horizon. Their character may be:
• economic – concerning the implementation of economic and financial tasks,
• marketing – related to tasks in the area of the market,
• technological – related to the means of production and manufacturing methods,
• social and humanistic – associated with man as a managing and
executive entity176.
Execution strategies are otherwise called executive procedures and technologies. Economic objectives are realized mainly through technical and organizational progress and investment activities, whereas marketing objectives – through
promotion, advertising, an adequate distribution system and pricing policy.
The strategic offer includes a specification of the current and future services in the form of a trade name, destination, indication of the potential
recipient, the level of quality. It should also affect employees and managers –
it serves an important motivating role then177. The resulting heightened awareness of all employees is likely to bring about full involvement of the whole
team which makes up the organization. Such actions are required by processes management, like for example quality management systems178 consistent with ISO 9001.
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The discussed set of activities is supposed to help the final recipient of
the service achieve a maximum satisfaction by better matching of the scope
and quality of educational services to the market expectations179. The university’s orientation towards customer needs may lead to its adoption of regular
market analysis procedures. Observing these changes as well as appropriate
and rapid implementation of innovations may largely decide on the market
position in the future.
Developing an effective marketing strategy involves fundamental issues
in terms of organization and leadership. The university needs to see itself
not as a provider of high-quality educational services but as an organization
which meets specific needs of customers. The style and course of action must
be identical for the university authorities and all employees180.
Therefore, it is good to note T. Weston’s statement that a good rule of marketing is to invest in recruiting and retaining clients at all times, not just when
the economic climate is good181. This means that the task of responsible marketing is to always conduct brand image building actions, regardless of the current economic situation or the situation in the market for higher education.
In taking the ambitious task of formulating a marketing strategy it is necessary to take into account three elements: the planned increase in market share,
total quality management (TQM) and the power of the internal potential of
the organization as well as that of the external environment. Such a presentation of the strategy includes most of the conditions which may have a significant impact on the final shape of the strategy182.
In many countries, economic conditions are also a source of signals addressed to the managers of educational institutions to develop important and
more relevant curricula which would assist regional development programs.
The role of the university would therefore be to continuously adapt curricula to meet the evolving expectations of the local labour market and economic
environment. Such and attitude would be a manifestation of global thinking
and local action183.
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An important element which has a big influence on the final shape of
marketing management is the environment of the organization. Among others, examination of the socio-cultural environment is helpful when identifying the preferences of potential customers. This environment has a profound
impact on the formation of opinions and attitudes, and these can put further pressure on the development of the desired socially responsible actions.
The components of the socio-cultural environment are demographic and
cultural factors (personal ethics and business ethics), adopted attitudes, and
the current issues affecting the functioning of the organization184.
In addition to the activities consistent with the adopted strategy of development, each university should take care of an appropriate marketing setting. It seems that the awareness of the need to intensify efforts in this regard
is growing among managers. Examples of the leading private universities confirm that only institutions providing educational services at a high level, supported by a coherent and positive image, may count on a sustained market
success185. Such measures are also in line with the expectations in terms of
the role of social responsibility of the university.
Traditionally, marketing is described as a set of four Ps, i.e. product, pricing,
promotion, placement. Each of these activities may have an important ethical
meaning. The question of how important is an educational service to society as well as the problem of whether it is of sufficient quality are just a few of
the questions that the university needs to find an answer to. At the same time
the whole complex of marketing activities must be inspired by responsible
conduct, taking into account social aspects in every area, e.g. in the formulation of the price or the reliability of market research. It is worth mentioning
the three important questions about the ethical issues in marketing strategy
set by J. Desjardins186:
• To what extent are the participants considered to be free and autonomous representatives, and not treated instrumentally to achieve
an objective, meaning: sales?
• To what extent does the transaction bring real and not merely apparent benefits?
• What other values could be at risk in the transaction?
F. Brassington, S. Pettitt, Principles of Marketing, Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River 2000, p. 41.
The Koźmiński University in Warsaw, among other factors due to the high quality of research, as
evidenced by the power to confer a PhD degree in the discipline of management science, and the Aleksander Gieysztor Academy of Humanities in Pułtusk, because it has created one of the largest Polish
private universities in an area without strong academic traditions seem to be excellent examples of that.
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Only a full analysis of the activities related to these issues will allow the organization to avoid conduct which is contrary to the idea of ethics in marketing.
Among the whole range of activities related to the image of the university and its marketing strategy the communication marketing tools seem to be
the most relevant from the point of view of social responsibility. The difficult
to identify realm of the emotions arising between the university and its environment builds its reputation. Other tools of communication marketing, such
as advertising or PR, also serve to support brand building actions. If we consider the fact that 95% of information reaches human beings through the sphere
of emotions, then we see how much importance should be given to the set of
activities related to creating a brand and building reputation187.
Managers of organizations are well aware that reputation is an incredibly
important factor. Businesses that enjoy a better social assessment attract potential customers better. Moreover, they are seen as providers of higher value, which often allows them to charge a higher fee than their competitors.
Customers in turn are more loyal. Since up to 70-80% of the market value of
the company comes from the difficult to quantify intangible assets such as
brand value, intellectual capital, goodwill, organizations are forced to demonstrate special caution so as not to reduce in any way its reputation by its actions188.
Intellectual capital is particularly noteworthy here. Research conducted on
a group of 600 Taiwanese companies in the pharmaceutical and biotechnological industry shows that intellectual capital is a specific phenomenon when
it comes to the interaction with the environment189. It has also been proven
that organizational capital or social capital have actually a negative impact on
the creation of knowledge.
It is also worth mentioning the group of customers who are entirely committed to a much loved brand. Described as “extreme consumers”, according to research from China, Europe and Japan, identify themselves with their
favourite brand in 100%, and 94% of them never take into account the pur-
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chase of competitive brands190. This shows the status of all activities related
to the complicated matter of brand building.
In an attempt to assess marketing activities related to the development
of the image and brand of the university, only long-term effects should be
used. Examples from the business sector unequivocally confirm that the taking of actions aimed at achieving high but short-term effects in sales could
lead to the weakening of the power of the brand and change its perception.
Measurement of long-term effects, however, poses great difficulties – they are
harder to perceive than short-term effects. According to the results of studies
by the research agency Information Resources Inc. (IRI), the long-term effects of advertising tend to be as much as 60% higher than the short-term effects. Here is a suggested set of long-term indicators191:
• analysis of base sales, i.e. assessment of a hypothetical sale at a price
which has not been lowered.
• changes in base sales over studied periods, and statistical significance
of these changes,
• forecasted customer response to changes in prices and offers,
• changes of reactions to regular prices and price, weighted statistically.
The efforts undertaken to satisfy various stakeholders are sometimes obvious and may result from concerns about maintaining good reputation and
credibility. For in the face of strong competition from other market participants reputation is scarce and difficult to copy or forge192, it is also an important source of differentiation and competitive advantage. By influencing
the market position, it stimulates the growth of the organization in financial
terms193.
Researchers on the subject, representing different branches of science, emphasize the advantage and importance of building a good reputation, as well as
the factors and processes involved in its creation and promotion. In the event
of a breach of a good reputation effective remedy action should be taken.
A model of such activities is shown in Figure 2.2.
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Positive dimensions of reputation against negative ones
The connection of positive reputation with en event that damages it
The lifetime of the organization
The variety of market segments served
The third group (supervisory organizations, the media, allies)

The ability to repair the organization’s reputation
in the eyes of stakeholders
External visibility of the events detrimental to the reputation

The level of difficulty of the repair of the damaged reputation

The event which
damages reputation

The organisation’s activity
in repairing its reputation

Figure 2.2. A model of damaged reputation repair
Source: M. Rhee, M.E. Valdez, Contextual Factors Surrounding Reputation Damage with Potential Implications for Reputation
Repair, „Academy of Management Review” 2009, vol. 34, no. 1, p. 156.

The complete model includes most of the identified factors which may affect reputation194:
• the characteristics of the organization, such as its organizational
structure, size, history, etc., may serve as different dimensions of
reputation development,
• due to the multidimensionality of the concept of reputation, one
must remember that each of the dimensions is characterized by different dynamics of development,
• the effectiveness of activities related to creating reputation is dependent on the types of stakeholders and recipient groups.
It turns out that the organization’s reputation is as important a form of
capital as other components of assets. Its interesting definition was presented
by Z. Malar, who said that “reputation is a determinant which allows the company to function in turbulent times on an every day basis”. It performs many
important functions195:
194
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• it provides the opportunity to expect higher prices for the services
offered,
• it enables the rationalization of operating costs,
• it allows for a flexible running of a human resources policy,
• reduces the risk of running the business.
Reputation is important for all market participants, however, is the subject of more intense concern for these universities whose activities and market
share are higher. At the same time, the greater investment in its development
and consolidation, the greater will be the effects of promoting reputation196.
Research conducted by R. Fisman, V. Nair and G. Heal has shown that
the issue of social responsibility can play a role in shaping the organization’s
brand. The most important observation is that social responsibility is important for companies that care about their own brand; another important observation is the fact that it has the greatest impact on profitability ratios of
those companies whose advertisement spending make up for a high share of
total costs. This may also mean that companies make the most profit from responsible proceedings197.
Figure 2.3 shows the influence of the environment on the process of creating the power of
Product
recognition

Customer
loyalty
Market
growth

Market
expectations

Brand management

Stakeholders’
trust

Product
reputation
Organizational
values

Supplies
management

Figure 2.3. The influence of the environment on the brand
Source: D.E. Hawkins, Corporate Social Responsibility. Balancing Tomorrow’s Sustainability and Today’s Profitability, Palgrave
Macmillan, New York 2006, p. 133.
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According to B. Brüggenwirth, CSR provides effective ways to build brand
strength. An important element of this activity is to find a balance between social responsibility and the other values that make up the strength of the brand.
Figure 2.4 shows a diagram of the brand positioning, including the value of
social responsibility. Prior to the start of activities related to creating the brand
its values should be defined. Corporate social responsibility creates an environment containing these values. The inspiration for these activities can
be twofold – defensive or offensive. The former occurs because stakeholders
need socially responsible activities, but also because of the organization’s desire to avoid risk. In the latter case, CSR is an expression of autonomy which,
by strengthening the power of the brand, improves the market position of
the organization. A set of actions set out in the diagram of brand positioning
includes the attributes of the service, benefits and consequences of actions,
as well as the final values. It should be borne in mind that brand building
means creating specific relationships with stakeholders based on the values
that they share198.
Added associations and beliefs

Inspiration/vision

Emotional
values/lifestyle

Corporate
social responsibility

Based on identity
(we do we offer?)

Attributes

Based on market rules
(what is in it for me?)

Gains

Inherent elements

Figure 2.4. Brand positioning
Source: B. Bruggenwirth, The CSR Brand Positioning Grid, in: Management Models for Corporate Social Responsibility,
ed. J. Jonker, M. de Witte, Springer, Berlin–Heidelberg 2006, p. 141.

Care for the high quality of the marketing impact alone turns out to be insufficient, in the face of the current state of development of the market. With
the development of the university and its approaching the model of a knowledge-based organization, social factors play an increasingly important role
in shaping image. Features of organizations such as collaboration, creating
198
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relationships with internal stakeholders through dialogue and finally social
responsibility affect the correct set of communication tools with society, thus
creating its appropriate and desired image199.
Many organizations adopt formal codes of conduct. Often they relate
to the principles of building relationships with employees. However, their
main goal is the complex process of brand building. Such organizations are often known to the public, and their results are particularly sensitive to the evaluation of their reputation. It can therefore be assumed that the main message
of the introduction of codes of conduct is to protect reputation. These measures must be reliable and effective. Otherwise they can only be perceived as
action in the field of public relations, rather than an attempt at socially useful activities200.
University marketing activities, particularly in the field of public relations,
must be subjected to strict ethical evaluation. Development of appropriate assumptions must be the task of the university and these should be consistent
not only with the theory but also the expectations of the environment and enhanced by the experience of the organization. A. W. Page developed a model
set of ethical directives and included it in five points201:
1. Relationships with society should always be analysed.
2. A system for employees, whose task will be to provide information about
the organization’s strategy, market practices, etc., must be developed.
3. Employees who have direct contact with customers must be given
the necessary information to make the right decisions.
4. Society must be informed about the objectives of the organization
in a planned and open manner.
5. Efforts should be planned and systematic, and the results subjected
to periodic control.
For a full presentation of the issues of public relations one of the first definitions, announced by O. Spengler, is worth quoting, according to which public relations202:
• expresses the relationships prevailing in the organization,
• illustrates the superior-subordinate relationship,
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• instructs how to conduct business negotiations,
• teaches different techniques and tricks to ensure the superiority and
success in business conversations,
• teaches general culture of talks, making agreements and negotiations
with the parties.
Individuals involved in public relations are often faced with many ethical
dilemmas. The way they build the image of their school, how they respond
to the expectations of stakeholders, using the mass media channels, forms
the point of view from which the environment perceives them and most importantly – the organizations they represent203.
The building of the image of any organization should be carried out
in an ethical manner. An example of such a set of ethical principles was established in the Public Relations Society of America (PRSA). Its main idea
is to commit the work of those involved in public relations to the “fundamental
values of human dignity and using man’s rights in an unconstrained manner”.
In addition, the main message of the PRSA is to promote freedom of speech,
freedom of assembly and free press as necessary in public relations. This organization has also adopted the assumptions of a code of ethics, consisting of
six core principles, which are: support (advocacy), honesty, expertise, independence, loyalty, justice204.
There are many cases of people’s concerns about the real purpose of socially responsible activities. Sometimes these actions are identified with marketing or public relations projects. In fact, a frequently unfounded suspicion
appears when the activity of the organization in this field helps to improve its
image and the main objective is to attract new, loyal customers and strengthen
its competitive position in its area of market functioning205. Besides, B. Frame
thinks along similar lines, assuming that CSR is used by many organizations
almost as a public relations tool. The consequence of this situation is a comA.T. Lawrence, J. Weber, Business and Society: Stakeholders, Ethics, Public Policy, McGraw-Hill/
Irwin, New York 2008, p. 435.
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mon discrepancy between declarations and the actual state of the organization’s actions206.
Public relations is a rational system of communication with the environment.
It shapes social beliefs about the achievements of the organization and influences a better understanding of the processes taking place in the economy. Public confidence in the overall activities in the field of public relations is reflected
in the strong confidence in the people involved in this activity. Integrated action
and perfect conduct make the case that the PR system brings effects and it turns
out to be extremely useful. This means that people working in the PR industry
receive huge social (trust) credit but these activities carry a potential risk to society. That is why public relations should apply ethical rules of conduct including the delicate matter of communication with stakeholders207.
Highlighting the achievements in the field of social responsibility, being
expected by stakeholders, is undoubtedly good. Transparency measures and
the presentation of the impact on the environment bring added value through
mutual support and encouraging entities to such action. One cannot forget,
however, that the issue of corporate social responsibility is much broader than
just the creation of the image through the use of appropriate techniques of
public relations208.
A centuries-old rule of public relations is becoming increasingly important. Informing the public about the achievements of the organization turns
out to be right. However, if it is used only to improve the image, not the actual implementation of elements of ethical action, then we have to deal with
the chaos of information, or even propaganda serving the purpose of misleading the stakeholders.
From the point of view of the social impact of universities, sponsorship
seems to be interesting. The name of this action is not fully congruent with
its actual function, which consists in supporting various forms of socially acceptable activities, such as sport, culture and ecology. Sponsorship may reduce
the costs of these activities, while avoiding negative associations linked with
the purely commercial nature of the kind of message which advertising is209.
B. Frame, Corporate social responsibility: A challenge for the donor community, „Development
in Practice” 2005, vol. 15, no. 3–4, pp. 422–432.
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Activities in the area of public relations should become an important instrument for achieving the objectives of the university. Setting up a schedule
of activities and projects will systematize the course of the following steps, so
as to lead to the achievement of the intended objectives. The priority of public relations is to create and develop a positive image of the university. Appropriate quality of the forms of communication with stakeholders enables
the university to provide representatives of the local environment with information on its activities210.
Marketing efforts should not be aimed at the promotion of services offered
by the university or the promotion of the idea of social responsibility only for
its own sake. Such campaigns should be addressed to stakeholders in order
to lead to better relationships. The university should play an active role in social change. This interaction of the business community and the academic circles, due to its power, may significantly affect the operation of governments.
This strength is also reflected in the individual recipient of the product or service, who, in fact, has power over those who supply them211.
Marketing of educational services may have characteristics similar to those
of the activities of non-governmental organisations. They take actions leading
to a mutually beneficial partnership. The implementation of the social option
of marketing allows for the implementation of a development strategy based
on the orientation towards the consumer, a competitor, towards the coordination function, which takes into account the long time horizon and focus
on the expected benefits. Actions coordinated in this way may create a map
of the scope of decision-making activity of stakeholders212.
An example of a good combination of actions which take into account both
the marketing objectives of the university and social needs is cause related
marketing – CRM. If it is successfully implemented, it enables the organization to achieve its intended objectives, such as creating a new service or changing the image while maintaining good social relationships and supporting
non-governmental organisations. The main benefits to the organization are:
increased customer loyalty, improved employee motivation, improved social
image, and finally a growth in sales. The social benefits achieved at the same
time are: implementation of objectives of non-governmental organizations,
a growing level of involvement in social issues, a better image of non-governA. Urban, Public relations jako instrument zarządzania marketingowego przedsiębiorstwem, „Współczesne Zarządzanie” 2008, no. 1, pp. 134–142.
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mental organizations. Thus, socially engaged marketing is an important part
of the social responsibility program of the university, and its implementation
is beneficial to all parties involved in the process213.
Universities often use rules similar to relationship marketing, also known
as affiliate marketing. L. Berry presents it as follows: “Affiliate marketing involves creating, maintaining and enriching relationships with the customer.
Acquiring new customers is only the first step in the process of marketing”214.
Marketing activities in higher education are aimed at the creation and management of knowledge transfer. The aim, however, is not only to achieve customer satisfaction, market share or high income, but above all, to strive to gain
social acceptance. Through the use of relationship marketing, the major focus of the organization is not on the conclusion of a single transaction, but on
building lasting relationships with customers, especially with the local environment. The fundamental principle of educational services marketing remains
the focus on providing knowledge, and the factors that have a significant impact on the success of the marketing strategy are:
• market analysis,
• forecasting the future demand for this type of service,
• changes in prices,
• university public relations,
• provision of services expected by the market,
• use of the promotion and sales technique215.
As early as in 1983, L. Barry presented a vision of marketing based on
the individualisation of the customer relationship, saying that the choice of
the strategic option is dependent on the characteristics of the customer and
the context. Therefore, creating proper relationships with customers will only
be possible if the following conditions are met216:
• the current relationships with customers must be analysed and steps
must be taken to improve them,
• what constitutes a significant value for the customer must be carefully identified,
B. Rok, Odpowiedzialny biznes w nieodpowiedzialnym świecie, Akademia Rozwoju Filantropii
w Polsce, Forum Odpowiedzialnego Biznesu, Warszawa 2004, p. 35.
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• knowledge and analysis of customers’ impressions will lead to a better matching of the product or service to their expectations,
• the level of customer satisfaction must be constantly measured.
This very important skill – developing and maintaining good relationships with customers, i.e. recipients of services – is an art that mastery of
which may decide on the occupation and maintenance of a distinct position
on the market.
When taking initiatives concerning the marketing strategy, it is good to use
the resources of intuitive thinking. Intuitive cognitive knowledge may differ
materially from rational knowledge. In fact, it depends on emotional states,
experiences, cognitive structures, encoding of information. These elements
are excreted in marketing techniques and those needed to communicate with
the environment. University managers should also apply custom solutions, because thanks to experimenting or proper interpretation of intuitive solutions,
they can build innovative and competitive strategies217.
The unpredictability of the environment and the risk entailed by running
a services business lead to a situation where universities may resort to creative
marketing. A manifestation of such an activity may be the constant modification of curricula, so that the dynamics of the changes constantly stimulate
the interest of potential buyers. This creative influence on consumer behaviour
in the market is expressed mainly in the university’s activity and its response
to the reported needs for new educational services. This allows the university to offer personalized in form and content issues which most fully meet
the needs of the market218.
In Poland there are 318 private universities and 448 higher education
schools in total. They present a lot of different attitudes of different marketing maturity, but all of them take at least rudimentary steps to promote the services they offer. More sophisticated projects, based on research results, are
undertaken by only about 1/3 of the universities219.
Among the many channels of information distribution and ways to reach
potential customers, the Internet is increasingly suggested as the first source
of information about the university. Worldwide studies show that even close
A. Barcik, Intuicja w nauce i praktyce zarządzania, „Ekonomika i Organizacja Przedsiębiorstw”
2008, no. 4 (699), pp. 9–15.
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to 70% of student candidates have indicated the Internet as a useful tool
in making decisions about the choice of college. At the same time more than
50% of the respondents indicated the Internet as the most important source
of information on business schools. The significance of the medium is raised
by the indication by 24% of the respondents that when starting searching on
the Internet, they did not have any preference for the choice of university220.
It is important that the process of branding was coupled with the kind of
tool of communication which the website is. For the website of the university often decides about its image in the perception of potential candidates.
Comprehensive action in this matter should carry a consistent message from
all faculties. The website should be the main source of communication and
information exchange between the university and its students but also other
stakeholders. There are many technological possibilities of improving academic sites, such as virtual platforms, the chance to listen to lectures or the latest
interactive Web 2.0 technology221.
Taking the trouble of creating a marketing strategy requires the university
to estimate the expected level of recruitment under the assumption of often
mutually exclusive factors, such as maximizing revenues from tuition fees ensuring a high quality education. The segmentation of the target market may
allow the university to fine-tune its educational offer for a precisely defined
group of customers.
R. Štefko introduced measures that should be routinely performed when
creating a marketing strategy for the university:
1. The recruiting department should analyse candidates’ applications
in terms of quantity and quality.
2. Both the accepted and rejected candidates should be tested with questionnaires evaluating demographic factors, interests of candidates, abilities and the perception of the image of the university.
3. The effectiveness of the use of funds allocated to the creation of the image of the university and promotional actions should be carefully monitored.
4. Qualitative factors of recruitment activities must be examined in order
to obtain information on possible savings, as well as on the needs for training the staff responsible for the promotional activities of the university.
220
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5. It is important to compare the expectations of candidates with the results
of research on student satisfaction222.
When analysing the financial side of the functioning of the university
in terms of marketing and promotional activities, it is worth taking a look,
in particular, at the level of spending on these activities. The effectiveness of
promotional activities related to the ongoing recruitment of candidates may
be analysed using an indicator, which is the cost of obtaining a student, or
a measure expressed in financial terms, which is a quotient of total expenditures and the number of accepted candidates.
The use of this indicator does not allow for a full assessment of marketing
activities, such as image building and branding. This will, however, allow for
a more efficient allocation of costs. The present author’s many years of experience in university management shows that the current level of recruitment
is relatively poorly correlated with the amount of expenditure incurred on
the wider marketing activities.
Research conducted by the author in October 2005 concerning the conditions of operation, management and prospects of development in the sector
of private universities gave answers to a number of important problems in this
field. When assessing the factors affecting the current situation of the university, respondents highly evaluated the quality of management – 92% of
the respondents rated their skills as good or very good. Two out of three respondents, or 67% of them, rated the condition and level of equipment of their
university as good or very good. As many as 84% rated the quality of financial
management as good, while 55% rated the financial situation as positive223.
Private universities create a durable sector of higher education in Poland.
The experience acquired in the course of two decades, over half-a-million
students, as well as the accumulated assets testify to the strength and ability
to respond to market changes. It seems that in the coming years, proportions
of public and private universities in didactic services will remain at a similar
level. Public universities quickly adapt to the requirements of a competitive
market, they invest in the development of its facilities and look for savings.
222
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Efficient marketing and rapid adaptation of the structure of the faculties on
offer to the expectations of the market may partially offset the risks that arise
for the survival of the university.
A properly managed university, endeavouring to reach a clearly defined
objective, in the future will resemble a knowledge-based organization, in line
with M. Huysman’s definition, according to which it is such a form of organization which allows its members to learn in order to achieve valuable
results in terms of innovation, efficiency and a better position in their environment224. With the potential of the academic staff, supported by an efficient
team of administrative staff, the university can constantly enrich its knowledge of the needs of the surrounding market. The size of these actions does
not have to be restricted and may be global in scope, not least due to the high
mobility of graduates, as well as the unlimited range of international cooperation of the university itself and the researchers it employs.
However, it is difficult to ignore the aspect of scientific development. Educational entities focused on purely didactic activities are facing a challenge
which is important from the point of view of the intellectual development of
society. The university should always make an original contribution to science
in the form of research and disseminate it effectively. This approach would
have an impact on the environment representatives who are strategically important for the successful development of the university, such as the academic circles, business representatives, students, etc.225 Activity in this area would
be the fullest expression of social responsibility.

2.4. A socially responsible university as a stimulator of pro-innovative actions
in the local environment
Innovation is the driving force of economic development. With the development of modern technologies and the progressing globalization phenomena, companies recognize the increasing role of investment in research and
development. The Global Innovation 1000 research conducted by Booz&Company, proved that, in 2007, the 80 largest U.S. corporations allocated 146 billion U.S. dollars for research and development purposes, of which 80.1 billion
US dollars went to other countries. On the other hand, a group of 50 leading European companies allocated a total of 117 billion U.S. dollars, including 51.4 billion on research conducted outside Europe. In Japan, the 43 largest
224
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companies exported abroad 40.4 billion U.S. dollars from the 71.6 billion of
its research funds. The results clearly show the increasing role of the so far
developing countries. In addition, the phenomenon of transferring research
and development funds to other countries demonstrates responsible investment in the future of these countries. Globalization of research and development is not a new phenomenon. Many corporations have been placing their
research centres in other countries for years. Today, however, as many as 83%
of the foreign centres are located in China and India as they are countries with
relatively low-cost labour and highly skilled workers. Investing in these type
of services will stimulate further development of the economy of these countries. At the same time as many as 91% of the world’s 1,000 largest corporations take research beyond the countries where they are headquartered226.
The computerized global economy is organized around centres of decision-making and control, which are able to coordinate, innovate and manage
interconnected activities of networks of companies227. Awareness of the role
of universities in this process may most fully determine its success, while emphasizing the role and responsibility of universities in creating an educated
society and innovative economy.
Innovations are based on ideas which shape the future. The search for new
ideas requires more flexibility and building a better communication between
innovators and the entities associated with the mainstream of the operation of
the organization. Finding the right balance between exploitation, i.e. achieving the best possible results from ongoing operations, and exploration, i.e.
searching for new sources of revenue, requires organizational flexibility and
excellent quality of interpersonal relations228.
In view of previous experiences, including those from the recent global
financial crisis, one should want to take into account the fact that those organizations that do not stop investing in innovation even during a recession,
achieve better results when a good economic climate returns229.
Innovation is an important factor in the development of the organization,
they build competitive advantage and lead to increased efficiency. Its correct
implementation requires a precise setting of the target, based on a sound diagnosis of the needs of the organization and the environment, a development of
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options and choosing the best strategy envisaged for implementation. As a social phenomenon, which is reflected in the management of innovation processes,
it is an important factor influencing the rationalization of business processes not
only in the economic, but also the social, in both local and global, dimensions230.
It is difficult to overestimate the role of innovative ideas in improving
the efficiency of the organization. However, studies show that as many as
64% of employees in Polish companies believe that employers rarely appreciate this form of involvement, as they claim that being creative and innovative is part of the basic set of employees’ duties231. Organizations which care
about innovation should reward their employees in a special way by giving
feedback to the creators of innovation, and in the case of a decision to implement – to provide the information to all members of the organization.
This communication tool may have a significant impact on higher motivation
of employees and ultimately encourage them to seek new solutions of an innovative nature232.
Constant pursuit to increase the value of the organization indicates that
the main source of development is innovation. It develops new branches of
products or services, they build new distribution channels, they create new
processes or models. Technological innovations sometimes lead to the creation of new industries. In this framework two types of companies are created:
brand new operators, independent and created from scratch, and new units of
already established enterprises, serving to diversify business233.
Innovations arise mainly as a result of focusing on the creation of new ideas. The problem lies in the choice of an idea which will bring market success,
in taking care of its development and the appropriate allocation of the resources of the organization as well as managing its development in the most
efficient way234.
The organization’s activities aimed at creating innovation usually involve
a tedious and complex process, containing elements of creative destruction of
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the organization’s current condition. Therefore, these actions raise understandable resistance, as they introduce new solutions. Obstacles may come both
from within the organization and from the outside. Internal obstacles concern
the lack of financial resources, skills and experience, as well as the shortage of
suitably qualified staff. The external ones, in turn, are the difficulties in obtaining raw materials and financial resources (i.e. supply-side problems) as well as
market restrictions, its dysfunctions and the needs of consumers (i.e. demand
difficulties), and the environmental barriers, e.g. government restrictions235.
Analysing the way organizations approach the issue of innovation, Infovide-matrix together with the Cutter Consortium have been carrying out
the survey “Enterprise Innovation Revolution” since 2007. In 2008, 223 respondents participated in the study, mostly from Europe and the USA. Additionally, 200 institutions and enterprises from Poland were surveyed.
The survey methodology was based on the “innovation chain”, whose components were:
• the development of inventions and new products,
• value innovation,
• management innovation,
• business model innovation.
The results confirm that both Polish and foreign companies attach importance to innovation. Among the Polish respondents 70% indicated that they
conducted research and development and created new technical solutions,
while in the international study only 40% claimed so. Commitment to value innovation amounted to only 40% of the Polish services companies, while
nearly 55% in the other group. There are also significant differences in the perception of the role of corporate culture – only 30% of the Polish companies
see it as a factor stimulating innovation processes, while 50% of the foreign
companies think so236.
Orientation towards innovation activities is the distinctive feature of
a smart organization. Its other advantages are systemic thinking and process
action, but above all the ability to continuously analyse its own skills and develop them. A smart organization is formed through continuous learning, creating and disseminating knowledge, and thus it has the ability to build its own
A. Piatier, Barriers to Innovation, Francis Pinter Publishers, London 1984.
B. Stokalski, Innowacyjność w polskich firmach, „Harvard Business Review Polska” 2009, March,
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future. An important skill is the assessment of the environment and the ability to adapt to changing conditions237.
Innovation management, defined by J. Birkinshaw, G. Hamel and M.J. Mol,
who assumed that it is “inventing and implementing practices of management,
processes, structure or technique, which is new in relation to the previous condition and focused on achieving the further objectives of the organization238.
In a broader sense it includes four main perspectives:
1) the institutional perspective, which focuses on the socio-economic conditions in which ideas appear and the practice of management takes place239,
2) the fashion perspective, focused on the dynamic interactions taking
place between providers and users of different ideas of management240,
3) the cultural perspective, which deals with the reactions of organizations
to the implementation of new management practices241,
4) the rational perspective, which explores how innovations, innovations
management, and the individuals who deal with them, influence the efficiency of the organization242.
The most important advantage of innovations management is the introduction of new solutions to the structure of the organization. It can be assumed
that it is a specific synonym of a particular form of organizational change.
However, the consequences of the implementation of innovation management are serious, mainly because its effects have an impact on a wide range
of stakeholders. Three main sets of consequences may be identified here243:
1) the impact of management innovations on the various indicators used
by companies implementing them,
2) the impact on the achievements and results of organizations implementing innovations,
3) benefits for the community in such aspects as the quality of work or
productivity resulting from the innovation.
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It is innovation that is the attribute that happens to be most frequently emphasized in the case of a cluster. It leads to scientific benefits but also
to the development of technological capabilities. For it is often clusters that
attract foreign capital, which is more likely to be invested in new technologies. Competitive pressure produced in this way stimulates the development
of the economic environment and thus of the entire region244.
Technological advances have significantly increased organizations’ competitive advantage through innovation. Cooperation of representatives of different
sectors may create synergies. These multilateral relations (alliances) provide access to the information, knowledge and experience owned by related entities245.
Active participation in the creation of modern society and promoting
economic development is an expression of the socially responsible activities
of universities. The measure of their quality and effectiveness is the extent
to which the environment will accept these actions. This can be most fully assessed by a social audit, which measures the social impact and the quality of
ethical activity in relation to stakeholders but also in terms of the implementation of universities’ own strategic objectives246.
Systemic development and implementation of innovation often appears
to be too difficult a task for a single organization. Innovative clusters constitute
the form of cooperation which creates a platform for efficient links between
universities and business in a region. Importantly, the results of empirical research confirms the growing awareness of the need for joint projects and initiatives for the development of innovative solutions247.
The issue of innovation networks – clusters – becomes a more and more important issue among researchers on the subject. It seems that this integration
of entrepreneurs and local centres of expertise may become a potent growth
stimulator in the near future.
This creates a promising foundation for the formation of economic and
social values. The concept of that value focuses on the relationships between
social progress and economic development. The idea is that the organizations
should look for development opportunities in economic and social values,
leading to social benefits achieved as it were in parallel with the development
244
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of organizations and the increasing level of their innovativeness. The assumptions of economic and social value reach even further than social responsibility. The basic value is to assess the economic and social benefits in relation
to costs or service activities conducted jointly with local communities248.
Universities unite many intellectuals, who are an important resource.
They are the holders of knowledge that is constantly changing and improving
in the course of empirical studies. Due to the opportunity of its commercialization they create appropriate institutions and organizations whose scope of activities can be broadly defined as application of knowledge for market purposes.
The phenomenon of the formation of intellectual entrepreneurship, according
to S. Kwiatkowski, has “two sources: the relocation of intellectuals to a changeable world and the movement of entrepreneurs towards a mental, spiritual world”.
The source of the former are social changes and the attractiveness of entrepreneurship resulting from them, while the latter stems from the development
of education and the resulting increase in educational attainment. Empirical
studies have shown that intellectual entrepreneurs not only move in many environments, but with their knowledge and intelligence integrate the process of
collecting and selecting information. They have a kind of intellectual freedom
that allows them to make the right decisions which require a sense of time and
place (timing). And most importantly: they attach great importance to ethical
issues and development, including the intellectual one, in their undertakings249.
Representatives of the academic world should be more creative in developing and disseminating new ideas, which through the numerous endeavours
could be successfully applied in economic practice. Supporting innovation
and competitiveness processes by universities becomes a long-term factor
in the development of society. The role of supporting processes will continue
to increase in connection with the development of knowledge-based economy, which involves many different academic disciplines, and which is the real
source of innovation250.
The essence of promoting the idea of innovation is education connected with
the development of individual creative abilities. The aim is to train and prepare
for effective participation in innovative organizational cultures, in the places
which create innovation. Thus, the role of the university is the enrichment of
248
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curricula to provide prospective graduates modern knowledge of many aspects
of life and the ability to creatively participate in the innovative world251.
The interest of researchers in the attempt to measure the activity of students
in the field of entrepreneurship demonstrates just how important this issue is.
In 2006, an international survey was conducted which included a 600-strong
population of full-time students in Lithuania, Latvia, Ukraine, Hungary, Poland and Russia. Analysis of synthetic measures indicates that among the studied countries the best climate for entrepreneurship prevails in the Baltic states.
In the adopted “business index” Poland was last but one, ahead of Hungary252.
The results proved the validity of the subject matter and highlighted the differences among geographically and historically close countries.
Another form of socially responsible innovation activity of the university
might be to establish a close cooperation with business and make a collaborative attempt at solving real problems. This means waiting for a more active
role among academic circles in the process of innovation management. This
approach will provide significant value to the organizations involved and,
at the same time, restore the universities’ due role as influential creators of
new and useful knowledge about management253.
It is difficult to expect that technological innovation will develop on its own.
The rate of changes of an innovative character, design and implementation of
technological changes, are shaped by educational structures of appropriate
quality. After all, technological development requires new qualifications and
a growing need for education capacities. This can only be ensured by change
oriented institutions, which build a responsible vision of changes and improvements to meet the needs and expectations of society, also in relation to technological innovation254.
It ought to be kept in mind that many of the most important innovations do not come from the independent work of scientists or artists. Their
main instigators were people who took advantage of social processes creatively in order to invent new ways of solving problems. Then it becomes possible
to develop attitudes conducive to the innovative environment255.
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At the end of the nineteenth century economist Alfred Marshall described
production networks as industrial districts. He identified a growing demand for
qualified personnel in areas where highly specialized companies were located256.
Beginning in 1980, the interest in regional development increased significantly. These issues have been dealt with by representatives of many scientific disciplines, thus many different definitions and theoretical descriptions
have been created, often quite vague. The following have been called clusters:
regional agglomerations, regional networks, regions of knowledge, industrial
districts, new industrial areas, local production systems, local milieux enterprises, and finally local and regional innovation systems257.
Networks are open structures, able to spread so long as they are able
to communicate, or share the same communication codes (for example, values or objectives of the action). A network-based social structure is a highly
dynamic, open system, susceptible to innovation without compromising its
balance. Networks are appropriate instruments for the economy based on258:
• innovation, globalization and decentralized clusters,
• work of employees and companies showing flexibility and adaptability,
• culture of endless deconstruction and reconstruction.
An example of a network connection is a cluster, which, according
to M.E. Porter’s definition, is a concentration of geographically related companies, suppliers, service providers, businesses operating in related industries
and associated institutions, often competing with each other, but also cooperating. Clusters which reach a critical mass, i.e. bringing together the necessary
number of companies and other institutions, creating the effect of agglomeration and being extremely successful in competition in certain fields of activity, are a striking feature of virtually every national economy, regional or even
urban, mostly in developed countries259.
Cluster, or a group, is a group of geographically approximate companies and
institutions combined together and affiliated directionally, including product
manufacturers, service providers, universities and associations of manufacA. Marshall, Principles of Economics: An Introductory Volume, London 1890.
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turers. They arise from the relationship of different industries and activities
within a specific location260.
Local production systems (French: systemes productifs locaux) are groups
of cooperating companies in related industries, as well as state institutions,
industry and social organizations, research and development centres, higher
education and vocational schools, located in the same region261.
Figure 2.5 shows five elements which make up a cluster.
T. Altenburg and J. Meyer-Stamer proposed a division of industrial clusters into three main categories262:
• clusters composed of micro and small enterprises producing
low-quality goods intended for the local market, operating in industries with low entry barriers,
• medium-sized mass manufacturers of various goods, versed
in the needs of domestic consumers,
• clusters created by transnational corporations operating in hightech and complex industries, such as electronics and automobile
manufacturing.
The government

Companies

Cluster
participants

Financial
institutions

Research
institutions

Figure 2.5. The five main participants of a cluster.
Source: O. Solvell, G. Lindqvist, Ch. Ketels, The Cluster Initiative Greenbook, Ivory Tower AB, Stockholm 2003, p. 18.
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Territorial production systems are based on resources specific to the region and which provide an advantage. In addition, the development of enterprises is affected by the environment understood as a set of263:
1) expertise in the field,
2) the principles and rules of action, conceived as readiness to assist other
market participants,
3) widely recognized norms which are respected with no additional regulations,
4) relational capital, or the value which derives from the existence of the relationship of cooperation, reciprocity and trust.
There are many arguments for the statement that clusters are drivers of internal and environmental innovation264:
• operation within a cluster is a specific combination of cooperation
and competition,
• the atmosphere of cooperation facilitates group innovation and
the flow of information,
• cluster participants have the opportunity for continuous monitoring
of the market and can quickly respond to the emerging needs of
potential buyers,
• flexibility and innovation allow for a quicker satisfaction of new needs,
• the proximity of market partners fosters common introduction of
innovation within the cluster,
• knowledge on the demand for employees with appropriate skills may
be transferred to universities, and they, in turn, may introduce adequate changes in their curricula.
Cooperation leading to the creation of clusters and the idea of scientific and
technological parks are supported by many government programmes. The innovative effectiveness of businesses, regions and the whole economy depends
on effective cooperation between enterprises, universities, scientific research
institutes as part of a common innovation system at a current local, national
and international level265.
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One example of innovation-oriented activities of the university may be
spin-off companies created by graduates, postgraduates or, finally, university collaborators, with its strong support, in order to transfer technology from
universities or other research institutions266. Enterprises of this type, also called
splinter companies, are primarily concerned with commercialization of technological novelties267. These entities can also be defined as new, independent
companies, having its origin at the centre of another entity which aims to commercialize the knowledge of the parent unit268.
A more extensive definition of a cluster was presented by S. Szultka, who
described it as “a spatially concentrated group of simultaneously competing
and cooperating companies in related sectors or associated with each other
in the so-called production chain as well as institutions and organizations related to each other by a system of formal and informal relationships based on
the so-called trajectory of development (technology, markets, etc.)”269.
The significance of the idea of innovation networks for the development
of local economy is supported by the following arguments270:
• the need to reduce risk and economic uncertainty,
• the need for a constant and repeatable collaboration between related companies and specialized institutions, including research and
educational institutions,
• the need for close and direct contacts in order to exchange and create
new knowledge.
A dynamically developing cluster is characterized by three basic processes: the dynamics of local development, global appeal and global reach. Since
the leading clusters are characterized by high costs (wages, land, etc.), they
develop in parallel with their competitors but the power of their advantage
lies in innovation.
266
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However, it is difficult to ignore the issue of raising capital for innovative
projects. Research initiative requires major investments, so obtaining a partner
often turns out to be necessary. Universities, or rather their departments specialized in supporting the early phases of project development, e.g. in the new
technologies sector, may turn out to be helpful institutions271.
An attempt made by Z. Chyba to empirically investigate this phenomenon
has led to the conclusion that as many as 90% of enterprises created in this way
operate in the field of new technologies, while only 10% represent the traditional industries. Most of them are small businesses employing up to 50 people. Importantly, among the eight spin-off companies included in industrial
clusters, as many as six found that belonging to the cluster has increased their
competitiveness272. The study’s general conclusion seems to be the most important, which states that it is necessary to undertake further work in order
to encourage academic enterprises to cooperate within clusters273.
On the basis of another study, conducted by W. Popławski and S. Bakalarz
among entrepreneurs and researchers, it was found that despite many positive signs of the success of spin-off companies, representatives of science relatively rarely take such action. The following reasons for this phenomenon
were identified274:
• lack of motivation to attempt to commercialize their scientific
achievements,
• the risk of failure associated with the potential loss of material resources,
• phenomenon of the grey area at universities, manifested in the conduct of research at the university for another entity,
• the conviction in academic circles that scientific work should not
aim at financial gain,
• lack of funding to start activities.
It must be kept in mind that among the factors that could weaken the potential involvement of researchers in the creation of innovative enterprises
there may be lack of knowledge and skills in the management of even a small
business. Knowledge, e.g. in the field of new technologies, or the development
271
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of a potentially good and new market product do not transfer to the knowledge of marketing or human resources management. It seems that participation in clusters and entrepreneurship incubators, which could provide, for
example, accounting services, would be of certain assistance in this respect.
Another attempt to respond to the concerns of the scientific community would be to set up companies by institutions with capital, whose research
division would be managed by inventors and the market research and marketing part would be taken care of by specialists in these fields. One can also
imagine a collaboration between scientists from many disciplines. We would
be dealing then with a model example of successful cooperation and transfer
of knowledge and technology.
Figure 2.6 is an illustration of the way in which an academic company of
the spin-off type enters the market.
As a result of research analysis conducted by J. Baruk, it was concluded
that the awareness of the need to establish various forms of cooperation between industrial companies is increasing. Between 2003 and 2005, nearly 25%
of companies were involved in such cooperation. A relatively high rank of cooperation with universities and research and development institutions was also
disclosed, compared with low interest in cooperation with units of the Polish
Academy of Sciences, at 0.5% of the surveyed companies. A positive correlation was also found between agreements on cooperation in the field of innovation and the size of companies measured as the number of their employees.
Additionally, the fact was found that 94% of industrial enterprises with cooperation agreements with other domestic or foreign entities are innovative
companies, i.e. those which have recently introduced at least one technological innovation275.
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Figure 2.6. An academic spin-off enterprise entrance to the market.
Source: W. Popławski, S. Bakalarz, Przedsiębiorstwa odpryskowe w Polsce, „Ekonomika i Organizacja Przedsiębiorstwa” 2008,
no. 1, p. 68.

In turn, studies by A. Sosnowska and S. Łobejko evaluated the experience
of cooperation between scientific institutions and innovative companies in Poland. It was pointed out that:
• businesses start cooperation with scientific institutions before
launching the production,
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• technology transfer between science and practice is hampered
by the difference in the mode of operation of both spheres,
• companies fear proposals and complicated procedures for obtaining
financial support for innovation from the European Union,
• widespread use of information technology will contribute to the deepening of relations between research institutions and companies276.
According to A. Sosnowska and S. Łobejko, the reasons for closer links between
innovative companies in the sectors of science should be sought in the strong need
for continuous development and innovation, scientific achievement and the high
qualifications of the management of those companies. Widespread awareness of
the need for cooperation with universities may also have a base in the genesis of innovative companies. Often, these organizations were created as the so-called spinoffs by former researchers. This regularity was confirmed, anyway, in the course
of empirical research on a group of 22 companies, where as many as 64.8% of respondents indicated universities as partners with whom they work and 52% pointed to research and development units277.
A perfect example of extraordinary market success, having deep support
in relationships with research centers, is the company Google Inc.. considered to be the most valuable in the world – the brand is now worth 114 billion
U.S. dollars278. It works in a way similar to a huge research university. It employs valuable people, allowing them to conduct research in groups according to their interests. A measure of the progress of their work can be found
in their carefully evaluated results. In this way, Google’s founders, Sergey Brin
and Larry Page have created an academic community in a large corporation279.
The current techniques and methods of brand valuation have been taken
from the methods of companies valuation. Institutions dealing with this professionally valuate efficiently all financial and economic conditions. The greatest difficulty, however, is posed by an attempt to assess the competitiveness
of the brand from the point of view of its customers and other market participants. Among the many methods of valuation, cost (or replacement), market and revenue methods are distinguished280. One should, however, strive
276
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to standardize the valuation processes, as brand value, especially on a global
scale, is of particular importance. As examples of the numerous acquisitions
show, frequently the critical value is just the value of the brand, i.e. those elements which accountants refer to as “intangible or legal assets”.
It is worth noting here that, among Internet companies, Google stands out
as an extremely innovative company. This company is the creator and promoter of a new approach to innovation in business and management. It is included in the duties of each employee, and technicians have to spend 80% of
their time researching the basic area of information and advertisement, while
the remaining 20% following technical designs of your choice. Also, the managers are required to spend 70% of their time on the core business, 20% working on different projects and 10% searching for completely new ideas. Such
a clear focus on innovation, supported by a management strategy, has resulted in dozens of new products and features. Such are the effects of being
a pioneer in the development of organizational culture and in the process of
innovation management281.
The role of innovation in achieving a market advantage is stressed by the results of a study by the Boston Consulting Group whose aim was to indicate 25
most innovative brands. The top ten included such companies as Apple, Google, Toyota Motor, General Electric, Microsoft, Tata Group, Nintendo, Procter
& Gamble, Sony and Nokia. These companies achieved from 8% to 73% of
growth in the last financial year282.
The risk of doing research and subsequent attempts to commercialize it is illustrated by the results of an annual survey conducted by Booz Allen Hamilton
on a thousand largest budgets spent by corporations on research and development. It turns out that only 10% achieved a higher efficiency of expenditure incurred for these purposes than in previous periods. The study confirmed that
the building of an innovative value chain may significantly improve the return
on investment in research and development. Application of the greater competitive advantage obtained in this way brings bigger and sustainable financial results283. Figure 2.7 shows the innovation value chain.
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Figure 2.7. The innovation value chain.
Source: Booz Allen Hamilton Global Innovation 1000.

It turns out that the benefits for the economy and individual companies
are so large that it is worth taking measures to stimulate universities to engage more broadly in the development of clusters and operating within them.
Referred to academic circles as a “professor companies”, these entities are
a positive sign of the emerging cooperation between research and business284.
It seems, however, that greater involvement of universities and research institutions as organizations, not only in order to materialize research results,
could also make a difference for universities. It would be a model example
of a symbiosis between a research centre and an entrepreneur who knows
how to effectively place the subject of innovation on the market. The benefits
achieved in this way would also support the further research activity of universities, acting as a specific material remedy for the ills of the research community in this area.
Universities, whose management strategy is based on the principles of social responsibility, should educate staff and carry out research in the directions expected and desired from the point of view of the country’s economy285.
At the same time, as P. F. Drucker stated, the university should conduct science-oriented education, which is to invest in research, to be a learning organization, seeking innovative ideas, but it should also manage the knowledge
based on the capital of employees in order to enable the transfer of knowledge
and skills. Only such a combination of actions will allow the university to be
considered a 21st century organization286.
Striving for flexibility, characterized by openness to change and understood
as the ability to keep up with the changes in the environment will be a chal284
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lenge for such a university287. It may be supported by the assumptions of the reform of the science and higher education system, developed by the Ministry
of Science and Higher Education, providing for changes in the pro-innovation activities, including288:
• implementation of projects like “IniTech”, on research and development with the greatest chances for commercialization of results,
• introduction of scholarships for internships in innovative industries
for young science and research employees,
• creating a website containing information on research work carried
out by universities and on technical and procedural solutions sought
by companies,
• legal support for agreements and contracts concerning the transfer
of knowledge and intellectual property,
• new management of the research infrastructure, enabling its effective
use through innovative industrial projects,
• the development of a method for knowledge and technology transfer
from science to industry,
• tax incentives for consortia partners to conduct research which has
been commercialized.
An OECD report on higher education in Poland shows that the commercialization of academic knowledge is crucial to the development of the Polish
economy. It is important for activities in this area to be developed and expanded. They are important at both national and local levels – they create new
jobs through the transfer of knowledge from universities located in the region. When promoting spin-off projects, universities should provide assistance
in the patenting process as well as in overcoming barriers in starting business ventures. The aim is to liaise between businesses and universities in order to set up a two-way exchange of experiences. Enterprises would receive
knowledge and patents, while universities would be subject to the influence
of the participants of the market game, and these suggestions would be a valuable clue to modify their curricula289.
The process of innovation requires not only different models of funding or
various forms of research and development cooperation. Conditions for close
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contact between all participants in the innovation process must be created.
It is important to realize that the main purpose is to search for the most important ideas in order to effectively launch new business processes. It is worth
keeping in mind that innovation is based on the ideas that are shaping the future, and appropriate relations between exploitation and exploration require
knowledge and organizational flexibility290.
The results of many studies confirm the validity of the idea of the creation of innovation networks in the form of bunches, or clusters. The potential
high market bonus resulting from the competitive advantage gained through
the use of innovative products and services seems to be a sufficient driving
force to promote activities of this kind. The university through participation
in network projects achieves a unique opportunity to cooperate closely with
the business community and gain funds for further activities, including research. An additional impulse is thus obtained knowledge of the needs of entrepreneurs for appropriately educated graduates. The use of this knowledge
will allow the university to obtain innovative advantage over other participants
in the education market, but it will also highlight the true social role universities play in creating a knowledge society.
Some authors, such as L. Woźniak, even postulate the development of industrial and educational clusters. According to his assumption, secondary
schools would take part in the proper preparation of their graduates, while
universities would create faculties and design plans of study together with
the business sector. Such cooperation would ensure that the education of future employees would go along with the projected trends in the region or
country development291.
The idea of clusters seems to be an optimal solution for an innovative economy. It opens opportunities for cooperation of many business entities, educational and research institutions, creating a potential added value for the region.
The participation of the university as a centre of knowledge in emerging clusters seems almost necessary for the ongoing support of other entities with
the latest developments in science and technology. Scientific research and
its subsequent commercialization, which ensures market success, is a true
task of a university which has the ambition to play a socially responsible role
in a modern, pro-innovation society.
290
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R.M. Kanter, Innowacje: Klasyczne pułapki, „Harvard Business Review” 2007, February, pp. 80–

L. Woźniak, Klaster edukacyjno-przemysłowy jako podstawa kreowania konkurencyjnych ofert studiowania, in: Konkurencja na rynku usług edukacji wyższej, ed. J. Dietl, Z. Sapijaszka, Fundacja Edukacyjna Przedsiębiorczości, Łodź 2006, pp. 195–201.
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Summary
In the eyes of the public the university is an organization based on universal values and a centre of knowledge which has duties to society – to inspire,
to indicate the directions of development, to educate future generations. University activity should lead to the release of social capital.
The university as an educational institution shapes attitudes, disseminates civic ideas. The main tasks of the university are: promoting community development by raising the intellectual level of society, adapting education
to the needs of the society of the future, especially for the local business community, anticipating these needs, and promoting business ethics. The aim of
these actions is the proper formation of the graduate – one who is sensitized
to social problems and ready to take responsibility for their actions.
Universities have a relatively low activity in preparing students for the social
challenges of the modern world, the evolution of human societies, the financial and economic power of transnational corporations or forecasts in terms
of ethics for future generations. Research conducted by the EABIS292 among
160 management schools have shown that training in social responsibility
is still at an insufficient level and still is not part of the teaching culture of
these institutions.
University marketing activities do not differ from similar measures taken
by the business sector and other market participants. Educational institutions
should, however, put more emphasis on the development of procedures of ethical promotion and recruitment of candidates. The solution may be to harmonize the marketing message with the real content and quality of the proposed
educational services. By building a marketing strategy and properly identifying the target audience, one may succeed in the market regardless of the evaluation of the brand of the university. For in the market there is room for both
outstanding universities, as well as for weaker ones, which recruit less demanding candidates293.
Researchers on the subject, such as I. Maignan and O.C. Ferrell, suggest
to boldly use the ideas of social responsibility as a marketing impact tool associated with the creation of value for the organization294. Marketing research
results highlight the strength and intensity with which the implementation of
The European Academy of Business in Society (EABIS), based in Brussels, is an association of
businesses, schools and academic institutions, created with the support of the European Commission
to combine the practices of social business and its theory. Source: www.eabis.org, 14.10.2009.
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T. Maliszewski, Problemy (nie)etyczne a budowanie przewagi konkurencyjnej wyższych szkół niepublicznych, „Nauka i Szkolnictwo Wyższe” 2008, no. 1 (31), pp. 117–133.
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I. Maignan, O.C. Ferrell, Corporate citizenship as a marketing instrument: Concepts, evidence and
research directions, „European Journal of Marketing” 2001, vol. 35, no. 3–4, pp. 457–487.
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these ideas has an impact on the attitudes of customers and their behaviour.
They also illustrate how identification with the objectives of the organization
may influence customer attitudes295.
It can be assumed that a significant proportion of universities see social responsibility as a way to achieve a competitive advantage. Many organizations
use their socially responsible image in order to increase market share by creating the impression of good and responsible institutions296. The appropriate
development of universities, in line with the requirements of the changing environment, can only be ensured by relying on factors affecting the formation
of demand. For the point is to provide educational services in the expected
shape and quality. Its proper preparation is largely dependent on the capabilities and abilities of the organization to prepare it. And it is these unique characteristics of the organization that must be particularly nurtured as deciding
on the competitive advantage297.
The growing interest in the issue of social responsibility and the opportunities of its use for the development of the image leads to the popularization of
the instrumental approach. However, a risk often appears in reducing the serious idea of CSR to a tool for maximizing market effects. In this approach,
the goal may be to achieve a socially responsible image of the organization
and not to become a university actually contributing to social well-being298.
A strategy providing the opportunity to stay in the market is essential
for the survival of the university. Thus, the strategy should also be aimed
at the needs of the market. It should anticipate possible changes and trends
in the market and identify the potential of future needs. The strategy aims not
only at meeting the needs of the market, but also in creating entirely new markets299. And this is exactly the right field of activity for the university – creating a unique marketing strategy for educational services in higher education.
It should first of all design the needs in terms of education for the following
dozen or several dozen years. These forecasts should, of course, be closely correlated with the analysis of changes in the labour market resulting from the socio-economic development or technological progress.
C.B. Bhattacharya, S. Sen, Doing better at doing good: When, why and how consumers respond
to corporate social initiatives, „California Management Review” 2004, vol. 47, no. 3, pp. 9–24.
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J. Makower, Beyond the Bottom Line: Putting Social Responsibility to Work for Your Business and
the World, Simon & Schuster, New York 1994, p. 15.
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C. Mainardi, P. Leinwand, S. Lauster, How to Win by Changing the Game, „Strategy+Business”
2008, no. 53, Winter, pp. 22–28.
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J.-P. Gond, G. Palazzo, K. Basu, Reconsidering Instrumental Corporate Social Responsibility through
the Mafia Metaphor, „Business Ethics Quarterly” 2009, vol. 19, no. 1, pp. 57–85.
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The cost-effectiveness of CSR inspired marketing activities is neither greater nor smaller than that of the development programme of new services or
another investment made by the university. One may even find that the economic added value will become a function of excellence of the strategy and
its implementation. Adoption of strategic and creative approaches in terms
of social responsibility may significantly contribute to increasing the value of
the entire organization300.
In a market economy at the current stage of its development strategic decision making requires full access to information. This access is a key factor
in development. The information must, however, be carefully selected, up
to date and of a high quality301.
A good example of obtaining information could be the implementation
of a marketing information system. It is a set of procedures and methods of
planned analysis as well as appropriate presentation of the results for their
application in marketing decisions302. Executive directors often emphasize
the strategic role of marketing supported by an information system. It is confirmed by the results of a study conducted on a group of 30 companies, including 20 large and 10 medium ones. This system can be used at different levels
of the construction of the marketing strategy, from the designation of market trends, through sales forecasts, to a demand and competition analysis303.
Marketing activities are presented as a result of increasing competitive pressures, as well as the result of the achievement of maturity in the market for
higher education. At the same time advancing globalization processes necessitate the use of new marketing impact techniques. However, they must always
be consistent with the principles of the social responsibility of the university,
since the adoption of strategic and creative approaches to corporate responsibility contributes to the growth of the value of the entire organization304.
In the face of the changes in the market and the loss of importance of price
competition, competition based on the image of the university is gaining in importance. Such components of the university’s brand as the environment’s
opinion, accreditations held, position in the rankings or graduates’ professional careers, will be the main motivation for the choice of a given universi300
D. Sanders, Dlaczego CSR staje się tak ważny dla firm? Strategia, nie filantropia, „Magazyn Odpowiedzialnego Biznesu (Responsible Business Magazine)” 2003, no. 4 (18), pp. 16–17.
301
A. Balicki, Analiza rynku, Wyższa Szkoła Zarządzania, Gdańsk 2002, p. 18.
302
D.F. Cox, R.E. Good, How to build a marketing information system, „Harvard Business Review”
1967, vol. 45, no. 3, pp. 145–154.
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N.M. Goni, Marketing Information Systems and Strategy Levels: An Empirical Study, „Journal of
Centrum Cathedra” 2008, vol. 1, no. 1, pp. 71–77.
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D. Sanders, Dlaczego CSR staje się tak ważny dla firm? Strategia, nie filantropia, op.cit., pp. 16–17.
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ty as a place of study. The type of conducted research and the interaction with
the environment, including the foreign one, are important preconditions for
long-term success305.
Education is a priority area of activity in modern societies. It is expected
that the university should make a contribution to science through scientific
research and its dissemination, which is the fullest expression of social responsibility. The university, due to its intellectual resources and research facilities,
should be a stimulus for pro-innovation activities in the local community.
People who make up institutions, i.e. representatives of the academic community, should be creative – they should develop and disseminate new ideas.
The university needs to invest in research, be a source of innovation. It should
participate in clusters, cooperate with business, be open to change and propagate these changes. Research results should be effectively implemented in a way
that will benefit the whole of society, and then universities will fully deserve
to be called centres of knowledge and innovation.
Pro-social intentions should guide all university managers. As institutions
of a special sphere of influence, universities must assume greater responsibility for their actions and their effects in the social dimension. This is important
because it influences effects perceived in the long term. And these may have
serious implications for the shape of society in the future and for the level of
its intellectual development.

M. Romanowska, S. Macioł, Wybrane czynniki konkurencyjności uczelni na rynku edukacji wyższej, in: Konkurencja na rynku usług edukacji wyższej, ed. J. Dietl, Z. Sapijaszka, Fundacja Edukacyjna
Przedsiębiorczości, Łodź 2006, pp. 55–63.
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Chapter 3

The strategy of university management in the light of
stakeholders’ expectations
3.1. Stakeholders’ expectations
The subject of a university’s operation is its educational service, which
plays a special role in the global economy as well as in national economies
by shaping future economic and political elites. They are an important factor in forming the state as they influence the creation of social attitudes
relevant from the point of view of the functioning of the state. Educating future scientific and research staff, they build a modern society, and thus have
an impact on the pace of economic development and the level of competitive advantage. Through the management of the transfer of knowledge and
because of the research they conduct, universities are important institutions
in socio-economic life. Playing the role of a knowledge and skills centre requires shaping and maintaining correct relations with stakeholders. Therefore, it seems important to examine whether social responsibility issues can
be related to the university and how this subject is perceived by stakeholders. At the same time, it is important to know if universities develop their
own management strategies, guided by the principles of social responsibility, as well as the identified needs of stakeholders.
The most important problem faced by higher education institutions,
is the constant search for balance between the needs and expectations reported by the students, the authorities and the wider community, i.e. all university stakeholders1. It is not infrequent that educational services do not
meet the needs of potential students. They sometimes even miss them com1
E. Hazelkorn, Art Schools for Tomorrow: Challenges and Opportunities, „Higher Education Management and Policy” 2004, vol. 16, no. 3, p. 136.
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pletely. It is also likely that the services will even go far beyond the future
needs of students2.
At the same time, stakeholders are seriously interested in universities’
achievements in implementing their strategic objectives. As A. Guskin and
M. Marcy write, “this century higher education experiences a paradoxical
situation in which it is much more critical in relation to the future of society while at the same time being under strong pressure to prove their usefulness in educating students and to convince society as to the legitimacy and
effectiveness of the resources spent to that purpose”3.
In terms of university development, marketing activities associated with
the creation and promotion of the brand and forming relationships with
stakeholders are important4. Higher education institutions are included
in the tertiary sector of the economy, i.e. the sector of non-profit organizations, or more precisely, organizations operating not for profit, where
the transparency of activities may be an important factor. Not only long-term
goals, but also regular reports on activities or information about the current
management should be widely publicized5. In this regard, theorists’ opinions coincide with that of society, and this position is confirmed by the results of the study6 presented in Figure 3.1.

2
P. Caesar, T. Baker, Fundamentals of implementation, in: Generating and Sustaining Nonprofit
Earned Income, ed. S.M. Oster, C.W. Massarsky, S.L. Beinhacke, Yale School of Management – The Goldman Sachs Foundation Partnership on Nonprofit Ventures, Jossey-Bass, A Wiley Imprint, San Francisco 2004, p. 213.
3
A. Guskin, M. Marcy, Pressures for Fundamental Reform: Creating a Viable Academic Future, in:
Field Guide to Academic Leadership, ed. R. Diamond, John Wiley & Sons, San Francisco 2002.
4
M. Geryk, Zastosowanie zasad społecznej odpowiedzialności uczelni jako metoda kształtowania
wizerunku, in: Strategia zarządzania uczelnią niepubliczną w kontekście społecznej odpowiedzialności,
ed. M. Geryk, Wyższa Szkoła Zarządzania, Wyższa Szkoła Infrastruktury i Zarządzania, Gdańsk–Warszawa 2009, pp. 9–18.
5
J. Babiuch-Luxmoore, Etyka w działalności gospodarczej, in: Etyka biznesu, gospodarki i zarządzania, ed. W. Gasparski, A. Lewicka-Strzałecka, D. Miller, Wydawnictwo WSH-E w Łodzi oraz Fundacji
„Wiedza i działanie” im. L. von Milesa i T. Kotarbińskiego w Warszawie, Łódź 1999, pp. 143–150.
6
M. Geryk, Social Responsibility of the University as Perceived by Its Stakeholders, “Współczesne Zarządzanie”, 2008, No. 3, pp. 85-92. Between 14th and 16th March 2007 the author conducted a study on generally understood issues of social responsibility of the university, regardless of
the profile or form of ownership. The survey was carried out on a 300 strong, representative sample of adult residents of Tricity. The maximum estimate error for a sample of that sample is ± 5.6%.
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Figure 3.1. Should the university provide information on its pro-social actions
in some particular manner – survey results.
Source: results of own research conducted on the basis of telephone interviews

In a market economy, customers, in this case student candidates, and people who have an influence on their decision about choosing a place to study,
make a choice. This choice, determined by many factors, is subject to an evaluation on brand strength and efficiency in terms of socially responsible activities. This also applies to the subconscious analysis of the costs incurred
by the organization. The competitive environment in the educational services
market intensifies the search for new discriminants among institutions of similar profiles of services. One of the most important ones is investing in the enhancement of the quality of education.
However, the fiscal policy is often subject to rigours. It happens, as claims
Wellman, that “higher education institutions operate in a manner that
the economist, Howard Bowen, described as the ‘revenue cost theory’, according to which these institutions strive to gain as many resources as possible while spending as much money as they have”7. As examples from
the U.S.A. show, the system of financing higher education reveals some dysfunctional features. The changes were observed along with the decrease in subsidies. This phenomenon coincided with the growing costs of education per
student, and society’s interest in the growing costs led to lower credibility of
the whole higher education sector8.
In the face of declining support, increasing competitiveness of the sector
and a stronger solicitation for existing funds, university authorities should
safeguard a greater degree of efficiency in the use of their financial resources,
so that, as far as possible, the quality and credibility of their own institutions

7
J.V. Wellman, Costs, Prices, and Affordability: A Background Paper for a Secretary’s Commission
on the Future of Higher Education, in The Secretary of Education’s Commission in the Future of Higher
Education, 2006, http://www.ed.gov/about/bdscomm/list/hiedfuture/reports/wellman.pdf, 3.01.2009.
8
United States Department of Education 2006, http://www.ed.gov/index.jhtml
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is ensured9. This trend is common in virtually all education markets worldwide. Today’s strategic leaders managing universities must strive to achieve
the great goals contained in the vision. They should make decisions in a firm,
consistent manner in line with the approved programme for the strategy.
The main roles focus on four dimensions: the recognition of the university, fundraising, intellectual leadership and operational management. Management style should, therefore, increasingly resemble the one known from
the business sector. Taking into account the specificity of the university requires acting as the “first among equals” in such a way as to take advantage of
the organization’s attributes without losing the confidence of influential academic staff. For the point is to fulfil the individual goals of professorship while
achieving long-term didactic objectives, research excellence, as well as shortterm financial stability. However, the role of an actual leader in the organization is the most important one. Stable leadership and the implementation of
the strategy are the most desirable attributes of a modern leader of an educational institution10.
It thus appears that university managers have an important role in increasing the social responsibility of their respective educational organizations.
The highest authority of the university administration may be presented as
a change agent, entrepreneur, mediator, strategic planner and, finally, a consensus builder within a department or the entire university11.
It can be concluded that, although a team of academic teachers may serve
as the specific “soul and heart of the university, department authorities act as
a ‘binder, adhesive’, serving as a liaison between the lecturing staff and administrative employees, between discipline and the institution and sometimes between parents and lecturers”12.
The vast majority of the population is waiting for information on school
activities relating to social responsibility. It seems that universities should not
only focus on activities that build organizational culture or competitive advantage, but also to recognize in their actions the expectations and needs of
stakeholders.
R.C. Dickeson, Frequently Asked Questions about College Costs, in: The Secretary of Education’s
Commission on the Future of Higher Education, 2006, http://www.ed.gov/about/bdscomm/list/hiedfuture/reports/dickeson2.pdf, 3.01.2009; Ch. Miller, Ch. Oldham, Setting the Context, in: The Secretary of
Education’s Commission on the Future of Higher Education, 2006, http://www.ed.gov/about/bdscomm/
list/hiedfuture/reports/miller-oldham.pdf, 3.01.2009.
10
H. Thomas, F. Fragueiro, The Dean’s Many Roles, „BizEd” 2011, May–June, s. 54–59.
11
D.R. Leaming, Academic Leadership: A Practical Guide to Chairing the Department, Anker, Bolton
1998.
12
Ibidem, p. IX
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Tips for socially desirable directions of the action of universities may also
be found in the current regulations relating to the higher education sector.
The main tasks of the university, according to art. 13 of the Act of 27th July
2005, Law on Higher Education, are:
1) educating students to prepare them for employment,
2) educating students with a sense of responsibility for the Polish state, for
the strengthening of democracy and respect for human rights,
3) conducting research and development work as well as providing research services,
4) education and promotion of academic staff,
5) dissemination and multiplication of scientific, cultural and artistic
achievements, also through the collection and sharing of library and
information services,
6) education to acquire and complement knowledge,
7) creating conditions for the development of physical education among
students,
8) promoting local and regional communities13.
The essence of the social responsibility of the university should be primarily activities which go beyond the obligations imposed by law. Admittedly, some of them pertain to important problems of stakeholders, but, from
the point of view of the present author’s considerations, the reasons for such
action are also important.
Therefore, if universities act or should act in a socially responsible manner,
then the question arises, how should they make this activity manifest itself?
Should it be the same as the impact of actions specific to the business sector, or should it look completely different? It is also important if society’s expectations towards universities are higher than in the case of enterprises, and
whether one can speak of such an attitude in relation to the university at all.
The dynamic development of modern technologies requires rapid changes in the educational process. The ability to learn quickly, to adapt to changing business circumstances, that is, openness to market challenges, is desired.
A modern university, where the teaching process has been entrusted to experienced researchers, who constantly analyse the global economy and the phenomena that occur in it, may handle such challenges. It seems that in the near
future, only those universities that are modern and market-oriented have
a chance to survive and gain a significant higher education market share. Such
13

The Act of 27th July 2005 – Law on Higher Education, Journal of Laws of 2005 No. 164, Item 1365.
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action is fully justified in view of the long-term benefits of linking the university with the image of ethics, which at the same time depends on social acceptance14. To meet these requirements, universities are trying to find ways
to remain drivers of the knowledge-based economy, seeing the opportunity of
financing the development of educational institutions in, for example, industry.
Transforming the university into a knowledge-based organization may be
a response to the expectations of stakeholders. In the public’s opinion, educational institutions should be pioneers of change and explorers of new solutions.
With the accumulated intellectual potential and cooperation with the business
sector they should also indicate ways to implement new solutions.
Frequent attempts to introduce new forms of education, based on social
involvement, undertaken by universities, are a way of enriching their existing
curricula. It is also the way in which higher education institutions respond
to the need of educating the widest range possible of socially involved graduates and citizens15.
Many organizations make efforts to create their own culture. This would
be impossible without competent employees with a lot of unique skills. Depending on the adopted model, there are many roles that each employee could
play, such as instigator or coordinator of changes. Thus, a learning organization, such as a university, in order to grow must take up a lot of challenges,
always relating, however, to the knowledge and competence of the leader, i.e.
the person with the vision of the university in the future16.
Such an organization should be made up of employees with the ability
to create, acquire and disseminate knowledge. The factors that are important to the learning process are the structural elements of a learning organization. These are: a supporting environment, specific processes, procedures
and practices of learning and leadership that reinforces them. Researchers
D. A. Garvin, A. C. Edmondson and F. Gino developed a survey as a tool for
the assessment of learning processes in organizations. Thanks to its application it has become clear that17:
• modelling the desired behaviour of employees, leaders are able to encourage them to develop the habit of learning,
14
L. Zbiegień-Maciąg, Etyka w zarządzaniu organizacją, in: Etyka biznesu, ed. J. Dietl, W. Gasparski, Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN, Warszawa 2002, pp. 217–219.
15
K.M. Weigert, Academic Service Learning: Its Meaning and Relevance, „New Directions for Teaching and Learning” 1998, no. 73, pp. 3–10.
16
B. Ross, C. Segal, Breakthrough Thinking for Nonprofit Organizations: Creative Strategies for Extraordinary Results, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco 2002, pp. 209–211.
17
D.A. Garvin, A.C. Edmondson, F. Gino, Czy kierujesz organizacją uczącą się, „Harvard Business
Review Polska” 2009, March, pp. 134–143.
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• the building of a learning organization requires sensitivity to the differences between procedures, processes and behaviours,
• relative results are the most important, they show how the organization fares in comparison to competitors or against comparative data,
• each of the elements of a learning organization is a multi-dimensional category, responding to the actions of various forces.
Another concept of university development relies on a resource-based view
of the firm. It explains how the organization’s resources affect its performance
in the rapidly changing competitive environment. This concept combines features of the analysis of the phenomena occurring in the organization with
the analysis of the industry and the competitive environment. It uses a broad
strategic approach due to combining internal and external perspectives. It reveals how some market participants achieve higher profitability, how to implement practically the idea of core competencies and how to develop effective
diversification strategies. This objective requires the monitoring of two variables – the changing market environment and the competitive environment.
A strategy combining continuous analysis of capabilities may survive further
fashions in the field of management18.
Making responsible decisions must be consistent with the expectations of
stakeholders. At the same time, the management process should be based on
an accepted set of values. J. Little formulated four qualitative criteria, including the following values19:
1) be responsible, i.e. fulfil the assumption of the mission, vision, and
the adopted set of values; this is the main reason for the existence of
the organization, a kind of promise leading to doing good;
2) be reasonable, i.e. being guided by the adopted strategy and policy,
which ought to be realistic;
3) be intelligent, follow the plan and apply the existing capacity;
4) be attentive, adopt measures which bring tangible benefits.
Many institutions, especially business schools, omit comprehensive training in the field of social responsibility and ethical business conduct in their
syllabuses. Some authors, such as R. R. Ellsworth, even claim that all or alD.J. Collis, C.A. Montgomery, Konkurowanie zasobami, „Harvard Business Review Polska” 2009,
January, pp. 160–172.
19
J. Little, Trust in the Mind and Heart of Corporate Governance, in: Global Perspectives on Ethics
of Corporate Governance, ed. G.J. (Deon) Rossouw, A.J.G. Sison, Palgrave Macmillan, New York 2006,
pp. 49–60.
18
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most all business schools orient their students only to create the best return
for shareholders20.
This problem is compounded by universities’ relatively low activity in preparing students for the social challenges of the modern world, e.g. the evolution
of human societies, the financial and economic power of transnational corporations or forecasts in terms of ethics for future generations. Research conducted
by the EABIS21 among 160 management schools have shown that training in social responsibility is still at an insufficient level and still is not part of the teaching culture of these institutions. Only about 12% of the world’s leading business
schools run compulsory classes in this area, 32% offer it as a subject of your
choice, and only 20% of universities provide funding for research on this topic22.
It can be assumed that with the development of new technologies in the near
future new jobs will appear. The ability to retrain will therefore become a condition of survival for an employee in the market. It is estimated that people
now entering the labour market will change their specializations six or seven
times or they will completely change their qualifications. The expected career
model changes from the model of stable employment to the model of multiple employment changes23.
Observation of the growing wage expectations of employees as well as acceptance of the inevitability of the change of profession in the future, lead
to the conclusion that the role of the university will be to develop the graduate profile in such a way that the main emphasis will be placed on independent thinking, the ability to find new solutions and openness to change. These
features will most likely determine a successful career in the future. Working will involve lifetime learning24. Due to the volatility of the labour market, a university student must be aware that graduation is only the beginning
of changes25.
Surveys of the professional developments of graduates should be a useful
tool for modelling university management strategies. Such knowledge can help
improve the quality of education and influence the modification of the subR.R. Ellsworth, Leading with Purpose, Stanford University Press, Stanford 2002.
The European Academy of Business in Society (EABIS), based in Brussels, is an association of
businesses, schools and academic institutions, created with the support of the European Commission
to combine the practices of social business and its theory. Source: www.eabis.org, 14.10.2009.
22
EABIS Survey of Teaching and Research in Europe, Brussels 2003.
23
M. Klimkowski, J. Kostyła, 10 zawodów dla naszych dzieci, „Wprost” 2000, no. 19.
24
D. Schultz, S. Schultz, Psychologia a wyzwania dzisiejszej pracy, Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN,
Warszawa 2002, p. 205.
25
J. Poteralski, Absolwent w obliczu współczesnego rynku pracy. Potrzeba ciągłego dostosowywania się
do zmian na rynku pracy w kontekście bezrobocia absolwentów, in: Problemy mikroekonomii menedżerskiej, ed. D. Kopycińska, Wydawnictwo Naukowe Uniwersytetu Szczecińskiego, Szczecin 2003, p. 96.
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ject selection structure in a given field of study. In turn, without such surveys it is impossible to determine whether the university educates in line with
the expectations of employers, or even if there are reasons to make changes
in the university management strategy26. Responsible education of students
then seems to be a major challenge for a modern university which intends
to fight competitively with the best institutions of higher education.
As C. A. Rabasso and J. Rabasso point out, based on the works of N. Chomsky, among others: Ideas and Ideals, a responsible manager, who would be able
to meet the demands and expectations of the first decade of the third millennium, will oscillate between many different models of intercultural management of educational organizations27.
Actions taken under the ideas of social responsibility of the university
should lead to the desired results. It is difficult to expect, however, that decisions to change the strategy will always be driven by altruistic reasons. Business organizations very frequently use pro-social activities as an important
factor in creating appropriate image relationships and see them as purely marketing activities. Universities should perceive their image not only as a name,
trademark or the quality of service, but also as an organization with a reputation, social recognition and guided by ethical principles in their actions28.
Such actions include informing the environment about the values important
to the university and to the environment itself, but also taking actions to confirm them, i.e. treating stakeholders as partners29.
Development of appropriate attitudes and sensitivity to social responsibility issues should also be found in the curricula of virtually all faculties. In this
way, universities would alert students to a weighty social problem, which they
also tackle in their strategies and current activities. Such action would have
signs of a consistent action, consciously subordinated to the selected target.
Research shows that while the leading Polish universities have introduced
the subject covering CSR issues or business ethics, studies in this area are but
residual. Whereas in Europe the idea of business ethics is currently experiencing a boom. The issue itself only developed in the last century. Previously,
however, some of the leading American universities, such as Yale University,
26
M. Kabaj, Nowe metody badania jakości i przydatności kształcenia w szkołach wyższych, „Polityka Społeczna” 2006, no. 5–6, pp. 1–7.
27
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29
E. Hope, Społeczna odpowiedzialność firm – narzędzie public relations czy coś więcej?, in: Wpływ
społecznej odpowiedzialności biznesu i etyki biznesu na zarządzanie przedsiębiorstwami, ed. P. Kulawczuk, A. Poszewiecki, Fundacja Rozwoju Uniwersytetu Gdańskiego, Gdańsk 2007, p. 173.
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had introduced the issue of ethical behaviour to their mission30. The history
and development of European culture have shaped an environment supportive of searching for social consensus. Therefore, there is a need for the development and education of young people in this respect, and the institutions of
higher education are facing a major task31.
In Poland, there are many non-governmental organizations which complement the activities of universities in the dissemination of the idea of social
responsibility. The Responsible Business Forum is a good example. However,
despite undertaking a number of initiatives, students asked about the reasons
for social engagement of an enterprise mentioned promotion (48%) and public
relations (11%)32. These results show how much remains to be done in terms
of shaping the desired behaviours among students. On the other hand, the results of a study on the motivation and job satisfaction of management professionals indicate that the usefulness of the knowledge gained in college is high.
An interesting factor differentiating the performance of the surveyed graduates was the success or failure of their professional careers33.
A modern university, with ambitions to influence the development of, not
only, the local community but also intending to address the global competition
of educational institutions of higher education, must be guided by the principles of social responsibility. Shaping the future of intellectual cadres of
the country, influencing their appropriate development, but also skilful anticipation of possible changes in the socio-economic situation is a challenge
for a civic university. A university strategy, constructed with the university
stakeholders’ needs in mind, will determine the active participation of educational institutions of higher education in creating a global knowledge-based
economy. Such action may determine the success and market position of
the university itself, but also of its graduates, and the impact on the strength
of the university’s brand seems not to be underestimated.

L.V. Ryan, Management Education for the Triple „E”: Experiences from Different Cultures, in: Human Action in Business. Praxiological and Ethical Dimensions, ed. W. Gasparski, L.V. Ryan, Transaction
Publishers, New Brunswick 1996, p. 492.
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Weltzien Hoivik, Edward Elgar Publishing, Cheltenham 2002, pp. 20–22.
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3.2. Social policy development of a higher education institution
Universities, both state and private, play an important role in the development of society and the wider economy. With their scientific potential they
are creators and providers of advanced ideas and their applications. Habits of
the scientific community require checking the theses posed in the research
process and oblige to disseminate its results among scholars, pending their approval. This allows universities to occupy a unique position in relation to other public institutions.
Creating a college community and close relationships with stakeholder
groups requires an attempt to establish partnerships relations. They can be
defined as “a sense of community created by social systems”. This requires
the involvement of a wide range of stakeholders and a gradual introduction
of dialogue with the local community. It is important to understand its needs
and expectations as well as to plan activities that the university may undertake for society34.
The subject of university operation is educational services, and their dynamic growth in Poland coincides with global trends. Higher education shapes
future social attitudes, and the range and time horizon of its impact indicates
the specific role of this sector in the functioning of modern societies.
Universities are often perceived as “temples of knowledge”. That fixed image stems from the perception of institutions of higher education through
the prism of historical patterns. Currently, universities are more strongly associated with the local community. Unfortunately, society’s perception of
the scope of services and the role they play has also changed. Today, these institutions simply provide educated personnel for enterprises, institutions, and
create development opportunities for young people, offering the opportunity to gain a diploma, also mediate the transfer of knowledge. It follows from
this that the idea of a civic university is still alive and will be a challenge for
the following decades35.
In pursuing its mission, the university should strive to develop new knowledge and improve the methods of its transfer as well as the development of
multi-profile education. However, the transfer of knowledge should be seen
as its dissemination in a manner that will be of greatest benefit for the stimu-
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lation of local or regional development. Only then will university activities be
the expected response to the challenges of integrating modern economies36.
Such an important task can only be realized by an efficiently managed university. Strategic management in the context of social responsibility is a process
associated with the formulation of the strategy, which should create the best
possible relations with the university environment. According to Griffin,
the purpose of this type of management is to achieve the planned strategic objectives37. Other authors, in defining strategic management, stress the long horizon of decisions and the focus on the future evolution of the environment38.
The mission and vision of its development are of particular importance
for the development of the university. Formulating them should be preceded
by a thorough analysis of the market position of the organization, its ability
to gain competitive advantage and, finally, the ability to develop and achieve
goals. The vision is a general concept, the desired image of the university and
its position in the environment, and the mission is an expression of long-range
goals and aspirations; it is a recognition of the strategic vision for the needs of
management39. Undertaking works on defining the vision and mission is not
only an expression of maturity of the university and its authorities, but also
an attempt at social dialogue through the publication of intentions and plans.
The content of these documents must be disseminated not only among the staff
and students of the university, but among all its stakeholders.
It should always be borne in mind that the strategy and the manner of its
implementation it are two different issues. Taking concerted action involving
all levels of the organisation’s management is a very difficult and responsible
task. All individuals involved in the implementation of the strategy should be
fully convinced that their decisions determine the success of the whole comprehensive change40.
Theorists define such actions as visioning. According to P. Boyle, the term
comes from a combination of two English words: vision and planning. Visioning helps to plan a vision of the future of the university. It then covers
36
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the basic elements, i.e. the mission, vision, core values and competencies, and
strategic planning41.
Identification of strategic planning is, according to R. Krupski, simple.
To put it in very simple terms, one can identify three main approaches to this
issue: market orientation, market and resources orientation and resources
orientation. As research shows, nowadays resources orientation dominates
in strategic planning in Polish enterprises. This is particularly true of services.
It can therefore be assumed that these results may be of interest from the point
of view of strategic planning issues in higher education42.
The aim of implementation of the vision is to liberate the enthusiasm and
energy to carry it out among all university employees. B. Nanus even claims
that the vision “launches the future by calling the skills, talents and resources
necessary to make it happen”43. The vision is more fully described by P. C. Nutt
and R. W. Backoff, who assume that the “vision encompasses a bright and compelling symbolism of an innovative way of gaining improvement, recognizing the traditions and drawing on them, engaging in actions that people may
undertake to bring about change. Vision uses from the emotions and energy
of people. With the help of the right wording, it arouses enthusiasm, such as
the one that accompanies people participating in sporting events and other activities undertaken in their spare time, and it moves at the same time the energy and commitment to the workplace”44.
This underlines the importance of inter-organizational networks, which are
based on relationships. This requires reconciling two seemingly contradictory
attitudes – competition and cooperation. The combination of these two special
issues – co-opetition – “is a strategy of a joint creation of value, it is a strategy
of competition in the distribution of this value in conditions of partial convergence of objectives and the changing structure of a positive-sum game”45.
According to E. Stanczyk-Hugiet, the issue of inter-organizational relationships is the result of the dissemination of the resources theory in the management of organizations. The development of mutual relations binding
the cooperating parties will contribute to the growth of co-opetition, causing
P. Boyle, From Strategic Planning to Visioning: Tools For Navigating The Future, „Public Management” 2001, vol. 83, no. 4, pp. 23–27.
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at the same time a reduction of the rank of competition. Therefore, the processes of learning, expanding the boundaries of trust and cooperation are
extremely important. In effect, they lead to synergistic, positive results, beneficial for both parties46.
Increased competition in the higher education market requires measures
to increase the market efficiency of universities. Through strategic planning
these entities create a specific platform for marketing planning. This in turn
inspires the implementation of marketing management, which includes three
main problem areas: research and market analysis, planning of the impact on
the market and the organization of market activity47. By analysing the market, educational institutions identify the factors determining their competitive advantage over the other players in this sector of services.
The market position of the university is determined by the strength of its
brand and the phenomenon of recognition, especially in the environments
similar to the target group, i.e. young people at the age when decisions on
college education are made. However, development of a brand in the kind of
education enterprise which defines the university is not an easy task. The image of the university consists of many elements (such as the quality of services
and their promotion) whose precise examination requires a thorough analysis of the preferences of potential candidates and a formulation of a list of criteria that guide the individuals interested in choosing a university48. Many
researchers combine the concepts of image and reputation, which in turn
is the perception of the image by external recipients and is based on their own
conceptual apparatus49. The subjectivity of the recipients complicates the process of building the brand of the university and creating its image, therefore,
only the best-managed organizations, rich in highly qualified management
staff, can achieve a lasting recognition.
A good example of coordinated action when creating the image may be
the implementation of the idea of a civic university. It covers not only meeting specific guidelines, such as outlining the objectives, describing the actions
taken, selecting those responsible for taking them, deadlines and efficiency
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ratios. This understanding of the enterprise assumes that the idea of “citizenship” requires50:
• constant refreshment of the strategy,
• sustained efforts to solve problems,
• making an emotional effort,
• caring for people,
• grasping the opportunities to achieve almost impossible goals,
• a sense of delicacy, especially in terms of university sensitivity
to the phenomena of integration, social justice and openness.
The functioning of the university in the market necessitates the adoption
of market morality. Many universities in their current practice adopt the orientation towards profitable operations. Often the basic functions of the education process tend to be displaced by less important issues as a result of treating
studying as a completely commercial service. According to M. Kołodziejak
and J. R. Sobczyk, a much more profound reflection on the potential harmful
social effects of such trends is necessary. After all, it may have an impact on
the adepts of the teaching process and their attitudes during their future professional activity and market51.
The profound impact of the university on social behaviours also manifests itself in the form of a suitable quality of the teaching. Teaching business
ethics, social responsibility issues or, generally speaking, sensitizing students
to the complex issue of the participation of each organization in deciding on
the quality of life, is a large and serious task of every educational institution of
higher education. The identity of business ethics refers to European standards
of philosophical and ethical thinking. There is therefore a need for greater emphasis on better cognitive organization in the field of business ethics and social
responsibility. The main focus of these activities should be directed at the construction of individual managerial ethics, as well as its institutional version52.
The ongoing multilateral environmental changes affect the activity of each
university. The environment is the totality of the phenomena, processes and institutions that shape both its current state and development prospects. Among
the many arguments put forward by J. Penc it is worth noting the increasing
competition from countries that not so long as a dozen or so years ago were
R. Barnett, Recovering the Civic University, op.cit., pp. 32.
M. Kołodziejak, J.R. Sobczak, Obyczajowość rynkowa w życiu uczelni i procesie kształcenia – stan
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not competitive when it comes to educational services, as well as the growing
importance of information, which has become an important commodity. An
interesting thread is the realisation of the growing needs of stakeholders and
that the fact that society places an increasingly greater emphasis on the ethical aspects of operation53.
In line with the legislature, the implementation of most of the main goals
of the university requires having its own library resources. The department
of scientific information, the library and the reading room, are those parts of
the university which significantly combine the majority of the functions of
the university, in practice allowing their implementation. Besides, the quality
of libraries and the organization of library work are important factors that affect the assessment of the quality of education made periodically by National Accreditation Commission teams.
The general opinion is that state universities usually make efforts to expand
their libraries, whereas some private universities do not devote sufficient attention to their development. The reasons for this phenomenon may be due
to the fact that students of universities located in large academic centres have
the opportunity to use the library resources of other, mostly reputed and more
affluent, schools. This situation weakens the pressure on the development of
the departments of scientific information in non-public schools. This phenomenon can be partly explained by the principles of financial management
and rationalization of costs arising from the requirement of cash flow maintenance, although from the point of view of university development, such action should be regarded as misguided and short-sighted. It is worth noting
that between 1999 and 2004 the share of expenses related to library purchases
and the publishing activity of private universities accounted for only 6%, but
this was the sixth position in the structure of costs behind salaries, construction projects, purchase of equipment, endowment and others54.
Private universities, unlike state ones, in practice it do not receive subsidies from the state budget for the implementation of their statutory objectives.
The opportunity to support them provided for in the Law on Higher Education is far from an actual implementation. Lack of support from budget funds,
however, does not explain the behaviour of some universities. Despite the dif53
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ficulties and lack of support, higher education institutions work to produce
elements ensuring their independent functioning. As was mentioned earlier,
the library as a department of scientific information is in fact one of the most
important assets of universities. Library resources, collected over many years,
whose scientific value is invaluable, require substantial funding. It is also difficult to estimate their replacement value, if only because of the commonplace circulations of books these days. Hence the creation of the library and
its systematic development are integral elements of the development strategy of the university.
Undertaking the effort by the university to create from scratch its own library resources is a very difficult task. The prospect of long-term development
should include the future, planned size of the library and reading room, and
the annual task plans should include the planned size of the annual budget.
Any fluctuations in this matter may undermine the long-term effort of those
involved in the process. Hence the need for stability and giving a high rank
to any tasks concerning the library.
Resources should be fully capable of supporting the educational process.
Besides, in its resources the university should have books and magazines necessary to perform pro-social functions55. The very fact of creating a university,
and with it a dynamically developing library, is usually met with social appreciation. Libraries quickly assume the role of real repositories of knowledge,
especially in places with no academic traditions. The Aleksander Gieysztor
Academy of Humanities in Pułtusk is a good example. The Andrzej Bartnicki University Main Library – one of the largest and richest libraries created by a private university – has 128 thousand volumes and library units56.
It is difficult to find a simple recipe for a successful establishment of a library. The experience of scientific information department employees combined with the knowledge and involvement of the science and didactics staff
may contribute to the development of resources. These relations must be permanent, since experts in a given field are expected to closely follow new publications and to assess their substantive relevance.
These actions are a manifestation of social the responsibility of the university understood as a set of such behaviours that respect the universally acM. Geryk, Rozwój biblioteki jako element strategii rozwoju w kontekście społecznej odpowiedzialności uczelni, in: Partnerzy bibliotek. Model komunikacji z otoczeniem, ed. I. Jurczak, E. Okularczyk, Firma Księgarska Wiesława Juszczaka, Łódź 2008, pp. 127–138.
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cepted norms, values and social expectations57. Naturally, the vast majority
of researchers refer this term only to the corporate sector. In the present author’s view, this kind of thinking is incomplete, as one cannot restrict such
an important aspect of economic and social life to one of the three sectors of
the economy. Broadly defining social responsibility, J. McGuire says that corporations bear not only their typical economic and legal responsibility, but
also a certain scope of responsibility to society as a whole58.
The question how the university should operate to follow the principles of
social responsibility and to develop library resources in a manner consistent
with the expectations of stakeholders still remains current. Meeting the requirements of state organs of regulation and control, such as the State Accreditation Committee and the Ministry of Science and Higher Education,
seems only a minimum threshold only beyond which socially responsible activities may begin.
It is easy to imagine a package of measures to promote the idea of education and development of skills in areas that are consistent with the profile
of the university. The library should then accept a formula open for external
stakeholders, i.e. local communities, non-governmental organizations, etc.
In view of the loss of the role of local libraries, it is the university that should
be the perfect partner for local residents. The constantly updating its resources institution would make them accessible not only to students and scientific staff. Library development plans should take into account a broader range
of readers.
The results of the survey conducted among students of economic universities in Gdańsk, Gdynia and Sopot testify to the positive impact of social
orientation of each organization, and the universities in particular. The aim
of the study was to describe the basic problem of organizations, i.e. what
management perspective they should adopt. It turned out that the “social responsibility as a management concept, or perhaps a philosophy of action for
companies, is becoming an increasingly effective medium of communication
serving to build trust with investors and to acquire them”59. Additional con57
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firmation includes the results of a global reputation of its research, according
to which social responsibility is the area on which more and more activities of
organizations will be focused in the coming years. The benefits of these actions
will bear fruit in better effects in building reputation and brands of universities, which in the face of an increasingly competitive market of educational services may be an important advantage conditioning the market position
of the organization. A range of social activities does not have to be at odds
with the mission of the school. Each university operates in a particular social
space. Participation of its members creates a community in every university,
and the university, implementing the educational process, does it for its community. On the other hand, during its operation the university meets the social needs of its science and education employees, administration, suppliers,
authorities, etc. At the same time, in order for that role to be consolidated
and to maintain a long-term market position in the changing economic environment, stakeholders require balancing the interest of the public and the interest of the university60. Doing so may generate “social capital”. According
to J. S. Coleman, “social capital is defined by the function it performs: it consists of certain aspects of the social structure and facilitates certain actions
of individuals, who are inside these structures. Like other forms of capital,
it is characterized by productivity, as it makes it possible to achieve certain
goals which would be unattainable in its absence”61. A synergy of university
aspirations and stakeholder expectations may create value, i.e. social capital.
The idea of the social responsibility of universities is sometimes interpreted in many ways. In his work, The Case for Service Learning, E. Zlotkowski
writes: “Even if social responsibility of colleges and universities were only supposed, in fact, to develop the skills of individual students, many would proof
enough that what higher education offers, and the needs of the modern world
are still inconsistent”62.
In higher education, responsibility may have two main dimensions: responsibility for teaching activities and responsibility for research conducted. The former consists in periodically checking the knowledge acquired
by the students. This assessment requires accurate information about the requirements for passing a course, i.e. a presentation of the content of the syl60
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labus along with the presentation of compulsory and optional literature.
Responsibility in this matter means a clear presentation of requirements on
students. In terms of research activity adepts of science should be subject to periodic evaluation based on measurable results, i.e. the quantity and quality of
publications. However, the quality should be expressed in terms of scientific
impact or the environment’s appreciation of monographs63.
When assessing the quality of publications the scoring system used
by the Institute for Scientific Information in Philadelphia or similar institutions in other countries, such as DEST in Australia, may be helpful.
In the scientific environment an institution which enjoys a well-deserved
recognition is the Institute for Scientific Information in Philadelphia (ISI),
the so-called Institute of Philadelphia. This institution, founded in 1960 and
until 1992 led by Eugene Garfield, has contributed to science with the creation of science citation indices, or databases, which on the one hand have been
a common source of bibliographic information, and on the other hand have
contained abstracts with a list of references, which made it possible to see how
many times a specific publication has been cited and by whom. It was a novelty in the information market.
The Garfield Institute has created databases which became the basis for
the development of bibliometrics and science metrics, and introduced into
circulation terms clearly evocative of the ISI, such as the impact factor64, or
the “Philadelphian list”. For many years it has had a monopoly in the field of
citation indices, which have determined the rankings of scientific institutions,
fields of science and scientists. It has offered, for a fee, access to several databases, of which the best known are: Science Citation Index, Journal Citation
Reports, and Current Contents. The first Science Citation Index (SCI), designed for the natural sciences, was published in 1964 as a five-volume edition,
which has noted articles from 613 journals and contained 1.4 million citations.
The innovativeness of the SCI, besides the idea of indexing bibliographic
reference and footnotes, also relied on the creation of a multidisciplinary index, which allowed the researcher to become familiar with the literature of re-
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lated fields by the right set of keywords. The success of the SCI has encouraged
Garfield to create more indices – for the social sciences and humanities. Social
Sciences Citation Index and Art & Humanities Citation Index were started.
Journal Citation Reports (JCR) is an interdisciplinary database, in which,
on the basis of the dynamics of citations of articles from a journal, its immediacy index and impact factor, or the citation index are determined. The impact factor (IF) is a measure of prestige and impact calculated for ISI-indexed
journals.
The list of these journals is variable and subject to constant selection.
In about 70% it is made up of American magazines. It now comprises 63 Polish titles, against the total of nearly nine thousand magazines. The list of journals listed in the JCR database is different from the so-called Philadelphian
list, or the Master Journal List – a free list of journals, available on the Internet, covered by the evaluation of experts from the institute, who monitor a given title for some time before qualifying it for indexation in the ISI databases.
The list now totals almost 14 thousand titles, among which 158 are Polish.
Another ISI product is the extensive Current Contents databases – abstractive databases of journal articles from selected fields of science. Among them
there are: Agriculture, Biology & Environmental Sciences Current Contents,
Clinical Medicine, Current Contents, Art & Humanities Current Contents, as
well as their the sub-databases within specific disciplines.
At this stage of development, the ISI has been taken over, with all its achievements, by the corporation of Thomson. The flagship products of Thomson Scientific65 – among several dozens of others – are the databases of the Derwent
World Patent Index (the largest database of patents, trademarks and brands),
and the Web of Science. The Web of Science – the database of database –
contains the most important indices; currently it is the Thomson Scientific Master Journal List, available at: http://www.thomsonscientific.com/cgibin/jrnlst/jloptions.cgi?PC=master, Science Citation Index Expanded 1900 -,
Social Science Citation Index 1956 -, Art & Humanities Citation Index 1975 -,
Index Chemicus and Current Chemical Reactions.
The database is made available to users on a subscription basis. It provides
access to almost nine thousand selected titles of magazines in all (230) academic disciplines. In Poland, the most widely used is the database Science
Citation Index Expanded. Its users (23 universities in 2006) formed a consortium, and the base is made available from the ICM server. Thomson Scientific
65

http://science.thomsonreuters.com/, 14.10.2009.
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has created a search platform called the Web of Knowledge66. This tool (available for free to any subscriber to Thomson products) allows for a simultaneous search of all, or only indicated, resources of Thomson, databases which
a given institution already has, as well as the open access type of databases,
such as PubMed and Agricola.

3.3. Ethics in university management
3.3.1. Business ethics

Ethics deals with the creation of systems of thought from which one can
derive the rules of conduct. The word “ethics” is derived from the Greek ethos,
meaning custom, understood not only as a phenomenon, but also its social
and physical environment. Ethics is the space in which moral norms function, serving the role of normative systems in societies, beside such systems
as the state law or religious morality67.
In its functional meaning, formed as early as in ancient times, ethics
is a branch of general philosophical considerations concerning the relationship between good and evil. It can be argued that ethics as a science of morality is one of the disciplines of philosophy68.
Prominent eighteenth-century philosopher and economist Adam Smith
in many of his works dealt with the moral philosophy which, in his view, included natural theology, philosophy of law, theory of justice, and ethics. In his
later works, such as The Wealth of Nations, constructing his economic theory, he drew on a number of assumptions about human nature and social processes. Addressing the issue of social harmony in the relations of private and
collective social interest he admitted the primacy of the collective social interest, which is one of the basic premises of his social philosophy69. Smith devoted quite a lot of attention to the ethical aspects of the market economy. In his
work The Theory of Moral Sentiments70, he argues that one usually cares primarily about one’s self-interest. However, the problem is to find a way to meet
it in such a way as to bring on as many benefits so society as possible.
Ethics, broadly speaking, is the study of values, principles and justifications.
It attempts to answer the following questions: What is good? What is wrong?
http://wokinfo.com/, 26.10.2009.
Galata, Biznes w przestrzeni etycznej. Motywy, metody, konsekwencje, Difin, Warszawa 2007, p. 22.
68
S. Snihur, Etyka biznesu. Zarys wybranych zagadnień, SGGW, Warszawa 2006, p. 5.
69
A. Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of the Nations, Edinburgh 1776,
http://www.adamsmith.org/smith/won-index.htm, 5.01.2009.
70
A. Smith, The Theory of Moral Sentiments, 1759, http://www.adamsmith.org/smith/tms/tms-index.htm, 5.01.2009.
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How to distinguish good from evil? What does it mean to live a decent life?
What makes a man be perceived as good? Why are some things considered
good, while others are considered wrong?71
Ethics is part of philosophy associated with good conduct, being a good
person. It has both a social and personal dimension, and is necessary for living in society. Every society needs it, in spite of the different traditions, practices and institutions. Similarly, every society must have a view of morality,
which is usually its own product, shared by all its members. The most common of these is respect for human life and compassion for others72.
Ethics is the study on morality of actions, when an individual has a choice:
help or harm. This study attempts to solve the dilemmas of what is harm and
what is help, trying to solve the complexities of moral choices. These moral
choices concern rights, responsibilities, privileges and duties. The word “moral” in its colloquial meaning refers to matters of religion, or the sense of sin.
“Evaluative” or “ethical” may be synonymous with the word “moral”. They refer to a situation in which one set of interests is important, while the others
are rejected. All decisions have a moral dimension73.
Ethics deals mainly with trying to find out what values and rules of behaviour are assessed as moral. It also deals with defining “decent life” in the conditions of happiness and good, at the same time providing justification for
many different situations and contexts that can help one make a morally correct decision74.
Business ethics is a very important issue in economic activity. Its significance is emphasized by the fact that ethical choices are inevitable. The challenge for business ethics is to improve this inevitable process of making
ethical decisions. For the most important goal is to achieve long-term values of the owner75.
In many historical sources, business ethics often involved criticism of economic activity and of the practices used by entrepreneurs – and therefore also
of the ability to create added value and make profits. The current view on this
issue relates to thinking about profit in terms of productivity growth accompaR.C. Solomon, C.W. Martin, Morality and the Good Life: An Introduction to Ethics through Classical Sources, McGraw-Hill, New York 2004, p. 2.
72
R.C. Solomon, On Ethics and Living Well, Thomson Wadsworth, Belmont 2006, p. 3.
73
Etyka biznesu, red. J. Dietl, W. Gasparski, Fundacja Edukacyjna Przedsiębiorczości, Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN, Warszawa 2002, p. 18.
74
P.C. Hill, G.S. Smith, Doming to terms with spirituality and religion in the workplace, in: Handbook of workplace spirituality and organizational performance, ed. R.A. Giacalone, C.L. Jurkiewicz,
M.E. Sharpe, Armonk 2002.
75
E. Sternberg, Just Business. Business Ethics in Action, Oxford University Press, Oxford 2000, p. 15.
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nied by social responsibility and the role of the corporation as complex communities, serving its employees and the local environment. The evolution of
business ethics thus includes the transition from the criticism of financial gain
to a more constructive and useful assessment of the organization’s involvement
in the implementation of social objectives within the rules of the market76.
The main goal of business ethics is to solve problems on how to proceed
in conducting business activities in relations with partners or competitors
in the market. Business ethics focuses on the behaviour of man, therefore,
it is no different in this respect from ethics in general77. Most people would
agree that ethics deals with human activities in the moral realm, while business ethics deals with economic activities. They can be described at three levels: the entrepreneur, company ethics and systemic actions78.
The semantic range of business ethics is wide. For example, Cz. Porębski
defines it as “a specific reaction of an important aspect of social life to the challenges posed by the transformation of civilization”79. It may be assumed that
any action of the organization or its employees may have an ethical or unethical dimension. Ethical dilemmas in business may include issues such as80:
• behaviour towards customers, suppliers or competitors, e.g. marketing and sales activities, the principles of fair play in competition,
• treatment of employees, or the hiring process, principles of motivation, development paths, the rights and obligations of the employee,
employee’s dismissal,
• the impact on the environment – pollution, recycling, sustainable
development,
• behaviour in the international expansion operations, e.g. the use of
power and advantage, respect for human rights and the transfer of
production to countries with lower production costs.
According to A. Bednarski, the science of organization and management,
as an independent branch of science, examines human activity in terms of
76
R.C. Solomon, Entertaining Ideas: Popular Philosophical Essays, 1970–1990, Prometheus Books,
Buffalo 1992, p. 258.
77
G.D. Chryssides, J.H. Kaler, Wprowadzenie do etyki biznesu, Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN, Warszawa 1999, pp. 18–19.
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B. Klimczak, Etyka w działalności gospodarczej, in: Etyka biznesu, gospodarki i zarządzania, ed.
W. Gasparski, A. Lewicka-Strzałecka, D. Miller, Wyższa Szkoła Humanistyczno-Ekonomiczna w Łodzi and Fundacja „Wiedza i działanie” im. L. von Milesa i T. Kotarbińskiego, Warszawa 1999, pp. 103–
105.
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Cz. Porębski, Czy etyka się opłaca? Zagadnienia etyki biznesu, Oficyna Wydawnicza Antykwa,
Kraków–Kluczbork 2000, p. 19.
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L.J. Mullins, Management and Organisational Behaviour, Prentice Hall Financial Times, Pearson
Education, Harlow 2005, pp. 168–169.
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its efficiency. Full analysis is not, however, possible without an assessment of
the ethical attitude. Besides, ethical attitudes prevail while taking any decision, so one can talk about moral tasks contained in the process of management. This applies to the whole of economic life, or entrepreneurship, with its
internally shaped morality of the subject of actions and the environment81.
Business ethics is not a separate part of ethics. Its basic assumptions are
the same for all human and social behaviours. It must be borne in mind that
without moral principles it will be difficult to lay the foundations of a stable
society, in which economic activity or any other positive activity will be able
to function in conditions of peace and security.
Business ethics can also be defined as “an examination of economic events,
activities or decisions, where it is important to resolve whether they are good
or bad”82. This term is often used in a very broad sense, including among others, corporate social responsibility83.
When analysing the question of whether business ethics is a form of professional conduct or whether it should be society’s ethics, W. Gasparski argues that social actions must be based on reciprocal relationships which will
facilitate the exchange of goods. Only consistent, based on scientific grounds,
composition of actions, guided by ethical standards, becomes necessary for
the business community84.
At the same time in another work, Gasparski claims that business ethics is not tantamount to the concept of corporate social responsibility. In his
view, business ethics is influenced by the theory of human behaviour, known
as praxeology85. The term and concept of praxeology was first announced
by Alfred Espinas in 1890 in the journal “Revue Philosophique de la France et
de l’Etranger”, in the article Les origines de la technologies he wrote about this
separate discipline of study and described it in these words: “and so the word
‘practice’ suggests the term ‘praxeology’ to denote the science of the most
general forms and the highest principles of action in the world of living crea81

444.
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tures”86. The Polish researcher T. Kotarbinski dealt with praxeology in many of
his works. As the creator of scientific praxeology he located it among the philosophical sciences, namely within ethics and logic87.
Moral values, beliefs and principles, which determine how organizations
and their members act towards each other and towards people outside the organization, form an important part of organizational culture. At a time when
most of the actions for which companies are intensively monitored and evaluated by customers, investors and the government, organizations and their
employees cannot afford to engage in activities which harm the reputation of
the company. Creating an ethical organizational culture is a top priority for
many companies because failure to fulfil that need may be catastrophic for
the development of the organization and its market position88.
Acceptance of ethical values and related control measures may sometimes
raise objections as they may pose a threat to broadly understood interests of
the organization and its environment. The implemented rules may introduce
customs, such as best practices or standards of good behaviour. They result
in the weakening of the ability of members of the organization to assess actions in terms of right or wrong. The general opinion is that acting in accordance with ethical principles leads to higher productivity, if only because people
spend less time making these assessments89.
It is worth noting that the mere adoption of a set of good CSR practices does
not guarantee that the organization will be focused on the needs of society. Often managers form a symbolic shield around the organization, separating it from
interacting with the environment. Organizations should instead be focused on
the goal rather than on taking actions which are frequently superficial90.
Business ethics, as belonging to management sciences, revises the traditional moral concepts taking into account the modern scientific achievements.
This is due to the fact that the addressees of the norms which create the standards of business ethics are not individuals acting on their own behalf but on
behalf of the organization they represent. And the organization itself is a creation, whose operation is determined by the structural and functional essence
A. Espinas, Les origines de la technologie, „Revue Philosophique de la France et de l’Etranger”
1890, vol. XXX, juillet–décembre, pp. 113–135, 295–314.
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of the organization and the expectations of stakeholders, rather than subjective characteristics of managers91.
The scope of business ethics is very broad. Mainly because any action performed by the organization or its employees may be taken either ethically or
unethically92.
The main areas of interest of business ethics have been collected in relation to the branches of moral philosophy93:
• analogous to theoretical ethics – identification of the phenomena of
operation in organizations in which there are moral dilemmas and
may be subject to assessments from the point of view of ethical values,
• analogous to normative ethics – it is a system of standards, it determines what should be done and what should not,
• analogous to descriptive ethics – the subject of business ethics
is the analysis of moral beliefs and the actual conduct of business
people, supported by empirical evidence,
• analogous to applied ethics – for the purpose of developing a practical set of tools to influence and impact the ethical attitudes of business people.
Business ethics issues may be treated as synonymous with ethics as such
or acknowledge the fact that its assumptions are different from those of general ethics. Adopting the former assumption, of ethical behaviour in economic activity must be based on the same principles as any activity in relation
to the family or friends. In this case, business ethics and ethics are identical
concepts. In the other approach, ethical behaviour in the operation of an organization, such as a university, is largely inspired by expected achievements
of designated goals.
Universities are created to implement their statutory provisions, to achieve
a sustainable competitive advantage in the market of higher education, and
it is this action that their authorities should focus their endeavours on, in this
aspect understood as ethical ones94.
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Current and expected level of business ethics

Public interest in the issues of business ethics is now the greatest in the history of societies. The period of the development of the field in question accounts for the last three decades, and the increased public interest was triggered
by a number of scandals occurring in the environment of the biggest companies. However, it appears that not only the social expectations tend to increase. Organizations, in accordance with these expectations, also introduce
codes of ethics and comply with, although not entirely, social expectations95.
Figure 3.2 shows the change in the quality of business ethics in comparison
with previous years.
The researchers who include ethics in philosophy suggest three phases,
known as descriptive ethics, normative ethics, and meta-ethics. Descriptive ethics is closely related to anthropology, sociology and psychology, and
is based on these fields. Normative ethics includes the assumptions of descriptive ethics. It usually strives to discover, develop and evaluate the basic
assumptions or moral values or a moral system of society or humanity in general. Meta-ethics is similar to normative ethics. Firstly, it deals with the terminology of moral issues, terminology. Secondly, it examines the logical reasons
for moral behaviour. And thirdly, it analyses hidden presuppositions and subjects them to critical analysis.

socially expected level
of business ethics
an ethical problem
current level
of business ethics

an ethical problem

1960s

Period

beginning
of 21st century

Figure 3.2. Business ethics today and in previous years
Source: A.K. Buchholtz, A.B. Carroll, Business & Society, South-Western Cengage Learning, Canada 2006, p. 241.
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Business ethics occupies a special position in the field of applied ethics as
it deals with the application of general ethical principles in specific situations96,
and behaviours of individuals managing business organizations, which, given
their objectives, do not always follow the rules of morality. It must be borne
in mind that business operation, even in the case of the university, as a social
phenomenon has a social dimension. There are three levels of business ethics:
1) micro-ethics – defining the rules of fair exchange between individuals;
it is concerned with the nature of promises, commitments – the importance of individual action;
2) macro-ethics – institutionalized cultural and economic rules for
the whole society; it deals with issues of social justice and the purpose
of a free market;
3) molar ethics – concerns companies.
Business ethics, as the name suggests, is a field combining ethics and business. This issue has a national, international, and global dimension – just
as business ventures are. It may turn out to be helpful in solving problems
in a more systematic way. It must be borne in mind, however, that business
ethics alone will not change business practices. It may only provide arguments
testifying to unethical proceedings within a business97.
Perhaps P. Rotengruber is right submitting the postulate for a much wider promotion of business ethics and seeing this action as a priority task. He
indicates that the genesis of this postulate is the claim of “competence exclusion of large sections of society” and “their symbolic incapacitation”. It is interesting that this author puts hopes in “the sphere of material reproduction”
as a remedy for “communication dysfunctions of modern society”98.
Although most ethical issues consider the ethical functioning of the individual within an organization operating in a community, the most important
questions focus on the role of the organization, in particular the university, in society. These questions are targeted primarily at university governing
bodies.
In its descriptive sense, business ethics refers to the values, standards,
and the foundations of business operation. This term includes the name of
96
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the scientific discipline which is in fact an interdisciplinary issue which gathers information from a variety of scientific disciplines, such as philosophy,
management, economics, law, etc.99
A wide range of theories describing the issues of ethics may be presented as a kind of lens, which focuses ethical decision-making in a particular issue, such as rights or responsibilities. A graphical illustration of the problem
is shown in Figure 3.3.
In turn, Figure 3.4 shows the role of many theories of ethics. Looking
at an ethical problem from the perspective of the theory of ethical conduct,
we have at our disposal a variety of solutions allowing for a moral evaluation
of the analysed problem. Thanks to this broad spectrum of concepts university management can fully analyse the problem and find different solutions as
well as a justification for the decisions made.

Ethical dilemma

“Lens” of theories
ealing with ethics

Solution of
the moral
dilemma

Figure 3.3. The typical approach to the theory of solving ethical dilemmas in management
Source: A. Crane, D. Matten, Business Ethics, Oxford University Press, New York, 2007, p. 119.
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Figure 3.4. The perspective of ethics theory in dealing with ethical issues in management.
Source: Ibidem, p. 120.
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Business ethics determines standards of conduct in business operation
by taking a dual, axiology and performance approach. Axiological justification
relies on referring to certain moral systems, such as Kantianism, utilitarianism
or virtue ethics. This approach, placing business ethics within the theory of
ethics, requires a good knowledge of normative systems. On the other hand,
the performance approach is to prove the thesis that acting in accordance
with ethical principles brings benefits. The main argument for this approach
is that, due to its reputation, the university may once again get the customer
that has been acquired before. The requirement of constant raising of qualifications and self-development facilitates further education in many forms of
postgraduate and lifelong education at universities. This approach, however,
is sometimes criticized for being targeted at the interests of the organization,
while ethical principles serve only as a tool to achieve intended objectives100.
3.3.2. Ethical organization management

Management is without a doubt one of the greatest inventions. For over one
hundred years the development of management science, supported by the efforts of people, has allowed for strong economic growth. At its inception, management was supposed to solve two major problems – to affect the less skilled
workers, so they can be more efficient and competitive, and to coordinate
these efforts, so as to allow for the production of goods and services in large
quantities. The problem was the effectiveness of operation, and the solution
– bureaucracy with its hierarchical structure, the objectives to be achieved,
the exact definition of roles within the organization, the developed rules of
conduct and adopted procedures101.
Management of each organization present in the socio-economic life must
take into account the fundamental principles of coexisting in a particular environment. A major part of businesses and other institutions directs its activities
at individual customers. An important element of business success is the ability to create sustainable and correct relationships with potential customers, but
also with individuals and institutions that may have an impact on consumer
decisions. An important factor in organization operation is the attitudes presented by the workers who create it. They are the result of the adopted management strategy and the quality of human capital.
68.
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Currently there is a social debate among representatives of the business
sector, employers and workers organizations, academic and expert institutions on the necessary changes in the economic policy of the European Union.
The main message is the positive impact of social dialogue in the dissemination of civic attitudes in the economy and thereby increased competitiveness.
This will lead to improvement in people’s lives, while increasing the efficiency of enterprises’ operation, accompanied by a limited negative impact on
the environment102.
Each organization must have collected rules by which it intends to operate.
Ethical principles adopted by an organization or a university are a set of factors which include moral obligations in relation to a wide range of recipients,
i.e. stakeholders. Depending on the country of operation of the organization,
these rules are slightly different in scope. While in the United States and Britain they concern mainly ethics, in other countries they are mainly based on
the assumptions of the unique culture of the region103.
However, regardless of the country of operation an ethical organization
should always apply the principles of best practices. It should be understood
as the avoidance of unjust conduct, but also as action which is good from
a moral point of view. Actions derived from the principles of justice and from
moral conduct should have both a limiting character for the organization and
a prescriptive one when it comes to identifying courses of action in particular cases104.
In the era of globalization, internationalization of general business contacts,
student and academic exchange, or the increasing universal access to the Internet, it becomes important to attempt to determine common expectations
of stakeholders from different cultural backgrounds, with different religious
or philosophical beliefs105.
Each organization has its own unique “atmosphere”. It should be understood as a specific environment, a set of adopted principles and methods of
action, grouping the key elements ofoperation. A set of universal components
leading from ethical climate to benefits is shown in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5. The relationship between ethical climate and benefits for organizations.
Source: O.C. Ferrell, J. Fraedrich, L. Ferrell, Business Ethics: Ethical Decision Making and Cases, Houghton Mifflin Company,
Boston 2000.
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Under the influence of social responsibility the terms defining “Pareto efficiency” should be amended. If all public institutions, authorities, organizations,
the media were more aware of the common aspirations that go beyond the regular business practice, they could create “reputation capital”. This would lead
to a new level of competition, and thus to new, socially responsible actions, going
beyond daily business practice106. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 3.6.

Benefits for society

Figure 3.6. Reputation capital and social benefits
Source: K.M. Leisinger, Stretching the Limits of Corporate Responsibility, in: Peace through Commerce: Responsible Corporate
Citizenship and the Ideals of the United Nations Global Compact, ed. O.F. Williams, University of Notre Dame Press, Notre
Dame (Indiana) 2008, p. 229.
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Ph. Kotler already pointed out the importance of reputation. Reputation
affects both income and the cost. A positive reception of possessed reputation affects the benefits measured in sales volume and employees’ or business
partners’ evaluation. As far as costs go, it leads to their significant reduction.
Most importantly, however, reputation, as research confirms, is an important
value for the customer, who is, after all a stakeholder of the organization107.
Researchers on the subject, both practitioners and theorists, agree that it is difficult to precisely determine how organizations should work to fulfil ethical principles or those concerning social responsibility108. This phenomenon also applies
to universities, which emphasizes the importance of the problem in question.
The issues of business ethics may be presented in many dimensions.
It is a good idea to try to narrow down the phenomenon to three main relationships:
1) the internal dimension and the external dimension, within which close
interactions between the inner life of each organization and its stakeholders take place; to maintain a balance seems to be an important objective;
2) the strategic level and the operational level – balance is necessary, but
strategic objectives and the changes they implement should be given
a priority, and only then should particular operational activities be taken;
3) countermeasure actions and philanthropic activities – some of the positive, ethical activities of the organization may minimize or even compensate for the negative impact on the environment.
Philanthropic
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level
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Figure 3.7. The Dimensions of business ethics
Source: B. Andersen, Bringing Business Ethics to Life, ASQ Quality Press, Milwaukee 2004, p. 29.

It must be, naturally, assumed that universities have different strategic objectives than, say companies. Regardless of the identifiable differences, however, the task of any organization is constant development and efficient use
of resources to achieve the desired results. Social responsibility principles require treatment of employees – the most important asset of the organization
– in terms of a subject, not an object, of management. In turn, increasing
productivity requires adequate investment in human capital, notwithstanding the construction of proper relations based on partnership and the understanding of the need for social dialogue109.
The importance of ethics in the management organizations is emphasized
by M. Paskin. In his opinion, an organization may have a poorly developed organizational culture. It is important, however, that it is built on a strong foundation of ethics. Culture may not be very susceptible to change, but ethical
attitudes in every action are important. Best practices in dealing with business partners must be the basis110.
3.3.3. An ethically managed university

In the case of the university it is the founder, or founders, who determine
the expected results of its operations. Under the law, it does not carry business
for profit, but we can talk about achieving positive financial results as a means
to achieve its statutory objectives. They include an expansion of the educational offer and investment in facilities. Social responsibility is defined by not
excluding profit as a result, but excluding it as a motive: if a social action is taken simply to make a profit, it is not an act of corporate social responsibility111.
Managing a team of employees should be done in accordance with ethical principles. First of all it should take into account the respect for personal
rights, fairness, distributive justice and freedom of choice. With the adoption
of these principles the organization may be defined as a social system, and its
management style as objectives management112.
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Many sources influence making decisions by individuals. In a specific way
they compete for acceptance expressed by the decision of a given individual.
Sources of ethical standards and ways of influencing the decision-maker
are shown in Figure 3.8.
Partners

Local community

Family

Country region

Profession
Individual’s

Friends

Law

conscience
Employer

Religious beliefs

Society

Figure 3.8. Sources of ethical standards affecting an individual
Source: A.K. Buchholtz, A.B. Carroll, Business & Society, South-Western Cengage Learning, Canada 2006, p. 244.

University managers are often involved in the decision-making process.
They are influenced – like every individual – by lot of factors and standards
which are dependent on the time and place of making the decision, a specific situation, etc.
Another important issue is the extent to which society can expect ethical attitudes of business leaders. It is understood that fulfilling their function they are only liable to the organization in which they work. It is difficult
to assume, however, that they somehow owe society a specific action. Nevertheless, many managers perceive the public interest as completely consistent
with their personal interests and the interests of the organization. The situation in which leaders work requires the knowledge that socially responsible
actions may have an impact in the long term, while shareholders expect profits to rise on a regular basis113.
The organization should make efforts to promote the desired actions, especially those that have a positive impact at a national level. The aim should
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be to avoid adverse effects, even if efforts towards positive actions would turn
out to be ineffective114.
The university has many opportunities to promote ethical behaviour. For
example, they can use appropriate management principles based on legal regulations or the promotion of behaviours involving the reporting of unethical
actions, the so-called whistleblowing115. Promoting these principles among
academic staff is a perfect model of ethical conduct, which gives an clue on
how to proceed in times of moral dilemmas. The range of whistleblowing be
quite wide. Faulty products or deficient services may lead to further threats.
Brave individuals, who report irregularities, should be cared for, as the cases
described in the literature on the subject show, such attitudes are often faced
with undeserved harassment on the part of other employees.
Already in 1972, R. Nader wrote that the most important obligation of employees was to protect society as operating over a single organization. Liabilities towards corporations are secondary116.
It is worth making an effort to precisely define what is meant by the concept of whistleblowing. J. P. Near and M. P. Miceli described it as “the disclosure
by current or former members of an organization of illegal, immoral practices,
the results of which have an impact on other individuals or organizations”117.
Such action may be compared to the function of a referee on the pitch, who,
by whistling, stops the match118. This ambiguous term, present in the global
economy, greatly expanded its range after the introduction of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX)119. The concept of whistleblowing has been known for many centuries but only for a few decades it has been associated with the economic life.
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This term describes the unique role of an employee of an organization as a kind
of exposer in situations when they see illegal and immoral practices. It is important that these actions are undertaken independently by the member of the organization, and their aim is to prevent breaches of the law120.
This phenomenon in question may raise many moral dilemmas. Individuals, who wish to make public certain events or information, assess whether
publicizing the problem is consistent with the public interest, they also attempt
to establish the person or entity responsible. This intention is in conflict with
loyalty to their organizations. It should be remembered that professional ethics requires responsibility and loyalty to colleagues. Even after considering
the first two dilemmas taking the role of a whistle-blower may raise additional
concerns. The mere involvement in the information campaign about a problem may compromise their chances for further development of their professional or social careers, regardless of the achieved outcomes121.
An individual who makes public a negative or undesirable phenomenon
must meet several conditions to be treated seriously by the recipient. The effectiveness of such measures will increase if the person is reliable, the event
will actually be an example of law breaking, evidence will be convincing, and
the organization where the whistleblower comes from does not approve of
acts of retaliation122.
The response from law enforcement will always be less accurate and delayed if we compare it with an alarm raised by people from within the organization. There are many examples proving that such an attitude is worthy of
mention. In 2002, three whistleblowers were announced people of the year
by the Time magazine123.
Unfortunately, the reporting of illegal actions is not common practice
in many organisations, including universities. This is not due to the lack of
such activities, rather it is due to the custom of not disclosing activities which
may jeopardize the good name of the institution. But more often at the root
of the silent attitude is the belief that the disclosure of certain events will not
lead to taking any remedial measures124. Confirmation of such attitudes may
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be found in the results of a survey by J. Figg, according to which, out of 125
surveyed internal auditors, as many as 76% said that the irregularities reported by employees had turned out to be real125. These results highlight the importance of whistleblowing unambiguously. The major percentage of positively
verified reports makes it necessary to give special importance to this activity
and even place it among the strategic actions of the university.
One should also look at the reasons that inspire employees to report unethical activities. Disclosure of a phenomenon is a serious problem for the employee. It is important to consistently promote openness in this regard. A different
path leading to the intended objective should always be suggested. This is based
on the belief that people in the organization are rather pragmatic and are committed to the aim pursued. It is important that the process leading to it be
ethical and moral. It must be borne in mind that the solving of problems of
a moral nature is an intrinsic part of the functioning of any organization126.
One-person or collective bodies managing educational institutions are
therefore facing an extremely difficult task. Inclusion of ethical issues in management requires particular expertise, knowledge of social expectations and
their successful positioning against the potential of the university. For it is difficult to build an atmosphere of mutual uncertainty, motivating the team to look
for and report irregularities, and at the same time to prove the fact that this
attitude is essential for the development of the organization and in line with
its mission.
According P. F. Drucker, “social responsibility – of a business, hospital or
university – may appear in two areas. It may result from the influence the institution has on society, but it may also appear as a problem of society as a whole.
Both of these areas should be a concern for managers because the institution
they manage exists because of the need of society and the community”127. This
quote precisely describes the strategic objective that should guide university
managers. The most important, however, is the fragment saying that universities exist because of the need of society and the community.
Adoption of such an assumption requires proper configuration of the profile of the services on offer, in this education but also, substantially, formation.
It turns out that for a large part of the population formation by institutions
of higher education is obvious and desirable (see the author’s research results
included in Chapter 4 of the monograph).
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Developing a long-term strategic plan of the university requires an indepth analysis of the market, which must lead to the conclusion that points
to the presence of many strong entities with a competitive nature. The survival of the university on the market requires achieving higher efficiency than
its competitors have. The question about the impact of ethical guidelines on
the selection and development of strategic objectives is crucial. Sensitivity
to social needs imposes their obvious modification in such a way that there
is no risk of conflict with social values.
Ethical values must take precedence over all activities of the organization.
The phenomenon of striving to maximize productivity, to develop and expand can be observed. This striving may result from the tasks adopted during strategic planning128.
Operating within the four main functions of management – planning, organizing, managing and controlling – one should always be guided by ethical
principles. This primary task of the representatives of university authorities
requires to be implemented in line with their knowledge and skills, while respecting the laws in force, but above all ethically.
An ethical manager should manage the university using the known organizational techniques and applying motivational skills to achieve their goals.
Assessment of managers, however, is always based on evaluating their effectiveness and efficiency in action. Ethics is intended only as a background of
smooth operation.
Within such an “ethical territory” the rivalry of competing organizations
takes place. The idea is to take no action which is ethically questionable, such
as the creation of faculties educating specialists in archaic professions with no
future in the rapidly changing labour market.
It must be borne in mind, however, that the assumptions of ethical and social responsibility issues will be understood by every organization slightly differently. One may even assume that we will get as many different versions as
there will be stakeholders involved. It is difficult to work out a universal model for all. Every organization or university should develop its own model of
“the practice of social responsibility”. It will require precise definition of values and placing ethical issues in the centre129.
An effective planning and implementation of a comprehensive set of activities related to “ethical management” at the university is a big enterprise.
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The organization of the process will be as it is in the case of the corporate sector. This requires a multidimensional approach and depends on correct undertaking of many activities. Implementation of these measures and giving
them a logical sequence can lead to the desired results. Adequate preparation,
training, in-depth analysis of management levels and the existing levels and
groups at the university, as well as the analysis of the organizational culture
increase the chances of a positive implementation. Figure 3.9 shows a schematic illustration of the algorithm steps leading to the full implementation of
a system that supports ethical action at the university.
Decision on intended
level of ethics

Development of
ethical rules of behaviour

Decision on ethical
shape of organization

Introduction of training
on ethics

Introduction of new
organizational scheme

Implementation of new
ethical profile

Incorporation of new
ethical profile

Acceleration
of implementation process

Figure 3.9. Stages of implementation of a new ethical orientation of the university
Source: B. Andersen, Bringing Business Ethics to Life, ASQ Quality Press, Milwaukee 2004, p. 35.
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Organizations create ethical systems which can actively support actions
in this respect. Their main purpose is to encourage actions in line with the objectives of the organization and the principles of distributive justice while
ensuring moral support. The organization should adopt a system of ethical
incentives organized in such a way as to bring the desired effect. An essential element is the flow of important information. Systems of ethical notification should provide full access to every piece of information to key persons
in the organization. These systems must also fulfil three functions130:
1) encourage alertness – all parties should recognize what is necessary
to achieve the ethical objective of the organization as well as to detect
defects and actively seek remedies,
2) facilitate the provision of relevant information through an open voicing
of one’s opinion, warning, etc.
3) important information should be communicated to those responsible
for dealing with its consequences and using it to maximize effects ethically.
The organizational structure in itself makes it possible to act ethically
at different levels of ambition – the remedial and philanthropic dimension
of the structure represent two very different levels of commitment and dedication. This is a fairly strict division of levels of ambition, but they can be divided into many more subsets. B. Andersen identified at least five such levels
of ambition, appropriate levels of activity and dedication131. They are presented in Figure 3.10.
The organizational structure of the university is composed of many interconnected elements. These parts are combined in different structures, and
employees have specific tasks to perform. The development of such an extensive body is dependent on the degree of interaction between all the elements. A suitable atmosphere for innovation, effective communication or
striving to be an intelligent organization are fundamental to the development
of the university as an extensive organizational structure132.
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Actively philanthropic

The organization conducts its own charity actions
and reports charity initiatives

Passively philanthropic

The organization supports various charity programmes
but only those run by other organizations

Remedial attitude

The organization controls all its operations and people,
which is used to build its market position and image

Submission to standards

Continuous compliance with all written
and unwritten norms and standards

Submission to the law

Respect of and submission to all respective laws
and regulations

Figure 3.10. The five levels of ambition in business ethics
Source: Ibidem, p. 38.

Universities should create their own corporate codes of ethics, a set of specific set of values relevant to the university, its employees and stakeholders.
The dos and don’ts contained in them, such as a limit on the value of gifts a lecturer can receive during diploma exams, will serve as a guide useful in certain
situations of the employee. It can be assumed that such a code would be a set
of possible answers to potential questions about the ethical nature of human
behaviour preferred by the university133.
The importance of ethical codes and the huge need for development in this
area was pointed out by W. Gasparski. In his Polish research he noted that
in a country of 38 million only 6 thousand organizations have public codes
of ethics, emphasizing their crucial importance for the proper functioning of
ethics programmes. Due to their importance, they should play a greater role
in creating a good reputation. At the same time, it must be remembered that
codes of ethics are not the only factor affecting the image, yet they are the first
and most important element of the assets134.
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T. Oleksyn collected a set of core competencies for ethical leadership135.
These are:
• competent development of the mission, vision and strategy of the organization,
• a system, holistic, approach, and the ability to achieve synergy effects,
• deep knowledge of management,
• good knowledge of the competition and the market,
• knowledge of the organization and the assigned actions,
• effective and ethical leadership.
The role of a leader is to participate in a creative way in developing the mission and vision of the university. It is important that the basis for their creation
were ethical values. For in the economic life there are too many examples of
missions derived solely from the broadly understood needs of the customer.
It is worth reminding the practice of “creative” accounting used by formerly
one of the leading consulting firms Arthur Andersen. These actions, however,
in the long term led the company into bankruptcy, and became one of the vivid examples of ignoring ethical issues in relations with clients.
The essence of ethical university management is appropriate construction
of the decision making process. It is a good idea to consider various theoretical
models in order to develop an appropriate model of action for an institution.
An in-depth analysis of the ethical decision-making process, carried out
on the basis of research by T. W. Loe, L. Farrell and P. Mansfield136, confirms
that the model proposed by T. M. Jones provides the most comprehensive
synthesis of ethical decision-making137. Jones based his work on a model previously announced by J. Rest138. According to its assumptions people make
decisions when:
• recognize moral issues,
• carry out a specific moral evaluation of the action,
• establish a reason to act in accordance with that assessment,
• finally act in accordance with their intentions.
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Figure 3.11 shows the process ethical decision-making. It is not necessary, however, that all the stages follow one another. This model distinguishes
the importance of knowledge of ethical action from proceedings in this matter
or the desire for ethical action from the knowledge on which action is the best
from the point of view of ethical principles139.
Recognition
of the moral
aspect of the matter

Making a moral
judgment

Establishment
of a moral
approach to issues

Involvement
in moral
behaviour

Figure 3.11. The process of ethical decision-making
Source: T.M. Jones, Ethical decision making by individuals in organizations: an issue-contingent model, „Academy of Management Review” 1991, vol. 16, no. 2, pp. 366–395.

In the view of R. C. Ford and W. D. Richardson, ethical decision-making
models divide factors affecting decision-making into two main categories: individual factors and situational factors. The former include demographic factors such as age and sex, and those that are acquired with experience and with
the creation of social relations, i.e. education, personality or attitudes. While
the latter are the specific characteristics of the context affecting the question
of whether an individual will take an ethical or unethical decision. These factors include reward systems, workstations, organizational culture, as well as
such issues, related to decision-making, as moral questions or their ethical
framework140. These factors are presented in Figure 3.12.
Individual factors

Recognition
of moral issues

Moral
assessment

Following moral
intentions

Involvement
in moral behaviour

Situational factors

Figure 3.12. The basics of understanding of ethical decision-making
Source: A. Crane, D. Matten, Business Ethics, Oxford University Press, New York 2007, p. 133.
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It must be borne in mind that customers – buyers of educational services – are also stakeholders. It is therefore possible that they stop themselves
from purchasing if a product or service does not meet expectations in terms
of social responsibility, which is a manifestation of negative ethical consumerism. Its opposite, that is, positive ethical consumerism, occurs when purchasing decisions are affected by the ethical or socially responsible behaviour
of the manufacturer or provider of services141.
Each institution should submit its activity to an ethical audit, i.e. a tool assisting management, in order to create the necessary conditions for the adoption of “ethical orientation” and as a result an effective implementation of
the ethical approach142. This requires an analysis of the following issues:
• which values guide the activities of the university,
• whether it acts in accordance with these values,
• whether it achieves the desired effect in the public eye.
The results of an analysis of the reality of an institution will be used to select and implement specific solutions. An audit makes it possible to identify
stakeholder expectations and juxtapose them with the knowledge and capabilities of the university as an organization. It allows for an assessment of
the norms and values which community members and other stakeholders are
guided by. On the other hand, it includes an analysis of the procedures and
the documentation of the university143.
Conducting such an audit allows for a precise examination of the degree
of compliance of the actions of the university with the expectations of customers. The results may be used as an indication of the directions of the desired changes and the continuous improvement of operation. Thanks to them,
the institution may modify (or even create) its own code of ethics. Then it will
not be just a set of organizational norms shared by members of the academic
organization, but it will be enhanced by the topics of particular importance for
other groups of university stakeholders than staff and students. Most important, however, is that the said code is consistent and encompasses the widest
range of activities and impacts of the university on its environment possible.
Codes of ethics may be in the form of concise elaborations as well as detailed
or very complex ones. Most relate to the desired quality of service, describe
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the degree of coherence in the relationship with the environment or, in simple words, remind that the most important person is the customer. They are
supposed to provide a valuable hint for managers, employees and teachers, as
to what values the organization is guided by. The codes describe various operational and social issues, including staff matters. They may cover only a narrow range of cases, and in other cases they may be very broad descriptions of
the goals of the organization in this regard144. Sometimes they may include
detailed guidelines, such as a description of permissible gifts that an employee may accept from a person outside the organization. The effectiveness of
policies put down in that way depends on whether they are applied, especially by the top management of the organization. Then there is a chance that
the other employees will accept these principles in everyday activity145.
An important feature of codes of ethics is that they are not sanctioned
by law, they are only internal regulations of the organization. In other words,
it is a voluntary initiative taken by the university management.
Admittedly, J. Filek would not be satisfied if the principles of social responsibility did not have a “hard” mandate in the legislation, for she expects
the implementation of a specific social contract to involve the observance of
the established law. She even indicates that the lack of appropriate legislation
and its effective promotion will ultimately lead to a decline in the popularity
of social responsibility, or even a “natural death” of the idea146. This is in opposition to voluntary conditions or organizational self-limitation, which are
reflected in the adopted codes of ethics.
University managers should keep in mind the thought of P. F. Drucker: “no
institution exists by itself and for itself ”147. The main message of the functioning of the university is to provide knowledge and research results to society,
not only to create new jobs. An organization must be part of the community
and this issue needs to be understood in many dimensions: psychological, geographical, cultural and social. The impact it has on the environment through
the provided employment, knowledge, education, should fulfil the expectations of good neighbourhood, thereby creating added value in the form of educational services which raise the quality of life of stakeholders148.
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It is worth keeping in mind that the social dimension may significantly
prejudge the future of the university, its chances for developmental or survival at critical moments. It is social acceptance of the idea of a functioning
university that is the true power of its brand. Thanks to appropriate relationships education institutions receive feedback in the form of information on
what knowledge is needed by the environment and the adoption of what role
it expects. The rank social and ethical issues should be emphasized in a lasting manner in the long-term strategic objectives because of responsible role
of the leader. They bear this responsibility before the university, but also indirectly before all stakeholders, as in the social sense they act in their interest149.
In order to give ethical issues appropriate importance in the structure
of the organization, it is worth considering whether a separate position or
the whole department should be created, whose task would be supervision
over appropriate orientation of the current management. This position, known
as the Chief Ethics Office (CEO), would be taken by a person responsible for
monitoring all activities related to ethics150. These actions include creating
standards of conduct, their dissemination, monitoring of processes, and motivating employees to ethical action. The main duties of the person in such
a position may be defined as:
• due diligence over process in search of unethical behaviour or even
instances of law-breaking,
• monitoring and auditing of systems,
• reporting,
• whistleblowing.
When focusing on issues concerning morality, it must be remembered that
the issue of business ethics must be considered from different perspectives. Its
main current relates to the management process. This issue often relates directly to the persons performing managerial functions in the organization and
describes options for possible behaviours of these people. It can actually be described as “managerial ethics”151. Decisions taken by the management are interpreted differently from the point of view of a regular employee or the other
stakeholders. This means that all management decisions are placed in a social
context and based on the provisions of the law. It may be concluded that activities of the university have an impact on the quality of life of the social environIbidem, p. 37.
B. Tran, CSR and corruption. Corporate ethics: an end to the rhetorical interpretations of an endemic corruption, „Social Responsibility Journal” 2008, vol. 4, no. 1–2.
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ment, and a positive balance of this interaction may have a positive influence
on the development of the organization with increased customer satisfaction.
Making ethical decisions requires an analysis of important factors, such
152
as :
• an impact assessment, because the results of the decision are likely
to affect other people,
• the possibility of a free choice of alternative solutions,
• whether the planned decision may be assessed as ethical by one or
more parties – it may mean that in its making objective considerations were taken into account.
Acting in line with the above mentioned guidelines can help managers
avoid the error of making an incorrect decision. It is commonly known that
business ethics is closely related to the behaviour of individuals as members
of the organization or the local community. It is also important which values
the university is guided by and to what extent it shares such values as truth,
trust, unity, respect, justice by applying them in its policy and the current activity153. The following components may be helpful in the creation of ethical
principles of university management and in the development of codes of practice or curricula154:
• the text of the mission and values that the university is guided by,
• the code of ethics, which contains a description of behaviours desired
and expected by the staff,
• identification of the reporting and consultancy channels whose mission is to facilitate employees to report acts contrary to ethics and
issues requiring advice in this regard,
• risk analysis and management,
• individuals dealing with ethics, managers,
• consultants on ethics,
• training and practice in the field of application of ethics,
• auditing, accounting and reporting.
An ethical manager is a person able to competently fulfil stakeholder expectations, while keeping the benchmarks of efficiency and implementation
A. Crane, D. Matten, Business Ethics, Oxford University Press, New York 2007, p. 129.
M. Blowfield, A. Murray, Corporate Responsibility. A Critical Introduction, Oxford University Press,
New York 2008, p. 18.
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of the mission and vision of the university. The key competences of university authorities are155:
• competent development of mission, vision and strategy, and effective
establishment of proper relations with the environment,
• system and holistic approach, and ability to achieve synergy effects,
• preparation and acquired skills in in terms of organizations management,
• knowledge of the market of higher education services and the legal
regulations in this area,
• effective and skilful leadership.
In the case of universities, the principles of the leadership paradigm focused on the principles of S.R. Covey have a particular application. The four
main pillars of this paradigm are: credibility, trust, delegation of responsibility and adaptation. These principles require soft skills management skills from
university managers156. An ethical boss should avoid a prescriptive style of
leadership, especially in relationships with people in the scientific community. Cooperation within the framework of organizational structure of the university imposes respect of cooperation in place of hierarchical dependency157.
Are we ready then to accept leaders who act in accordance with the teachings of P. Drucker, who understand that their key task is to play the role of
a kind of “caretaker” or “overseer” and at the same time act as a consumer –
a recipient of the world’s resources158? The hardest part, however, is that a leader should perform their task in such a way as to give a better legacy for future
generations. This challenge will certainly be very difficult in the current, turbulent times.
Implementation of ethical principles will introduce governance characteristic of intelligent organizations, using the potential of all employees as fully as
possible. The primary task of the authorities will be to lead people effectively
and evaluate their work in such a way that knowledge, skills and ability to create shared added value become more important than their positions. Achieving better results by the university, both in the market and quality dimensions,
should also be considered as a sign of efficient and ethical management.
T. Oleksyn, Zarządzający i zarządzanie – wybrane kwestie i dylematy etyczne, op.cit., p. 197–198.
Ibidem, p. 201.
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D.A. Lane, M. Down, The art of managing for the future: leadership of turbulence, „Management
Decision” 2010, vol. 48, no. 4, pp. 512–527.
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Taking integrated actions in this regard may lead the organization to achieve
the state of “moral organizational excellence”, as described by W.M. Hoffman.
It can be created thanks to appropriate proportions of two components: organizational culture and the moral autonomy of the individual. Moral organizational structure must be shaped in such a way that ethical objectives,
structures and strategies are included in the conceptual and operational framework of decision-making. On the other hand, the autonomy of the individual
must be understood as information about a moral reference point, common
to the entire organization, which also has to promote the moral autonomy of
its members159.
Nevertheless, it must be remembered that the codes and standards of ethical conduct which serve as guidelines for the organization may be subject
to the impact of the environment. The globalization of markets, including
the market of higher education, the emerging risks or growing uncertainty of
the environment of the university may lead to a significant erosion of these
regulations160. This adverse effect requires a rapid response and changes in decision-making and management as such161.
Ethical issues in management are very important, therefore the people
managing the university should have a sufficiently strong position in the academic environment, but first of all they should by characterised by significant
ethical values. Acting as the rector or chancellor requires not only an excellent orientation in the rules of the market, but also the relevant leadership
abilities162.
Researchers and scholars have always been expected to act in a highly ethical manner. The essence of it was the public’s confidence and faith in the truth
of scientific claims, impartiality and courage to announce them in public. Unethical actions occur in a number of professional groups, however, the academic circles are under special surveillance from society because of the significance
of their work and its achievements. They affect the whole of society, and
through the international reach of scientific publications – also even further.
The specific responsibility for ethical conduct rests therefore on adepts of sciW. Hoffman, What is necessary for corporate moral excellence?, „Journal of Business Ethics” 1986,
vol. 5, no. 223, p. 241
160
M. Geryk, Social Responsibility of Universities in Globalized World, „Acta Systemica. International Journal of The International Institute for Advances Studies in Systems Research and Cybernetics”
2009, vol. IX, no. 1, pp. 55–60.
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A.K. Koźmiński, Zarządzanie w warunkach niepewności, Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN, Warszawa 2004, p. 55.
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Warszawa 2007, p. 72.
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ence, who not only describe the real world, but the design, examine and develop new solutions. The social effects of implementation of the ideas described
by them, then, may be far-reaching163.
Offering high-quality educational services, in terms of quality systems developed to support the process of education, is an ethical challenge for every
university. The growing awareness of customers expecting modern training
programmes, based on the results of research and on the needs of the labour
market, seems to be a modern attribute of the quality of educational services164. A striking example of the change in ethical sensitivity of managers is that
99% of them think it important, or even very important, that their company
is guided by ethical principles in its operation. It should be assumed that there
is indeed a high proportion of university managers who agree with the opinion of managers from the corporate sector165.
It has to be remembered that ethics should be an important, even integral, part of the set of issues that shape the future manager. Implementation
of this practice at the university is a difficult issue, which does not mean that
this effort should not be taken. Since there is no settled canon of how to pass
the knowledge of ethics, it means that lecturers must have a deeper understanding and analyse and evaluate the needs of recipients of the didactic process with greater attention166.
Understanding of quality as presented by J. Banks – “quality is the complete
satisfaction of specified customer requirements at the lowest own cost” – does
not find its full reflection in the case of educational institutions167. We should
rather talk about the fullest possible satisfaction of the needs of the student,
understood as the sum of the needs of stakeholders. Only such an approach
to quality allows it to be matched with the ethical expectations posed to modern universities.
Naturally, in order to objectively evaluate the performance of the organization, an effort should be made to conduct an audit at the ethical, economic and
efficiency levels simultaneously. An ethical audit would aim to support organS. Sudoł, Metody badania w naukach o zarządzaniu i etyka badacza, „Organizacja i Kierowanie”
2007, no. 4 (130), pp. 23–33.
164
P. Pratley, Etyka w biznesie, Gebethner & Ska, Warszawa 1998, p. 121.
165
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izations in creating an ethical climate168. When analysing the combination of
ethics and strategy, as a summary, a statement by R. C. Solomon is worth recalling here: “an ethical strategy occurs when we apply ethical principles not
because they are good but because it is simply good business too”169.

3.4. A description of the process of strategic university management
3.4.1. The nature of strategy

Research shows, admittedly with respect to the business sector, companies
which adhere to social responsibility in their operation gain public confidence
and enjoy a good reputation170. According to the consulting firm McKinsey, as
many as 80% of the potential investors are willing to pay up to 27% more for
the shares of companies implementing the CSR policy. This is due to the faith
of shareholders in a greater likelihood of growth of such companies and increased market confidence171. In turn, according to Europe/Mori172 CSR research, 70% of European buyers believe that the involvement of companies
in socially responsible activities is important and would be able to pay more
for products or services developed in accordance with CSR principles. And
the other way around, one in six customers would be willing to boycott a product as a result of low social reputation of the manufacturer173. There are no
obstacles to assume that, in relation to universities, as a quasi-enterprises operating in the education sector, this phenomenon is likely to look similar, because every business operation has an impact on the environment by offering
services and hiring employees. It is hard to imagine, therefore, an escape from
obligations of a social character174.
Organizations whose activities generate interest and admiration because
of their effectiveness, have unique “organizational capabilities”. The term includes such skills as the ability to innovate and respond quickly to changing
168
B. Rok, Etyczność, ekonomiczność i efektywność w koncepcji społecznej odpowiedzialności biznesu,
in: Współczesne wyzwania nauk praktycznych, ed. A. Lewicka-Strzałecka, WSPiZ im. L. Koźmińskiego,
Warszawa 2007, p. 253.
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Littlefield Publishers, Lanham 1997, p. 52.
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customer needs. They are an extremely important, intangible element of the assets175. Achieving this level of development of the organization requires a series of integrated actions written in its strategy176.
Skills possessed by employees are a major source of competitive advantage,
and a strategy to capitalize on them efficiently should give them a sense of being really valuable. This applies to employees at all levels of the organization,
regardless of region or country177.
Designing the future of the university, it is appropriate then to promote
a value system based on the principles of social responsibility. The university
is to be more focused on the needs of the environment and to shape the profile of its educational offer as well as its management strategy to meet its expectations, also in terms of organizations quality management. Then it will
fully deserve to be called an organization which serves the environment178.
First, however, one needs to assess the key elements concerning the perception of one’s organization and its position in the environment, including
its competitors. On this basis, among others, a long-term vision of the development of the management strategy should be adopted179.
To put it in simple words, it can be said that the main task of universities
is to develop and to offer educational services to potential customers in an innovative way. Its major advantage has to be some key differentiator, bringing
a new, better and therefore competitive quality on the market. And the adopted primary objective should be at the core of the strategy by targeting each element of the operation of the organization. This difficult task is an important
test for the organization wishing to achieve its objectives and build a lasting
competitive advantage180.
In other words, being socially responsible can promote the creation of
a new quality of educational services in response to the reported market demand. Besides, it must be kept in mind that external stakeholders often evaluate the organization in terms of its activity and effectiveness, measuring these
M. Geryk, Wpływ zarządzania niematerialnymi składnikami aktywów na wynik finansowy uczelni, in: Dylematy kształtowania struktury kapitału w przedsiębiorstwie, ed. J. Ostaszewski, SGH, Warszawa 2009, pp. 77–87.
176
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actions in terms of economic responsibility. They can also evaluate it as one
that fulfils most of the social expectations181.
To enable the perception of the organization in a broad perspective,
it is necessary to develop and adopt a management strategy and to act in accordance with strategic planning. A. Kinicki and B. K. Williams define strategy
as “a plan of action which sets the directions of development of the organization”, and strategic management as “a process that involves managers in the formulation and implementation of policies and setting strategic goals”182.
In turn, strategic planning is, according to B. W. Barry, “a process determining what the organization intends to achieve, as well as setting out how
to run the organization and use its resources to achieve these goals in the coming months and years”183.
The adopted organizational structure as a specific frame which links different teams as well as organizes and orders their work has a significant impact on
the effectiveness of organization management. Good organization and an appropriate structure are essential elements of a modern university. However,
it is necessary look for the optimal model among the many types of organization and choose one which is the most suitable for the intended purposes184.
At this point it is worth mentioning the classic definition of strategy proposed by A.D. Chandler. In his opinion, strategy is “the establishment of
the long-term goals of an enterprise and the adoption of codes of conduct, as
well as the allocation and distribution of resources and the means necessary
to achieve these goals”185.
As J. L. Bower and C. G. Gilbert claim, to develop a strategy it is important to separate responsibilities between different individuals and groups,
i.e. to have an organizational structure. Another important factor is the decision-making process within the organization. Often the strategy is formed
gradually, at all levels of the organization, along with the allocation of resources
and the means to implement specific projects or initiatives. Shaping the strategy in an organization is the part of the prerogatives of the leader which cannot
be delegated. In other words, the shaping of the strategy is a process related
181
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to the adaptation of bottom-up processes to top-down decisions, often different from the previous practice of the organization186.
Representatives of the education services sector should find G. Johnson
and K. Scholes’ perspective interesting. They argue that the strategy of the organization boils down to matching the goals of organizations to the availability of the necessary resources to achieve them. This definition is clearly shown
in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13. Components of strategic management
Source: G. Johnson, K. Scholes, Exploring corporate strategy, Prentice Hall, Hemel Hempstead 1989.
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It can therefore be assumed that strategy is about making choices. Decision-making is indeed a key issue in strategy. For it to be successful the quality of thinking of the management of the organization is essential187. The leader
must impose a strict discipline of thought on their subordinates. It is essential
to ensure that at the right time the entire organization takes specific and effective measures relating to the choice of the direction of the changes taking
place across the sector. Strategy sets out the changes that the organization intends to take, as well as those which it has been decided to avoid188.
The main task of the leader is to build an effective team and to motivate
it to achieve the intended objectives of the organization. Researchers on
the subject suggest some guidelines related to the diversity of management
strategies. Firstly, people open to experimentation and innovation should be
chosen, which may lead to taking full advantage of diversity. Secondly, various individuals should be encouraged and motivated to work together in order
to increase efficiency. Thirdly, if the interest in diversity is small, a motivated
person should be included in the team who will raise the morale of the group.
Fourthly, groups open to innovations can be used to create a separate group
focused on diversity189.
How important is the issue of motivation in relation to higher education
has already been noticed by Ż. Geryk, who argued that a university staff (in
this case a private one) recognized the need for an appropriate incentive system, and its construction is an extensive process dependent on the type of
group of employees to whom it is addressed. Attention should also be drawn
to the differences in the perception of the issues of motivation between employees and university managers190.
In their deliberations, R.E. Freeman, J.S. Harrison and A.C. Wicks even
propose the adoption of a systematics of leaders, dividing the group into191:
• amoral leaders – guided mostly by achieving results; as a rule, this
attitude is secondary when ethical values are moved beyond the strategic focus;
G. Gavetti, J.W. Rivkin, Jak naprawdę myślą stratedzy. Korzystanie z siły analogii, „Harvard Business Review Polska” 2005, July-August, pp. 86–98.
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• value-based leaders – they take it for granted that values are an important part of leadership; they are guided by the belief that a leader
must have a strong character and defend such values as honesty, respect or reliability, while remaining authentic and capable of proper
conduct;
• ethical leader – they are oriented to analyse values, principles, loss
and benefit, the effectiveness of relations with stakeholders; a characteristic of ethical leaders that they are guided by humility and
curiosity in the face of multiculturalism; they must be able to express
how the organization improves the quality of life of stakeholders;
they should be involved in the development of social dialogue.
To the significant managerial skills, such as: knowledge, skills, experience,
personality traits or motivation a whole set of features must be added needed to implement the concept of social responsibility of the university. First of
all, a broad knowledge of social orientation, enriched with empathic understanding of the needs and expectations of stakeholders should be included
there. Mental change and complete readiness to act in an open and transparent manner are essential. Humanization of the relationship with the environment can bring the desired results, so this valuable skill of university managers
may be an important source of competitive advantage192.
Strategic management should be considered as a management concept
based on theoretical knowledge, implemented in practice. This process consists of several stages: strategic analysis, creation of output options, the choice
of strategy, its implementation and monitoring of the process. L. Białoń adopted her own definition of strategic management, based on a concept from
the 1980s193:
• strategic planning always concerns on a long time horizon,
• problems are solved in a systematic way,
• organizations must be able to continuously adapt to the changing
environment,
• decisions must be preceded by strategic analysis and made on the basis of accurate and up-to-date information.
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Implementation of a strategy is a difficult and complicated task. Even organizations commonly considered to be managed perfectly experience that. On
the basis of research analysis carried out in more than 50 countries G.L. Neilson, K.L. Martin and E. Powers determined the essential conditions for the implementation of the adopted management strategy. The foundations of effective
action are: establishing clear decision-making powers and ensuring the flow of
information to the right people. If these two areas are in good order and function properly, then the remaining two – the proper structure and harmonized
motivating factors – regulate themselves in some measure by themselves194.
3.4.2. Effective university management

The effectiveness of the implementation of the strategy increases when organizations reach for any available opportunities to acquire knowledge and
skills. As a study by L. Capron and W. Mitchell shows, the likelihood of survival for the following five years is as much as 46% higher for organizations
acquiring their resources using various methods. Admittedly, the study, included 162 telecommunications companies around the world and it can be
assumed that processes of strategy implementation there are different than
in the case of universities195.
Universities as representatives of the non-profit sector adopt different strategic objectives from the business sector. Broadly speaking, universities are
to provide educational services in the field of higher education at the highest
level possible within the budgetary regime196. And budget assumptions are dependent on the amount of funds and their sources – either with support from
the state budget or its agencies, or independently from students and sponsors.
Naturally, this does not mean that activity which is not focused on achieving profits is supposed to be more ethical. Although some scholars say so; for
example, S. M. Selva Malar believes that operating for profit leads to dispensing with any other activities than those taken for shareholders. The degree of
this resignation, depending on the business profile, may be more or less damaging to society or the natural environment197.
194
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An organization is a system with strong mutual interactions with its environment and is dependent on it. A systems approach to the issues of university management includes a set of interrelated and interdependent components,
such as society, employees, etc. Universities as representatives of open systems
are exposed to strong links with the environment198. They draw on its resources in the form of candidates, and after the educational process is complete provide educated professionals into the labour market.
Identification of the environment is essential for the proper formulation of
the strategy of the university. Acquisition of information, in fact largely subjective, is done through the prism of cultural conditions and forecasts on the future shape of the organization and its environment. This can be done through
a thorough observation of the environment, description and identification of its
characteristics, systematics of these features and an attempt to classify the examined environment to the appropriate type. The degree of environmental diversity and its dynamics or stability are the characteristics defining its volatility.
Evaluation and prediction of changes in the environment are essential to the effectiveness of the adopted management strategies and their market success199.
Changes introduced by universities in the field of management are relatively new. It should be noted that in many countries, universities are subject
to strict state control, and the most liberal in this respect market of the UK
has also been subject to scrutiny since the 1980s. It can be said that universities were rather “administered” than “managed”. The academic world was not
susceptible to change, which was a result of the collegial manner of university
administration. The changes that occurred after 1990 suggest that universities
attach great importance to financial departments that are better empowered
in organization, as well as to the rights to academic achievements, whose
co-owner, after all, should be the university. Introduction of innovation, while
maintaining the academic tradition, requires an improved strategic management process and making daily decisions200.
The issue of the organization serving its environment is developed
by B. Wawrzyniak, who confirms that, currently, the organization must “meet
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the needs of a diverse set of stakeholders”201. One may talk about such and
organization when the degree of its social responsibility is high. Naturally,
it is difficult to make such a measurement, but it can be assumed that the main
elements of the concept of such an organization are:
• the expectations of different groups of stakeholders,
• regulators, which are a set of rules designed to ensure the implementation of stakeholder expectations,
• adaptation of the organization as its adjustment to the expectations
of the environment.
In view of the fast changes in the global economy, according to K. Obłój,
there will soon be a “new school of thought about strategy, which will focus
on innovative ways to use people to build what I call intelligent, productive
communities”202. The main assumptions of the adopted strategy are:
• acceptance of the division between leaders and teams of followers,
• giving priority to the transfer of knowledge in order to promote
competition and skills development,
• the formation of the phenomenon of “older twins” whose superiority
lies in the control of standards and the complementarity of elements
of strategic advantage.
Organizations operating in a changing environment should be capable
of effective change management. This is one of the most difficult challenges facing managers. They must clearly recognize the social relationships that
the changes may destroy203. E. Deming, who as early as in 1980, after an interview with the NBC devoted to the economic success of Japan, became a great
discovery for American managers, said: “you do not have to change, survival
is not mandatory”. This idea proves how important is continuous changing of
the organization under the influence of signals coming from the environment.
The university, as a specific “service company”, must effectively manage
variability. This priority task can determine the profitability of the educational offer. It is important to keep in mind the requirements of subtle treatment
of the problem. F.X. Frei described five types of variation:
201
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1) arrival variability – it results from the fact that not everybody needs
the service at the same time,
2) request variability – variability of customer demands is a major challenge for the development of the service offer,
3) capability variability – due to the increased capabilities, knowledge or
experience customers can easily perform the task associated with the use
of the service,
4) effort variability – it is related to the potential contribution of the customer in the process of providing the service,
5) subjective preference variability – customers use a variety of criteria for
evaluating services, which have an individual character, yet introduce
an element of uncertainty to the operational processes.
The diversity and multitude of customers-students enforces shaping the behaviours using a variety of many stimuli. Permanent participation of customers
in the production of educational services is important. Mastering variability
management in conjunction with customer participation may be an important source of competitive advantage204.
Change is a phenomenon central to the development of modern organizations. It has an impact on the objectives, resources, processes, concepts of operations, but also on the management paradigm205. In turn, imposing changes
requires first of all intensive innovation activities. Furthermore, their effectiveness is conditioned by a set of employees with unique skills and qualifications. The strength of the leader and the characteristics of the organizational
culture allow for a successful control of the scope of the knowledge transfer206.
Research results also confirm a strong correlation between efficient knowledge management and the innovativeness of the organization. This means
that knowledge management can stimulate innovation, understood as connecting knowledge in the environment of creativity of employees to a coherent organizational vision207.
The importance of knowledge in the organization is also confirmed
by the results of studies published by R. Krupski. They suggest that as many
204
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as 70.2% out of 151 surveyed companies indicated the knowledge, skills and
talents of employees as the most important factors for the prevention of hazards208.
The correct formulation of the knowledge management strategy should
make it possible to achieve the objectives of the mission and vision of the university. The choice of a particular knowledge management strategy is influenced by many factors. They have been collected in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1. Selected external and internal determinants of the choice of the knowledge
management strategy.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

External factors
identified strategies of the competition
interrelationships between key competitors
level of stability and maturity of the sector
talent management systems in the environment
the purchasing power of customers
the economic situation
method of protecting knowledge from the competition

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Internal factors
mission and strategy of the university
competences of the organization
market position of the university
the level of innovation of educational services
talent management system
the level of competence of employees
organizational culture

Source: author’s own work on the basis of: B. Mikuła, Organizacje oparte na wiedzy, Akademia Ekonomiczna, Kraków 2006,
p. 145.

It can be assumed that, in the present state of economic development and
in the face of increasing competition resulting from globalization processes,
the only certainty is uncertainty. Therefore, one must look for an agent that under such conditions could ensure a lasting competitive advantage. In the variable conditions it can only be ensured by the ability to adapt and adjust
to changes and by innovation in action. These skills result from the knowledge possessed by the organization. Thus the only really reliable factor leading to a lasting competitive advantage is knowledge. In turn, the source of new
knowledge is always the people who draw it either from the achievements of
science or from their own experiences. However, the personal knowledge of
each employee may always be transformed into organizational knowledge,
which constitutes the value of the organization and may affect its competitive advantage209.
However, regardless of the conduct applied, there remain three main pillars of the strategic management process: people, strategy and operational activities. It is difficult to imagine effective implementation of the objectives of
208
R. Krupski, Zagrożenia organizacji w badaniach empirycznych – kontekst strategiczny, „Przegląd
Organizacji” 2008, no. 4, pp. 14–16.
209
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the mission and vision without committed employees. The task of the university is to link people effectively with specific, important tasks, as well as
the development of future leaders. The assessment of the extent to which and
how the university intends to pursue its strategic objectives requires a critical assessment of the capabilities and competencies of the organization. On
the other hand, the adopted action plan must include all kinds of activities of
the university, i.e. the creation and design of educational services, their marketing, but also an analysis of the revenues generated from the sale of services. Effective links between these pillars significantly increase the probability
of market success of the university primarily in the long term210.
Adoption of such assumptions is not only a manifestation of market orientation or a recognition of the demographic threats in the present state of
society. Doing so is a clear sign of the social responsibility of the university, which, in relation to the business sector, B. Rok defines as “a strategic and
long-term approach based on the principles of social dialogue and the search
for solutions which are beneficial to everybody”211. Therefore, modern society expects from the university a mature attitude of an informed participant
in social and economic life, exerting a significant influence on the direction of
the economic development of the country. The selection of scientific research
and its subsequent use, as well as the training of staff in the desired areas can
stimulate development or strengthen negative trends. It has been observed that
universities, as part of the higher education system, can exist and even thrive
remaining in stark contradiction to the market, especially the labour market
and its needs. High social assessment of the university as well as the prestige
given to scientific and educational employees promote conservative attitudes,
which treat the present condition as close to normal. This specific pressure
and a sense of pride can lead to the frequently encountered attitude of educating in accordance with the capabilities of the university. Opportunities for
graduates are of no importance.
Typically, universities create fields of study basing on the available academic staff. Relatively rarely are the results of research or projections concerning
professions for which the future demand will be the greatest analysed. Although education is carried out under non-market conditions, one can notice the attention to its quality. Despite the now widespread acceptance of
the operation of universities in accordance with legal regulations, belittling
210
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of the role of the labour market as the instigator of university didactic activities is observed. Naturally, one cannot deny strong research centres the right
to influence the shape of the future work environment. It is difficult to come
to terms, however, with the fact that often education of students takes place
without a market analysis or attempts to anticipate the trends on the labour
market. Universities should closely monitor market developments and to educate staff and carry out research in the directions expected and desired from
the point of view of the country’s economy212.
In the situation that had existed until 2004, i.e. prior to Poland’s entry
to the European Union, unemployment reached a record high of 19.8%.
With such a high rate of unemployment, an employer’s market was in force
in the economy, expressed in the constant raising of the required qualifications, and the frequent non-compliance with the principles of the labour code
or customs. It is fair to say that during this period it was graduates who sought
employment, often agreeing to perform work inadequate to their training or
qualifications, as well as for remuneration lower than expected. The decrease
in the unemployment rate, mainly due to the migration of economically active
people, although still remaining in the records of job offices, and thus caused
deficit of skilled workers affected the market changes leading to the formation of the employee market. In mid-2007 employers not only had to settle
for the employment of professionals with lower skills, but also to offer them
competitive salaries.
Reasons for choosing a given course of study may actually decide on
the chosen professional career path. The motivation of university candidates is:
• internal, resulting from the interest in a given field of knowledge and
the interest in working in this profession as well as from the recognition of the profession as important from the point of view of social
utility,
• external, in which the dominant factor is the expectation of personal
gain resulting from the working in a specific profession,
• accidental213.
The choice made by secondary school leavers is often determined by ambiguous factors. Young people are often guided not so much by the possibility of future employment as the opinion of the environment which in fact
212
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w biznesie, ed. M. Bojar, Politechnika Lubelska, Lublin 2007, pp. 187–192.
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boils down to looking for “an interesting field of study in a good university”.
If the basis of taking such an important decision are unspecified reasons, then
it is difficult for the university to give a precise market reply to such potential
demand. However, it seems that both candidates and universities are systematically approaching their positions, looking for the perfect model.
Research conducted among students and graduates of Polish universities indicate that a noticeable part of the students have a job while studying.
A survey of graduates from the Higher School of Humanities and Economics in Łódź214 has shown that over 87% of students are already working. As
for graduates, the rate is even higher – 88.1%215. Such high rates of employment during studies contradict the thesis of graduates looking for jobs. It turns
out that they carry out their professional activity in parallel with scientific
development and studying. It may also mean that active individuals, distinguished by the dynamics of action in their environment, take up higher education. At the same time, the decision to study may be, in addition to these
factors, caused by the desire to improve one’s professional status by changing employment to one characterized by a higher social prestige or associated
with higher pay. Thus we can talk about people already working who through
the process of higher education intend to considerably improve their value
in the labour market.
Poland’s accession to the European Union and the opening of labour
markets in many Western European countries has led to significant changes in the process of employer selection, as well as in terms of how employees are motivated. Qualified Polish workers are employed in countries which
opened their labour markets, mainly in Great Britain and Ireland. The experience and capital gained in this way can be effectively used after returning
from the temporary emigration216. Beginning in 2004, the unemployment rate
registered in Poland was decreasing and in September 2009 it reached 11%217.
Companies plan to develop human resources on the basis of an analysis of
current and future staffing needs. This is influenced by both external and internal conditions. The former include the situation on the market, the competitiveness of the other participants, the legal regulations and the policy of
Currently: the Academy of Humanities and Economics in Łodź.
M. Kabaj, Nowe metody badania jakości i przydatności kształcenia w szkołach wyższych, „Polityka Społeczna” 2006, no. 5–6, pp. 1–4.
216
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the state. Internal factors, in turn, are the mission and vision, and the structure and culture of the organization218.
Assessment of staffing needs is closely related to the great role of organizational culture in the functioning of all systems of knowledge management.
It is a communication platform that enables the implementation of specific
tasks of the university. One of the key traits of organizational culture is the reduction of the phenomenon of uncertainty of functioning within the organization219.
At the same time, in the practice of university management abstract rules
forcibly ordering a process which by nature is disordered should be avoided.
Success lies in developing interpersonal communication skills in such a way
that through guidance and the recommendations orientation of the process
towards the expected direction, while retaining complete control over it,
is achieved220.
A study in the Warmian-Masurian Voivodeship indicate that nearly 65% of
state owned enterprises found employment as sufficient, and the main problem (indicated by the remaining percentage of respondents) was the acquisition of new, skilled workers221. The main motivator is (50%) remuneration.
It can be concluded then that the outflow of employees abroad will be stopped
when the wages will rise to the level expected by them. Expectations of changes in this area are reflected in the contents of the European employment strategy222, which devotes a lot of space to issues of motivation resulting from
material and non-material values and to the shaping of working conditions
in a manner consistent with the expectations of employees223.
In discussions on the development of education following positions may
be distinguished:
• training of future employees in a narrow specialization, which allows
for a quick adaptation to the workplace,
A. Pocztowski, Zarządzanie zasobami ludzkimi, Ossolineum, Wrocław 1996, p. 40.
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• training of staff in a more general and comprehensive manner, which
will increase the adaptability for future work224.
In the present author’s opinion the second model, as a more versatile one,
will find wider application.
The complexity of the problem of human resource management and
the process of educating future staff for the economy and society shows
the enormity of the tasks facing higher education institutions. Promoting
openness to new solutions and unconventional thought processes is to encourage the preparation of future personnel to operate under varying market conditions.
Understanding the complex issues of management is not easy and it is an
extremely challenging task. Its complexity, in practice, is proven by numerous
examples of the many companies that overnight found themselves in a crisis, or even ceased to exist. There are also numerous failed attempts to rescue
the organization through its restructuring225. Although it is difficult to provide concrete examples of crises in higher education, population projections
and growing competition seem to indicate that in the near future, in the academic environment, regardless of latitude, many institutions may be in a crisis situation.
3.4.3. The role of leadership

A factor which may help overcome market difficulties is strong leadership. Passion in action and focus on the objectives is the most frequently
observed phenomenon of the entrepreneurial process which leads to success226. At the same time passion is the measure of managers’ involvement,
leading to a successful outcome. Studies confirm that it affects better preparation to take on challenges. It also results from the fact that passion helps
draw people’s attention and has strong motivating effect. It can therefore be
assumed that “entrepreneurial passion” is a “strong state of enthusiasm, accompanied by cognitive qualities and manifestations of behaviour of a high
personal value”227.
Polityka ekonomiczna, ed. B. Winiarski, Akademia Ekonomiczna, Wrocław 1994, pp. 88–89.
B. Wawrzyniak, Odnawianie przedsiębiorstwa na spotkanie XXI wieku, Poltext, Warszawa 1999,
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However, negative examples should also be borne in mind. As A. Campbell, J. Whitehead and S. Finkelstein write, there are many examples of incorrect decisions with severe consequences made by intelligent and responsible
people who enjoy great authority. Therefore, efforts should be made to involve a larger number of decision-makers in order to avoid routine or wishfully made decisions228.
It is true that universities may pay less attention to activities related to corporate social responsibility in the face of the crisis in the world which appeared in autumn 2008229. This means that social responsibility is often seen
as an addition to the current activity which does not constitute an important
part of the management strategy. In reality, it is the essence of business and
in the time of economic slowdown its role is even more important, even if because many difficult and unpopular decisions must be made then, but in a responsible manner230.
Transformational leadership in the academic environment has potential for
growth and can help academic institutions to meet the challenges and adapt
to environmental changes231. In turn, J.M. Burns describes it as the type of leadership which carries both the leader and his subordinates to higher levels of
motivation and morality. A feature of this type of leadership is effective communication of values and such action as to gain the support of colleagues232.
This type of leadership is defined by D. P. Cushman and S. S. King. It requires
five skills233:
1) anticipation of future developments,
2) creation of a development vision for the organization,
3) ensuring the compatibility of the old and new values of the organization,
4) empowerment,
5) understanding oneself.
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Table 3.2 presents a set of behaviours of a transformational leader.

Table 3.2. Transformational leadership behaviours
Behaviour type

Characteristics

Idealized influence

Refers to those leaders who are guided by high moral and
ethical standards. Its aim is to evoke the loyalty of subordinates.
It concerns leaders who have a vision of the future based
on values a nd ideals. They arouse enthusiasm, build trust
among supporters.
Leaders challenge the accepted norms of the organization,
support those who think differently and thus affect the subordinates in order to develop innovative strategies.
Aimed at recognizing the unique needs concerning the development of subordinates, support and consultation of their
actions.

Inspirational motivations
Intellectual stimulation
Individual consideration

Source: author’s own work based on: F. D’Alessio, The Influence of Personality Romains and Working Experience in Peruwian
Managers’ Leadership Styles: An Initial Study, „Journal of Centrum Cathedra” 2008, vol. 1, no. 1, pp. 13–33.

The needs for desirable traits among managers of educational services can
be compared to the expectations put upon managers operating on a global
scale. They should inspire the team of university employees in such a way as
to take advantage of and develop the common potential of the whole organization. The goal would be to have both the leader and the team adopt the following principles234:
• acting in a manner more characteristic for owners and entrepreneurs
than for employees or hired staff,
• solving problems and dealing with a sense of their importance,
• accepting responsibility for fulfilling commitments and values of
the organization,
• sharing the assumption of global leadership and using a language full
of tolerance and willingness to take on new challenges,
• the creation, maintenance and development of systems and procedures developed for the measurement and assessment of leadership
behaviours.
Often, as says M. Bratnicki, entrepreneurship processes are aimed at initiating new projects or at a significant change in the essence of operation of already existing organizations. Through this process managers shape the future
O’Toole, When Leadership Is an Organizational Trait, in: The Future of Leadership: Today’s Top
Leadership Thinkers Speak to Tomorrow’s Leaders, ed. W. Bennis, T.G. Cummings, G.M. Spreitzer, Jossey Bass, San Francisco 2001, pp. 158–177.
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vision of their organizations. The expected outcomes are the materialization
of the idea which is a product of their imagination. Hence the importance of
a strong personality, not just knowledge or experience of university managers235.
Participatory management, as a process which involves employees in making the fullest possible participation in the setting of university objectives, decision-making, in the common search for ways and means to solve them as
well as changes in the organization, is the way in which universities can engage in dialogue with internal stakeholders236.
It is mobilization and emotions, however, that are essential for transactional
leadership. Leadership in emotional terms may be presented in three aspects237:
• managerial, meaning fascination with the business game and its
outcome,
• spiritual, i.e. concerning the perception of social values, such as honesty and reliability, equal opportunities for development, progress,
• aesthetic, which is associated with satisfying aesthetic needs, such
as balance and harmony in business.
It must be kept in mind that emotions play a special role in management.
The leader must be able to achieve goals using emotions. This means a special role of emotional intelligence and its skilful use in the process of organization management238.
Figure 3.14 shows a schematic diagram of transactional leadership.
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Figure 3.14. Transactional leadership
Source: A.K. Koźmiński, Zarządzanie w warunkach niepewności, Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN, Warszawa 2004, p. 154.

It is advisable that leaders be inspired by a combination of transformational
and transactional leadership. Openness to experiments and a high intellectual
level of leaders influence the achievement of to the goals of the organization.
Therefore leaders are wanted who know how to face the challenges contained
in the vision239.
Global challenges facing universities require the emergence of modern
leaders. It is mainly about the way managers think and perceive the changing environment. In addition, they should have skills supported by intuition,
which allows them, thanks to an adequate level of emotional strength, to face
the challenges of the future. Z. Malara indicates that the main attributes of
such a person are240:
• professional skills, so necessary in a global economy,
• developed skills and leadership qualities,
• appropriate psycho-physical characteristics, which are a source of
motivation.
F.A. D’Alessio, The Influence of Personality Domains and Working Experience in Peruvian Managers’ Leadership Styles: An Initial Study, „Journal of Centrum Cathedra” 2008, vol. 1, no. 1, pp. 7–33.
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Modern managerial duties are related to the creation of the mission, vision, values, ethics or cultural models. The lengthy process of gaining trust
based on fair conduct is related to the improvement of the ability to change
and adapt to the needs of a changing environment. Thus, fairness, trust and
commitment are the key values essential in university management241.
Trust management may be defined as “a set of actions which create the systems and methods which allow individuals dependent on each other to make
judgments and decisions relating to the reliability of potential transactions
which contain risks and which are associated with other individuals [...], as
well as enabling the participants and the owners of those systems growth and
meaningful representation of their own reliability and of their systems”242.
Building a strategy based on trust may lead to gaining a significant competitive advantage. It is especially important as currently trustworthy institutions are gaining in importance in the assessment of stakeholders. Trust
management must therefore be permanently inscribed in business strategy
and constitute the most important potential of the organization, for it leads
to the development of a real trust in the opinions of all stakeholders, and thus,
to a sustainable growth strategy which makes it possible to beat the competitors, regardless of changes in the environment243.
In other words, it is a comprehensive approach to the problems of internal
and external relationships in the organization which allows it to properly identify the strategic areas of activity which are responsible for these relationships.
In terms of internal relationships, it analyses employees’ trust towards each
other and towards the management or to the organization itself and its goals.
From the external perspective, it is an attempt to assess the trust of the media,
the community, and any other organizations or institutions244.
The results of empirical research conducted using a personality questionnaire, the so-called Meyers-Briggs Type Indicator, seem to confirm the importance of the impact of the sphere of emotions. Studies have shown that
all modern managers who have successfully managed transnational corporations, leading them to flourish, are intuitive and rational people. The uniqueness of those people is the fact that they represent only 5% of the population.
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The process of strategic decision making is an event so momentous that these
decisions should be taken with the simultaneous participation of knowledge
and intuition. Only such a combination can help to avoid unnecessary risks
while providing creativity, i.e. the characteristic of a manager so necessary for
the development of any organization245.
The problem of the “caste of managers” was described by A.K. Koźminski.
In his view, in the conditions of social change they even form a distinct managerial layer. In their hands is the economic power, which, thanks to the massification of managerial functions and roles became, substantially fragmented.
This layer bears similarities with the social groups, known from history, aspiring to dominance246.
Leadership, in contrast to management itself, is based on dialogue, the process of transfer of knowledge and skills, asking and requesting, appeal, commitment, empathy, the ability to identify oneself with specific issues or
phenomena, understanding, reciprocity and finally solidarity. Real leadership
is not based on close supervision – instead, a leader uses suggestions and recommendations, they often expect and ask to do something. To achieve the objectives they do not apply sanctions, they rather reprimand, instruct, warn if
the results are different from what was expected. Leadership, therefore, does
not impose dominance and the basis of the relationships is understanding247.
University managers are often evaluated not on the basis of the results
achieved by the university but according to the extent to which they were
able to persuade colleagues to conform to the expectations of the organization. Making managers aware of the importance of the social aspects of organizational life is an important social achievement of the human relations
school of management248.
University authorities, i.e. the university managers actually managing educational institutions, create, to varying degrees, the formal side of the organization. It is also them who provide a specific organizational culture, and
the belief system of the staff affects the context for activities of the other members of the organization. The social system in universities is the result of human
action and unwritten agreements between the organization and its employees.
245
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In addition to the formal organizational structure, there is also an informal
system of hierarchy. Diagnosis of potential problems in the area of co-operation may be performed by analysing cases of violation of the foundation of
the informal, social structure by the formal organizational system. These actions are necessary because of the strong dependence of the quality of educational services on human relationships – due to the leading role of the human
factor in this sphere of services249.
A higher form of transactional leadership is personalistic leadership, i.e.
is one which includes moral standards and individual dignity in management processes. In the personalistic management process, particular attention is paid to the community character of the operation of the organization.
In such corporate culture can ideas of transactional leadership and ethical
management be fully realized, by creating an environment conducive to the development of the individuals which it is composed of250.
Facing contemporary challenges posed by the increasingly competitive
market of educational services, free of any boundaries, effectively, requires
a fundamental rethinking of the structure of the fundamental composition
of the university. It is important to determine whether the primacy must be
given to the existing, well-established by academic habits structure of the university, or to the mission of the university. Authority at the university should,
according to J. Woźnicki, “continually formulate new goals and incessantly
determine the conditions for their implementation, so as the qualitative and
quantitative criteria for determining the status of the university and its opportunities for development are met well as it is possible”251.
3.4.4. The 21st-century university

The effects of demographic decline and the reduction of budgetary support
for universities imply the development of entrepreneurship. Undertaken actions result from the acceptance of the strict budgetary regime of every university and are manifested in innovation activities, such as the development
partnerships with other universities or obtaining external financing to the university as well as undertaking joint ventures to raise funds which the university
cannot acquire by itself. Academic entrepreneurship inspires to make efforts
Ibidem, p. 122.
B. Bombała, W kierunku etycznego przywództwa: przegląd koncepcji zarządzania XX w., „Annales. Etyka w życiu gospodarczym” 2001, vol. 4, Salezjańska Wyższa Szkoła Ekonomii i Zarządzania
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to increase scientific power but also stimulates the development of cooperation
with the business sector and contributes to the development of research activity by extending the interests of the researchers associated with the university as well as by enabling access to new sources of financing for this activity252.
Three characteristics of “entrepreneurial university” were specified while
attempting to define it253:
1) a firmly anchored source of decision-making,
2) a wide range of development activities,
3) diversified sources of financing the statutory activity.
Stagnation and lack of change in higher education are hardly accepted by modern knowledge society operating in the innovative economy.
The dynamic development of modern technologies requires rapid changes in the educational process. The skills of quick learning skills and adapting to changing business circumstances are expected, in short – openness
to market challenges. Such challenges can be met by a modern university,
where the learning process was entrusted to experienced researchers who
constantly analyse the global economy and the phenomena occurring therein. It seems that in the near future, only those universities, modern and oriented to market needs, are likely to survive and gain significant market share
of higher education. Such action is fully justified in view of the long-term
benefits of linking the university with its ethical image while indicating its
dependency on social acceptance254. To meet these requirements, universities
try to find ways to remain the main actors in the knowledge-based economy, seeking opportunities of financing the development of educational institutions in, for example, the industry.
The transformation towards a knowledge-based economy brings new challenges and opportunities, especially in the field of sustainable development
considered in many areas – social, economic or environmental. This orientation creates a favourable ground for economic development, especially
in terms of the dynamic growth of sales of non-material services255.
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The quality of university management is an important issue, and the methods and tools used decide on the position of the university in the markets and
on the atmosphere among employees. The following testify to the quality of
management:
• structures for direct contacts with customers,
• conceptual management,
• open communication systems,
• cooperation in solving problems,
• continuous education,
• leadership roles in the development of the organization,
• strategy of organization culture with its ethical contents,
• focus of processes on customer,
• IT networks for internal and external communications,
• decentralization of power and flexibility of structures,
• wide range of incentive instruments,
• competence complying with the requirements and a rational division
of labour256.
However, it seems that public expectations in relation to the role of
the university and its mission are much greater. Activities of the university
should be as nearly as possible in the interests of the region. An important
aspect of these should be the alignment of curricula and study plans with
its specificity. The profile of education should also be adapted to the latest
trends and demands of the global economy, so graduates formed in this way
can smoothly operate in organizations employing people with different educational backgrounds, coming from different cultural backgrounds and with
different work experience257.
Involvement of stakeholders in the process of university management,
although difficult, may turn out to be extremely helpful. Especially organizational stakeholders are a valuable source of knowledge on management,
both operational and strategic. Efficient building of appropriate relationships requires the initiation and conduct of a dialogue with those stakeholders who are essential to the success of current operations, to the overcoming
256
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of cultural differences or to the implementation of codes of conduct in accordance with the principles of sustainable development. Unlike in the conventional business model it is good to conduct a continuous dialogue with
stakeholders and build mutual trust. It is the only way an organization can
avoid the demanding attitudes from its environment, and in the long term,
such cooperation will bring many mutual benefits. However, when it comes
to achieving the intended strategic objectives with the strong involvement of
stakeholders, expanding the collection of stakeholders by additional groups
is worth considering258:
• stakeholders who do not know the issues which are important for
them, such as neighbours, who do not know that they could expect
a specific activity of universities; this group is interested in successful
economic activity of the organization, however, they are not able
to assess to what extent it can pose any threat;
• stakeholders without the will or the ability to report their expectations clearly, such as groups of the socially excluded.
The assumptions of business ethics point the way to further development
and improvement of university organization. P. Ulrich claims that they establish standards for the creation of values by the organization, and indicates that this activity is carried out at different levels of corporate morality.
The first is the level at which the organization focuses closely on the implementation of the adopted mission, ignoring social needs. At the second level, managers must be guided by the objectives of social responsibility, which
creates a new socio-economic order. It is not until the next level of development, referred to as normative management, that university authorities
will be able to initiate responsibly the development of the environment and
support it with relevant communication solutions259. These levels are presented in Figure 3.15.
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Normative management
(creation of conditions for approval of changes)
communication and ethics rationality

Strategic management
(creation of conditions for market success)
socio-technical rationality

Operational management
(awareness of market effects)
instrumental rationality

Figure 3.15. Levels of rationality in a company
Source: S. Grabner-Kräuter, ‘Unternehmensethik’ in German-speaking countries: economic rules versus moral argumentation?,
in: Moral Leadership in Action: Building and Sustaining Moral Competence in European Organizations, ed. H. von Weltzien
Hoivik, Edward Elgar, Cheltenham 2002, p. 30.

The main purpose of higher education is to foster the development of education and equip students with the knowledge, which enhances their productivity and, in fact, indirectly accelerates the development of knowledge-based
economy260. Achieving this would be the result, an expression and purpose of
social responsibility of the university towards its stakeholders. A university
managed in such a manner would correspond to the assumptions of a 21st-century organization, which means it would be261:
• flexible and thus able to carry out both large and small projects,
• dynamic, i.e. able to modify its strategy,
• multi-tasking, i.e. implementing social goals beside its statutory objectives,
• oriented to education, i.e. investing in research, learning, seeking
innovative ideas to be used to gain competitive advantage,
• knowledge managing, i.e. based on the intellectual capital of its employees and enabling the transfer of knowledge and skills,
• serving customers-stakeholders, i.e. meeting the needs of employees,
students and other stakeholders,
• open and able to change.
S. Batterbury, S. Hill, Assessing the Impact of Higher Education on Regional Development: Using
a Realist Approach for Policy Enhancement, „Higher Education Management and Policy” 2004, vol. 16,
no. 3, pp. 38–39.
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Studies confirm that the organization’s ability to learn is a factor significantly supporting its market orientation. The main drivers of organizational learning are: the quality of organizational culture, individual employees’
attitudes, and practices. The method of expanding the organization’s ability
to learn is to support staff development and participatory management, which
eventually leads to a faster response to market changes and to the orientation
towards the needs of the customer262.
Organizational culture should be regarded as an essential element of building competitive advantage. A distinct identity of the organization, as a basis
for the creation of its positive image, is a quality of a strong organizational culture. Culture is designed to distinguish the organization in its environment,
but also to enable its domination over it263.
Empirical studies conducted by A. Glińska-Neweś helped to identify a number of effective tools for shaping modern organizational culture. The most
important is that it was possible to demonstrate that organizational culture
conducive to the liberation of the positive potential of the organization should
largely be based on trust, openness to the environment and the reduction of
power in the organization264. All identified impact tools are shown in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3. Tools for influencing the key elements of contemporary organizational culture
Key elements of organizational culture
Mutual trust

Openness to the environment

Need for power

Influence methods
• teamwork
• joint meetings, including those of an integrating nature
• model set by management, including open and honest communication
• raising awareness of the organization’s objectives and clear rules
of conduct
• fulfilment of obligations towards employees
• selection of staff
• training
• selection of staff
• raising awareness of the company’s goals
• TQM
• promoting the “experts”
• teamwork
• selection of staff

Source: A. Glińska-Neweś, Kształtowanie kultury organizacyjnej – współczesne wyzwania, „Organizacja i Kierowanie” 2007,
no. 3 (129), p. 83.
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Organizational culture has commonly been treated as an agent binding
the “inside” of the organization. The set of principles which the organization
is guided by, makes it possible to predict how it will act in certain situations.
Traditionally, organizational culture shaping tools are sought in the following areas265:
• the strategic objective – often expressed in numbers, with a specific
date for its implementation;
• the structure – indicates the centres of power, determines the degree
of employee autonomy, its components are:
–– procedures – defining the responsibilities of employees,
–– leadership – regarded as the primary carrier of values and cultural norms,
–– motivating – as a factor enhancing the sense of belonging
to the organization,
–– communication – allows for continuous, transparent dialogue,
shapes the mentality of employees.
The common credit of trust is an essential factor in the development of
the university. Loyal teamwork, based on openness, trust, empathy, and mutual acceptance, is an important factor increasing the efficiency of the organization. Building a network of trust and promoting solutions which will support
cooperative behaviours among employees is extremely important for further
development. Such effects can only be achieved through innovation in the prevention of mental and physical health, but above all in the development of ethical attitudes expected of higher education employees266.
Thus, a twenty-first century university has to be first of all open to change.
Currently, due to the pace of changes and their nature, the skill necessary for
survival in the market is the ability to manage change, as it allows for achieving the desired flexibility. The characteristics of a modern flexible organization are as follows:
• the ability to keep up with the changes in the environment,
• the ability to change the organizational structure,
• a high level of legitimacy of employees,
• possession of an effective system of responding to customer feedback,
• constant development of competences of the employees,
265
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• the ability to find a balance between the stability necessary for
high-quality operation of processes and the destabilization caused
by the need for frequent changes267.
A modern, flexible, twenty-first century university – if it does not intend
to base its advantage only on these grounds, but also be socially responsible
– should be guided by three main principles in its actions:
• sustainable development – it means managing the available resources
in such a way as not to limit the possibility of future development,
• responsibility for actions which have consequences for many different groups of stakeholders,
• transparency, which manifests itself in the preparation of periodic reports analysing the actions of the institution and their effects, as well
as sharing this information with a broad group of stakeholders268.
Management strategies of Polish universities in the near future will need
to be modified in connection with the entering the euro area. The balance
of these changes, in the present author’s opinion, will be beneficial for all
universities. Competitive pressure and the opening to easy comparison with
other universities will mean that only strong universities capable of responding to changes will remain on the market. The successful leaders will be able
to compete in this market throughout the European Union.
When shaping the university management strategy, a global perspective
must be taken. The growing competition for the customer of an educational service and the related quality improvement requires making deliberate efforts within a long-term time horizon. The university should adopt a global
orientation and “continually improve itself, expand its capabilities, spirit (corporate identity), vision and mission, which will be reflected in the formulated
strategy that takes into account the phenomenon of glocalization, i.e. combining the idea of a global and local operation”269.
The design of university development strategy should take into account
certain specific elements of European governance. This management model,
shaped by the cultural context, the context of trends in the economy, the environment, and the changing fashions in management, is a specific combination
P. Grajewski, Systemowe uwarunkowania działania współczesnej organizacji, „Zeszyty Naukowe”
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of the best features derived from the many cultures that make up the European
identity. It makes it possible to keep a certain distance to the currently fashionable management methods and techniques. Strong attachment to the obligations of the organization towards society is also important270.

Summary
Organizations which effectively form close relationships between strategy, plans and achievements, often experience the cultural phenomenon of
the multiplied effect. Over time they turn their strategies into great achievements. These synergistic actions, as an expression of social responsibility, can
contribute to the creation of a new quality of educational services in response
to market demand. External stakeholders evaluate the organization in terms
of its activity and effectiveness, measuring the activities in terms of economic responsibility. They also check if it fulfils most of the social expectations271.
Leaders of such organizations are more willing to take the risk of changes
and it is easier for them to inspire associates and jointly build a huge organization272.
The impact of the university should be subordinated to the long term goal
of the liberation of social capital, i.e. interactions based on the idea of cooperation which take place in the social space between people273. Knowledge,
skills and the capabilities of human resources play a crucial role in university operation. Their efficient and competent use may have a prominent influence on the increase of the competitiveness of the university274. This can be
achieved by focusing university employees around the objective of educating
future intellectual elites. The synergy effect, caused by the mutual commitment, trust, and the emerging network of informal relationships, causes social
capital to be considered on a par with financial, material and human capital275.
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It thus appears that in projects which lead to the creation of social benefits
not just financial performance or the achievement of the objectives of the organization are at stake but also benefits for the general public, such as the welfare of stakeholders276.
Efficient creation of appropriate relationships requires initialization of dialogue with those of stakeholders who contribute to bridging cultural differences or to the implementation of codes of ethics. Dialogue with stakeholders
and building mutual trust are the main objectives of these activities.
However, P. F. Drucker’s important statement that there does not exist such
a plan of actions of the organization which in the long run could be unchangeable must always be borne in mid. Thus, variation, transformation, improvements are an inherent feature of the management process. Actions which have
already been taken should always be evaluated and subjected to continuous
modifications, which means that one cannot remain attached to the existing
methods, but also to the services on offer. The offer must always follow the expectations of the market and consumer needs277.
The most important message of strategic management is the knowledge
that it is the assumptions of business ethics that point the way to further development and organizational improvement of the university. The adoption of
such assumptions greatly increases the chances of success of the plan of action
of the organization. It can be assumed that these actions will be appreciated
by stakeholders and positively received by the market of educational services278.
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Chapter 4

The idea of social responsibility of the university
4.1. The concept of social responsibility of the university in the author’s research
The problems of corporate social responsibility turn out to be a familiar issue in academic circles as well as among all stakeholders of the university. Multi-stage research on identified groups of stakeholders, supported
by the opinions of academic teachers, other employees and finally university
managers, allowed for a clarification of a more complete and, in the present
author’s opinion, representative position.
The analysis contained in the publication Social Responsibility of the University as Perceived by Its Stakeholders. Research report1 was based on the results of a study involving the broadly understood issue of social responsibility
in relation to the environment of academic institutions and their stakeholders. This important issue, so far attributed to the business sector, was analysed
in terms of its relevance to the participants in the system of higher education.
The research was addressed both to a group of internal stakeholders (rectors, chancellors, deans, as well as academic and administrative staff) and
external ones, identified as representatives of the wider local community –
residents, business, journalists. In order to evaluate the extent of the occurrence of the phenomena of social responsibility of universities representatives
of foreign universities from around the world were surveyed.
The findings led to an attempt at outlining the concept of the social responsibility of universities, understood as a certain socially expected role that
each, regardless of latitude, higher education institution should play. The keynote, however, is the quality of the relationships binding these organizations
with their stakeholders, and these groups, given the current state of socio-eco1
M. Geryk, Social responsibility of the university as perceived by its stakeholders. Research report,
SGH, Warsaw 2011.
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nomic development, actually include the whole of society and all participants
of public life.
First of all, not only the public understanding and the need for the phenomenon of social responsibility of universities should be stressed, but also a high
evaluation of its role in the public consciousness. This is expressed by applying
by exerting a stimulating effect on the development of the region and the creation of its intellectual resources.
It would be a truism to say that dynamic development of the region is not
possible without having the intellectual base in the form of a university. This
is confirmed by decisions of investors to locate their research centres, manufactures or factories in places where there is adequate staff available or it is possible to educate them.
Higher education reflects the interests reported by various stakeholder
groups, such as student organizations, trade unions, associations, the business sector or the local authorities. The role of universities is to provide educational services, i.e. didactic activity and scientific research2.
The position of the university is often associated with the major role it plays
as a centre of knowledge. Thanks to the conducted research, especially one
which can be implemented in practice, there is added value, which considerably increases the development potential of the region, the macro-region,
the country or the world. It is therefore important to ask whether scientific
achievements are used effectively and whether the scope of the achieved benefits brings positive effects for universities and their stakeholders.
The true role of the university in this approach, paired with the response
to social needs, decides on its position as an important institution of social and
economic life. This role is so much more complete as it is a specific response
to the needs more and more boldly articulated by various groups. For the environment expects an active role of the university. It is hard to imagine a return
to the university understood as a “temple of knowledge” available only to few
people. Social expectations clearly position the university as an important institution which, in addition, should play an active role in the socio-economic
life. A certain egalitarianism results from a much wider availability of higher
education but also, due to the development of the global network – the Internet, from easier access to the technological achievements.
For one must be aware of the constantly relevant words of N. Chomsky: “The main contribution that the university can make in a free society,
2
P. Bielecki, Zewnętrzne i wewnętrzne zarządzanie uczelnią a rola studentów w podejmowaniu decyzji, in: Rola studentów w zarządzania szkołą wyższą, ed. P. Bielecki, SGH, Warszawa 2010.
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is to maintain its independence as an institution responsible for the free exchange of ideas, critical analysis, experimenting, exploration of numerous ideas and values, examination of effects in terms of values, which are themselves
a subject of detailed analysis”3.
Focusing only on the strict statutory purposes of the university is not
a full response to the public demand. It is necessary to listen to the voices of
the changing environment. This is important, because without ongoing dialogue, which is at the basis of social responsibility, it is difficult to speak of “social interaction” so necessary for a proper articulation and understanding of
the expectations of both partners, i.e. educational institutions and their stakeholders. The need for dialogue is the need to recognize the validity of stakeholders and for the confirmation of the fact that, in a sense, the function of
the university is to serve society. After all, research is conducted and appropriate personnel educated to satisfy the need for the formation and development
of current and future social and economic relations, in both macroeconomic
and microeconomic dimensions.
The university as a leading social partner should be a model of development. With the accumulated potential it should read the expectations of
stakeholders associated with its significant role in shaping the directions of development and inspiring its pace. Because of their access to knowledge, universities are seen as organizations which are either efficiently organized or which
can rapidly improve their functioning processes, thereby increasing the efficiency of operation. That constitutes a major challenge and the need for ongoing analysis of the social evaluation of the university.
Adopting the role of a “model” in terms of research discovery, serving above
all the development of the region and the country, but also of the institution
educating future staff, is the key role of the university, which is related to influencing the most sensitive aspects of socio-economic life and strengthening
the profile of a higher education school as a very important public institution.

4.2. The influence of social expectations on the development of the idea of social
responsibility of the university
Every organization needs some environment for its proper functioning. The quality of these relationships depends on the manner of and ability
to respond to public expectations, which are often not articulated explicitly.
Meeting these demands is the true indicator of the degree of acceptance and
3
N. Chomsky, The responsibility of a university community, in: Chomsky on Democracy and Education, ed. J.P. Otero, Routledge Falmer, New York 2003, pp. 276–283.
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relevance of the actions of the entity for the representatives of the environment, understood as the stakeholders of the organization.
These expectations have a strong impact on the change of attitudes among
managers of universities and other institutions of the higher education system. For they also encompass the desired vision of the shape of educational
institutions in the future. This projection of the important role for the development of society turns out to be so valuable a clue for the academic environments that they start listening to the needs of the environment more closely.
The problem of social responsibility is known to the public, this at least
is the conclusion of the analysis of the research extensively presented in the Report4. The idea of social responsibility is becoming increasingly common
in the enterprise sector. Admittedly, only 24% of the adult Polish population
have encountered the concept of social responsibility of universities, and as
many as 42% said they had no opinion on the matter, however, it can be concluded that linking social responsibility with university operation is legitimate. This term, however, is sometimes understood incorrectly: as activities
for the sake of both the external and internal environment. It is expected to be
expressed in actions for employees, but also for the wider local environment.
The point is that actions in this matter should be inspired by a real need for
the development of social relations of the organization, rather than profit as
the main incentive.
The characteristic features of a responsible university are the stability of operation, attention to a sufficiently high level of education and the quality of research. This requires appropriately broad powers to conduct education in many
directions and levels. Responsibility will be manifested in activities influencing the immediate environment, the whole region, also through the training
of responsible graduates5. The necessity of such knowledge among employees
is also indicated by B. Pogonowska, who even suggests increasing the number
of classes in business ethics and after the course a presentation of the issues of
social responsibility6. The development of an educational institution should
be based on the traditions of the state and the region, it should also be prepare
to change on a regular basis, e.g. to make the educational offer more attractive. It can be argued that this means a strong development pressure, based on
M. Geryk, Społeczna odpowiedzialność uczelni w percepcji jej interesariuszy. Raport z badań, op.cit.
M. Geryk, Społecznie odpowiedzialny absolwent – wyzwanie nowoczesnej uczelni, in: Rola uczelni
w rozwijaniu społeczeństwa obywatelskiego, ed. J. Dietl, Z. Sapijaszka, Fundacja Edukacyjna Przedsiębiorczości, Łódź 2009, pp. 169–176.
6
B. Pogonowska, Edukacja etyczna oraz odpowiedzialne kształcenie menedżerów – krytyczna samoocena, in: Ku obywatelskiej rzeczpospolitej gospodarczej, ed. W. Gasparski, B. Rok, A. Lewicka-Strzałecka, D. Bąk, Poltext, Warszawa 2010, pp. 199–206.
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the anticipated needs of stakeholders, as well as on the conclusions of the analysis of the education market and the changes it undergoes.
It should be noted, however, that nearly 49% of the respondents defines social responsibility of the university as a combination of several major activities: transfer of knowledge, education and formation of attitudes of students,
and all that accompanied by the high-quality of education. So they locate social expectations in relation to the university not too far from its mainstream
activity, linking it to the transfer of knowledge. It should be strongly emphasized, however, that nearly one third of the respondents report a significant
difficulty in defining the term, which indicates that it is not so widespread
in the public perception.
A positive reference must be made to the growing conviction of the need
for a more active role of the university. Although stakeholder expectations
are only taking shape, certainly they already constitute a seed of a vision of
the future relationship between education institutions and the environment.
Among the surveyed representatives of the academic circles the issue
is much better known. As many as 93% of the representatives of private universities and 87% of the representatives of state universities claim that the concept of social responsibility of the university is very well known to them.
However, understanding of the concept is varied. The first understanding concerns the shaping of the educational process in such a way that graduates present civic and socially committed attitudes, and in their professional lives take
non-profit action in favour of the social environment. The second understanding involves taking action directly by universities; a socially responsible university should offer the best education possible, to prepare for life in modern
society and to educate ethical and responsible managers, capable of working
for the local environment.
It is often assumed that social responsibility of the university should be
restricted to students, identified as groups of recipients, some of the stakeholders. In this narrow definition the actions of the university should be focused on didactic, educational activity. Nevertheless, these tasks should also
be addressed to a wider environment, and the role of the university is to share
the possessed knowledge accumulated by the academic and professional staff
in many areas. All this underlines the important influential role of the educational organization. The constant presence of the university in the media
should be focused around important social issues.
Although the university accepts people aged 19 years and older, many of
the respondents indicate society’s expectations of not only education, but also
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formation. Thus society feels the need of a more active, more involved role of
educational institutions. At the same time responsibility for the education of
future generations is emphasized, but more in terms of civic education. Such
tasks, however, are not so unequivocally accepted by all institutions as mandatory.
The research activity of academic centres should certainly be focused on
doing sound scientific research, and its practical nature should allow for effective utilization of the potential of the knowledge and skills of the university. This approach, consistent with the postulated changes in higher education,
emphasizes the “social utility” of academic work. It is also about the purposefulness of the research action. Its effects should be beneficial to the university, either directly or through a variety of spin-off projects7.
Multidisciplinary university influence should be reflected in socially desirable activities, such as:
• education of the public, by organizing lectures open to the public,
• forming opinions, i.e. using its potential to shape and promote socially desirable behaviours,
• scientific research and its implementation in such a way that the social benefits are as large as possible,
• influencing the labour market through constant monitoring of its
needs, the state of development, the extent of changes and flexible
adjustment of the educational offer in line with the expectations of
the future labour market,
• actions for children, i.e. activities promoting studying, such as public
lectures and facilitated access to education,
• supporting people with disabilities by providing the right conditions
to study and by elimination of architectural or social barriers,
• measures to promote health, sports, culture, arts and charity actions,
• measures for employees and students, reflected in the support for
initiatives, promotion of scientific papers, etc.
• the creation of the political and economic reality, i.e. data collection,
their analysis, and forecasting the future of the environment.
It can be argued that the surveyed university stakeholders, both in Poland
and worldwide, do not differentiate their expectations depending on the leM. Geryk, Społecznie odpowiedzialna uczelnia jako stymulator działań proinnowacyjnych w środowisku lokalnym, in: Sieci proinnowacyjne w zarządzaniu regionem wiedzy, ed. E. Bojar, J. Stachowicz,
Politechnika Lubelska, Lublin 2008, pp. 295–305.
7
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gal form of the organization, or whether the university is state or private, and
expect that socially responsible actions will be undertaken by universities of
both types. It follows that these institutions are perceived in terms of social
responsibilities as equals. Thus a specific legal or founding formula does not
differentiate the assessment of undertaken actions. Most important, however,
is that these institutions cannot exist only for themselves, and should increasingly consider their presence in the context of the general public.
Incentives to undertake pro-social activities tend to be interesting. Usually these are activities which positively affect the image of the university and
the strength of its brands and then they result from the goals of the entire
university as an institution. The main inspiration for action in this case comprises the possible benefits for the brand which the organization can achieve.
In other situations they are inspired by the activities of staff and students and
therefore they result from the actions of individuals and people contributing
to the university. In this case, they are initiated by a real social need felt by internal stakeholders.
However, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that pro-social activities
of educational institutions are often inspired by the potential benefits that
the organization can achieve. Naturally, in parallel there may appear social
benefits in the form of meeting the expectations of stakeholders, but when
it comes to the original source of this type of action then it should rather be
seen in the stimulating effect on the development of the university.

4.3. The vision, mission, and strategy of a socially responsible university
A clear suggestion appears that universities should focus primarily on their
basic statutory activity. This in tasks involving education and scientific research that opportunities to expand relationships with stakeholders should
be seen. One way or the other, respondents generally assume that focusing on
the core activity of the university plays the leading role. Despite extensive social expectations towards institutions of higher education, in social perception
they are responsible mainly before stakeholders identified as students, graduates or, less frequently, other members of the public. Thus, the recipients of
knowledge, the direct participants in the process of studying, are, in the narrow sense, the core group of university stakeholders. It seems therefore that
– a bit differently from the corporate sector – society expects non-standard
services from universities, but ones closely related to the processes of education and research.
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The vision and mission of the university, adopted under the influence of
this knowledge¸ should include the topics expected by stakeholders. These are
mainly focused around the need to establish proper relationships and stronger social ties with the environment. Besides, the work of the university should
be focused on creating benefits for society in the form of well-educated graduates and doing research which coincides with the needs of modern society.
In a slightly expanded meaning, social responsibility of the university is not
only focused on its core business, but also on additional activities, such as actions for children, the disabled, health, sports, arts and culture, environmental
protection, and support for charities. Often, however, formation is expected
of the university, understood as the inculcation of desirable attitudes and social norms in the future intellectual elites.
In this case, the expectations and aspirations of society for universities to exercise the important formation function are clearly visible. It can be assumed
that in the common perception universities are still a link in the state education
system, even though they only educate adults. Therefore, the scope of responsibility for the undertaken actions in the case of universities is substantially
expanded. Indeed, it is expected that universities will devote more attention
to the formation of civic attitudes among their students and to the promotion
of the desired behaviours. Perhaps this goes beyond the main strategic interest of universities but it does not reduce society’s expectations in this regard.
It seems that corporate social responsibility should be a permanent part
of the strategy of the university also because it fits well with the values specif
ic to the academic ethos.
The university is the employer of many people. Employees and the huge
numbers of those receiving instruction are the groups interested in the proper functioning of the university as a social organism. Observers of higher
education institutions pay attention to the appropriate treatment of these internal stakeholders.
This is reflected in the results of actually all the studies, in which a very important item in the set of university responsibilities is appropriate treatment of
its own employees and students. Depending on the study between 71 and 80%
of the respondents expect such manifestations of social responsibility. It is understood not only as the creation of appropriate working conditions, elaborate
systems of social support and the use of appropriate incentives to work, but
also as development of information society, organization of conferences and
symposia, or even taking initiatives for the circles apparently not in the direct
interest of universities such as the university of the third age.
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Assessing the pro-social activity of the university, the respondents approach
its commitment for the local community in one way, and to the whole of society in another. For it seems that actions which are closer to those assessing
them are naturally more desirable. Their assessment, for that matter, looks
similar – activities associated with the local community tend to be rated as
better. Actions for children or supporting one’s own employees or partners
are also indicated. Expectations of some social role appear, and yet it is difficult to assume that, in fact, important actions of the university will be focused on this area.
In one of the stages of the research on the issue of social responsibility of
universities two groups of Polish universities were evaluated – state and private. It was found that nearly 75% of the people representing state universities and just 41% of those from private universities see important differences
in the social responsibility of both these forms of ownership of the organization. This can be explained by a common belief in the more commercial
nature of the operation of private universities and the different social expectations that go with it – a greater emphasis on didactic activities and a lesser one on research activities. The validity of this view seems to be confirmed
by the fact that the indications of the surveyed representatives of foreign universities were similar.
It is also assumed that state institutions should engage in pro-social activities more strongly and to some extent it should be their obligation. Stricter assessment and shorter history of the operation of private schools lead
to the need to prove, through pro-social activities, that they are more active,
which is reflected in a more comprehensive educational offer and better relations with the business environment or more personalized relationships between students and staff. These differences can be summarized as a social
expectation of increased activity on the part of institutions with a public lineage. On the other hand, the operation of private schools tends to be often assessed as inspired by the need to gain a greater part of the educational market.
Stakeholders are unlikely to differentiate between universities in terms of
their legal status, they have similar expectations towards them. This confirms
the fact that the environment perceives educational institutions as one and
does not subject ownership relations to a deeper analysis.
It turns out that these activities are held in very high regard which are intended to facilitate access to education for the widest possible range of young
people. The process of education is associated with incurring substantial expenses, even if studying at a university does not entail the payment of fees.
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All the surveyed university representatives noted that various forms of scholarship support are an expression of responsible activities.
Organization of various academic competitions was also very highly rated, as well as activities related to the promotion of gifted students. In addition, the universities themselves do not refrain themselves from providing
information on these activities, and even, in a vast majority, declare such
a need. This may testify to the need to publicize the enterprises leading to social development and those which meet the expectations of the environment.
At the same time it points to a need and conviction of society that the role of
the university is not only to find talent, but also appropriate training and later promotion of talented youth. In the present author’s opinion, universities
have a huge range of possibilities in this area. At the same time the achievements in this field to date should be assessed more critically. Apart from a few
exceptions, the promotion of young talent is not part of the strategy of higher education institutions.
For a full understanding of the phenomenon of social responsibility the reasons for engaging in activities in this area are worth analysing. There are widespread opinions that higher education institutions should mainly deal with
their main statutory activity, which is education and scientific research. Therefore, the university should focus mainly on education, but also on formation
of young people. It can be inferred then that universities readily engage their
employees and students in activities for the public.
To highlight their position in the education market, universities adopt
the measures leading to the improvement of their image. One may say that
all the respondents indicated that they seek to raise the position of their universities in the eyes of the public; much less important were the motives
associated with the sense of moral duty. Other motives were: support for outstanding students, respect for the work of employees or environment protection. Interestingly, copying activities of other universities was the motivation
for the adoption of a socially responsible attitude for only one third of the surveyed universities. Public pressure, felt by universities, is also very important. Significantly, more than half of the surveyed institutions are convinced
of the obvious benefits of social activities to organizations.
The presence of any organization in the public life requires building
the right relationships, also at the level of communication. Both universities
and all stakeholders are fully aware of the need for wide and well prepared
information about the undertaken actions, especially in the field of social responsibility.
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Leading universities have extensive public relations departments, as well
as a spokesperson. These activities common in other sectors of the economy are also becoming important for higher education institutions. For there
is a growing conviction that the activities of the university should be an example of transparent functioning for other entities. For this purpose all communication channels should be used, such as the Internet, press, the radio,
television, press conferences, forums and even social networking.
However, actions taken towards this end are rarely perfect. Research shows
that there is lack of complete information in the media. The hardest part, however, is to create a mass media message in such a way that it strengthens public
relations, and which is not a mere praise with no support in facts. Journalistic
circles point out that they acquire information about the activities of universities only thanks to their initiatives. It is surprising that university representatives appreciate the importance of media communications in such a small
extent. It is particularly vivid in the face of the demographic decline of most
modern societies, including Poland, and the growing competition from universities from the whole world.
The importance of the problem can be proved by the fact that 90% of
the surveyed stakeholders expect such information in the form of a report.
It would be best if its preparation was entrusted to outside bodies, which would
increase the impartiality and independence of the presented facts and figures.
A prominent streamlining of the process of informing the public about
the achievements of the university would therefore be the expected solution.
Provided in a suitable form and by means of the available medium the news
should also be evaluated and audited by external institutions. It is about giving the information the quality of impartiality, as well as of their maximum
credibility.
A university which recognizes the importance of social activities expected
by stakeholders, should inscribe it in its strategy, and thus put it in its mission.
Social activities carried out occasionally, aimed at achieving a single, direct order, will not have such a social impact as strategically planned measures, executed according to a long-term plan and targeted to achieve the overarching
objective, which is to create sustainable and good relations of the university
with its environment, based on mutual benefits. Besides, it is difficult to imagine the multitude of disparate activities in this area. They have to, for their
synergistic efficacy, be linked to the main axis of strategic action. For it is only
then that we can deal with conscious action based on relevant social relations
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and the pursuit of long-range goals, relevant from the point of view of both
the university and stakeholders.

4.4. An assessment of the changes in university management resulting from social
expectations
Dealing with socially responsible actions is sometimes perceived as unnecessary effort on the part of the university. It often brings no benefit and even
leads to losses. If this involves excessive engagement of excessive resources
in activities unrelated to the core business of the university, then it is difficult
to speak about direct benefits. We can also talk about lack of benefits when
socially responsible action complements other activities and does not require
any extra resources. It must be borne in mind, however, that socially responsible activities when properly used may be one of the cheapest forms of promotion. Creating new channels of social contact, establishment of relations
with the environment and dissemination of information about the activities
of the university, and especially its developmental movements, are examples
of activities that can be perceived as a form of promotion.
Naturally, it is difficult to ignore in these considerations the achievement
of social benefits. Values such as raising the level of education, the creation
of the image by providing a model of an appropriate institutional attitude,
or meeting education and formation needs, also the prestigious ones, provide a simple answer to the articulated social need for greater involvement
of the university in the formation of citizens. Besides, one must also notice
the long-term effects, such as the development of a knowledge-based economy. Creating a foundation for responsible personnel and appropriate education supported by formation and propagation of relevant ethical and moral
behaviours, are still important elements of creating the future intelligentsia.
Seeking benefits for the university itself, one can also indicate the growth potential and the opportunity to gain a greater number of students, which can
lead to an increase in revenues.
Although the activities in social responsibility often mean additional expenses or organizational effort, no reply was provided testifying to the burden of such activities. On the other hand, benefits were pointed to, but also
the rank of the impact of social responsibility of the university on the daily
management of educational institutions.
This may mean that “pro-social activities” can be evaluated as a harbinger of extra work, but in practice it turns out that the actual load of new tasks
on employees is not excessive. Often, they are only a fuller implementation
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of the existing tasks. Emphasizing the benefits may also be associated with
a better and more efficient use of resources, i.e. a more efficient organization,
a better quality of social relations or more appropriate forms of communication with the environment.
In a market economy, each organization needs to effectively solicit customers or funds which condition its survival and development. It is no different
in the case of educational institutions. Both raising funds in the form of grants
for research and increasing the number of students paying for their tuition
require a strong support of marketing techniques. These tools lead to the creation of competitive advantage, and still they may be supported by activities
in the area of social responsibility.
The surveyed representatives of universities and their stakeholders do not
see a contradiction between social responsibility and promoting the university. What is more, it is common belief that marketing activities are necessary
and are a natural part of business. It is important that promotional activities
have an ethical nature and contain only verified and true information. Putting emphasis on the quality of education and prestige was among the expected activities, and marketing actions should be the background rather than
the main purpose of the action.
Therefore, higher education institutions can, and indeed should, undertake effective marketing activities. They are received positively by stakeholders, even if they are often the sole purpose of pro-social activities. Society does
not take a negative view of marketing activities and accepts the fact that they
may be in a closely related to the activities in the area of social responsibility of the university.
The potential of the university, its experience and the acquired knowledge are insufficient to achieve the luxury of recognition and high evaluation
by the public. The only guarantee of recognition is having the brand. This value, if it is properly linked to the reputation and quality standards, according
to many, actually proves the existence of the organization. Acquiring a brand
takes many years of successful and goal-oriented work. Only consistent messages, linking the image issues with the possessed potential, can affect the creation of a strong brand.
The message carried by the strong brand name, logo, and supported
by an appropriate form of external communication, increases the rank of
the university among stakeholders, especially among employers, but also students and applicants. It should characterize the powers held by the university, the great selection of lecturers, and accreditation as a form of external
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assessment or job prospects for graduates. This set of characteristics is supposed to testify to the prestige of the university, the high-quality of its educational services and the many values of the education obtained in this way.
The image of the university is influenced in the highest degree by external evaluation by accrediting bodies – as confirmed by 73% of the respondents. This seems obvious. In the public opinion the expectation of impartiality
of assessment is prevalent. Hence, examination of the quality of university
achievements made by external and independent institutions, often accreditation ones, is assessed highest.
Surprisingly, both in the research on Polish universities and in the research
on the representatives of universities from all continents, little attention was
paid to the resources held by the university library – only 10% of the respondents in the national survey in 19% in the global one. Perhaps it was assumed
that respected organization should have those resources. In addition, the expansion of the base of scientific information does not fit into the main stream
of activities in the field of social responsibility of the university – for it is directly linked to the main tasks of the university, which are essential for its normal functioning as a research and didactic institution.
The significance of university activity in the field of social responsibility
for the building of its image was assessed positively by 40% of the respondents in many countries. However, it is worth noting that the respondents from
the United States and Canada barely notice (11%) the importance of this factor. Another important difference is the preference for a larger number of students, understood as the size of the institution, by the European universities
as a factor creating the image, and a larger offer of courses of education (curricula) by the North American and Asian respondents.
The different perception of the significance of social actions in North America and other parts of the world may be due to the more market-oriented approach to the operation of any organization. Such significant differences can,
however, give rise to astonishment when it is American and Canadian universities that make extensive use of grants from various institutions, often represented by their graduates. These facts, however, illustrate the phenomenon of
lower expectations for university activity in the fields which go beyond the development strategy. It turns out that North Americans do not expect pro-social
activities of the university, perhaps they locate them in other organizations.
Socially responsible actions taken by universities are usually well received.
Both stakeholders and the surveyed university managers emphasize the role
of universities in the education of responsible, socially sensitive people,
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thanks to a greater emphasis on personal development through the creation
of the desired attitudes, beliefs and the respect for ethical standards. Importantly, the role of the university in the development of the information society and the promotion of culture and the arts is much higher assessed than
support for the education of children and young people or for the natural environment. High public expectations in relation to higher education institutions are persistent and widespread among stakeholders. They also mean that
universities should treat their statutory objectives more broadly and complement them with socially desirable activities, which in addition may bring multilateral benefits, although as difficult to measure as they are.
It can be said that a greater focus on the needs of society forms a better
image of educational institutions. At the same time the environment makes
a number of suggestions or clues for more preferred courses of action.
When trying to develop a set of socially responsible actions, it was found
that social responsibility of the university is mainly to do with activities related to the statutory activity of the university and with a set of additional
activities, such as actions for children, people with disabilities, health care,
development of sport, culture and the arts, and the natural environment. An
important aspect are actions for its own staff and students, but also activities
such as the development of information society, the creation of the university
of the third age, or even organization of conferences and seminars.
The expected benefits of undertaking socially responsible activities are: society’s education through open lectures and the positive impact on the labour
market through education according to its needs. Another advantage is the creation of political and economic reality by observing, analysing and forecasting
the future, promoting children’s education or helping applicants to be accepted
by a chosen university. Yet other examples are activities for people with disabilities, such as providing suitable conditions for studying, supporting charity
actions organized by students, supporting initiatives and promoting scientific work of one’s own scientific staff and students.
Activities of the university which are related to the protection of monuments and organization of charity actions are met with the relatively least interest of stakeholders, as being too distant from the identified set of social
expectations towards higher education institutions.
Projects related to environmental protection achieve higher assessment
from the respondents if they lead to an increase in society’s environmental
awareness associated with social concern, which is well received by all stakeholders.
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Summary
Multi-stage research on the social responsibility of the university, preceded
by a thorough analysis of its stakeholder groups, helped to formulate the concept of social responsibility of the university. The attempt to relate the issue
present in the corporate sector to higher education was made possible by empirical research.
The results were obtained which confirm the expectations of society
in terms of active participation of the university in the development of science. Respondents perceive universities as centres of knowledge, their activities, however, should be much more focused on the needs of stakeholders.
Features of a responsible university are: strategic stability of operations, attention to the high level of education and the quality of research. All actions
should be taken in the context of the needs of the region, while respecting its
autonomy and tradition.
Universities should also play an important educative and cultural role –
for they are still seen as an important link in the state education system, even
though they educate adults.
Social expectations draw a picture of the university as an institution which
is involved and acting in a thoughtful and considerate manner, above all
in the interest of the region. The task of the university is to promote education,
spread knowledge and act as a model of ethical conduct. The need to promote
talented youth was also noted. Stakeholders also expect to improve the effectiveness of communication by publishing information about the activities of
the university. These expectations are not diminished by the attempts to include social activities in marketing strategies.
The high prestige of the university is a strategic objective of action both
at in the country and abroad. The possessed powers, accreditation, assessment
of job opportunities for graduates, enhanced by high social assessment, are
the factors which build the image of the university.
Meeting the extensive social expectations may require increasing the efforts from the university, as well as lead to a growth in expenses. However, the potential effects of these activities may be long-term, social benefits,
such as creating a knowledge-based economy. At the same time the impact
on the socio-economic environment is not only desirable but also highly valued by respondents.

Conclusion
Changes in higher education which have been taking place in recent decades have a variety of sources. The increasing globalization has led to a greater
openness of higher education markets, resulting in a marked increase in the international exchange of students and teachers. At the same time the noticeable
demographic decline in developed countries has led to an increase in university enrolment in emerging markets, especially in China and India. This has
led to a situation where it is relatively easy to compare educational services
offered by universities.
The present author’s detailed analysis of the market of stakeholders’ needs,
based on extensive scientific literature on the topic, but first of all the multi-stage
empirical research show that universities are increasingly attentive the needs of
their environments8. It seems that this phenomenon – quite expected by society – is now commonplace. The issue of social responsibility is defined differently by researchers of the problem. According to the present author, the nature
of the interaction between the organization and its stakeholders deserves particular attention. For one of the main determinants of social responsibility of
the organization is the quality of the relationships with stakeholders. The most
important thing is to enable an agreement between the three leading groups: society, entrepreneurs and the authorities responsible for the regulation of the market environment9. Only integrated action, despite the different goals of each
group, may lead to effective co-operation, to the growth of the market position
of the organization, to the improvement of the living conditions of the people
in the environment. According to D. E. Hawkins, “in the end, we will all have
to accept a balanced vision of today and tomorrow”10.
Developing a strategy requires a proper understanding of the social vision
of the organization. It describes the environmental, ethical and social commitM. Geryk, Społeczna odpowiedzialność uczelni w percepcji jej interesariuszy. Raport z badań, SGH,
Warszawa 2010, pp. 123–129.
9
D.E. Hawkins, Corporate Social Responsibility. Balancing Tomorrow’s Sustainability and Today’s
Profitability, Palgrave Macmillan, New York 2006, p. 273.
10
Ibidem, p. 274.
8
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ment of the company in relation to the community and society11. It is a specific guidance and help in the orientation of the university to achieve its own
objectives in line with social objectives.
The highest form of the development of an organization is the full integration of the mission of the university with its social mission. This leads
to the perception of the social vision as an integral part of the development
of the vision of the organization. It is then than the university becomes a truly responsible citizen, and the principles of social responsibility are fully integrated with the strategic objectives.
D. Grayson and A. Hodges developed an interesting strategy of adapting
the idea of corporate social responsibility in such a way that it brings tangible benefits to the business. They described an analytical process consisting of
seven stages, which shows which decisions should be taken and in what order.
This leads to making final decisions on the basis of the information obtained
successively during the transition between the successive steps12.
Taking comprehensive measures related to the implementation of
the broader concept of social responsibility and its integration in the organization’s management strategy may lead to tangible benefits. It is difficult,
however, to identify them unambiguously. Besides, studies by K. Møller and
T. Erdal confirm that the adopted strategy of implementation of social responsibility depends on the different models of the social environment. Nevertheless, many activities are of a truly transnational nature and regardless of
the many differences they may exist with a similar intensity in countries such
as Sweden, the Netherlands or Spain. Many organizations are actively involved
in supporting the development of local communities. K. Møller and T. Erdal
formulate the following recommendations13:
• promoting the organization’s involvement in corporate social responsibility should be based on supporting and facilitating the adaptation
of CSR ideas,
• joint initiatives to tackle important issues for the local community
must be promoted, so it will be possible to create a common platform
for dialogue within the community,
E.M. Burke, Managing a Company in an Activist World. The Leadership Challenge of Corporate
Citizenship, Praeger, Westport 2005, p. 47.
12
D. Grayson, A. Hodges, Corporate Social Opportunity!: Seven Steps to Make Corporate Social Responsibility Work for Your Business, Greenleaf Publishing, Sheffield 2004.
13
K. Moller, T. Erdal, Corporate responsibility towards society: A local perspective [online], European
Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions, Dublin 2003, pp. 78–80, http://
www.eurofound.europa.eu/publications/htmlfiles/ef0327.htm, 09.02.2009.
11
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• seeking ways to promote CSR combined with engaging the widest possible range of stakeholders is a task that must be continued
in the future.
It is good to remember, however, that the growing interest of organizations in implementing the concept of social responsibility is often inspired
by the fact that they may pay a heavy price for the evident lack of this responsibility. In addition, involvement in socially responsible projects raises wide
consent and social acceptance for many activities undertaken by the organization. Without social acceptance it is much more difficult to achieve the targeted strategic market position and to ensure the development and growth
of the university14.
In the public opinion the university is an organization based on universal
values and it is knowledge centre which has duties to the community, such as
inspiring, showing directions of development, educating future generations.
University activity should therefore lead to the liberation of social capital.
After all, as an educational institution, it shapes civic attitudes and disseminates civic ideas.
Thus, the main tasks of the university are: to promote community development by raising the intellectual level of society, to adapt education to the needs
of the society of the future, and especially for the local business community, to anticipate these needs, to promote business ethics. The aim of these actions is appropriate formation of graduates – ones who are sensitized to social
problems and ready to take responsibility for their actions.
Education is a priority area of activity in modern societies. It is expected
that the university should make a contribution to science through research and
its dissemination – the fullest expression of social responsibility. The university, due to the possessed intellectual resources and research facilities should
be a stimulator of pro-innovation activities in the local community.
The people who form universities, i.e. representatives of the academic environment, are expected to be creative – to develop and disseminate of new ideas. The university should invest in research, be a source of innovation, it should
also participate in clusters, cooperate with business, be open to changes and
propagate these changes. Research results should be effectively implemented
in such a way that they benefit the whole of society, and then universities will
fully deserve to be called centres of knowledge and innovation.
14
D. Cogman, J.M. Oppenheim, Kontrowersyjny biznes dla społecznie odpowiedzialnych, „Trzeci
Sektor” 2008, nr 13, pp. 76–82.
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Pro-social intentions should guide all university managers. As institutions
of a special sphere of influence, universities must assume greater responsibility for their actions and their effects in the social dimension. This wide range
of operation is important because it produces results visible in the long term,
which can have serious implications for the shape of society, the future generations and the level of its intellectual development.
Organizations which effectively create close relationships between strategy, plans and achievements, often experience the cultural phenomenon of
a multiplier effect. Over time they turn their strategies into great achievements. These synergistic effects, resulting from social responsibility, may contribute to the creation of a new quality of educational services in response
to the reported market demand. External stakeholders evaluate the organization in terms of its activity and efficiency by measuring these actions with
economic responsibility, but also in terms of meeting the majority of social
expectations15. The leaders of socially responsible organizations are willing to take the risk of changes and it is easier for them to inspire colleagues
to jointly build a large organization16.
The impact of the university should be subordinated to the long term goal
of the liberation of social capital, i.e. interactions based on the idea of cooperation taking place between people in the social space17. The following play
a crucial role in university activity: the knowledge, skills and capabilities of
human resources. Their efficient and confident use may prominently affect
the increase the competitiveness of the university18. This can be achieved
by focusing employees around the objective of educating future intellectual elites. The synergy effect, caused by a common commitment, trust and
the emerging informal networks, makes the social capital be considered on
a par with the financial, physical and human capital19.
However, P. F. Drucker’s important statement that there does not exist such
a plan of actions of the organization which in the long run could be unchangeable must always be borne in mind. Thus, variation, transformation, improveM.G. van Dongen, In Search of the Link between Corporate Social Responsibility and Legitimacy,
Maastricht University, Maastricht 2006, p. 57.
16
M.C. Mankins, R. Steele, Turning great strategy into great performance, „Harvard Business Review” 2005, July–August, pp. 65–72.
17
Por. Przedsiębiorczość i kapitał intelektualny, red. M. Bratnicki, J. Strużyna, Akademia Ekonomiczna, Katowice 2001, p. 128
18
See: J. Lewandowski, Aspekty społeczne przedsiębiorstwa przyszłości, in: Przedsiębiorstwo przyszłości. Nowe paradygmaty zarządzania europejskiego, Instytut Organizacji i Zarządzania w Przemyśle
„Orgmasz”, Warszawa 2003, p. 251.
19
S. Rudolf, Rola kapitału społecznego w podnoszeniu konkurencyjności przedsiębiorstw, in: Przedsiębiorstwo przyszłości..., op.cit., pp. 264–265.
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ments are an inherent feature of the management process. Actions which have
already been taken should always be evaluated and subjected to continuous
modifications, which means that one cannot remain attached to the existing
methods, but also to the services on offer. The offer must always follow the expectations of the market and consumer needs20.
The most important message of strategic management is the knowledge
that it is the assumptions of business ethics that point the way to further development and organizational improvement of the university. Adoption of
such assumptions greatly increases the chances of success of the plan of action
of the organization. It can be assumed that these actions will be appreciated
by stakeholders and positively received by the market of educational services.
The analysis of theoretical achievements and of the results obtained during the multi-stage study has led to the confirmation of the original research
hypothesis, which read:
Socially responsible actions of universities are expected by all stakeholders. They also benefit both society and schools. Therefore such actions
should find their implementation in the strategies and missions of educational institutions.
On the basis on the gained knowledge, supported by theory and empirical
data, the present author has formulated the following recommendations for
all university managers in the world:
• universities should consciously integrate all activities on the strategic
and operational level with the ideas of social responsibility,
• it must be continually endeavoured to improve the relationships
between the university and its environment,
• it must be remembered that university stakeholders are virtually all
institutions of social and economic life and society as a whole,
• efforts must be made to upgrade the ways of informing stakeholders
of any action of the university, not only those related to the issue of
corporate social responsibility,
and most importantly:
• university managers must be fully aware of the responsibility for
the implementation of their tasks, as stakeholders pose great challenges on higher education institutions and very high ethical, moral
and quality requirements.

20

P.F. Drucker, The Daily Drucker, Harper Business, New York 2004, p. 6.
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